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PTO/SBm~ {0~.{:~~ 

.N.pp,nvf}d t.oruStil B1ffi~~.gh 11l30/1Ci i, OM:B OC-..51-0:035 
U.S. P~~~nt ~:xi n·.st1~~~Kk Offw...e. U.S. Dt~P·ARTMEN"T Of COMMERCE 

Undo;;r th~ r~~'""#nr~ H;sct:wct:z1n At~ r:l ~9~~. pn ~:t'"S\)·:'t¢ *f' rf:-t.1u~~oo t{; :e~p~-x: t({ ~ cot~ttion ~t L-nkvrn.;stton un~~ss a: ctis~1:k~y~ a 'IIS:~•d OM8 t";C~I'!cJ n: .. K':~·b<::r 

POWER OF ATTORNEY 
OR 

REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 
WITH A NEW POWER OF ATTORNEY 

AND 
CHANGE OF CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS 

' 
l hereby revoke a!l prev1ous powers of attorney given in the above-identified application. 

[] t, Power of l>.tffime)' is sub milled t;erewittl. 

OR 
')(' ! Mereby appoint Pract!tioner(s) a:.soc>alil<l with ttle foliowin-g Customer 
t_ _ ___l Number as my/our attmne)'(s) or agent(;;) to prosecute lhe app!i-c-a!lon 

identified .sbove, and to tnmsact ail busine~m lfl the UnitM S!r.!t>s Palent 

[] 

and Tr<Jdermnll Office cormecl.ed Hlerewitfl: 
OR 

I hereby t;ppoin! Prat::titloner(s) namrm below a;; my/our attorney{:.) or agent(s) to prosecute H-::e app!ie<J!icn K!~mlifieu above. and 
to lransact a~! bl:Sine:.s tn the Unllt:d States P;J!ent <md Tr;Klerm~rk Off!!..<! connected tl1erewi!!1· 

Please recogmze or change the correspondence address for the above··identif!ed application to: 

!X! T!-::e address r.<iSnaaled wiln the abow:Hnefltioned Cus!Cf>1er Numtlr:r 
OR ,---------------··-·---··········· .. ~~~~·~~-~--.-.-, 

~OR:;:·;,':' "':"::Ht' c=to:O<'":.-oo.~r:~~:·:-: .. ·: .. : .. :· ===.: ... : .. = ... c::c::c:::c:c:·:::::::::::: c J .. ...... .. ....... .. 
... !:::::! ..... !!:9.~~'!:?.~ml Nr.mei ........................ -.. ------------------·-····---------··················· .. ·-·~----------.................................. ----------------------············· .. --·-

1\tli:.iress 

--e:::iv·--------------------------·-····-r---......... -·-·-~-~~---·---~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:_-_-_-_-_~:_-_L.~!~-~~--·::.·.·r:.·.~---_-_·_~~~~~-.-.-.~~--~-.--~~~~~~~~~~·-~···1 Zip : 
.. c:c;;,;r;\i_-y-------------·······-······:·-.. ----·--··~~~~---~-
.. r€:lellilon<! ! .............. -------------------------------········ ........................ ----~--!~(;:;:;;;;;-j _____ ................... ---·------.. -----------------·········--------.. --~ 

~dB~ the: 

iXl Acp!icanlflnventor. 
"----'oR· 
~~~~,: Assigrmi~ cf reo-Jrd of the sntire interest S€':{3 ~:S 7 CFR 3. 7'1 

~~~~~~·-·--i·.~~----~!~!:_~~:~!--~~1-~~:~~~-~~-:?~~~:~!::~!~! (Ponn PfOl~~}~~~~~!~~~~~~~~~~::~~~~-~~-~~~~-~-::: ... ::: .. = .. ::: ... ::: .. ::: .. = .. ::: ... ::: .. ::: .. = .. ::: ... ::: .. ::: .. ::: .. ::: ... ::: .. ::: .. ::: ... :: .. :::::::.:::::::.:::.:~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.--.----------

~Q.If.· Si:gn::-;'t~r~s of ~i~ m~ ~nve-rtk'l:~~ \J~ a~i.gnwz &. rf5f'A):t\i ot fu* ~nt'l~ :n~~~r:*t or ·t~1~~r i1-~pros-csnt~N¢{s} ;.~re reot.:;t:~~~j S~tll<'"f<:fi: muth:.:;~9 tor:~~ if mcfG ~h-an en~ 
~gnat~r-e ~~ r~-..qu-ire.j, ~oo be~~vf". 

LRI 
Tt~fS t."Vl:eti.F0r. n~ ;ntnrrr~:iK~~· 5~ :~;qt.:tr~ b)' 37 CPR 't .. :;3i, ·1.32 i.ind 1.~-:J. lne ;m\~;:....~UGft ~s ·~:VS:"$$d h~ t)~.)~;.:;sn r~rrt:~a:n)) t'*nef:t by tne P\JJ;Ji~ ... ,<nK'hlS t\.~ nie (an~ ty1ht~ 
USPT"O tc· prce~ss} ;sn ..:s:pp~i;:.~Ue:t1. Coo1id6~st:~~:ty is (.f!.I"Yt1nwd by 3S U.S. C. 1.22 3nd 37 CFR 1. 1:·1 &'I~J 1.14.. Thir::: C-t1~:fs~tK:~t Ss ~s~5m&t{:1d to t~ke 3 m~nute-s tc t':Vm~ete .. 
~nch .. ~~~~ng g-&th:·sn:!J_J. prepa:r~:-:9: snd oH~J..rr:;tttu:;tl thfj cnn1}~eh!:.d ~ppH~tkx~ fc;m tc th~ t}SPTO. Tfme ~tt~! VM~Y fJgpem.i~pg HfXN1 H1& ;nr3iv•t,h~* t:a~..r:~. k-r;,y ccmm:ents en 
H':t<1 amoon~ of tJm~ you tt.'qt:-ife tc ct'l:1~:p~e t:h~!$ ftiffTI nndlc.r ~~:9g&(;J~s f~~ rt~~iuc~r:)) t~is 0-urder.'. '!:.;h~~~id be s~t {}~ t~~ C!~~ ~nfvrrrtat:,:n onJ.r.<'::r. U.S. Pa·tem and 
Tra&-··: .. n~ark Offi~X\ U.S. n~.-p*rhtwni C·t" Co.-1-~meroo. P.O, B~\"< -~-~e.-c .. A.:e.xn.ndr~e. V.~. 22313~··1450. DO N(Yf" SEND FEES OR CO~.,~PLETf.:O FORMS TO THtS 
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner fur Paoonts, P.O, Box ~400, A!exandriil, VA :i:lJ13-14Stl. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 {P.L 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with 
your SLlbmission of the attached form related to a patent appl!c.::~tlon or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to 
the requirements of the Act, please be advised that {1) the genera! authority for the collection of this 
information is 35 U,S,C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited ;s voluntary, and (3} the 
principal purpose for which the infonnation is used by the U S. Patent and Trademark Office lS to process 
and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent !f you do not fumish the 
requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be ab!e to process and/or examine 
your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of tt1e application or 
expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form wHI be subject to the fo!!owing routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentiaHy to the extent allowed under the 
Frec'dom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552} and the Privacy Act (5 U S.C 552a). Records 
from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine 
whether dfsclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from thls system of rewrds may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of 
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures 
to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3 A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of 
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when 
the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the Stlbject matter 
of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the 
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a O:Jntract. Recipients of 
information shaH be required to comp!y with the requirements ofthe Privacy Act of 1974. as 
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.G. 552a{m). 

5. A reo.:~rd re!ated to an !ntemational Application tiled under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in 
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, !o the International Bureau of 
the World !nteUectua! Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent C(.mperation Treaty 

6. A record ln this system of records may be dlsdosed, as a routine use. to another federal 
agency for purpo,<>es of National Security review (35 U.S C. 181) and for review pursuant to 
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 2·18(c)) 

7. A record from tl'1is system of records may be disclosed, as a routine tlse. !o t!1e 
Administrator, Genera! Services, or t1isfher designee,. during an inspection of records 
conducted by GSI\ as part of that agency's responsibiHty to recommend improvements in 
records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. 
Such disclosure shall be made in accordance v.'ith the GSA regulations governing 
inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (!e., GSA or Commerce} 
diw-c.iive. Such disclosure shaH not be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8 A record from this system of records may be disclosed. as a routine use, to the pubilc after 
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S. C. 122(b) or issuanc..-e of a patent 
pursuant to 35 U.S C. 151. Further, a record rnay be disclosed, subJect to the limitations of 
37 CFR 1.14, as a rout1ne use, to the public if tr~e record was filed in an app!ic.ation which 
becarne abandoned or in vvhich the proceedir1gs were terminated and which app!ic.at!on is 
referenced by either a pubHsf1ed clpplicatlon, an .app!k'...ation open to public !ns:pectlon or an 
issued patent. 

9. A record from th1s system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, 
State, or local !aw enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or 
potential vloiatlon of !aw or regulation. 
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PTO/SB/14 (11-08) 
Approved for use through 09/30/2010. OMB 0651-0032 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

Application Number 

Title of Invention I Wireless Digital Audio Music System 

The application data sheet is part of the provisional or nonprovisional application for which it is being submitted. The following form contains the 
bibliographic data arranged in a format specified by the United States Patent and Trademark Office as outlined in 37 CFR 1.76. 
This document may be completed electronically and submitted to the Office in electronic format using the Electronic Filing System (EFS) or the 
document may be printed and included in a paper filed application. 

Secrecy Order 37 CFR 5.2 
D Portions or all of the application associated with this Application Data Sheet may fall under a Secrecy Order pursuant to 

37 CFR 5.2 (Paper filers only. Applications that fall under Secrecy Order may not be filed electronically.) 

A r lPPIICan t I f f norma 1on: 

Applicant 1 I Remove I 
Applicant Authority (!)Inventor I 0Legal Representative under 35 U.S.C. 117 I 0Party of Interest under 35 U.S.C. 118 

Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix 

Mr. C. Earl Woolfork 

Residence Information (Select One) (!) US Residency 0 Non US Residency 0 Active US Military Service 

City Pasadena State/Province I CA I Country of Residence i I us 

Citizenship under 37 CFR 1.41(b) i us 

Mailing Address of Applicant: 

Address 1 PO Box 70848 

Address 2 

City I Pasadena I State/Province I CA 

Postal Code 91107 I Countryi I us 

All Inventors Must Be Listed - Additional Inventor Information blocks may be 
generated within this form by selecting the Add button. I Add I 

Correspondence Information: 
Enter either Customer Number or complete the Correspondence Information section below. 
For further information see 37 CFR 1.33(a). 

D An Address is being provided for the correspondence Information of this application. 

Customer Number 68533 

Email Address melyman@lymanpatents.com I I Add Email I !Remove Email I 

Application Information: 

Title of the Invention Wireless Digital Audio Music System 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 I Small Entity Status Claimed [g] 

Application Type Nonprovisional 

Subject Matter Utility 

Suggested Class (if any) I Sub Class (if any)l 

Suggested Technology Center (if any) 2614 

Total Number of Drawing Sheets (if any) 3 I Suggested Figure for Publication (if any) I 1 

EFS Web 2.2.2 
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PTO/SB/14 (11-08) 
Approved for use through 09/30/2010. OMB 0651-0032 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

Application Number 

Title of Invention Wireless Digital Audio Music System 

Publication Information: 
D Request Early Publication (Fee required at time of Request 37 CFR 1.219) 

Request Not to Publish. I hereby request that the attached application not be published under 35 U.S. 

0 C. 122(b) and certify that the invention disclosed in the attached application has not and will not be the subject of 
an application filed in another country, or under a multilateral international agreement, that requires publication at 
eighteen months after filing. 

Representative Information: 

Representative information should be provided for all practitioners having a power of attorney in the application. Providing 
this information in the Application Data Sheet does not constitute a power of attorney in the application (see 37 CFR 1.32). 
Enter either Customer Number or complete the Representative Name section below. If both sections 
are completed the Customer Number will be used for the Representative Information during processing. 

Please Select One: C!J Customer Number I 0 US Patent Practitioner lo Limited Recognition (37 CFR 11.9) 

Customer Number 68533 

Domestic Benefit/National Stage Information: 
This section allows for the applicant to either claim benefit under 35 U.S.C. 119(e), 120, 121, or 365(c) or indicate National Stage 
entry from a PCT application. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the specific reference required by 
35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 120, and 37 CFR 1.78(a)(2) or CFR 1.78(a)(4), and need not otherwise be made part of the specification. 

Prior Application Status Patented I Remove I 
Application Prior Application Filing Date Issue Date 

Number 
Continuity Type 

Number (YYYY-MM-DD) 
Patent Number (YYYY-MM-DD) 

12570343 Continuation of 10648012 2008-07-12 

Prior Application Status I Remove I 
Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 

10648012 Continuation of 10027391 2003-08-26 

Prior Application Status I Remove I 
Application Number Continuity Type Prior Application Number Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 

10027391 Continuation in part of abandoned 2001-12-21 

Additional Domestic Benefit/National Stage Data may be generated within this form I Add I by selecting the Add button. 

Foreign Priority Information: 
This section allows for the applicant to claim benefit of foreign priority and to identify any prior foreign application for which priority is 
not claimed. Providing this information in the application data sheet constitutes the claim for priority as required by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) 
and 37 CFR 1.55(a). 

EFS Web 2.2.2 
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PTO/SB/14 (11-08) 
Approved for use through 09/30/2010. OMB 0651-0032 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 
Application Data Sheet 37 CFR 1.76 

Application Number 

Title of Invention Wireless Digital Audio Music System 

1 Remove 1 

Application Number Country i Parent Filing Date (YYYY-MM-DD) Priority Claimed 

0 Yes C!J No 

Additional Foreign Priority Data may be generated within this form by selecting the I Add I Add button. 

Assignee Information: 
Providing this information in the application data sheet does not substitute for compliance with any requirement of part 3 of Title 37 
of the CFR to have an assignment recorded in the Office. 

Assignee 1 I Remove I 
If the Assignee is an Organization check here. D 
Prefix Given Name Middle Name Family Name Suffix 

Mailing Address Information: 

Address 1 

Address 2 

City State/Province 

Country il Postal Code 

Phone Number Fax Number 

Email Address 

Additional Assignee Data may be generated within this form by selecting the Add I Add I button. 

Signature: 
A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with 37 CFR 1.33 and 1 0.18. Please see 37 
CFR 1.4(d) for the form of the signature. 

Signature /Megan Lyman/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2010-11-05 

First Name Megan I Last Name I Lyman Registration Number 57054 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.76. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which 
is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This 
collection is estimated to take 23 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application data 
sheet form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to 
complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and 
Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR 
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

EFS Web 2.2.2 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P .L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the attached form related to 
a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection 
of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is 
used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not 
furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) 
and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine 
whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or 
administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a request involving an 
individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of 
the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for the information in 
order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as 
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records may be disclosed, 
as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of National Security 
review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or his/her designee, 
during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records 
management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the 
GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such 
disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of the application pursuan 
to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were 
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued 
patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency, if the 
USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 

EFS Web 2.2.2 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 

Filing Date: 

Title of Invention: Wireless Digital Audio Music System 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: C. Earl Woolfork 

Filer: Megan Elizabeth Lyman 

Attorney Docket Number: 1028.5 

Filed as Small Entity 

Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) Filing Fees 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Basic Filing: 

Utility filing Fee (Electronic filing) 4011 1 82 82 

Utility Search Fee 2111 1 270 270 

Utility Examination Fee 2311 1 110 110 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Independent claims in excess of 3 2201 3 110 330 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

Extension-of-Time: 

Miscellaneous: 

Total in USD ($) 792 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 8782755 

Application Number: 12940747 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 8175 

Title of Invention: Wireless Digital Audio Music System 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: C. Earl Woolfork 

Customer Number: 68533 

Filer: Megan Elizabeth Lyman 

Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number: 1028.5 

Receipt Date: 05-NOV-201 0 

Filing Date: 

TimeStamp: 17:14:11 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type Credit Card 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $792 

RAM confirmation Number 3843 

Deposit Account 

Authorized User 

File Listing: 

Document I Document Description 
I 

File Name 
I 

File Size( Bytes)/ I Multi ~I Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 
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43794 

1 Claims Claims.pdf no 4 
4959c7bc17bcbfb2543b2666fb358c3cea3 

da3cb 

Warnings: 

Information: 

67269 

2 Specification SpecificationContof343.pdf no 7 
27d78812b5fd73ca7ffa90f1 c2ae6de37763 

3e05 

Warnings: 

Information: 

3282322 

3 
Drawings-only black and white line 

Figures.pdf no 3 
drawings 

4 7492ad819f03739204d7bb0a7 cee33bb43 
6d66e 

Warnings: 

Information: 

874562 

4 Oath or Declaration filed DeclarationSigned.pdf no 2 
1 b64a296c57 c32e 148972a01 088e3f1 051 e 

276a8 

Warnings: 

Information: 

834338 

5 Power of Attorney POASigned.pdf no 2 
39fbbd4abcd961 Ob8361 c3cec2dc906a703 

27708 

Warnings: 

Information: 

1364824 

6 Application Data Sheet ADS. pdf no 4 
141 cc4a41f3382515c8b370fbb911 e9a0bf9 

393d 

Warnings: 

Information: 

36190 

7 Fee Worksheet (PT0-875) fee-info. pdf no 2 
54d3ea33ce5c442f0490e447ae972538633 

38338 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 6503299 
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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CLAIMS 

I claim: 

Continuation of Appl. No.: 12/570,343 
Atty. Docket No.: 1028.5 

1. A wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

a portable digital audio headphone receiver configured to receive a unique 

user code bit sequence and a original audio signal representation in the form of 

packets, said portable digital audio headphone receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture said packets 

embedded in the received spread spectrum signal; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA 

communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output in 

response to the unique user code bit sequence being recognized. 

2. A wireless digital audio headphone for receipt of a unique user code and a 

digital audio music representation signal in the form of a packet, said wireless 

digital audio headphone comprising: 

a digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured for direct 

digital wireless communication with a mobile digital audio transmitter; 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said audio music representation signal; and 
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Continuation of Appl. No.: 12/570,343 
Atty. Docket No.: 1028.5 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said digital 

audio music representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said 

generated audio output, in response to the unique user code bit sequence is being 

recognized. 

3. A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to a portable audio 

source and configured to transmit a unique user code and an original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, wherein said digital audio transmitter 

coupled to said audio source, and configured to be communicable with a mobile 

receiver, is capable of being moved in any direction during operation, said wireless 

digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference; 

a channel encoder to reduce transmission errors; and 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation. 

4. A wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured to 

receive a unique user code and a original audio signal representation in the form of 

packets, the wireless digital audio receiver further configured to be communicable 

with a mobile digital audio transmitter, said wireless digital audio receiver 

comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA communication 

operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 
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a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from a portable audio source virtually free from 

interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 

5. A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to a portable audio 

source and configured to transmit a unique user code and an original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, wherein said digital audio transmitter 

coupled to said audio source, and configured to be communicable with a mobile 

receiver, is capable of being moved in any direction during operation, said wireless 

digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference; 

an interleaver to reduce transmission errors; and 

a digital modulator module configured for CDMA communication; independent 

code division multiple access (CDMA) communication operation and utilizing 

differential phase shift keying (DPSK) to modulate said original audio signal 

representation. 

6. A wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured to 

receive a unique user code and a original audio signal representation in the form of 

packets, the wireless digital audio receiver further configured to be communicable 

with a mobile digital audio transmitter, said wireless digital audio receiver 

comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA communication 

operation; 

an de-interleaver generating a corresponding digital output; 
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a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of said 

original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said original 

audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio having 

been wirelessly transmitted from a portable audio source virtually free from 

interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 
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WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM 

This continuation application claims the benefit of U.S. Patent Application No. 

12//570,343, which claimed the benefit of U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 12/144,729 

filed July 12, 2008, now U.S. Patent No. 7,684,885, which claimed benefit of U.S. Patent 

Application Serial No. 10/648,012 filed August 26, 2003, now U.S. Patent No. 7,412,294, 

which claimed benefit from U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 10/027,391, filed 

December 21, 2001, for "Wireless Digital Audio System," published under US 

2003/0118196 AI on June 26, 2003, now abandoned, both of which are incorporated 

herein in their entirety by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates to audio player devices and more particularly to systems 

that include headphone listening devices. The new audio system uses an existing 

headphone jack (i.e., this is the standard analog headphone jack that connects to wired 

headphones) of a music audio player (i.e., portable CD player, portable cassette player, 

portable A.M./P.M. radio, laptop/desktop computer, portable MP3 player, and the like) to 

connect a battery powered transmitter for wireless transmission of a signal to a set of 

battery powered receiving headphones. 

[0002] Use of audio headphones with audio player devices such as portable CD players, 

portable cassette players, portable A.M./P.M. radios, laptop/desktop computers, portable 

MP3 players and the like have been in use for many years. These systems incorporate an 

audio source having an analog headphone jack to which headphones may be connected 

by wire. 

[0003] There are also known wireless headphones that may receive A.M. and F.M. radio 

transmissions. However, they do not allow use of a simple plug in (i.e., plug in to the 

existing analog audio headphone jack) battery powered transmitter for connection to any 

music audio player device jack, such as the above mentioned music audio player devices, 

for coded wireless transmission and reception by headphones of audio music for private 

listening without interference where multiple users occupying the same space are 

operating wireless transmission devices. Existing audio systems make use of electrical 

1 
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wire connections between the audio source and the headphones to accomplish private 

listening to multiple users. 

[0004] There is a need for a battery powered simple connection system for existing music 

audio player devices (i.e., the previously mentioned music devices), to allow coded 

digital wireless transmission (using a battery powered transmitter) to a headphone 

receiver (using a battery powered receiver headphones) that accomplishes private 

listening to multiple users occupying the same space without the use of wires. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] The present invention is generally directed to a wireless digital audio system for 

coded digital transmission of an audio signal from any audio player with an analog 

headphone jack to a receiver headphone located away from the audio player. Fuzzy logic 

technology may be utilized by the system to enhance bit detection. A battery-powered 

digital transmitter may include a headphone plug in communication with any suitable 

music audio source. For reception, a battery-powered headphone receiver may use 

embedded fuzzy logic to enhance user code bit detection. Fuzzy logic detection may be 

used to enhance user code bit detection during decoding of the transmitted audio signal. 

The wireless digital audio music system provides private listening without interference 

from other users or wireless devices and without the use of conventional cable 

connections. 

[0006] These and other features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will 

become better understood with reference to the following drawings, description and 

claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0007] Some aspects of the present invention are generally shown by way of reference to 

the accompanying drawings in which: 
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Figure 1 schematically illustrates a wireless digital audio system in accordance 

with the present invention; 

Figure 2 is a block diagram of an audio transmitter portion of the wireless digital 

audio system of Fig. 1.; 

Figure 3 is a block diagram of an audio receiver portion of the wireless digital 

audio system of Fig. 1; and 

Figure 4 is an exemplary graph showing the utilization of an embedded fuzzy 

logic coding algorithm according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0008] The following detailed description is the best currently contemplated modes for 

carrying out the invention. The description is not to be taken in a limiting sense, but is 

made merely for the purpose of illustrating the general principles of the invention. 

[0009] Referring to Figures 1 through 3, a wireless digital audio music system 10 may 

include a battery powered transmitter 20 connected to a portable music audio player or 

music audio source 80. The battery powered wireless digital audio music transmitter 20 

utilizes an analog to digital converter or ADC 32 and may be connected to the music 

audio source 80 analog headphone jack 82 using a headphone plug 22. The battery 

powered transmitter 20 may have a transmitting antenna 24 that may be omni-directional 

for transmitting a spread spectrum modulated signal to a receiving antenna 52 of a battery 

powered headphone receiver 50. The battery powered receiver 50 may have headphone 

speakers 75 in headphones 55 for listening to the spread spectrum demodulated and 

decoded communication signal. In the headphone receiver 50, fuzzy logic detection may 

be used to optimize reception of the received user code. The transmitter 20 may digitize 

the audio signal using ADC 32. The digitized signal may be processed downstream by an 

encoder 36. After digital conversion, the digital signal may be processed by a digital low 

pass filter. To reduce the effects of channel noise, the battery powered transmitter 20 

may use a channel encoder 38. A modulator 42 modulates the digital signal to be 
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transmitted. For further noise immunity, a spread spectrum DPSK (differential phase 

shift key) transmitter or module 48, is utilized. The battery powered transmitter 20 may 

contain a code generator 44 that may be used to create a unique user code. The unique 

user code generated is specifically associated with one wireless digital audio system user, 

and it is the only code recognized by the battery powered headphone receiver 50 operated 

by a particular user. The radio frequency (RF) spectrum utilized (as taken from the 

Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band) may be approximately 2.4 GHz. The 

power radiated by the transmitter adheres to the ISM standard. 

[0010] Particularly, the received spread spectrum signal may be communicated to a 2.4 

GHz direct conversion receiver or module 56. Referring to Figures 1 through 4, the 

spread spectrum modulated signal from transmit antenna 24 may be received by receiving 

antenna 52 and then processed by spread spectrum direct conversion receiver or module 

56 with a receiver code generator 60 that contains the same transmitted unique code, in 

the battery powered receiver 50 headphones. The transmitted signal from antenna 24 

may be received by receiving antenna 52 and communicated to a wideband bandpass 

filter (BPF). The battery powered receiver 50 may utilize embedded fuzzy logic 61 (as 

graphically depicted in Figures 1, 4) to optimize the bit detection of the received user 

code. The down converted output signal of direct conversion receiver or module 56 may 

be summed by receiver summing element 58 with a receiver code generator 60 signal. 

The receiver code generator 60 may contain the same unique wireless transmission of a 

signal code word that was transmitted by audio transmitter 20 specific to a particular 

user. Other code words from wireless digital audio systems 1 0 may appear as noise to 

audio receiver 50. This may also be true for other device transmitted wireless signals 

operating in the wireless digital audio spectrum of digital audio system 10. This code 

division multiple access (CDMA) may be used to provide each user independent audible 

enjoyment. The resulting summed digital signal from receiving summary element 58 and 

direct conversion receiver or module 56 may be processed by a 64-Ary demodulator 62 to 

demodulate the signal elements modulated in the audio transmitter 20. A block de

interleaver 64 may then decode the bits of the digital signal encoded in the block 

interleaver 40. Following such, a Viterbi decoder 66 may be used to decode the bits 
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encoded by the channel encoder 38 in audio transmitter 20. A source decoder 68 may 

further decode the coding applied by encoder 36. 

[0011] Each receiver headphone 50 user may be able to listen (privately) to high fidelity 

audio music, using any of the audio devices listed previously, without the use of wires, 

and without interference from any other receiver headphone 50 user, even when operated 

within a shared space. The fuzzy logic detection technique 61 used in the receiver 50 

could provide greater user separation through optimizing code division in the headphone 

receiver. 

[0012] The battery powered transmitter 20 sends the audio music information to the 

battery powered receiver 50 in digital packet format. These packets may flow to create a 

digital bit stream rate less than or equal to 1.0 Mbps. 

[0013] The user code bits in each packet may be received and detected by a fuzzy logic 

detection sub-system 61 (as an option) embedded in the headphone receiver 50 to 

optimize audio receiver performance. For each consecutive packet received, the fuzzy 

logic detection sub-system 61 may compute a conditional density with respect to the 

context and fuzziness of the user code vector, i.e., the received code bits in each packet. 

Fuzziness may describe the ambiguity of the high (I)/low (0 or -1) event in the received 

user code within the packet. The fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 may measure the 

degree to which a high/low bit occurs in the user code vector, which produces a low 

probability of bit error in the presence of noise. The fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 

may use a set of if-then rules to map the user code bit inputs to validation outputs. These 

rules may be developed as if-then statements. 

[0014] Fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 in battery-powered headphone receiver 50 

utilizes the if-then fuzzy set to map the received user code bits into two values: a low (0 

or -1) and a high (1). Thus, as the user code bits are received, the "if' rules map the 

signal bit energy to the fuzzy set low value to some degree and to the fuzzy set high value 

to some degree. Figure 4 graphically shows that x-value -1 equals the maximum low bit 

energy representation and x-value 1 equals the maximum high bit energy representation. 

Due to additive noise, the user code bit energy may have some membership to a low and 
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high as represented in Figure 4. The if-part fuzzy set may determine if each bit in the 

user code, for every received packet, has a greater membership to a high bit 

representation or a low bit representation. The more a user code bit energy fits into the 

high or low representation, the closer its subsethood, i.e., a measure of the membership 

degree to which a set may be a subset of another set, may be to one. 

[0015] The if-then rule parts that make up the fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 must 

be followed by a defuzzifying operation. This operation reduces the aforementioned 

fuzzy set to a bit energy representation (i.e., -1 or 1) that is received by the transmitted 

packet. Fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 may be used in battery-powered headphone 

receiver 50 to enhance overall system performance. 

[0016] The next step may process the digital signal to return the signal to analog or base 

band format for use in powering speaker(s) 75. A digital-to-analog converter 70 (DAC) 

may be used to transform the digital signal to an analog audio signal. An analog low pass 

filter 72 may be used to filter the analog audio music signal to pass a signal in the 

approximate 20 Hz to 20 kHz frequency range and filter other frequencies. The analog 

audio music signal may then be processed by a power amplifier 74 that may be optimized 

for powering headphone speakers 75 to provide a high quality, low distortion audio music 

for audible enjoyment by a user wearing headphones 55. A person skilled in the art 

would appreciate that some of the embodiments described hereinabove are merely 

illustrative of the general principles of the present invention. Other modifications or 

variations may be employed that are within the scope of the invention. Thus, by way of 

example, but not of limitation, alternative configurations may be utilized in accordance 

with the teachings herein. Accordingly, the drawings and description are illustrative and 

not meant to be a limitation thereof. 

[0017] Moreover, all terms should be interpreted in the broadest possible manner 

consistent with the context. In particular, the terms "comprises" and "comprising" should 

be interpreted as referring to elements, components, or steps in a non-exclusive manner, 

indicating that the referenced elements, components, or steps may be present, or utilized, 

or combined with other elements, components, or steps that are not expressly referenced. 

Thus, it is intended that the invention cover all embodiments and variations thereof as 
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long as such embodiments and variations come within the scope of the appended claims 

and their equivalents. 

ABSTRACT 

[0018] A wireless digital audio system includes a portable audio source with a digital 

audio transmitter operatively coupled thereto and an audio receiver operatively coupled 

to a headphone set. The audio receiver is configured for digital wireless communication 

with the audio transmitter. The digital audio receiver utilizes fuzzy logic to optimize 

digital signal processing. Each of the digital audio transmitter and receiver is configured 

for code division multiple access (CDMA) communication. The wireless digital audio 

system allows private audio enjoyment without interference from other users of 

independent wireless digital transmitters and receivers sharing the same space. 
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t;,e used to make determinations about individuals 

8. A record ftom this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the pubnc after 
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S. C. 122(b) or issuance of a pat;3'nt 
pursuant to 35 U.S G. i 51. Further, a record may be disclosed,. subject to the limitations of :37 
CFR 1.14. as a routine use, to !he pubi.lc if the record was filed in an application which 
became abandoned or in which th~: proceed1ngs were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application. an application open to pub!ic inspection or an 
issued patent 

9. ,e, record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, 
or local taw !Olnforr-ement agency, ifthe USPTO becomes aware of a viol~il!cn or potentia! 
violation of law or re[Julation 
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DocCode - SCORE 

SCORE Placeholder Sheet for IFW Content 

Application Number: 12940747 Document Date: 11/5/2010 

The presence of this form in the IFW record indicates that the following document type was received in 
electronic format on the date identified above. This content is stored in the SCORE database. 

• Drawings- Other than Black and White Line Drawings 

Since this was an electronic submission, there is no physical artifact folder, no artifact folder is recorded in 
PALM, and no paper documents or physical media exist. The TIFF images in the IFW record were created 
from the original documents that are stored in SCORE. 

To access the documents in the SCORE database, refer to instructions developed by SIRA. 

At the time of document entry (noted above): 
• Examiners may access SCORE content via the eDAN interface. 
• Other USPTO employees can bookmark the current SCORE URL (http://es/ScoreAccessWebQ. 
• External customers may access SCORE content via the Public and Private PAIR interfaces. 

Form Revision Date: February 8, 2006 
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PTO/SB/06 (07-06) 
Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number Filing Date 

Substitute for Form PT0-875 12/940,747 11/05/2010 D To be Mailed 

APPLICATION AS FILED- PART I OTHER THAN 

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY IZI OR SMALL ENTITY 

FOR NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE($) FEE($) RATE($) FEE($) 

[8J BASIC FEE N/A N/A N/A 165 N/A 
(37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (c)) 

[8] SEARCH FEE 
(37 CFR 1.16(k), (i), or (m)) N/A N/A N/A 270 N/A 

[8] EXAMINATION FEE 
(37 CFR 1.16(o), (p), or (q)) 

N/A N/A N/A 110 N/A 

TOTAL CLAIMS 6 minus 20 = • 0 X $26 = 0 OR X$ = (37 CFR 1.16(1)) 

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS 6 . 3 X $110 = 330 X$ = (37 CFR 1.16(h)) minus 3 = 

If the specification and drawings exceed 100 

0APPLICATION SIZE FEE 
sheets of paper, the application size fee due 
is $250 ($125 for small entity) for each 

(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 
additional 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 
35 U.S.C. 41 (a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 1.16(s). 

D MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR 1.16U)) 

• If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2. TOTAL 875 TOTAL 

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PART II 
OTHER THAN 

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY 

CLAIMS HIGHEST 
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT 

RATE($) 
ADDITIONAL 

RATE($) 
ADDITIONAL 

I- AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE($) FEE($) 
z AMENDMENT PAID FOR 
w 

Total (37 CFR ~ 1.16'ill 
. Minus .. = X$ = OR X $ = 

0 Independent z . Minus ... = X$ = OR X $ = 
w (37 CFR 1.16(h)) 

~ D Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s)) 
<( 

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j)) OR 

TOTAL TOTAL 
ADD'L OR ADD'L 
FEE FEE 

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) 

CLAIMS HIGHEST 
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT 

RATE($) 
ADDITIONAL 

RATE($) 
ADDITIONAL 

AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE($) FEE($) 

I-
AMENDMENT PAID FOR 

z Total (37 CFR . Minus .. = X$ = OR X$ = w 1.16(i)) 

~ Independent . Minus ... = X$ = OR X$ = 
0 37 CFR 1.16 hi I 

z D Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s)) w 
~ D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j)) <( OR 

TOTAL TOTAL 
ADD'L OR ADD'L 
FEE FEE 

* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write "0" in column 3. Legal Instrument Examiner: 
•• If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter "20". /PAMELA ROGERS/ 
••• If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter "3". 

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1. 

Th1s collect1on of mformat1on IS requ1red by 37 CFR 1.16. The mformat1on IS requ1red to obtam or retam a benefit by the public wh1ch IS to f1le (and by the USPTO to 
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, 
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you 
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. 
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS 
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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PTO/SB/06 (12-04) 

Date: 11/05/10 Approved for use through 7/31/2006. OMB 0651-0032 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995 no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number 

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD Application or Docket Number 

Substitute for Form PT0-875 12/940 747 
APPLICATION AS FILED- PART I OTHER THAN 

(Column 1) (Column 2) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY 

FOR NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE($) FEE($) RATE($) FEE($) 
BASIC FEE 

N/A N/A N/A 82 N/A (37 CFR 1.16(a), (b), or (c)) 
SEARCH FEE 

N/A N/A N/A 270 • N/A (37 CFR 1.16(k), (i), or (m)) 
EXAMINATION FEE 

N/A N/A N/A 110 N/A (37 CFR 1.16(o), (p), or (q)) 
TOTAL CLAIMS 

6 x$26 x$52 (37 CFR 1.16(i)) minus 20 = OR 
INDEPENDENT CLAIMS 

6 3 x$110 330 x$220 (37 CFR 1.16(h)) minus 3 = 
If the specification and drawings exceed 100 

APPLICATION SIZE sheets of paper, the application size fee due is 
FEE $270 ($135 for small entity) for each additional 

(37 CFR 1.16(s)) 50 sheets or fraction thereof. See 
35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1)(G) and 37 CFR 

MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR 1.160)) 195 390 

• If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter "0" in column 2. TOTAL 792 TOTAL 

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PART II 
OTHER THAN 

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY 

CLAIMS HIGHEST ADD I- ADD I-
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT RATE($) TIONAL RATE($) TIONAL <( EXTRA AFTER PREVIOUSLY FEE($) FEE($) 1- AMENDMENT PAID FOR z w Total . Minus .. OR = ::!: = X = .x 

c (37 CFR 1.16(i)) 
z Independent . Minus ... = X = X = w (37 CFR 1.16(h)) OR ::!: 
<( Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s)) 

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j)) N/A OR N/A 

TOTAL TOTAL 
ADD'T FEE OR ADD'T FEE 

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) OR 

CLAIMS HIGHEST ADD I- ADD I-
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT 

RATE($) TIONAL RATE($) TIONAL Ill AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA 
1- AMENDMENT PAID FOR FEE($) FEE($) 
z w Total OR ::!: . Minus .. X = X = c (37CFR 1.16(i)) 
z Independent w . Minus . .. = X = X = ::!: (37 CFR 1.16(h)) OR 
<( 

Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s)) 

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR 1.160)) N/A OR N/A 

TOTAL 
.OR 

TOTAL 
ADD'T FEE ADD'T FEE 

• If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write '0" in column 3. .. If the 'Highest Number Previously Paid For' IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter '20' . ... If the 'Highest Number Previously Paid For' IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter '3' . 
The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1. 

Th1s collection of mformat1on 1s reqUired by 37 CFR 1.16. The mformaiiOn 1s requ1red to obta1n or retam a benefit by the public wh1ch 1S to file (and by the 

USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S. C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, 

including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments 

on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Paten· 

and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS 

ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313·1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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68533 
MEGAN LYMAN 

FILING or 
37l(c)DATE 

11/05/2010 

1816 SILVER MIST CT. 
RALEIGH, NC 27613 

FIL FEE REC'D 

792 

Ul\TfED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill''' ~Sl1:fMI;",~~CJ'JER FOR PATENTS 

ATTY.DOCKET.NO 

1028.5 
CONFIRMATION NO. 8175 

FILING RECEIPT 

111111111111111111111111]~!1]~~~~~~~~~1~i~U~~~lllllllllllllllllllllllll 

Date Mailed: 11/19/2010 

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination 
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the 
application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE, 
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection. 
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please 
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the 
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit 
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply 
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections 

Applicant( s) 
C. Earl Woolfork, Pasadena, CA; 

Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 68533 

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant 
This application is a CON of 12/570,343 09/30/2009 
which is a CON of 10/648,012 08/26/2003 PAT 7,412,294 * 
which is a CON of 10/027,391 12/21/2001 ABN * 
(*)Data provided by applicant is not consistent with PTO records. 

Foreign Applications 

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 11/17/2010 

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention, 
is US 12/940,747 

Projected Publication Date: 02/24/2011 

Non-Publication Request: No 

Early Publication Request: No 
** SMALL ENTITY ** 

page 1 of 3 
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Title 

Wireless Digital Audio Music System 

Preliminary Class 

381 

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES 

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no 
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent 
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international 
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same 
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing 
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international 
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent 
protection is desired. 

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an 
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ 
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific 
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely. 

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must 
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application 
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and 
guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing. 

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the 
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign 
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it 
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html. 

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish 
to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative, 
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific 
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may 
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HAL T (1-866-999-4158). 

GRANTED 

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER 

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184 

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15 

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where 
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as 

page 2 of 3 
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set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier 
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The 
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under 
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14. 

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless 
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This 
license is not retroactive. 

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter 
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national 
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with 
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of 
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and 
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of 
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy. 

NOT GRANTED 

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12, 
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed 
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35 
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b). 

page 3 of 3 
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APPLICATION NUMBER 

12/940,747 

68533 
MEGAN LYMAN 
1816 SILVER MIST CT. 
RALEIGH, NC 27613 

FILING OR 3 71 (C) DATE 

11/05/2010 

Ul\TfED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Addm" ~?ll:fMI~i,~~O'lER FOR PATENTS 

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE 

C Earl Woolfork 1028.5 
CONFIRMATION NO. 8175 

POA ACCEPTANCE LETTER 

111111111111111111111111]~!1]~~~~~~~~~1~i~~ ~IUlllllllllllllllllllllllll 
Date Mailed: 11/19/2010 

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY 

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 11/05/2010. 

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the 
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33. 

/sgorems/ 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101 

page 1 of 1 
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APPLICATION NUMBER 

12/940,747 

68533 
MEGAN LYMAN 
1816 SILVER MIST CT. 
RALEIGH, NC 27613 

FILING OR 3 71 (C) DATE 

11/05/2010 

Title:Wireless Digital Audio Music System 

Publication No.US-20 11-0044466-A 1 
Publication Date:02/24/2011 

Ul\TfED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill''' ~Sl1:fMI;",~~CJ'JER FOR PATENTS 

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE 

C Earl Woolfork 1028.5 
CONFIRMATION NO. 8175 

PUBLICATION NOTICE 

111111111111111111111111]~!1]~~~~~~~~~1~~ IIU~~I] 11111111111111111111111 

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION 

The above-identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication pursuant to 37 
CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date are set forth above. 

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databases via the 
Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently http://www.uspto.gov/patft/. 

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the publication to 
applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon payment of the appropriate fee set forth 
in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1 ). Orders for copies of patent application publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of 
Public Records. The Office of Public Records can be reached by telephone at (703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382, 
by facsimile at (703) 305-8759, by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of 
Public Records, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet. 

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions and the 
dates of receipt of correspondence filed in the Office, may also be accessed via the Internet through the Patent 
Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of the Patent Application Information and 
Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this status information is currently http://pair.uspto.gov/. Prior to 
publication, such status information is confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of 
PAIR. 

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling the Patent 
Electronic Business Center at 1-866-217-9197. 

Office of Data Managment, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101 

page 1 of 1 
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Doc code: IDS PTOISB/08a (01-10) 

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

Application Number 12940747 

Filing Date 2010-11-05 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor lc Earl Woolfork 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 2614 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I Andrew Flanders 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 

U.S.PATENTS I Remove I 

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages.Columns,Lines where 

Initial* No 
Patent Number Code1 Issue Date 

of cited Document 
Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 6728585 2004-04-27 Neoh 

2 7409064 2008-08-05 Watanuki 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button. I Add I 

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS I Remove I 

Examiner Publication Kind Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages,Columns,Lines where 

Initial* 
Cite No 

Number Code1 Date of cited Document 
Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button .I Add I 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS IRemovel 

Name of Patentee or 
Pages,Columns,Lines 

Examiner Cite Foreign Document Country Kind Publication 
Applicant of cited 

where Relevant T5 
Initial* No Number3 Code2 i Code4 Date 

Document 
Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 D 

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button I Add I 
NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS IRemovel 

EFSWeb2.1.17 
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Application Number 12940747 

Filing Date 2010-11-05 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor lc Earl Woolfork 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 2614 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I Andrew Flanders 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 

Examiner Cite 
Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item 

Initials* No 
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), T5 
publisher, city and/or country where published. 

Authors: ISHIGURO, TAKAHASHI, YOSHIDA, MIYAJIMA 

1 
Title: Single-Chip Transceiver LSI For Spread Spectrum Communication With Smart Synchronization Technique D Date: November 1997 
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS, VOLUME 43, ISSUE 4, PAGE(S) 1331, ISSN 0098-3063 

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button I Add I 
EXAMINER SIGNATURE 

Examiner Signature I I Date Considered I 
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a 
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WI PO 
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WI PO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i 
English language translation is attached. 

EFSWeb2.1.17 
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Application Number 12940747 

Filing Date 2010-11-05 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor lc Earl Woolfork 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 2614 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I Andrew Flanders 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s): 

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication 
D from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the 

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1 ). 

OR 

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a 
foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application. and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification 
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to 

~ any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure 
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2). 

D See attached certification statement. 

D The fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith. 

D A certification statement is not submitted herewith. 
SIGNATURE 

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 1 0.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the 
form of the signature. 

Signature /Megan Lyman/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2011-03-03 

Name/Print Megan Lyman Registration Number 57054 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the 
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed 
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you 
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND 
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 

EFSWeb2.1.17 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the 
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised 
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited 
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to 
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested 
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act 
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the 
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a 
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement 
negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for 
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records 
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant 
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record 
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in 
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 12940747 

Filing Date: 05-Nov-201 0 

Title of Invention: Wireless Digital Audio Music System 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: C. Earl Woolfork 

Filer: Megan Elizabeth Lyman 

Attorney Docket Number: 1028.5 

Filed as Small Entity 

Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) Filing Fees 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

Extension-of-Time: 
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Miscellaneous: 

Submission- Information Disclosure Stmt 1806 1 180 180 

Total in USD ($) 180 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 9582401 

Application Number: 12940747 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 8175 

Title of Invention: Wireless Digital Audio Music System 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: C. Earl Woolfork 

Customer Number: 68533 

Filer: Megan Elizabeth Lyman 

Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number: 1028.5 

Receipt Date: 03-MAR-2011 

Filing Date: 05-NOV-201 0 

TimeStamp: 17:26:38 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type Deposit Account 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $180 

RAM confirmation Number 4122 

Deposit Account 504576 

Authorized User 

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows: 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.19 (Document supply fees) 

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges) 
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File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size( Bytes)/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 

2444668 

1 NPL Documents lshiguroReference.pdf no 9 
808cd8407a 12c3daa5ec1 bdb9c229f512f3d 

d49a 

Warnings: 

Information: 

2 
Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) 

IDSsub030311.pdf 
Filed (SB/08) 

766174 

no 4 
d38c6b0dd2335d20711bf2d0c897cc84100 

abdla 

Warnings: 

Information: 

29918 

3 Fee Worksheet (PT0-875) fee-info. pdf no 2 
29b090cd dadS c966eb83 3 cee3414663f2 7f 

a1d2 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 3240760 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New A~~lications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International A~~lication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International A~~lication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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Application No. 12/940,747 
Attorney Docket No. 1028.5 

7. (New) A wireless digital audio headphone for receipt of a unique user code and a 

digital audio representation signal in a packet format, the unique user code configured to spread 

the said signal spectrum and further configured for independent communication operation, said 

wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

a digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured for direct digital wireless 

communication with a mobile digital audio transmitter, wherein said mobile digital audio 

transmitter is operatively coupled to a portable audio player; 

a direct conversion module configured to capture the packets embedded in the received 

spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique user code; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference coding of said 

audio representation signal; and 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said digital audio 

representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, in 

response to the unique user code bit sequence being recognized; said audio output being virtually 

free from interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 

8. (New) A wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured to 

receive a unique user code and an original audio signal representation in the form of packets, the 

unique user code configured to spread the said signal spectrum and further configured for 

independent communication operation, the wireless digital audio receiver further configured to 

be directly communicable with a mobile digital audio transmitter, wherein said mobile digital 

audio transmitter is operatively coupled to a portable audio player, said wireless digital audio 
0 0 0 

receiver compnsmg: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the received 

spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique user code; 

1 
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Application No. 12/940,747 
Attorney Docket No. 1028.5 

a decoder operative to decode applied reduced intersymbol interference coding of said 

original audio signal representation ; and 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said original audio signal 

representation; 

and a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, in response to the unique 

user code being recognized; said audio output being virtually free from interference from device 

transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio receiver spectrum. 

9. (New) A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to a portable audio 

player and configured to transmit a unique user code and an original audio signal representation 

in the form of packets, wherein said digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio player, and 

configured to be directly communicable with a wireless mobile receiver and capable of being 

moved in any direction during operation, said wireless digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to reduce 

intersymbol interference; 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division multiple access 

(CDMA) communication operation. 

10. (New) A portable wireless digital audio system for digital transmission of an 

original audio signal representation from a portable audio player to a portable digital audio 

headphone receiver, said portable wireless digital audio system comprising: 

a digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said portable audio player and 

transmitting a unique user code bit sequence with said original audio signal representation 

in packet format, wherein said digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said audio 

player is capable of mobile operation, said digital audio transmitter comprising: 

a encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to reduce 

intersymbol interference; 

2 
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Application No. 12/940,747 
Attorney Docket No. 1028.5 

a digital modulator module configured for independent CDMA communication 

operation; 

said digital audio transmitter configured for direct digital wireless communication 

with said portable digital audio headphone receiver, said portable digital audio headphone 

receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the received 

spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique user code bit 

sequence; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference coding 

of said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said original audio 

signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio having been 

wirelessly transmitted from said portable audio source and reproduced virtually free from 

interference. 

11. (New) A portable wireless digital audio system for digital transmission of an 

original audio signal representation from a portable audio player to a digital audio receiver, 

said portable wireless digital audio system comprising: 

a digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said audio player and 

transmitting a unique user code with said original audio signal representation in packet 

format, wherein said digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio player is capable of 

being moved in any direction during operation, said digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference; 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division multiple 

access (CDMA) communication operation and utilizing differential phase shift keying 

(DPSK) to modulate said original audio signal representation; 

3 
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Application No. 12/940,747 
Attorney Docket No. 1028.5 

said digital audio receiver capable of being moved in any direction during 

operation and in direct wireless communication with said digital audio transmitter, said 

digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique user 

code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA communication 

operation; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced inter-symbol interference 

coding of said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said original audio 

signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio having been 

wirelessly transmitted from said audio source virtually free from interference. 

12. (New) A wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured to 

receive a unique user code and a original audio signal representation in the form of 

packets, the wireless digital audio receiver further configured to be communicable with a 

mobile digital audio transmitter, said wireless digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the received 

spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent code division multiple access 

communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of said 

original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said original audio 

signal representation; and 

4 
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Attorney Docket No. 1028.5 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio having been 

wirelessly transmitted from a portable audio player virtually free from interference from 

device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio receiver spectrum. 

5 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 12940747 

Filing Date: 05-Nov-201 0 

Title of Invention: Wireless Digital Audio Music System 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: C. Earl Woolfork 

Filer: Megan Elizabeth Lyman 

Attorney Docket Number: 1028.5 

Filed as Small Entity 

Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) Filing Fees 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Independent claims in excess of 3 2201 6 110 660 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

Extension-of-Time: 
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Miscellaneous: 

Total in USD ($) 660 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 9861131 

Application Number: 12940747 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 8175 

Title of Invention: Wireless Digital Audio Music System 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: C. Earl Woolfork 

Customer Number: 68533 

Filer: Megan Elizabeth Lyman 

Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number: 1028.5 

Receipt Date: 12-APR-2011 

Filing Date: 05-NOV-201 0 

TimeStamp: 14:21:29 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type Credit Card 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $660 

RAM confirmation Number 708 

Deposit Account 

Authorized User 

File Listing: 

Document I Document Description 
I 

File Name 
I 

File Size( Bytes)/ I Multi ~I Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 
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54557 

1 Preliminary Amendment PrelimAmendmentCiaims2.pdf no 5 
605b12953a42319d1 e304c9e7bfd411b0e2 

68738 

Warnings: 

Information: 

30188 

2 Fee Worksheet (PT0-875) fee-info. pdf no 2 
dbe91 c480171 bb807f4b4cae2efc5050463 

350ab 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 84745 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New A~~lications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International A~~lication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International A~~lication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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Doc code: IDS PTOISB/08a (01-10) 

Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

Application Number 12940747 

Filing Date 2010-11-05 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor lc Earl Woolfork 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 2614 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I Andrew Flanders 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 

U.S.PATENTS I Remove I 

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages.Columns,Lines where 

Initial* No 
Patent Number Code1 Issue Date 

of cited Document 
Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button. I Add I 

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS I Remove I 

Examiner Publication Kind Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages,Columns,Lines where 

Initial* 
Cite No 

Number Code1 Date of cited Document 
Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button .I Add I 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS IRemovel 

Name of Patentee or 
Pages,Columns,Lines 

Examiner Cite Foreign Document Country Kind Publication 
Applicant of cited 

where Relevant T5 
Initial* No Number3 Code2 i Code4 Date 

Document 
Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 D 

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button I Add I 
NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS IRemovel 

Examiner Cite 
Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS), title of the article (when appropriate), title of the item 

Initials* No 
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc), date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), T5 
publisher, city and/or country where published. 
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Application Number 12940747 

Filing Date 2010-11-05 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor lc Earl Woolfork 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 2614 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I Andrew Flanders 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 

Author: Weizhong, Chen 

1 
Title: Motorola's Bluetooth Solution to Interference Rejection and Coexistence with 802.11 D Date: December 2001 
Application Note AN2211/D Rev. 0 PAGE(S) 1 - 8, 

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button I Add I 
EXAMINER SIGNATURE 

Examiner Signature I I Date Considered I 
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a 
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WI PO 
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WI PO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i 
English language translation is attached. 
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Application Number 12940747 

Filing Date 2010-11-05 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor lc Earl Woolfork 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 2614 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I Andrew Flanders 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 

CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 

Please see 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98 to make the appropriate selection(s): 

That each item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was first cited in any communication 
~ from a foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application not more than three months prior to the filing of the 

information disclosure statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(1 ). 

OR 

That no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was cited in a communication from a 
foreign patent office in a counterpart foreign application. and, to the knowledge of the person signing the certification 
after making reasonable inquiry, no item of information contained in the information disclosure statement was known to 

D any individual designated in 37 CFR 1.56(c) more than three months prior to the filing of the information disclosure 
statement. See 37 CFR 1.97(e)(2). 

D See attached certification statement. 

D Fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17 (p) has been submitted herewith. 

D None 
SIGNATURE 

A signature of the applicant or representative is required in accordance with CFR 1.33, 1 0.18. Please see CFR 1.4(d) for the 
form of the signature. 

Signature /Megan Lyman/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD) 2011-04-14 

Name/Print Megan Lyman Registration Number 57054 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the 
public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 
1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1 hour to complete, including gathering, preparing and submitting the completed 
application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you 
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. 
Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND 
FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the 
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised 
that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited 
is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to 
process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested 
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information Act 
(5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the 
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a 
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement 
negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need for 
the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records 
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant 
to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, or 
his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record 
may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in 
an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 
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EFSID: 9877749 
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International Application Number: 
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Customer Number: 68533 
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Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number: 1028.5 

Receipt Date: 14-APR-2011 

Filing Date: 05-NOV-201 0 

TimeStamp: 11:12:21 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment I no 

File Listing: 

Document 
Document Description File Name 

File Size( Bytes)/ Multi Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 
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Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) 
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no 4 
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d5d4 
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A U.S. Patent Number Citation or a U.S. Publication Number Citation is required in the Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) form for 
autoloading of data into USPTO systems. You may remove the form to add the required data in order to correct the Informational Message if 
you are citing U.S. References. If you chose not to include U.S. References, the image of the form will be processed and be made available 
within the Image File Wrapper (IFW) system. However, no data will be extracted from this form. Any additional data such as Foreign Patent 
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WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION. 
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4)[8J Claim(s) 1-12 is/are pending in the application. 
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5)0 Claim(s) __ is/are allowed. 

6)[8J Claim(s) 1-12 is/are rejected. 

7)0 Claim(s) __ is/are objected to. 

8)0 Claim(s) __ are subject to restriction and/or election requirement. 
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9)0 The specification is objected to by the Examiner. 

1 O)IZ! The drawing(s) filed on 05 November 2010 is/are: a)IZ! accepted or b)O objected to by the Examiner. 

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a). 

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d). 

11 )0 The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PT0-152. 

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119 

12)0 Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

a)O All b)O Some * c)O None of: 

1.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2.0 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3.0 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

*See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received. 
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The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set 
forth in section 1 02 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and 
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the 
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. 
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. 

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining 

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) are summarized as follows: 

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art. 
2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue. 
3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art. 
4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating 

obviousness or nonobviousness. 

Claims 1 -12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over 

Altstatt (U.S. Patent 5, 771 ,441) in view of Li (U.S. Patent 6, 781 ,977) and in further view 

of Lindemann (U.S. Patent Application Publication 2004/0223622). 

Regarding Claim 1, Altstatt discloses: 

A wireless audio headphone (Fig. 1) comprising: 

a portable audio headphone receiver (20) configured to receive an original audio 

signal (communication from 14 to 41) said portable digital audio headphone receiver 

comprising: 

Altstatt fails to explicitly disclose: 
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the receiver configured to receive a unique user code bit sequence and a original 

audio signal representation in the form of packets, 

a direct conversion module configured to capture said packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent COMA communication 

operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (OAC) generating an audio output of said original 

audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output in response to the 

unique user code bit sequence being recognized. 

However, digital COMA transmissions of audio sources to headphones in devices 

was notoriously well known in the art. For Example, Li teaches a system providing 

COMA communication of digital audio to headphone devices; col. 3 lines 20- 33. 

Replacing the FM transmitter/receiver implementation of Alstatt to use the digital 

COMA communication discloses: 

the system as a digital system (i.e. digital audio; col. 2 lines 48-51 ); also A/0 

conversion; col. 3 line 7); 

the receiver configured to receive a unique user code bit sequence (inherent in 

COMA communication; see attached definition of COMA) and a original audio signal 
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a direct conversion module configured to capture said packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal (201 and 202 to prepare for despreading); 

a digital demodulator configured for independent COMA communication 

operation (202); 

a decoder operative to decode coding of original audio signal representation 

(206); 

a digital-to-analog converter (OAC) generating an audio output of said original 

audio signal representation (0/A portion of 204, signals are input to 204 as digital and 

then output as analog to post processor-205); and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output in response to the 

unique user code bit sequence being recognized (portion 202 of receiving unit 200 that 

matches the inherent code in COMA to initiate de-spreading, i.e. each channel in COMA 

corresponds to a different random sequence, this sequence must be received and 

recognized by receiving unit 200 in order for the device to operate). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the 

invention was made to apply the digital COMA wireless communication of Lito replace 

the FM modulation communication as taught by Alstatt. Li clearly teaches the device for 

use in portable implementations such as music and headphone audio reproductions. Li 

also teaches the outputs/inputs as standard audio jacks. Furthermore, doing so would 

be simple substitution of one known element (i.e. digital COMA transmitter/receiver) for 
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another (i.e. analog FM transmitter) to obtain predictable results (i.e. Alstatt w/ a digital 

transmitter). Additionally, Li discloses a number of advantages of using digital 

communication in col. 6. 

The combination of Altstatt in view of Li fails to explicitly disclose that the decoder 

is operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of original audio signal 

representation. 

However, reducing intersymbol interference in audio coding for COMA 

transmission is notoriously well known in the art. 

Lindemann discloses a device that transmits digital audio between a stereo 

system and a speaker using COMA. Lindemann also includes that the transmission 

stream is created using a Seed-Solomon encoding and interleaver and a corresponding 

decoder in the decoder; Figs. 6 and 8. 

Applying these teachings to the encoding of the combination discloses: 

disclose that the decoder is operative to decode reduced intersymbol 

interference coding of original audio signal representation (Fig. 8 element 802 which is a 

Reed Solomon decoder and lnterleaver; it is known in the art to configure Reed 

Solomon decoding/interleaving to reduce lSI as is shown by Roberts 6,418,558. 

Reducing lSI is a desirable feature to any digital transmission). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the 

invention was made to include the reed Solomon encoder/decoder in the combinations 

channel encoding. Doing so would have been nothing more than applying a known 

technique to a known device ready for improvement to yield predictable results as: 
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1) the prior art contained a base device in the combination's wireless COMA 

headphone set that, when including intersymbol interference reduction, can be seen as 

in improvement; 

2) the prior art contained a known technique (i.e. Reed Solomon 

encoding/decoding to reduce lSI) in a comparable device in Lindemann (i.e. wireless 

audio transmission); And 

3) applying the teachings of Lindemann to the combination of Altstatt in view of Li 

would have been predictable as both operate on wireless COMA communications of 

audio. 

Regarding Claim 2, Altstatt discloses: 

A wireless audio headphone for receipt of an audio music representation signal 

(Fig. 1 ), said wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

a audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured for direct wireless 

communication with a mobile audio transmitter (20 of Fig. 1 ). 

Altstatt fails to explicitly disclose: 

the system as a digital system, 

the headphone for receipt of a unique user code and a digital audio music 

representation signal in the form of a packet; 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 
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a digital demodulator module configured for independent code division multiple 

access (COMA) communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said audio music representation signal; and 

a digital-to-analog converter (OAC) generating an audio output of said digital 

audio music representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said generated 

audio output, in response to the unique user code bit sequence is being recognized. 

However, digital COMA transmissions of audio sources to headphones in devices 

was notoriously well known in the art. For Example, Li teaches a system providing 

COMA communication of digital audio to headphone devices; col. 3 lines 20- 33. 

Replacing the FM transmitter/receiver implementation of Alstatt to use the digital 

COMA communication discloses: 

the system as a digital system (i.e. digital audio; col. 2 lines 48-51 ); also A/0 

conversion; col. 3 line 7); 

the headphone for receipt of a unique user code (inherent in COMA 

communication; see attached definition of COMA) and a digital audio music 

representation signal in the form of a packet (packet form met by the G.729 encoding 

implementation, see col. 4 lines 25- 33; also see the discussion of sending the entire 

signal using frames; col 3 lines 9- 11 ); 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal (201 and 202 to prepare for despreading), the 

captured packets corresponding to the unique user code (frames as shown above 
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receiving the specific random sequence to the particular channel; see definition of 

COMA); 

a digital demodulator module configured for independent code division multiple 

access (COMA) communication operation (202); 

a decoder operative to decode the coding of said audio music representation 

signal (204); and 

a digital-to-analog converter (OAC) generating an audio output of said digital 

audio music representation signal (0/A portion of 204, signals are input to 204 as digital 

and then output as analog to post processor-205); and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output in response to the 

unique user code bit sequence being recognized (portion 202 of receiving unit 200 that 

matches the inherent code in COMA to initiate de-spreading, i.e. each channel in COMA 

corresponds to a different random sequence, this sequence must be received and 

recognized by receiving unit 200 in order for the device to operate). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the 

invention was made to apply the digital COMA wireless communication of Lito replace 

the FM modulation communication as taught by Alstatt. Li clearly teaches the device for 

use in portable implementations such as music and headphone audio reproductions. Li 

also teaches the outputs/inputs as standard audio jacks. Furthermore, doing so would 

be simple substitution of one known element (i.e. digital COMA transmitter/receiver) for 

another (i.e. analog FM transmitter) to obtain predictable results (i.e. Alstatt w/ a digital 
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The combination of Altstatt in view of Li fails to explicitly disclose that the decoder 

is operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of original audio signal 

representation. 

However, reducing intersymbol interference in audio coding for COMA 

transmission is notoriously well known in the art. 

Lindemann discloses a device that transmits digital audio between a stereo 

system and a speaker using COMA. Lindemann also includes that the transmission 

stream is created using a Seed-Solomon encoding and interleaver and a corresponding 

decoder in the decoder; Figs. 6 and 8. 

Applying these teachings to the encoding of the combination discloses: 

disclose that the decoder is operative to decode reduced intersymbol 

interference coding of original audio signal representation (Fig. 8 element 802 which is a 

Reed Solomon decoder and lnterleaver; it is known in the art to configure Reed 

Solomon decoding/interleaving to reduce lSI as is shown by Roberts 6,418,558. 

Reducing lSI is a desirable feature to any digital transmission). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the 

invention was made to include the reed Solomon encoder/decoder in the combinations 

channel encoding. Doing so would have been nothing more than applying a known 

technique to a known device ready for improvement to yield predictable results as: 
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1) the prior art contained a base device in the combination's wireless COMA 

headphone set that, when including intersymbol interference reduction, can be seen as 

in improvement; 

2) the prior art contained a known technique (i.e. Reed Solomon 

encoding/decoding to reduce lSI) in a comparable device in Lindemann (i.e. wireless 

audio transmission); And 

3) applying the teachings of Lindemann to the combination of Altstatt in view of Li 

would have been predictable as both operate on wireless COMA communications of 

audio. 

Regarding Claim 5, claim 5 is rejected under the same grounds as stated above. 

Additionally, the combination fails to disclose the module as a differential phase shift 

keying (OPSK) module. However, OPSK modulation is notoriously well known to be 

used in COMA communication. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the 

art at the time of the invention to apply the OPSK modulation to the COMA 

implementation of the combination. One would have been motivated to do so to apply a 

known technique (i.e. OPSK) to a known device (COMA transmitter) to yield predictable 

results (i.e. OPSK in COMA, Li is silent as to the type of modulation used and it would 

have been provided predictable results to use any number of known and obvious 

techniques). 
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Claims 3, 4 and 6 - 12 are rejected under the same grounds stated above as 

well as the corresponding transmitter disclosed in Fig. 1 that corresponds the each of 

the modules disclosed in the receiver disclosed in flg.1 as applied to the receiver claims 

above. 

Double Patenting 

The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created 

doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the 

unjustified or improper timewise extension of the "right to exclude" granted by a patent 

and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory 

obviousness-type double patenting rejection is appropriate where the conflicting claims 

are not identical, but at least one examined application claim is not patentably distinct 

from the reference claim(s) because the examined application claim is either anticipated 

by, or would have been obvious over, the reference claim(s). See, e.g., In re Berg, 140 

F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29 

USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir. 

1985); In re VanOrnum, 686 F.2d 937,214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vogel, 422 

F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163 

USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969). 

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321 (c) or 1.321 (d) 

may be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory 

double patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to 
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be commonly owned with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of 

activities undertaken within the scope of a joint research agreement. 

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a 

terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with 

37 CFR 3.73(b). 

Claims 1 - 12 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type 

double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1 - 13 of U.S. Patent No. 

7,865,258. Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are not patentably 

distinct from each other because: 

Claims from the '258 patent anticipate claims from the instant application except 

for the packet format. However, the packet format of transmission in COMA is 

extremely well known and obvious in view of the prior art. See Li above. 

Claims 1 - 12 rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type double 

patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1 - 20 of U.S. Patent No. 7,684,885. 

Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from 

each other because: 

Claims from the '885 patent anticipate claims from the instant application except 

for the packet format. However, the packet format of transmission in COMA is 

extremely well known and obvious in view of the prior art. See Li above. 
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Claims 1 - 12 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory obviousness-type 

double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1 - 19 of U.S. Patent No. 

7,412,294. Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are not patentably 

distinct from each other because: 

Claims from the '294 patent anticipate claims from the instant application except 

for the packet format. However, the packet format of transmission in COMA is 

extremely well known and obvious in view of the prior art. See Li above. 

This is a continuation of applicant's earlier Application No. 12/570,343. All claims 

are drawn to the same invention claimed in the earlier application and could have been 

finally rejected on the grounds and art of record in the next Office action if they had 

been entered in the earlier application. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL 

even though it is a first action in this case. See MPEP § 706.07(b). Applicant is 

reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a). 

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE 

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within 

TWO MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not 

mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the 

shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any 

extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of 

the advisory action. In no, however, event will the statutory period for reply expire later 

than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of this final action. 
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to ANDREW C. FLANDERS whose telephone number is 

(571 )272-7516. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8:30- 5:00. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Curtis Kuntz can be reached on (571) 272-7499. The fax phone number for 

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

I Andrew C Flanders/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2614 
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Doc code: IDS 
Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed 

PTO/SB/08a (01-10) 
Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

Application Number 12940747 

Filing Date 2010-11-05 

IN FORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor I C. Earl Woolfork 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 2614 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I Andrew Flanders 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 

U.S.PATENTS I Remove I 

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages,Columns,Lines where 

Initial* No 
Patent Number Code1 Issue Date 

of cited Document 
Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 6728585 2004-04-27 Neoh 

2 7409064 2008-08-05 Watanuki 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button. I Add I 
U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS I Remove I 

Examiner Publication Kind Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages,Columns,Lines where 

Initial* 
Cite No 

Number Code1 Date of cited Document 
Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button .I Add I 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS IRemovel 

Name of Patentee or 
Pages,Columns,Lines 

Examiner Cite Foreign Document Country Kind Publication 
Applicant of cited 

where Relevant T5 
Initial* No Number3 Code2 i Code4 Date 

Document 
Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 D 

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button I Add I 
NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS IRemovel 

EFS Web 2.1.17 ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /ACF/ 
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Application Number 12940747 

Filing Date 2010-11-05 

IN FORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor I C. Earl Woolfork 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 2614 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I Andrew Flanders 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 

Examiner Cite 
Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS}, title of the article (when appropriate}, title of the item 

Initials* No 
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc}, date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s), T5 
publisher, city and/or country where published. 

Authors: ISHIGURO, TAKAHASHI, YOSHIDA, MIYAJIMA 

1 
Title: Single-Chip Transceiver LSI For Spread Spectrum Communication With Smart Synchronization Technique D Date: November 1997 
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS, VOLUME 43, ISSUE 4, PAGE(S) 1331, ISSN 0098-3063 

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button I Add I 
EXAMINER SIGNATURE 

Examiner Signature I /Anarew rlanaers/ I Date Considered I 05/02/2011 
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a 
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. 2 Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WI PO 
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WI PO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i 
English language translation is attached. 

EFS Web 2.1.17 ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /ACF/ 
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Doc code: IDS 
Doc description: Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) Filed 

PTO/SB/08a (01-10) 
Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

Application Number 12940747 

Filing Date 2010-11-05 

IN FORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor I C. Earl Woolfork 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 2614 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I Andrew Flanders 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 

U.S.PATENTS I Remove I 

Examiner Cite Kind Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages,Columns,Lines where 

Initial* No 
Patent Number Code1 Issue Date 

of cited Document 
Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Patent citation information please click the Add button. I Add I 

U.S.PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS I Remove I 

Examiner Publication Kind Publication Name of Patentee or Applicant 
Pages,Columns,Lines where 

Initial* 
Cite No 

Number Code1 Date of cited Document 
Relevant Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 

If you wish to add additional U.S. Published Application citation information please click the Add button .I Add I 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS IRemovel 

Name of Patentee or 
Pages,Columns,Lines 

Examiner Cite Foreign Document Country Kind Publication 
Applicant of cited 

where Relevant T5 
Initial* No Number3 Code2 i Code4 Date 

Document 
Passages or Relevant 
Figures Appear 

1 D 

If you wish to add additional Foreign Patent Document citation information please click the Add button I Add I 

NON-PATENT LITERATURE DOCUMENTS IRemovel 

Examiner Cite 
Include name of the author (in CAPITAL LETTERS}, title of the article (when appropriate}, title of the item 

Initials* No 
(book, magazine, journal, serial, symposium, catalog, etc}, date, pages(s), volume-issue number(s}, T5 
publisher, city and/or country where published. 

EFS Web 2.1.17 ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /ACF/ 
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Application Number 12940747 

Filing Date 2010-11-05 

IN FORMATION DISCLOSURE First Named Inventor I C. Earl Woolfork 
STATEMENT BY APPLICANT 

Art Unit 2614 
( Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) 

Examiner Name I Andrew Flanders 

Attorney Docket Number 1028.5 

Author: Weizhong, Chen 

1 
Title: Motorola's Bluetooth Solution to Interference Rejection and Coexistence with 802.11 D Date: December 2001 
Application Note AN2211/D Rev. 0 PAGE(S) 1 - 8, 

If you wish to add additional non-patent literature document citation information please click the Add button I Add I 
EXAMINER SIGNATURE 

Examiner Signature I I Andrew Flanders/ I Date Considered I 05/02/2011 
*EXAMINER: Initial if reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through a 
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. 

1 See Kind Codes of USPTO Patent Documents at www.USPTO.GOV or MPEP 901.04. z Enter office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (WI PO 
Standard ST.3). 3 For Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 
4 Kind of document by the appropriate symbols as indicated on the document under WI PO Standard ST.16 if possible. 5 Applicant is to place a check mark here i 
English language translation is attached. 

EFS Web 2.1.17 ALL REFERENCES CONSIDERED EXCEPT WHERE LINED THROUGH. /ACF/ 
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UNITED STA 1ES p A 1ENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. 

12/940,747 

68533 7590 

MEGAN LYMAN 

FILING DATE 

11105/2010 

06115/2011 

1816 SILVER MIST CT. 
RALEIGH, NC 27613 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

C. Earl Woolfork 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

1028.5 8175 

EXAMINER 

FLANDERS, ANDREW C 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2614 

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE 

06/15/2011 ELECTRONIC 

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding. 

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication. 

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the 
following e-mail address(es): 

MELYMAN @LYMANPA 1ENTS.COM 

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07) 
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Application No. Applicant(s) 

Interview Summary 
12/940,747 WOOLFORK, C. EARL 

Examiner Art Unit 

Andrew C. Flanders 2614 

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel): 

(1) Andrew C. Flanders. (3) C. Earl Woolfork. 

(2) Megan Lvman. (4) __ . 

Date of Interview: 07 June 2011. 

Type: a)~ Telephonic b)O Video Conference 
c)O Personal [copy given to: 1 )0 applicant 2)0 applicant's representative] 

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d)O Yes e)~ No. 
If Yes, brief description: __ . 

Claim(s) discussed: 1-12. 

Identification of prior art discussed: A/stat [US 5,771,441), Li [US 6,781,977) and Lindemann [U.S. 2004/0223622). 

Agreement with respect to the claims f)0 was reached. g)O was not reached. h)~ N/A. 

Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was 
reached, or any other comments: Discussed differences between the invention and the Q.rior art. AQ.Q.Iicant alleges the 
lSI correction in his invention differs from that of the Q.rior art. Examiner general/'{_ agrees, however, the claim 
Q.resentation does not meet the level of detail Examiner believes is necessar'{_. Also discussed the differences in the 
Alstatt Li combination AQ.Q.Iicant believes that a single transmitter S'{_stem such as Li cannot be combined to a multiQ.Ie 
transmitter S'{_stem. Examienr disagrees and Q.Oints to the analog S'{_stem of Alstatt that includes multiQ.Ie 
transmistter/reciever at 1:1 and submits digital transmission would logicall'i.. follow. Also discussed the Direct 
Converiosn receiver. Examienr Q.Ointed out that while not exact/'{_ a OCR, the Q.rior art meets these limiations with 
there modules cited, i.e. the direct/'f. receive and convert the data. Examiner also noted this wouldn't' be a good 
avenue to Q.eruse because OCR's are notriousl'i.. well known and would be obvious to substitute. 

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims 
allowable, if available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims 
allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.) 

THE FORMAL WRITTEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE 
INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has already been filed, APPLICANT IS 
GIVEN A NON-EXTENDABLE PERIOD OF THE LONGER OF ONE MONTH OR THIRTY DAYS FROM THIS 
INTERVIEW DATE, OR THE MAILING DATE OF THIS INTERVIEW SUMMARY FORM, WHICHEVER IS LATER, TO 
FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. See Summary of Record of Interview 
requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet. 

/Andrew C Flanders/ 

I 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2614 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Off1ce 

PTOL-413 (Rev. 04·03) Interview Summary Paper No. 20110607 
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Summary of Record of Interview Requirements 

Manual of Patent Examining Procedure (MPEP), Section 713.04, Substance of Interview Must be Made of Record 
A complete written statement as to the substance of any face-to-face, video conference, or telephone interview with regard to an application must be made of record in the 
application whether or not an agreement with the examiner was reached at the interview. 

Title 37 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) § 1.133 Interviews 
Paragraph (b) 

In every instance where reconsideration is requested in view of an interview with an examiner, a complete written statement of the reasons presented at the interview as 
warranting favorable action must be filed by the applicant. An interview does not remove the necessity for reply to Office action as specified in§§ t. t t t, t. t 35. (35 U.S.C. t 32) 

37 CFR §t .2 Business to be transacted in writing. 
All business with the Patent or Trademark Office should be transacted in writing. The personal attendance of applicants or their attorneys or agents at the Patent and 
Trademark Office is unnecessary. The action of the Patent and Trademark Office will be based exclusively on the written record in the Office. No attention will be paid to 
any alleged oral promise, stipulation, or understanding in relation to which there is disagreement or doubt. 

The action of the Patent and Trademark Office cannot be based exclusively on the written record in the Office if that record is itself 
incomplete through the failure to record the substance of interviews. 

It is the responsibility of the applicant or the attorney or agent to make the substance of an interview of record in the application file, unless 
the examiner indicates he or she will do so. It is the examiner's responsibility to see that such a record is made and to correct material inaccuracies 
which bear directly on the question of patentability. 

Examiners must complete an Interview Summary Form for each interview held where a matter of substance has been discussed during the 
interview by checking the appropriate boxes and filling in the blanks. Discussions regarding only procedural matters, directed solely to restriction 
requirements for which interview recordation is otherwise provided for in Section 812.01 of the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, or pointing 
out typographical errors or unreadable script in Office actions or the like, are excluded from the interview recordation procedures below. Where the 
substance of an interview is completely recorded in an Examiners Amendment, no separate Interview Summary Record is required. 

The Interview Summary Form shall be given an appropriate Paper No., placed in the right hand portion of the file, and listed on the 
"Contents" section of the file wrapper. In a personal interview, a duplicate of the Form is given to the applicant (or attorney or agent) at the 
conclusion of the interview. In the case of a telephone or video-conference interview, the copy is mailed to the applicant's correspondence address 
either with or prior to the next official communication. If additional correspondence from the examiner is not likely before an allowance or if other 
circumstances dictate, the Form should be mailed promptly after the interview rather than with the next official communication. 

The Form provides for recordation of the following information: 
Application Number (Series Code and Serial Number) 
Name of applicant 
Name of examiner 
Date of interview 
Type of interview (telephonic, video-conference, or personal) 
Name of participant(s) (applicant, attorney or agent, examiner, other PTO personnel, etc.) 
An indication whether or not an exhibit was shown or a demonstration conducted 
An identification of the specific prior art discussed 
An indication whether an agreement was reached and if so, a description of the general nature of the agreement (may be by 
attachment of a copy of amendments or claims agreed as being allowable). Note: Agreement as to allowability is tentative and does 
not restrict further action by the examiner to the contrary. 
The signature of the examiner who conducted the interview (if Form is not an attachment to a signed Office action) 

It is desirable that the examiner orally remind the applicant of his or her obligation to record the substance of the interview of each case. It 
should be noted, however, that the Interview Summary Form will not normally be considered a complete and proper recordation of the interview 
unless it includes, or is supplemented by the applicant or the examiner to include, all of the applicable items required below concerning the 
substance of the interview. 

A complete and proper recordation of the substance of any interview should include at least the following applicable items: 
1) A brief description of the nature of any exhibit shown or any demonstration conducted, 
2) an identification of the claims discussed, 
3) an identification of the specific prior art discussed, 
4) an identification of the principal proposed amendments of a substantive nature discussed, unless these are already described on the 

Interview Summary Form completed by the Examiner, 
5) a brief identification of the general thrust of the principal arguments presented to the examiner, 

(The identification of arguments need not be lengthy or elaborate. A verbatim or highly detailed description of the arguments is not 
required. The identification of the arguments is sufficient if the general nature or thrust of the principal arguments made to the 
examiner can be understood in the context of the application file. Of course, the applicant may desire to emphasize and fully 
describe those arguments which he or she feels were or might be persuasive to the examiner.) 

6) a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed, and 
7) if appropriate, the general results or outcome of the interview unless already described in the Interview Summary Form completed by 

the examiner. 
Examiners are expected to carefully review the applicant's record of the substance of an interview. If the record is not complete and 

accurate, the examiner will give the applicant an extendable one month time period to correct the record. 

Examiner to Check for Accuracy 

If the claims are allowable for other reasons of record, the examiner should send a letter setting forth the examiner's version of the 
statement attributed to him or her. If the record is complete and accurate, the examiner should place the indication, "Interview Record OK" on the 
paper recording the substance of the interview along with the date and the examiner's initials. 
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PTO/SB/25 (07-09) 
Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number 

TERMINAL DISCLAIMER TO OBVIATE A PROVISIONAL DOUBLE PATENTING I Docket Number (Optional) 

REJECTION OVER A PENDING "REFERENCE" APPLICATION 1028.5 
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RESPONSE TO THE FINAL REJECTION DATED 05/05/11 

THE EXAMINER INTERIVEW OF JUNE 7, 2011 

The Applicant would like to thank Examiner Flanders for his courtesy and 

attention in participating in the telephonic interview on June 7, 2011 at 10 am. The 

applicant has reviewed the Examiner's interview summary of June 15, 2011. As is 

recited in that summary, a detailed discussion regarding the particular issue of a mobile 

transmitter and receiver in the present invention differs substantially in problem and 

solution to the prior art. The Examiner agreed that the lSI problem is very different and 

requires a novel solution as is presented in the present invention. The Applicant 

maintains that the claim language properly details this solution (see Claims 2, 4, 6, 7, and 

12 "a digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation," "mobile digital audio 

transmitter"; Claims 3, 5, 9, and 11 "is capable ofbeing moved in any direction during 

operation"; Claim 8 "wherein said mobile digital audio receiver," "mobile digital audio 

transmitter"; and Claim 10 "is capable of mobile operation"). The Applicant maintains 

that the centralized and not portable systems of Li, and analog systems of Altstatt cannot 

suggest remedies to the host of issues confronted by one of ordinary skill in creating a 

wireless digital system that can operate while the single transmitter and receiver are 

mobile and in an environment with other transmissions. The applicant also maintains that 

the presence of the DCR is novel and a patentable element of the present invention. The 

Applicant again wishes to show his appreciation for the Examiner's time and thought 

extended during the interview. 

RESPONSE TO REJECTION OF CLAIMS 1 - 12 UNDER 35 U.S.C. 103 

A finding of obviousness requires that "the differences between the subject matter 

sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would 

have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in 

the art to which the subject matter pertain." 35 U.S.C. § 1 03( a). In KSR Int 'l Co. v. 

Teleflex, Inc., 127 S. Ct. 1727, 82 USPQ2d 1385 (2007), the Supreme Court stated that 

the following factors set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459 

(1966) control an obviousness inquiry: (1) the scope and content of the prior art; (2) the 
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differences between the prior art and the claimed invention; (3) the level of ordinary skill 

in the art; and (4) objective evidence ofnonboviousness. KSR, 127 S. Ct. at 1734, 82 

USPQ2d at 1388 (quoting Graham, 383 U.S. at 17-18, 14 USPQ at 467). 

The KSR Court affirmed that it is "important to identify a reason that would have 

prompted a person of ordinary skill in the relevant field to combine the elements in the 

way the claimed new invention does ... because inventions in most, if not all, instances 

rely upon building blocks long since uncovered, and claimed discoveries almost of 

necessity will be combinations of what, in some sense, is already known." KSR, 127 S. 

Ct. at 1741, 82 USPQ2d at 1396. Once the Graham factors have been addressed, the 

Examiner may apply the TSM test, asking whether (1) a teaching, suggestion or 

motivation exists in the prior art to combine the references cited, and (2) one skilled in 

the art would have a reasonable expectation of success. See USPTO Guidelines at 57534. 

Further, in order to establish prima facie obviousness of a claimed invention, all 

the claim limitations must be taught or suggested by the prior art. In re Royka, 490 F.2d 

981, 180 USPQ 580 (CCPA 1974). Additionally, in considering a prior art reference, the 

reference must be considered in its entirety, i.e., as a whole, including portions that would 

lead away from the claimed invention. WL. Gore & Associates, Inc. v. Garlock. Inc., 721 

F.2d 1540,220 USPQ 303 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 851 (1984). A prior art 

reference is only appropriate where the "invention as a whole would be obvious to a 

person of ordinary skill in the field." In re Kumar, 418 F.3d 1361,76 USPQ2d 1048, 

1053 (Fed. Cir. 2005). Moreover, it is improper to combine references where the 

references teach away from their combination. In re Grasselli, 713 F.2d 731,743,218 

USPQ 769, 779 (Fed. Cir. 1983). Indeed, "an applicant may rebut a prima facie case of 

obviousness by showing that the prior art teaches away from the claimed invention in any 

material respect." In re Peterson, 315 F.3d 1325, 1331 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (Emphasis 

added). In making an obviousness rejection, Examiners must provide evidence and clear 

argument as to how the prior art suggests the invention. Sud-Chemie v. Multisorb Techs., 

554 F. 3d 1001 (Fed. Cir. 2009). 

2 
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Claims 1-12 Rejected as Unpatentable over Altstatt in View of Li and in Further View of 

Lindemann 

Summary 

The applicant is aware that the prior art is taken as a whole, as is cited above, in 

the rejections posed. It is this very fact that the applicant urges the examiner to review 

this invention. As is outlined in detail below, the prior art in combination do not teach or 

suggest the present invention and provide no motivation for one of ordinary skill to 

combine and solve the novel problems posed by a mobile system working with a single 

mobile transmitter and a single mobile receiver in a space containing other transmissions 

in the digital spectrum. The present invention was first presented to the Patent Office in 

2001 and must be evaluated at that time point, well before wireless audio transmission 

was commonplace in our current digital society. Three patents have been issued towards 

the present invention, each directed towards different novel aspects of transmitting digital 

audio with high fidelity and without interference. It is the applicant's position the static 

systems of Lindemann, centralized and not portable systems of Li, and analog systems of 

Altstatt cannot suggest remedies to the host of issues confronted by one of ordinary skill 

in creating a wireless digital system that can operate while the single transmitter and 

receiver are mobile and in an environment with other transmissions. The overarching 

deficiencies in each prior art cannot be remedied by the presence of the prior art as a 

whole. These deficiencies in the prior art make it implausible to combine them in 2001 

to teach, suggest, or provide motivation to one of ordinary skill to produce the present 

invention. Below three major areas discussed in the Final Rejection are addressed: lSI, 

CDMA, and the DCR. It is expected that after a review of these three issues and how the 

prior art fail to address the solutions fashioned by the present invention, the rejections 

will be removed and the application placed into allowance. 

Amendments to the Claims 

Claims 3, 4, 5, 6, and 12 have been amended to state that the "wireless digital 

receiver" is directly communicable with the "digital audio transmitter." The omission of 

the word "directly" in the originally submitted claims was in error. The insertion of this 

word does not change the scope of the claim and should be allowed at this time in 

3 
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prosecution. Claims 10 and 11 have also been amended to change "audio source" as is 

written in the original claims to "audio player." Again this amendment corrects the 

original language and does not change the scope of the claims. The Applicant 

respectfully requests that the amendments be entered at this time. 

The Intersymbol Interference Problem 

In order to clearly demonstrate that the prior art combination does not teach or 

suggest the present invention, a description of the problem oflntersymbol interference 

("lSI") is provided. lSI distorts the audio signal content, causing a major obstacle to the 

transmission of high data rate audio from an in-motion transmitter to an in-motion 

receiver. Referring to the underlined sections of the Exhibit IV text "Adaptive Filter 

Theory," Second Edition, by Simon Haykin, lSI "is caused by dispersion in the transmit 

filter, the transmission medium, and the receive filter ... we usually find that intersymbol 

interference is the chief determining factor in the design of high-data rate transmission 

systems ... intersymbol interference, if left unchecked, can result in erroneous decisions 

when the sampled signal at the channel output is compared with some preassigned 

threshold by means of a decision device." The problem ofiSI is very different in static 

and mobile systems. 

Within the present invention, both the digital audio transmitter and digital audio 

receiver may be in motion (see Claims 1 - 12), thus, the relative position and velocity of 

both the transmitter and receiver (both in-motion transmitter and in-motion receiver 

present spatial and temporal variations) will be constantly changing (e.g., a person 

running with the wireless digital audio system). Because lSI results when the in-motion 

digital audio transmitter attempts to communicate high symbol rate audio to the in

motion digital audio receiver, lSI must be suppressed. The present invention solves the 

lSI problem by maintaining fidelity of the high data rate audio signal while the in-motion 

transmitter is in communication with the in-motion receiver. The lSI mitigation of the 

present invention is performed by, among other things, the claimed encoder ("a encoder 

operative to encode said original audio signal representation to reduce intersymbol 

interference") and decoder ("a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced 

intersymbol interference coding of said original audio signal representation") 

4 
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(Claims 1 - 12). This solution is the result of a novel inventive step in producing the 

present invention. 

On page 5 of the Final Rejection (FRJ) mailed 05/05/2011, it is stated: "The 

combination of Altstatt in view of Li fails to explicitly disclose that the decoder is 

operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of original audio signal 

representation." Thus, the rejection of the claim language "a decoder operative to 

decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference coding of said original audio signal 

representation" relies upon Lindemann. It is important to note that Lindemann never 

discusses IS!. Failure to identify the problem ofiSI clearly demonstrates that this prior 

art, neither alone nor in combination can even suggest a solution to the present invention. 

Furthermore, Roberts (6,418,558), which is also cited in this rejection, does not disclose 

the reduction of IS! in a mobile transmitter and mobile receiver system. Roberts cannot 

teach or suggest how the unique problem of lSI in a mobile system can be attenuated. 

One of ordinary skill would have no motivation to look to these prior art to solve the lSI 

problem in a mobile system as has been accomplished by the present invention. 

The FRJ relies upon the hypothetical scenario that Lindemann teaches reduction 

ofiSI within a mobile transmitter/mobile receiver system (page 5 of the FRJ states: 

"Lindemann also includes that the transmission stream is created using a Reed-Solomon 

encoding and interleaver and a corresponding decoder in the decoder. Applying these 

teachings to the encoding of the combination discloses: ... reduced intersymbol 

interference coding"). Reed-Solomon encoding and interleaving may be designed to 

address burst errors, but Lindemann does not teach Reed-Solomon encoding and 

interleaving for the purpose of reducing lSI in a mobile transmitter/mobile receiver 

system. Lindemann is silent about both mobility and lSI. 

In fact, paragraph 0050 of Lindemann 2004/0223622, states: "The interleaver 

function performed by the Reed Solomon Encoder and Interleaver with Frame Marker 

Insertion 407 protects against burst errors by scrambling adjacent bits across multiple 

Reed Solomon encoding blocks. This error protection system is a called a concatenated 

encoder with interleaving." (Emphasis added). To be clear, "Reed-Solomon (RS) are 

nonbinary codes which are capable of correcting errors which appear in bursts and are 

commonly used in concatenated coding systems" (reference underlined section of Exhibit 

5 
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V text "Wireless Communications Principles & Practice" by T. S. Rappaport). Bursts are 

the result of an additional unintended transmission source (also known as a jammer 

because it may unintentionally jam communications) as described in underlined section 

of Exhibit VI text "Introduction to Spread Spectrum Communications" by R.L. Peterson, 

R.E. Ziemer and D.E. Borth: "Jamming strategies which concentrate jamming resources 

on some fraction of the transmitted symbols using either pulsed or partial band 

techniques cause demodulator output errors to occur in bursts." 

To clarify, "FIGURE 10-1. Covert communications process" and underlined 

section of Exhibit VII text "Introduction to Spread Spectrum Communications" by R.L. 

Peterson, R.E. Ziemer, and D.E. Borth states: "In any communications operation, there 

may be several ingredients or "players," as illustrated in Figure 10-1. First, there are the 

intended communicators, which make use of the transmitter and receiver shown in the 

figure. Second, there may be unintentional sources or jammers." Consequently, "These 

jammers produce bursts of errors .... To counter this difficulty, an interleaver is placed 

between the encoder and the modulator and a de-interleaver is placed between the 

demodulator and the decoder" (reference underlined section of Exhibit VIII text 

"Introduction to Spread Spectrum Communications" by R.L. Peterson, R.E. Ziemer, and 

D.E. Borth). 

Lindemann does not teach a method of"Reed Solomon encoding/decoding to 

reduce lSI" as stated on page 6 of the FRJ. The FRJ misinterprets lSI (defined previously 

above) as interference radiating from an outside transmission source (burst errors). 

Moreover, Roberts is silent about reducing lSI within a wireless mobile 

transmitter/mobile receiver system. The rejection relies on a nonenabled hypothetical 

scenario, because neither Lindemann nor Roberts suggest a method of reducing lSI in a 

wireless mobile transmitter/mobile receiver system. The combination of Altstatt, Li, 

Lindemann (with Roberts) fails to teach or suggest the claim language "a decoder 

operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference coding of said original 

audio signal representation." 

A further review of Roberts shows that there is not disclosure of Reed

Solomon/Interleaving to reduce lSI (see col. 5 lns. 62-67 and col. 6 lns. 1-3: "The 

clock signals for generating the carriers and the symbols representing the transmitted data 

6 
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may be locked to each other or generated from the same source, to reduce intersymbol 

interference significantly," "Another technique for reducing intersymbol interference is 

the transmission of each symbol with more than 360 degrees of phase in one cycle of its 

carrier, in order to allow some leeway in tracking the phase of a channel carrier in a 

receiving system." And see col. 45 lns. 9- 14: "Again, a phase discontinuities exist at the 

ends of the total 405 degree phase degrees of this wave. In fact, this characteristic gives 

the excess-phase improvement an advantage over its primary function of providing a 

guard band for the symbol decoder, for reducing intersymbol interference," And see col. 

46lns. 10- 19: "In the present system, however, it has been found that even very small 

frequency drifts between the 8 kHz symbol or flame clock and the frequencies of the 

tones upon which they ride can produce significant intersymbol interference and 

distortion at the receiving end. Such drifts tend to destroy the orthogonality of the 

channel signals produced by inverse FFT 140 in FIG. 21. The present system also, 

however, provides a simple, inexpensive way to overcome this problem. FIG. 51 shows a 

portion 4200 of the HDT clock/sync logic in CTSU 54, FIG. 3.") 

In each of the above methods to reduce lSI presented by Roberts, none of them 

disclose the use of Reed-Solomon/Interleaving as a solution to suppress lSI. In fact, 

Roberts discloses Reed-Solomon for error detection/correction (as previously described 

above and see col. 6lns. 5- 12: "An embodiment is shown which handles both 

unencoded parity-type detection/correction and more multiple types of more powerful 

methods, such as Reed-Solomon encoding, in a transparent, real-time fashion, by packing 

the data words differently for each case. Moreover, the processor loading involved in 

these error-correction techniques can be spread out in time, so that not all channels need 

to be handled at the same time.") Page 5 of the FRJ incorrectly states "configure Reed 

Solomon decoding/interleaving to reduce lSI as is shown by Roberts 6,418,558," because 

Roberts does not disclose nor teach such a configuration. 

It is clear that the degree ofiSI becomes more severe in a mobile environment 

(i.e., a mobile transmitter communicating with a mobile receiver) given the following: a 

fading channel exhibits lSI in digital communications (reference underlined section of 

Exhibit IX text "Introduction to Spread Spectrum Communications" by R. Peterson, R. 

Ziemer, and D. Borth and referring to the underlined section of Exhibit X text "Spread 

7 
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Spectrum Systems With Commercial Applications," Third Edition, by Robert C. Dixon, 

"The rate at which fades occur is a function of the rate at which the signal propagation 

paths change. In fixed-position systems, the fading rate is determined by how fast the 

environment changes.") Lindemann (who does not address lSI) teaches a fixed-position 

system (i.e., immobile digital transmitter and immobile digital speaker receiver) and 

Roberts is silent as to mobile systems. Given the fact that the rate at which fades occur 

(fading relative to lSI) is a function of the rate at which the signal propagation paths 

change, and that both the transmitter and receiver in the present invention are mobile, it 

should be clear that the propagation paths, or multipath in the present invention, create a 

type ofiSI that was not considered in Roberts. 

The teachings of Altstatt, Li, Lindemann and Roberts do not combine to obviate 

the present invention when taken as a whole. Referencing the underlined section of 

Exhibit XI text "Spread Spectrum Systems with Commercial Applications," Third 

Edition, by Robert C. Dixon: "One cannot say, however, that using a spread spectrum 

signal (e.g., CDMA) does away with all multipath effects." Emphasis added. One may 

consider Bluetooth as an example of the Altstatt, Li, and Lindemann teachings based on 

the hypothetical scenario presented in the FRJ on pages 4 and 5. ("It would have been 

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to apply the 

digital CDMA wireless communication ofLi to replace the FM modulation 

communication as taught by Alstatt. Li clearly teaches the device for use in portable 

implementations such as music and headphone audio reproductions." And on page 5 

"reducing intersymbol interference for CDMA transmission is notoriously well known in 

the art.") 

At the present time, Bluetooth is known "for use in portable implementations such 

as music and headphone audio reproductions" (Reference page 4 of the FRJ). As stated 

in the underlined section of Exhibit XII, Bluetooth Specification Version 1.0B, page 41 

"Bluetooth is a short-range radio link intended to replace cable(s) connecting portable ... 

electronic devices." (submitted to the USPTO on 08/04/2010 by way of the Information 

Disclosure Statement). The FRJ states that "reducing intersymbol interference for 

CDMA transmission is notoriously well known in the art," and the combination of 
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Altstatt, Li and Lindemann (including Roberts) should lend a reduced lSI solution (for a 

portable mobile wireless system) that is "obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art." 

Respectfully, the following application note provides evidence this rejection is in 

error. The application note (submitted to the USPTO on 04/14/2011 by way of the 

Information Disclosure Statement) is "Motorola's Bluetooth Solution to Interference 

Rejection and Coexistence with 802.11" and it states on page 1, section 2 (also see page 

7, section 4) "The Bluetooth channel has unrecoverable Inter Symbol Interference (lSI)." 

A copy of this statement is conveniently located and underlined in Exhibit XIII. It is 

important to note that Motorola's application note was published in December of2001, 

while the present invention was disclosed to Mr. Dennis Beech (the patent prosecution 

attorney at that time) in June of2001 (Please see Exhibit XIV). The application note is, 

at least, evidence that reducing lSI within a system that contains a mobile transmitter and 

a mobile receiver is not "obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art" nor is it "notoriously 

well known in the art." 

The lSI within Bluetooth, at that time, would not be in an "unrecoverable" state if 

the solution was "obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art" or "notoriously well known 

in the art." The Bluetooth specification referenced here (version 1.0B) was published in 

December of 1999 and it was not until December of 2001 when Motorola proposed a 

solution to reduce lSI in Bluetooth's system. Again it is important to note that the 

solution for reducing lSI in a wireless mobile digital audio transmitter/mobile digital 

audio receiver system was part of the present invention prior to the Motorola application 

note. 

The claims should be in allowance on the presence of the encoder /decoder that 

function to reduce lSI that results when both the transmitter and receiver are in motion. 

These explanations remove the obviousness arguments for all remaining Claims 1- 12. 

Thus, for at least the reasons provided above, the prior art references are deficient in 

providing the present invention solution, and the remaining Claims should be in 

allowance. 

Digital Wireless Communications and CDMA 

The claims are also rejected as being obviousness by the digital wireless 

communication of Li could be replaced by the FM modulation communication taught in 

9 
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Altstatt. Li is cited in the rejection for teaching a device for use in portable 

implementations. It is stated that doing so is the substitution of one known element (i.e., 

the digital CDMA transmitter/receiver) for another (i.e., analog FM transmitter) to obtain 

predictable results. The Applicant respectfully disagrees. 

Altstatt does not disclose a direct one-to-one digital transmitter-to-headphone 

communication link, thus, Altstatt cannot realize the benefits of such a digital link as 

asserted (Examiner Office Action Mailed 08-09-2005, page 6: "However the system of 

Altstatt is an analog transmission system that, in operation, lacks the benefits of a 

digitally encoded and transmitted audio signal" and Office Action Mailed 05-17-2006, 

page 6 and Office Action Mailed 10-02-2006, page 10: "However, the system of Altstatt 

an analog transmission system that, operation lacks the benefits digitally encoded and 

transmitted audio signal."). Additionally, Li clearly discloses a cellular communication 

system (Li column 1 lines 57 - 63 "CDMA digital cellular communications system ... ," 

column 6 lines 55 - 62 "IMT 2000 ... IS95 ... CDMA 2000). IMT 2000, IS95 and 

CDMA 2000 are all cellular (i.e., cell phone) standards and each requires the centralized 

control of a base station for operation. Li's centralized control base station system does 

not teach or suggest a direct one-to-one transmitter-to-headphone communication link. 

Based on what is taught by Altstatt and Li, applying "the digital CDMA wireless 

communication ofLi to replace the FM modulation communication as taught by Alstatt," 

as stated on page 4 of the Final Rejection (FRJ) mailed 05/05/2011, requires the 

centralized control of the cellular base station taught by Li (Li column 7 lines 9 - 17 "The 

exchange or the service-providing unit of the mobile net can store various multichannel 

sounds needed by users, e.g. a great amount ofMP3 music data. On request of users, the 

exchange or the service-providing unit of the mobile net sends the suitable data to the 

wideband CDMA base station, by which the multichannel data, e.g. MP3 music data, is 

transmitted to the multichannel mobile equipment through the radio interface of the 

wideband CDMA). Li teaches the cellular base station approach for "bi-directional" 

sound communication and interference suppression (Li column 1 lines 57 - 63 "CDMA 

digital cellular communications system can, with large system capacity only restricted by 

interference ... providing bi-directional ... sound."). As a result, the Altstatt/Li 

combination stated in the FRJ requires the cellular base station to meet the interference 

10 
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mitigation claim language "virtually free from interference from device transmitted 

signals operating in the portable wireless digital audio system spectrum" as found in 

Claims 4, 6, 7 - 12. 

Regarding Claim 1, page 5 of the FRJ poses that the Altstatt/Li combination 

obviates the invention by "Replacing the FM transmitter/receiver implementation of 

Alstatt to use the digital CDMA communication." This Altstatt/Li combination fails to 

obviate the invention based on at least the following. The following explanation is 

applicable not only to Claim 1, but to the other remaining Claims (2-12) that stand 

rejected under the Altstatt/Li combination (and in view of Lindemann). 

The Altstatt/Li combination does not suggest a portable audio system that 

includes a mobile transmitter and mobile receiver with a distributed architecture to one of 

ordinary skill. To further support this position, the Examiner is referred to the underlined 

portion ofExhibit I (herein attached) "From WPANs to Personal Networks Technologies 

and Applications" where it is stated: "A wireless network can be distributed or 

centralized. Distributed networks are those where each device accesses the medium 

individually and transmits the data without any central control . . . . Centralized network 

architecture has one network element, which controls the communication of various 

devices." The claim language "configured for independent CDMA communication 

operation" (as seen in Claims 1 - 12) reflects the distributed architecture and is supported 

by the specification of 10/027,391 application in paragraph 0016: "This ... (CDMA) 

may be used to provide each user independent operation." (as well as other portions of 

the specification). 

The Direct Conversion Receiver 

Within the present invention, the task of each receiver, among other things, is to 

mitigate interference in the vicinity in order to receive the correct transmission. Thus, the 

direct conversion receiver (DCR) disclosed in the present invention (see Claims 1 - 12) 

utilizes, among other things, "timing and synchronization to capture the correct bit 

sequence embedded in the received spread spectrum signal" (Parent Application 

10/027,391 paragraph 0015). Furthermore, paragraph 0016 of the 10/027,391 application 

states: "Other code words from wireless digital audio systems 10 may appear as noise to 

a particular audio receiver 50. This may also be true for other device transmitted signals 
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operating in the wireless digital audio system 10 spectrum." Moreover, Patent 7,412,294 

column 3 lines 32-34 state: "The battery powered transmitter 20 sends the audio music 

information to the battery powered receiver 50 in digital packet format." 

When packets are communicated over a wireless link it may be referred to as 

packet radio. The underlined section of the text "Wireless Communications Principles & 

Practice" has been provided for clarification (please see Exhibit II: " ... called packet 

radio when used over a wireless link . . . . This benefit is valuable for the case of mobile 

services where the available bandwidth is limited. The packet radio approach supports 

intelligent protocols for data flow control and retransmission, which can provide highly 

reliable transfer in degraded channel conditions."). While other code words and/or other 

device transmitted signals are in the vicinity, they can create associated noise channel 

conditions at the receiver that may prevent the capture of the packet with the correct bit 

sequence. Based on the above disclosures, it is clear that both intended and unintended 

spread spectrum packet signals can appear at the receiver, but only the packet with the 

correct bit sequence is captured by the DCR in the present invention. Moreover, there 

exists several data delivery types (for clarification, please see section 16.2.1, of the book 

from Vijay Garg entitled Wireless Communications and Networking, (relative to the 

CDMA2000 cellular communication taught by Li) accessible on the following Google 

books website: 

http:/ /books.google.com/books?id=UE2wEc9NfB8C&pg=PA544&lpg=PA544&dq=cdm 

a2000+isdn&source=bl&ots=pB26eq6oLc&sig=nzleT7D4Q_P-

KFMduSkb9b50 15s&hl=en&ei=lZw8TKzcHZL4swOgOuDaCg&sa= X&oi=book _result 

&ct=result&resnum=2&ved=OCBoQ6AEw AQ#v=onepage&q=cdma2000%20isdn&f=fa 

lse). 

That source states: "End user data-bearing services. Services that deliver any 

form of data on behalf of the mobile end user, including packet data (e.g., IP service), 

circuit switched data services (e.g., B-ISDN emulation services), and SMS. Packet data 

services conform to industry standard connection-oriented and connectionless packet data 

including IP-based protocols (e.g., transmission control protocol (TCP) and user data 

protocol (UDP) and OSI connectionless interworking protocol (CLIP)). Circuit-switched 

data services that emulate international standards-defined, connection-oriented services 
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such as asynchronous (async) dial-up access, fax, V.120 rate-adapted ISDN, and B-ISDN 

services." Of these data delivery types available, the Altstatt/Li combination does not 

disclose or suggest a digital packet format for audio information coming from an audio 

player/source as is included in the claim language and does not obviate the invention. 

The G.729 is a "compression algorithm for voice", "high quality audio cannot be 

transported reliably with this codec" as stated in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G.729. 

Paragraph 0018 of application 10/027,391 discloses high quality audio. The digital 

packet and audio player/source disclosure is seen in Claims 2- 12 of the present 

invention. 

Moreover, the DCR of the present invention (based on paragraphs 0015 and 0016 

of the 10/027,391 application, as well as Patent 7,412,294 column 3 lines 32-34) accounts 

for, among other things, (1) relevant timing metrics to capture the packet with the correct 

bit sequence embedded in the received spread spectrum signal within a in-motion 

transmitter, in-motion receiver, distributed architecture and (2) relevant synchronization 

metrics to capture the packet with the correct bit sequence embedded in the received 

spread spectrum signal within a in-motion transmitter, in-motion receiver, distributed 

architecture. It should be noted that synchronization includes forms of acquisition and 

tracking (please reference underlined section of Exhibit III taken from "Digital 

Communications Techniques Signal Design and Detection"). As a result, timing and 

synchronization, to capture the intended signal components, has been described and 

broadly covers all types of timing and synchronization distributed architecture techniques 

to perform such a task. 

Regarding Claims 1- 12 of the present invention, the Altstatt/Li combination 

does not disclose a direct conversion receiver (DCR) as stated on pages 4 and 7 in the 

FRJ where Li's elements "(201)" and "(202)" are referenced. There is no teaching or 

suggestion that Li's items 201 and 202 ("wideband CDMA demodulator") constitute a 

DCR. The DCR disclosed in the present invention, among other things, performs direct 

down conversion from radio frequency (RF) to baseband (or very near baseband), thus, 

omitting intermediate frequency (IF) down conversion components that are often used. 

The invention utilizes the DCR for, among other things, down conversion from RF-to

baseband (or very near baseband), eliminating unnecessary IF components, which 
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reduces the size and power consumption of the module. The Altstatt/Li combination does 

not teach a DCR nor does it suggest the use of a DCR within the invention. Because one 

of ordinary skill would not be motivated in any way by Alstatt and Li to create the 

present invention with any reasonable expectation of success, the obviousness rejection 

should be removed. 

In addition, the use of the DCR in the invention, suppresses aliasing noise effects 

by use of the anti-aliasing filters (typically low pass filters or some version thereof) 

located within the DCR, thus, aiding to preserve the fidelity of the transmitted high 

quality audio signal. The Altstatt/Li combination does not teach or suggest a DCR, thus, 

cannot realize the benefits of the claim language "a direct conversion module configured 

to capture the packet with the correct bit sequence embedded in the received spread 

spectrum signal" (see Claims 1 - 12). Neither Li, Altstatt, nor Lindemann (Lindemann 

discloses in paragraph 0057 "In the RF receiver embodiment of FIG. 3, ... , The RF 

Downconverter 302 modulates the RF signal, using a sinusoid generated by the RF VCO 

310, down to IF frequency. The IF signal is further down modulated by the IF 

Demodulator 303. The output of the IF Demodulator is a complex signal consisting ofl 

and Q--real, imaginary--running at the Chip Rate") alone or in any combination of the 

three teach, suggest, or disclose the DCR of the present invention. One of ordinary skill 

would not be motivated or anticipate any success by reading the cited prior art to create a 

system containing a DCR to solve reception problems solved in the present invention. 

Claims 1- 12 should be in allowance on the presence of the DCR alone. 

These explanations remove the obviousness arguments for all remaining Claims 

1- 12. Thus, for at least the reasons provided above, the prior art references are deficient 

in providing the present invention solution, and the remaining Claims should be in 

allowance. 

Moreover, the applicant would like to state that any other arguments made by the 

Examiner and not explicitly addressed in this response are not agreed to by the applicant 

(e.g., the rejection to DPSK/CDMA for obviousness). Silence as to any arguments made 

by the examiner is not an assent to those arguments; the applicant respectfully asserts that 

all claims in their present condition are allowable and patentable. 
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A terminal disclaimer is submitted herewith to remove the double patenting 

rejection. 

Amendment to the Specification 

The first paragraph of the specification has been amended to reflect the proper 

family history of this application. The changes make clear lineage of the application and 

are ministerial in nature. Language to be deleted is in strikethrough and language to be 

added is underlined. It is respectfully requested that this amendment be entered. 

If there are any questions, concerns, or actions that can be taken to expedite the 

processing of this application, please do not hesitate to contact the applicant's 

representative. 

June 21, 2011 

Respectfully Submitted, 

.· f 
{ v ~~···· ' .............. ", .. 

··~ 

Megan E. Lyman, Registration No. 57,054 
1816 Silver Mist Ct. 
Raleigh, NC 27613 
melyman@lymanpatents.com 
(919) 341-4023 (phone) 
(919) 341-0271 (fax) 
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1. (Original) A wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

a portable digital audio headphone receiver configured to receive a unique 

user code bit sequence and a original audio signal representation in the form of 

packets, said portable digital audio headphone receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture said packets 

embedded in the received spread spectrum signal; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA 

communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output in 

response to the unique user code bit sequence being recognized. 

2. (Original) A wireless digital audio headphone for receipt of a unique user 

code and a digital audio music representation signal in the form of a packet, said 

wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

a digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured for direct 

digital wireless communication with a mobile digital audio transmitter; 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said audio music representation signal; and 
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a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said digital 

audio music representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said 

generated audio output, in response to the unique user code bit sequence is being 

recognized. 

3. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively 

coupled to a portable audio source and configured to transmit a unique user code 

and an original audio signal representation in the form of packets, wherein said 

digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio source, and configured to be directly 

communicable with a mobile receiver, is capable of being moved in any direction 

during operation, said wireless digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference; 

a channel encoder to reduce transmission errors; and 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation. 

4. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile 

operation, configured to receive a unique user code and a original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, the wireless digital audio receiver further 

configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital audio transmitter, said 

wireless digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA communication 

operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 
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a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from a portable audio source virtually free from 

interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 

5. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively 

coupled to a portable audio source and configured to transmit a unique user code 

and an original audio signal representation in the form of packets, wherein said 

digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio source, and configured to be directly 

communicable with a mobile receiver, is capable of being moved in any direction 

during operation, said wireless digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference; 

an interleaver to reduce transmission errors; and 

a digital modulator module configured for CDMA communication; independent 

code division multiple access (CDMA) communication operation and utilizing 

differential phase shift keying (DPSK) to modulate said original audio signal 

representation. 

6. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile 

operation, configured to receive a unique user code and a original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, the wireless digital audio receiver further 

configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital audio transmitter, said 

wireless digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA communication 

operation; 

an de-interleaver generating a corresponding digital output; 
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a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of said 

original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said original 

audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio having 

been wirelessly transmitted from a portable audio source virtually free from 

interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 

7. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio headphone for receipt of a 

unique user code and a digital audio representation signal in a packet format, the unique 

user code configured to spread the said signal spectrum and further configured for 

independent communication operation, said wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

a digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured for direct digital 

wireless communication with a mobile digital audio transmitter, wherein said mobile 

digital audio transmitter is operatively coupled to a portable audio player; 

a direct conversion module configured to capture the packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique user 

code; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said audio representation signal; and 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said digital audio 

representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, in 

response to the unique user code bit sequence being recognized; said audio output being 

virtually free from interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital 

wireless audio receiver spectrum. 

8. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile 

operation, configured to receive a unique user code and an original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, the unique user code configured to spread the said 

signal spectrum and further configured for independent communication operation, the 
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wireless digital audio receiver further configured to be directly communicable with a 

mobile digital audio transmitter, wherein said mobile digital audio transmitter is 

operatively coupled to a portable audio player, said wireless digital audio receiver 

compnsmg: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique user 

code; 

a decoder operative to decode applied reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

said original audio signal representation ; and 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said original audio 

signal representation; 

and a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, in response to the 

unique user code being recognized; said audio output being virtually free from 

interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 

9. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively coupled 

to a portable audio player and configured to transmit a unique user code and an original 

audio signal representation in the form of packets, wherein said digital audio transmitter 

coupled to said audio player, and configured to be directly communicable with a wireless 

mobile receiver and capable of being moved in any direction during operation, said 

wireless digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to reduce 

intersymbol interference; 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division multiple 

access (CDMA) communication operation. 

10. (Currently Amended) A portable wireless digital audio system for digital 

transmission of an original audio signal representation from a portable audio player 

to a portable digital audio headphone receiver, said portable wireless digital audio 

system comprising: 
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a digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said portable audio player 

and transmitting a unique user code bit sequence with said original audio signal 

representation in packet format, wherein said digital audio transmitter operatively 

coupled to said audio player is capable of mobile operation, said digital audio 

transmitter comprising: 

a encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference; 

a digital modulator module configured for independent CDMA 

communication operation; 

said digital audio transmitter configured for direct digital wireless 

communication with said portable digital audio headphone receiver, said portable 

digital audio headphone receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code bit sequence; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA communication 

operation; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from said portable audio source .Q..@m and 

reproduced virtually free from interference. 

11. (Currently Amended) A portable wireless digital audio system for digital 

transmission of an original audio signal representation from a portable audio player 

to a digital audio receiver, said portable wireless digital audio system comprising: 

a digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said audio player and 

transmitting a unique user code with said original audio signal representation in 

packet format, wherein said digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio player is 
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capable of being moved in any direction during operation, said digital audio 

transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal 

representation to reduce intersymbol interference; 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation and utilizing differential phase 

shift keying (DPSK) to modulate said original audio signal representation; 

said digital audio receiver capable of being moved in any direction 

during operation and in direct wireless communication with said digital audio 

transmitter, said digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded 

in the received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the 

unique user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA 

communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced inter-symbol 

interference coding of said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from said audio source~ virtually free 

from interference. 

12. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile 

operation, configured to receive a unique user code and a original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, the wireless digital audio receiver further 

configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital audio transmitter, said 
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a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent code division multiple 

access communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from a portable audio player virtually free from 

interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 
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,~ n PFR_L.. \_':\~/2. : · ~. ~~D}. ~ ~ ;~ ~ ~-~~-:.' :·~;~;::: ::..:nr:H:~o~·~jy· ~~~-::·(~ 

, __ ,,, .. ,,-,,.,., i:·; :·:~~:r~-: d: r~~~L 

C..S.\·L\.:'C.:,\ ~ .. : .. :):; : ~:~:· .\·L·\C.~ t~; ~ FJ .L ~.zc:) ~ ~ .i. 

\~./hL:-~·in:~ th.{·: h~::~.;:-~ <·l .-n:.~~::l :_:_(,(.(::'.~ :T~(~Lr;d :~. :<~~~dn:·n ~>~·:d .... < ,' ~ • ·, ;.. : \ ~\·:.: h 
. '~ ..__' '- t \ .. - : ~ ..... : t ~ \ 

nt~:~ .• -.... ":-...-....· ... ~~·: ::((..:.·:->: d:(·: :·tJ~·d:~3.:::t -~~- J :>~-~~:- \'-;h~~:-::· 

: ~~ .... :-.f:~:h·~-:~ :.~ :·nc:: :.~ :_:?::.·:d f;:~r 3o\\' ~>~~.: :.:~~~:· 

~~=~d :~n ~(~rd<·. ·j !-:: . . :H(:·:::. ~ 1 h·.<";::. ~: <:(HUn~ ~~~->.:-<-.'~-: 
: . ' ,, 
:.~(;):.~\'~(;r :~l:·:)\:..:·'-: : :n~>:·:·:::.:-

oc·-::~.-=~·. ( .-' .. \;!~-s~·cn::. :~J<· ;~ 1 '-'.1:.::. 

f~ (· .. ~.:.ht ;~h_c:· b~;~y rr:cd~:..B·~~ t.J~nd.~~~-: 
h~~·\·'-~ \\..,_·~.: }\ 1!) ~n.~: ~d:' 'hh ~~~,,::~ ~~· t 

do~~~ L.:<.k--r/f :;.~·rJ:·:g<-n·:::_·tt) ;;: ,~:;.;;.:d :_:· 

.'\P. ·rh~ _\-L\(~. ):~\~ g;\-,:~ ;i :~t:: ui· :1:~: 

-;<.:~:~ for ui:h~·::: :\.P" c~r: ~~n> ,::;,:-.~~.j 
~t.:ni(:~~ r:·:.::~y ,\:~~:i(L..: u:: d~(· b~·st-:~c~~i)<"-~ ~ 
:'.;::·•:'i..·i:l ft~n:r~:~on). h~~h~~"-.·io~- for :-h~::- J::'·.: : 

~\:-~;~ ~: R 

~::en!:~-~ :(1n .:3 r:d rc:".;.<::il>!liY 

[\."~-:\:(-L:1 rnc:(·k· f:<~~.:\;S;'>f:;•i, 
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J?igu.t\~ 9~ 7 jJ.h.l$trat~ns fhe ~eq:uentiftl fbrJlH1t of~~- 1~~~H~.ki~~~ tra.n~rnisBio:nc 1"he 
p~::.ck~t cons·.~st~: of lH:~~1.d~r .in.f<~H:'n:u~tin::tt tb.e lJ.~~{n.-> d~lt:;~.~ -~~n.d a t~raH.e:t~ ~rht:} 1u~adcr 
f-iP~~~~i.fies tJ-1~3 k~~gi11nin.g~ ($fa n.e\v pa(~k·cat ~~nd. s:~ont~:dn.~s t}1"(; ~i)UX'8X: ad.d:teH~-~ d~-~ti:r~a .... 
tion. add.·resH~. pucktrt. seq_tlet:J~~.:. :nlttn:ber~ .a:nd oth.~-~r .t\')ttt:in.g~ ~n.d hilling in:fhrn:u~ ... 
tion .. '11le tl8~~ .. l:- d.ata eont~1h-:us in·nn~TO$Jion \V1d(:h_ is f:~en~i."s11y prGteeted \-Vith. error 
{?))l-~tr(~I codin&r, ·1:.he tr~~il:e~r contain.~ .a e-yd.~ic r·ed·w11dan(~:·.f e)1t~~k:~ttJ3] ) .. ;~:Jxi(~h if:. tJ.s-ed 
for~ {~}:ct"or det~~ct:k~I1 at t!}~:: ~rnc{~i 'ler. 

r;g~"'n·e 9, ~, 
'P{":i\.~1n::t d£$.t~ f.z~T-:nf'-t.~ 

f:~iguJ:·e 9Jj. s~hzr'.-VS th.~~ strt~ctu:re t~f a ti-:otu:~:sr.nJth~d p$.r.J~J~t, Vl:tdcl-~ typi~~al~y- r..vn. ... 
sist:s of fiv~~ ft~~1ds~ t}~~ f}@.g' bit~~~ tht~: ~~d.dre~S :fi.t~ld:- the tt)"ntto} fie~Jd, tl~~~ infbriiH~:~ 

ti<~ll field!' an.d tb.e fcarn~.:: elu~ek {~e<!uer_!.et~ :a~~)d.~ ~I:.~he fh~g~ bits :a.rf~ ~-pec.if~.(~ {or 
rt~~=~~~"'\:e~d) bit se(ruen{:es tl1at irsrlie~~tH th.e: bt:";gi~Yning· ~~nJl en.d of f~-a,~h p.ack,-ct~:t~ 1~.h~ 
H.ddte~~ fiHld eont~~3I.t3 th.e suurce an~d fh~ d.t~ztinat~tnl add . .ress f(}t trart~nlitt3x1g~ 
Jrie,:j&H.g~$~:. and fOr re<-.Hi':rb1~{ ne1~ntrs\rl{~dg1l18l1t8~ 'l'th.e {:Oilt~;>01 Ji~1d d~fin{:~S hxnct3_($lJS 
such a~ tr~u:1s.f(~;c.~ of ~icl~n0"\3l.i(~dg:rn{:$3ts1 al:tt(nTu:ttic :rc~rs~~~it l"'l~\f~.J.est~~ {/~ .. 11 .. (~):' arl<i 
pae}C<-:!t ~e~fU€IlC.ing·~ :-r})0 infhrrru:tt:tnn fii~~Jd e{JI5t~~ir.US th€ 1JS0r' data ar:~d .tXl.$.Jt £~8:\.re 
\rar:~ah~e !~ragth __ ,IJ'l1e fi.:nai fiH.id is t1'1~; frs..rne cl~.et:1< s~~qu.i~:ru~{~ Held or tl:s.~! (51{.(; 
_(Cyclie Re{lt~x1~1~ir~r.Jr C.hec~k} tl!nt i:~ us~~d for e:cror~ d~tt·~~tio:n. 

}~l{~:~!.der lJs,:~~ f}s.ta 'J~,;~Her 
4-··~··-----~----·-···-···-'"··-•·"~'"·"-'""-"'-'''"";tiN~""'''~'""""''''-""-~~·"-"''' ... '"''-···-··•-l>-· 

r;gure SJ3 
:Fie!d~. h~~ ~~ t~ypic~l r;::.\cl;~:t of di\rt.:.:<. 

whel~r::s:~;~~::::~~:-,::c:v~!,:~~~:~, l~::~~~1~!~!~~=~-~~~~:=~~:~~1!;~~~:!:t0:m~~~~;!;~f~:~k~~;;~~;~ 
.~._._.,_,.....,_.._.._n~-,y.."-"''~'""'""...._"n'""-"-"·""-'"-"-"'-'-"""'".,~"""••~Y..·•••••n•<•'>'-'-~'-'-'-~·•"•'-._ •• •' •• 

d~}ta tran.sn1issi~)J1B (sf short lengt.h.~ l\n adV!~t~1.tag~~ nfpae~~~:et~~r·~v'it(~11<5d d.&t8: is tlu~t. 
J:.1:1t~ t.:}"lal:tne1 is utilized. (tnly \=\~hen. ~e11dir~g· ~)t r~ceiving bu~c~ts of inJ~:~r:nu~tio.n~ 
·']'Isis be.n.x~tlt i~ v~.h.HJb1e f~Jf tlt{~ ca~:e of1:tH_ibiie :s~~J·vice~· Vl1:H.n~~~ .. th{~ av~ilt?:.1Jh1 bai~(l"' 

~:~~'t1~I~:Jfi}~IEt4:~~::ri~~:~i~!~~~~~~~:-~~~~1~;;?~:-~i~:~~;~2~~1~:::~;:~ri?~:t~~:~~~~~~~J}ii€~~~j~~~~i~~~;ir~::~Q;;~--
{1a~~i flo,v· <-~·{}nt:rol t:rn.d r~~t.r':!~.r1srrn~~~--HirL ~vfncr~ r.s.n. 'Ot(fVld~ h.lg·_ntv ~·~~t:.t~b~~~ tTars.s~~et 

~IE~~t~~~~!~~J:;t}~\~~~~t\t~tf~~:~~-~~~~~:~::~~:E:~t~~~:::;:~~r~~~~{i';--};;~()tz;;;ca~~~t.~--
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opt~rns.~tn r~ct:i\,·ers. 'fht~ chG~ce of the ~nodn1ation. ~che~:ne frorn ~he =·~sirnpl~~·~ .b£iu1~:'!.~ .. ohase 
.s~hfft ke}·h~fi (.Bl?SJ(} to the HH)fe ,.:eJaborateH i/U.ad?-{IfU.H~ an~,olinute ntodu.latfons (f)./\.~·~1) is 
{~~-~ernXal in trading cfurnn.eJ b.:~·nd'~··it:Uh ::tnd ~~chh::-vr~b~e bit (~rror :nlte f~Jr ;:~ g~ven and fixed 
tr<.~n~rnined s~gnal pc~\ver. 'fhe xynch;r)n[:<~th)t: f?.{i-U::u·on ~~ ftHlthunent~d 1n ~_>p:en::Jing any 
Gornn1un.ic(uion bnk. /~t the receiv·ing s~tc~ V>:~dou:~ thrdng ~::.nd ph.:t~t~ ref~;Ie:n·~es ~rre n,~edt:d 
ar~d a.re derived. frnrn th~:; incorning n·n1:->y ~ign~d~ tb(".se 1nclude C{:1rri{·;.r ph~~~~e and frt~-qut:ncy 
e:~;Hrnat~on:- po:~sibiy subc~lrd~~r pbft~:e ~~nd frequ~ncy:- and defin~tely :~yrnbol (hit) thning to 

~1~~~~,~~~~~i~i~Wi~~~~~~~~~~~:~;~~:~~;~:~\~:::;~,_ 
}o~.:knnp (or ucqn~s~tion h~r~{~:) depend-; on ~.11~:; spz:cHi(~ ~t:ructure3 or aigorithrn.~ en:ployed. 'Ibe 
tranBHion frorn acqu~sition to tracking function is non.un~quely defin~:::d ~~nd is typicilHy ~aid 
tn have occurre.d ~.~~hen th{~ ~n~~t~~nt~nu~ou.~ ph~~::.e o;;n~or d~~cr:;.~~~s~~ B-nd rernain~ helo\v k~ pn_>~ 
<:k~terrn~ned thre:::.hohL i-\utorn::nlc ga~.n tontroJ (t\(~(~) circuitry is e~~enda1 in rnahlt:!dn~ng 
re;::.~onah]e re(~ei-...~ed po\~~~:-r leve1~ in th<~ :r~~cei\1 {::::' and in pr(n:·~d~ng :-;on-u~ protect~on :2~gain:st 
~'~arge:' int-:::nt!ona1 or accJd.entat interft.rt:nces. FinHH)-- sigr1~J refer:t~nce generatt)r;; a~ both 
~he tran~n1~tr~~r ;;.~nd r(~(~~::i\~er requirt~ ~;n~ne (h::gn:~:; nf t~rnt i:\nd fn:~qu~ncy ~tabiUty tn rn~~~nt<:i"n 
H fixed referencz: throughou~ tbe s)'~~~~t:n1~ 

T'h~s ctK~pte~r introduce~ fh~ ~\~H-dt~r to the archHez:n.n·e of 3 digit~~l {:.onun.nnh::ation 
syste.tn and ~n~roduce:s the varions te:r:nss and key purarneter:-; u~~ed throlJ_ghout the bouk. 
Se~;::t~an 1.2 present~ p:n:K~tic;::J ~~te}t'(.:Ornrnunic~~tjon net~J .. 'ntk::;~·: and d25;Cll~~e;; fun.tre net\V(H'kS, 
'Tht. var~on~ eleruents and kt:y functions of an ,;nd·-to~·end C(~~rnnunic:t~t~on Hnk are discussed 
~n Section 1.3_ I1~~~~ }:<$;:~}' perf~-:-nnance pararne~~~x:-; S{Bch gs ~~igna~ ... to~~noi~~-e rat~n~=- bandv~-~3ddt 

and so on., arc (k;fined along ~~··i1h 1he var~u;~u~ ~o~;~.;es th~t~ ~n~ed to b(~ ~H.:-.couru~d for in ~~ 

Hnk budget ~HUily~js, '~fbe ~~inf'(5:t:Tnation~~ ~~::~p;:tcjty of a con·uxr:. .. n1lc~H~on channel as de·fined 
by Sh;~nnon i~~ d~:.;;z:u~~~~d in Section i .4 and 3n (Jsapter ll. C:on1.n}nn3c~ltion V·lith o;uhcarr'](~~~ 
and d;~tta h.:-trrnatnng Gf V;:::dous sign::tl~~ i~; the topic of s(.~Ction L5. 

I\)r the ~nost p;:~rt, th-::~ fun.chnn;;..l~ a.n2hitc(~tur:;.~ of a djgitai tt.>n;.rnunica.tion ~yste.n1 t3] h;:~s 

e'/OJv~;::d OV~~f' the p~~St 35 yt~ar:~~ -..~··i!h fe\~i l:XCtptiOJ1S~ th~ func6onBJ 3n::.h~tf'\:.tUr;:.: !Uatche:~ 

tht~ phy~k~aJ strnctD.rc~ T'·hi;; ~voltttion h~~; been dd'Ven by t\..V~) n\ajor forct::s~ viz.~ the t..te~· 

ve~oprnenf Of ~~on·ununiC<:1tion and. ~nfonnat~on thet:t");- (c~.)Hi~Il.UH~C~~.t3on ~~cienc~~S) ~rnd the 
de\o'tloprn:;.:.nt of co-rnnHsn~ca!io:ns~ cornpt::t:::-r~ and. h:forro~Hion t~~:t~hno~ogy·~ ln pn~;-~;enting the 
functional .:~rth~tectwn::: <)fa digita1 connn~in!~-:::a6on &y:-;tern'( the ~op~-do~vn ;$.pprO~:$Ch ·vl~H bt~ 
BS<~d. 'I'h3-; approach take;; advantuge of the hi~~f{lH~hic~~l nHh~re of Hny ~ysterH~ 3n f.:llrticul~H\ 
~~n f;~~t~:>n·na.tiof~ t.~¥.~.n\ooruHion .~~ys~~?n~ \Vh3cb tr::ln:.:;port~ itrJ~)fHHHion uslng r:: d'i,gital co .... n~n.{~
nic<"uion .Y)'SU?.~~-~. In addHlon~ th(:': l(Jp·dov ... ~n ~3.ppn~nlch J1rs \VeH ')~lhh the pre~;~nt~~Hon ~~nd a~~~· 
veioprnent of the d~g~tal co:.-n~nu.nic<1t~on tcchn!.q~.R~~~ ~:?.nd the<Jry pre$~-nted in ttH~ chapters tha~ 
fGlin<-v. 

()g:( tOp·<iG"..~·=n ~l_pprORCh bt~gins \;.:i~h the -;·hnph~St arctdtcz:t=. .. tral fe"<:'t;J~ l.t~'t··e{ 0: ~rhe (~on--
f.:ephu~l L,~'"V$.?f~ and pnx:rx:ds dov~~n\V;:..l,t"d until tt~e hottn~n Ie~.tel~ v~z .. : the l)hy.~·ical .t.~?·vel~ ~$ 

reached .. Figure ~. 1 dt~rnon~rr~ues Hn~.t ~ht~ hat:~c btdkHng b~ocks of an lr~lorrna.li~Jn J)yuts~ 
)ooottaii(.•n SysJe:n~ (tiS) in level one of the hier~u·chy are: (l) an infon11a.t~(H1 ;;onrce to be 
tr.:~r~sp-t~r~:o';)d.: (2} a Gnrnrntn~~<~ut~on c}u~nuel nr inf~)rtn~~tkin pip~~~ ~~nd C)) .an ~nforrnatk.n~ t~~er 
or.;~ t:.l~!k~ Jn order to connez:t the inJOrn1.<H:itnl S<HHce to the ch;::.nneL ;St tn:u~sdacer -i~s neede·d~ 
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:~ .. /\ ~1f~t of (b4 ~~ 1) unkno"..vns, rnad~ up of the k:.fxib~~c.k c:c..~::ftic~e:nts a;> a~~? 
. ~ . ~ aM and th~ variarH::e o~:: of the \vhit(>·noi~~e process ~s~u1ned to .tr~odt·~ H-~1 • 

(Ji\lf:n the st~i~~rnogran·i Ut){n) !- ;ve rna}·· tb(~ref(Jre un~que1y ~~h~terrnine the fc~edba~~k 
C(i:~fth.:i~nt.s a~ ? :a~:~ ~ . ~ a~} and th.::~ varjar:.ce cr·~ by ~o.hdng this sy~t~n1 Qf cqua·· 
tiens . 

. f}{?n1 t:q_: ~ ( l . 39) .. 'Ne ~e~~ that th~ irnptdsr. re~poH3(~ of the de~~onvo lnt ion fHt{~r 
C~}nsi~ts {Jf th-e ~~f~{p.l·e.n(~e {{~~ a:~: .... ~ a.-.r~ .t\<.:~:orcUngly:- the (:orr>lo.h.Hion vf thi:s ~rn .... 
ptdst:~ r-e5prsns-e \vitb u~I(n} )''iekl-; t.he. de~ir~::d e~t~rn.ate >~·~·:- ~ a~ sh~:.>\~in by· (~:e(: .F~g. 1 .. i4) 

"' 2:~ at -~~·<){lJ. ~- k) 
,,:,; (•: (~ 

V·/h~re a:} .. ,.. 1 ~ f:qo~ltio.n (.1 ~4 1) is a d{:~K:r{ptinn Gf thf~ dtC{~D.\·'O~~Ut~OH proz~t)$S, l~Oti.~~ 
ht~Vlev~~r" the \\;;:t~/(; {icln) generated by the source of sci;;rn.i<:: energy does not t-;nter 
this des(~ription directly ~~~; in tb[: id(:~lized repP:::sentation ·Gf J~q. ( l .. 37). R-~~~hcr, the 
r~hysjcai nature of ::l!(n) ~~n.Huence~ th~ deconvolu.tion process b)· ~nnd-t·Hng ti0(n) ~~s 
tb:::~ lrnpulse respon~~c of un aH .. poh:::: fe~::dback ~~y;;ten1-. 

/~n alter.n.~.nive procedurt.~ 1~1r C(H1strtH~iing the de~~on'/oh.ninn fHH.~I is to us~ an 

;~~~~~~:l~~;~a1i~~~,;!,:(~~ .. l ~!:~~~:t~~~~t:~:: ~l1~~~.;~'~:~;v!~~ t!:!;\~u;:l~:~:~ (;;: Ht:~~s~,;:!r~:;:~~~:~;~ ~~~: 
the aigorith.rn-: and th~ p~st v~~1nes u,)(n --~ ~ )~ t{~in ---- 2)} . , ~ ~ u:J(n .. u :~:f) are used 
as e~ernents of th~ iriput \:'{~(:tor~ ··rh~.:: predic~io:n error C{>nt.rois the adap~a.tion of the 
Ai tap ~.v-f:~ghts <..Jf the tn1n&~··~,r~al fiHer tornp(n;.ent of th{~ .~~]g~,)rhlu~n. \'/lu~n the 
t~1goritbnJ ihi5 {.:"()t1Vt.~rg~~d ~ the tap '.:-"\..··~:::ig.bt~~- nf the tr~n .. ~~\ ... e:rs~:d fHter _p:rovkie (~sthT~{~tes 

of the fe:edback <::cx.fticient~ .a~ ·: >:~:;~ '{ a;~~·~ 

F$gur~~ l "1 :3 i\dt~ph,,.,~ filt<:dn:g $~:.~h.ernt 
!~)-; C\)inpr:tb1g HH~· ~rnpuhe n::;p<~H~-e <)f 

:he ik':;;.:-.:::n,··~.:l.ut£~>.::1 fU~8';:r. 

l)uring the past three decade~1.: U CfH1S~J.erab}e eft.~Jrt h<l$ been devoted to the ~?.tUd~y of 
d? .. tr:t~transtnis~ion ~yste.rns that utilize the ~p .. ..-~1i1able channe£ b:=-u1d'v~ddth e"fficient]y ~ 
~J~he objec~ive here i~} to d-:::·~1gn th~; ~y~~t~TH ~:o ~~t t{} a.ccon~trt1odate t.he highe~t po:')sih1e 
rate of d.e=~v~ tn~n:'}tni-;s.ion" S\tbject to H s1x:.~::.iHed rs::E~bility that i~ u:-:.uaHyr l·neasur(:d in 
terrn~· of the (;trr.:H" rate ~)f a'i~I~::.ge probability of syn1bn.l error~ 'The tr~;~ns~ni~s.lon of 
tHgit·fd data through a Uncar corrnnunication channel is Hrnit~~d h}' tvio factors: 

1. f{~~:~·~:~.~~~-'(;:~;:~~~~~~:~~;~~:;::~;~(~~~~:":r~~~:f'tt;~~:d\~ifit;1~~~:~~~~~:~:2~L~~Ltt!£ __ E:~~~-~E~L 
............. _-~~ ... ~ .................... ~-"'-~".....,..,.. .......... '---~ ......... ~~-···..,., .................. .,., ................... ·.-..~~~~--.. ~- .·.·.-.· 
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For bttnd'v~dth .. J!~1\~tcd <.JHH}iX~~s {{~.g.! voice-~gr;;~dc te.!ephc~n~~ channt'J&}i> ~Vf...~:., u~~::al~l~X. 

£i€~~~~~!~~~~i~~!~~.:~::~~:::::,::~::,:;';~:::~::: 
,~i"H?-~·lui .. ·1tion CPt\.Nf} ~Sj\~.fen~. ··rhe sign~d ~1.pplied to th~: inr~ut of th~:= tr~n~n~~itter pHrt of 
the systern consists r.~f a bina:ry ~:lata };equencs? {b.~.}~ in \}./hich the bina:r;/ §ytn.bol b·.:.. 
consists (.3f 1 or 0, 'I'h~s seql~en{~e ~s .apph .. ed to tt pul~:;; gerteratnr:- the outp~lt of \¥hich 
IS filtered 6rst in th~~ nansin1·tter, tht:n by the rnedh.~rn~ ~~nd tlnaHy in th~ rec~~i·ver .. 
t.e·t u (k) denote the :-;;:~rnp1td ontput of Lhe recei'·,.e Hh~~t in F'ig. l. I 6; th(: ~~~~tnp:Ung is 
p(~rforrned in ~:yn:::hronL~rn \\··ith the;,~ pul.s~::: genen~tor ~n tb(~ transrnitt{~r. 1~his nntput i~ 
co.n-;p~~r~~d to 2~ t-~hres.hold by fnean~ of a t}ecision <le-:.-ice. lf the H~:r<-:sho1d i~~ exceeded" 
the rt':'-t{d\,..~T tnake:~ ~t dech:~on in favor of s.y~nho~ ] ~ <)tb{~t'\:V~se ·: it dez~k.h::~ in. t~r·lor '~f 
~~ytn.hoi 0. 

L.et a ~~ca1.ing nl<::tor a.~: b-e detined by 

a~-:·=== 
['+L t ,, __ 1' 

u(k) 

if ~h~ input hh b.•: c(:-nsists of ~~y·~nbo1 1 

if the input bit bi C{~nsi~~t~ of sy:rn.ho.! 0 
(1.42} 

(1 .. 43) 

\~lht~re l.i (n) i~~ the ~;a.rl\pled \·'ersion of th~~ ~rnp-:..~l~e res._pt)~1se of th{~ c~:~~c~1dz~: conn~ction 
of th(~ trans~n~t fHt<.::r ~ the t.ransrni~~tnn rnedinn:t~ ar~d the re(:~~iv(~ filt.(::r ~ '"fhe first te:.cn:~ 
On the right ~}id~~ of f::q. { J .. t3) dti1nz:s tht deSit\~=d syrnt'N)J ~ \Vhereas the rCn\~~i_ning 
s~rf(;:s; repres(::nts th(::. ~nters:yrnbol .ir;J(::rfbr(~H(e .c.au;:;eJ by th~~ chnnn.td {:L{~, ~ th~~ coni·~ 

hination) {).f tbe .transn:jt flhs;r, H~<: tnediurr1~ and thf~ receiv~~ t~Her)~ 'l'hi~ inter~:tn1~Xi.t 

E;r:IE~1~~~~*~7"~~F;;~;;~~;~If~~R1~~~;31:s;~~~ 
.. ~~~---~ ...... ;rs···o~~~~~fCi:ii)i;·· th~ J.ntersyrnbnl intetf(~renc(: problcrn~ control of tbr: thne·~ 
~fui~f5~ed flJnctinn .P (n} h: r(:.quired. In princip~e~ tf tkH.~ c.tuH1.tctc.rh~th:':~ of the tn:Jnsrnis-.· 
~~ion rnediurn ~tr('; ksH)\~.··n pre(h~t:)ty·~ tkH.~.n ~t i~ virtu~:~H~y ah~·~ays lxissib.le to design a pair 
of tn~n~~rnit Rnd rtc~-:::ive Hh{~r~: th~~t ",N~U ~nak~ the eft;-:::ct of ~ntertyrnbo1 int~rferen<.\~ 
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"''~""~y. ........................................................... ,.,.. ..... .._.._..._...._..._...._~ .......................... ,, ...... ,,,..,.., ........................... ,.,.,._ ........ '"'-""-........ ""-''"'-................................................. ,,., ... , ........................................ """-.>X'•''<'"~ .......................................................................................................... ..,., ................... . 

Btod.:. Ct~~~-::~t ~i-·i~) 

1:~0~~ \~.tjJ}:UJ\ -tlLstB.!1C~~ a \.~f a~ny C~)d0~~r{H:'d:- i:h.us :tn~~J~~n.g rnaxirnun1 hJ<:~libz~nd d{:~x.:.d_ ... 

in.g l>ns.::.~i.h.lf!. 
:(~]relie (}rH:le~:; 

(;yclk:: cod.::::~ at\~ a s::.:~hs.:::~t Gf th.~~ cla~~s <Jf lin.e.a.x" ~)(H:1~~~~ ~,vf.dclt ~~at~:~(y th.e ~~y~::lic 
p.rQ_pHit,):" .~~~~ dj~::c-us&ed ht:~~~n~t:~ i\'?J. a rezn1t of t"hi~~ pYoperty~ tlH~~:;~:~ eod~~~ _p-o~~~os~ a 

cor::.sid0r~~thle ~~rn.ou:n.t of ~:tr~.xc:::tur.::~ ~~'th.ieh. ean. b'i exploit~~d .. 
t\ ey•:::lie :.::o(le (:a.n b0 gen.erate-d b~y ~-::.~~:~ng & §r~r;,erat(~t p<il.)rn.o:n:dal ~~: {p·) .of 

d~~g·-r(:::e (n. ---· ~~), ~.rh~~ gf.~.ner..:.1tnr polynon:ti~:d o.t ~~~Il (n-~ h) eyelic (:(Hi{~ i:::: ~::. fhctor of 
.P _..~, -~· ~ ::rrul 'h a~ tile ge:n~~J.-... ~~1 f(rrn:1 

:•,·. \' •• ,·· •• < .'.~ ·::::::: .:~.·· ••• ·._, • • ;·· •• '.;_,· k ~~ ~ ....,:... :'..,. .-' ,, ' ... ~-• -~ ' ....... ;; .. '$.. j'..-' -~· ·'-"{~ (B.H7} 

\V~hex··e c (r.}) i~ a polyno~~~nial of d(:g~'f~e 1.::~:~~~ t:h.~xn . . n~ 
1~n(~odirlg f~)t £!. (':y··clh; cod~~ i~~ u.s1 .. ~.::dl,y p-{~~~ft:-ttn.ed t~y· a. h:nf~~lt f~~B·db:~~<.:~~: ~~h3ft. 

regi£te:r basHd fH1 X.?iiJ~~~-~r th.e g~~-n.e·rStG:r (>f r-:a.r~.ty polyY~Grn~·aL 

fn:r a ~~rid.::.::. :rang~~~ nf r;~tt:g~ ncb.l{~ve sig,~:..if~_r::lilt et~ding g.t:d.n.s~ and ca:n }.):(~ h~~ple..., 
tllf~nts:~d t~~-?en at .b:igh spe£~dt:; [13.:}s601~ ):rlt~:~ b1o(~k.l~ri~tt.l1 ~)f the c~:sd.ez ~s n ~ : ---- ·{ 
:i~~n~ tn. ~;,: 3 'J ~~r~d tl1f~ rn.tn~lh~}t of' e-r~~'t~r~ tllfYt th.ey e~:rn {:nrrf~et. is h:nnn~:h;·d. t>y 
i < f 2m n,. ~) •• /·2 , ']'}~B birt::rt_:l :BCI-1 cn(k~?:; e~n:~ b·~~ gen.er~lh.zed to c~~.::~:~t.e <.J.H.:~H3~~~~ of 
nGnbirl.a:r_y eod~~~) \~d~d.t}~ u~-H.~ rn. h1t~~ ~){n' cnde sy~~nhoL ~Ilu~ n:tost l.n.1:p-orta.n.t ~rn.d 
z-:~r.n~n:r~oll (~}a8~) of no:nb·h:t::n.~y :aC.ti co{~~~s i~ th(: f~~rnity~ (Jf C(~des 1rnfs\<:;t_n. a~ J:\~~t~:rl~ 

0~~1i~~~~~,~~~~~~~if~~~~t1~i"~1¥~ 
~S~~t:;,;;~J€~:1 to 2;;_~ (Jr 2~~~ + 1 ~ ~.rlH.: J1"tUX1bBr of parity sy:n:~l~nls tJt~rt: n:rust. b~~ u~.ed to 
C{}fl\~~(~t e ert{Jt8 is; n ~ ~~ ;:;;: :!.e . ~"r11f: n:l·h:rttnt:u:n. di:st:~n.ce (l;-;:~ 1~;:~ ~" 2e + l ~ It3 cnd-t:.z 
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nn~r:.~(:~~tio~~s b~~nd'~,..~d:~h \~,.hik: .~~~rnu1t~rH~;a;J~:1y e~~~ab"1:~ng ('.orninUn~cut~~>~!·s }X~.rfor~, 

n:~-.r~K:.e h> ;x~ ~~ff~:.ctcd {}nty b:-{ tb;;.~ ·i·n~:erf::::rcn.c~::: ~{: ~~pprr:::~jnJat~~l:y ~hG ~J~~~;;:. h~~n(h-~~}dtb, 

T'he r;.;~~~Ldf~Uit p<=~it~rnia.:n~.~~ \\';)_,~ ~ln;;:,ly~~~~d ~n (~b~~pt~~r· 6~ .E\:~~:n \':·/~th ~:pec~n.n-n spn::~~d.., 

~ng:. -..~/nr~t-<:asc pnke or FK~r:,~.<~~"'b<-=~Hd j::~!nrning 's·,:~:) h~g}i~Y ;:::f(~_::(tl\·(~ ia ::\(~,~~:~.-"{ht.>: 

cnrn~n~rn~c~~-t~Gn~ p;;::rf<)rtnanc::.~. '"J'hc:· eff${'.~ of \~/nrst~<~~~s<~· j~·~rn.tning c~~n ht~ r~~~~~-s~~~;.:~d 

h~~ve. b~:::::n de·ve!op(::·d i:f}~~-0\\··ing Sh~~·~·in~3n '~ p~on¢:.~r~f!g v~..-ork~ i:::n{;t ct.\rr~:ct!on C~)di~1g 
~s ~~n cornpl~·:x tnp·"ic ~o \~;bich ~~nti.re b\)Oks (tte dedic~~tt:·::t h: ~t;.~ bn~_;k ~~ 

. ······.········· 

·t(~ n~~~rn~nge tht onk:r in \-vbi~h cc~d(:r {)tHpot syr~~tn_L; Hre ~~y.n~;rniu~d :;o ~~ ... ~~~t bD:r-;t~: 
of trnr:.~,rn~ssk:~n (:Trors \,~s.H nc:~ app~:--~tr ~~t; bur~t5 ::~~ th~. d~~(.:~_xk:·€ input bcc~~usi~ 1h;~.Y ~:.n.: 

r.:::ord::red by the de··h\~:-;.~rh~::~ving op~~r~st~on io th(:- r~~c:~~i\··(T, 'fh,~ .:;y~~~":.~n~ rnc~dc1 for thf· 
[OQ:-:.:~d .Sp·rt'-~~d-~p~(::tru~n :~)'St{~!n ',~ . .-~.S ~}h.~s~n1h~d ~-n }~·igure 6-- { and d~s~::u:;~ed ~n S~:-;..;t~Gn 

(;.,z. ~rhis nso-de~. inck:d~;~:. th-:; ·in~r:-d.c:~ver and rh:~~~h"]·h::~n~·\:.r ""t:~=ithh:. tb~·: dh.cret~ ~:n{:rn

or}·1e~s -=:.tH~.nn~d (i:Jrv~C}. It i~ th~~ inh::·.rh:av~r/~~h~---~.nt~::rl~~:~n-·er th~~t :cn~J::~~~= ~h~~ ch~~nnel 

~3:.ppn>x~~D.(~~:-::; 1 y rn.ernory k:~·~~~-
·rhe p-e-rforn.1::stK.:~: (~f ~h~~ .FE{: ~:cherH(~&: }.n th~h; e:h;1pter i.~ cul<.~uh:h~d ~t~ ::~ fn:n(t~on Df' 

!he .[HVt(: trart~:it3Gn. prob~~bUiti~~-; ( Xj-:~) ;JCCO~.n;ting f~Jr j:~B\~li)~~--·--s~~~t.;::: inf-t~~_TfLl" 

no·n ~::~ 'fh;~~z: tr~u~s~tjon pr<~b~~h;~Hth~~ ;3re (::.:.~]ctdatcd ~~~-ing ~he b~~:;ic t~~chni.qu~:::s di~· 

cu~;~:-ed in (~h;).pt(:.r 6. T'h(~S('; h:~<·:hn1qu:.:-s rnu~~t be t>;tcnd{:d~ hO\\··e-...~er:. to include in-~ 

%JSP'TO 
f-:1-J\; b '\-
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'lr f'l''~ [,:-u~ -..h<ph~~-;; <h.;; gcn<'i:~tlon Mld 1:<::ception (,f ~pr~<ld·sp;xtrum ~:igl1al.ii ~v<~i> 
di::.~::u·~~-:~'~d .. 'Ih'-: t¢Cept~;)B pn;:.::~~:~~~ 't-vas t~s~;utnt:::d t(> bt~· cnop·~~t:~~u.v~;-·,~tha~: ~s-: the re·· 
c)~i'-/(~.r kt::.:::"v the (:~:~;.enri~~.l properti::::-~ of dK: 1~::~n:~.rnirted sign~3J to ~~}in:.."~-./ ~he irnpk:~nen ... 
~atjc-n of ~:n op·jrnL~:~~d :::~;::c~i1.:::.~r in d:<: ~~·~n~;~~ of rninirnun:~ proh;1bH~t)' (~f error ~n. 
/\\::;./G·}~~ ~~nd j~~n:n:~_ng. \\-~h~~~ abr)nt uni~J~~:nd~:::d I:;.:.c~:~V(~n~? I~: ~;~ ]}OS~~b}(: for ~~n h!ter .. 
UTtor \\l d~t;·;Gt th~ P'"~);(:tK\~ of <l .;;pre;)d<>p-eetnnn <;)gl<ill :3.nd, if d;;::t;xKd .. tc \~xrr<>.Gl 
~~z:n~un :-;~_gn~~ ~ p~::.r;:~~netc:n~'! ··rhe an~~,y~~r t~) bnth of the:s~ ~~tn~y;tions ~s '' 'l-:::~~- tG ~:o~ne 
;kg\c\:.'' ll<"l:t;i:h;xh ~h~;t m~in1:::nzl~d it:!.(,;·cqJton; n:;~_y ''~'~ i:c d;~t\x:t the p~<:.~~n~c;~ of 
~:pF~[;>:kpi:'cir•~mt :;;igmd~ <>x:d tc ;~:Z!t~<ct <:.n·;dl) ~igm;l p:~t~<>Yit:H:'·;, rml.inly csxk chip 
r:;~t::.~" ~tt"t~ t~;'<pl-.)red ~t:. ~:hi~-: :.::h~:spter. /--.f:(:r di~.Cti~;:)ng th~ n~:.ture of tht~ :~X:\i(:rt cn:nn:nn:i ... 
C3~t3c·n~: prr::b"iern~ th(~ sub)t-::ct of c~n(~rgy detect~Gn of u:ctknG\:'ni: ~~gn;:~l:~ ~~ di~£;.:~;~;t~d. 
'I'hi::; ~.\ ... ::~~ :t1r:~t e:q).::~n:·d ~n (~hap:(:r 5 in f(~i;).t~_on tn a<~qu~s:hion nf th~~. ~p<~ctrurn 
~pri~;:tding czxl:~ L\ kh; re>x:iver of a. c;::cp;x'"tiv·~ ~;:,-~t;~:m, /Jk;· ;-c,--kw-Ing n~ergy 
detect~on. th(: opt~rnn~n ;~(:z\~iv<:.~r fc~- det~:::cHon of~~ d~-r~ct,-~~:~·quet:<.~e &pr~;;ad--sp::::cn:t~n\ 
s~_gn-:~1 i~~ dh:cv.~~ed. (~•:.-:rt~nn ~nore pract~c~:~ ~~pproxhn~~~in·n:-; ~v ~he opt~Jrt~X~n n:::c~~i'v~~r 
~~.re hypolhe:~L~'~d and their- p..-:;rf~)nn.~nx:es ~~naJyz:~~d. N~~~:t. d~(: optinuun d~;:;tt.<~.l(ir :t~)r 
freqth~H(.y~-hop spr:;-.;:1d---~;p~:::~.;tn1rn ~:ignah~ i~ d3:;cns~~~d .::~nd :hs p.erfc;:rn~ln(:e f(:l:;::.{~V(~ to 
ener~?Y dZ:t~~::.:tio·n -;h:.y .. >itL ~~\ ~;1 ~npr.ned appro:\~rn;$.t]o·n to the opd.rnutn fn::~_t-1-t~nc~l·hop 
~:p:t{~;;.~d-sp:~<:trn.n-::. :~ign~~.J d~~~(:·{>tnt ~~ ex~~rnincd n~xL F!naHy~ tht~ t-~;z-~ra.ction of ::;r)re;:~d~
qK:c;:::um ~lgn::tl p~~:-mY:Ner:' i'< d~:-;(,~;s~:::'d <md tk d'~~:\gn r:i' :~pn::a,zk:pcr::trmn :-;:,gn;>b 
to n:ini~Y~~ze lhs:; ~::::~tn .. ~cti.:):~ {d tbt:::-:c. ~x:.nn·n::::t~:::ts 1.~ ex~~=nh1~~(L ln ::~ddHion ~<~ ~~:.ver~~1 
paper~:. th;:u ~viH h~~ f(:~(:n::·nced ~n ~he :;(~qu(':.L ~~ n~.tin~x:r- ef bo<~ks h~~\·e be(:n pubhsh(~d 
3n th~~ p~F:L f~·:V{ :Y~~t~r~ ~~b::t~ tk:~d \\?hh th~ ~;ubjett ~sf ~:pn~~~d~~pf~Ctru:n -;_lgn~~l dc:~ectt~)U 
~n~d pt:nH11ett~r t;:;-._~raction ~) 3·~. 
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1-,~,=J~~x/~-·"::.:~~J 

F=="l~-~::::::: 
::.._,~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ L~~~ ..... -- ·-~~~~~~,J 

1~~~l~:! .. ~~~;y~n;~)¥;1ii~t~tl:;:'{~'d, !here m~\Y k an e;3v~~druppc~I mm:tr<lkd by ~he~ 

i\~ a. p(~s~ib~e exarnple that C(~u1d h{;1ppen ~t:: ~).rcEnary 1i.f(~~ <:on&~der a. {:Dnvt:r~ution 
\~lith.::; friend on ~ CQrdh.:s,:~ tr:Jf~p_h.;)ne, 'II~e ja-nuner couJd. bt~ a radio or t~~le·vis~on {!.et 
ph~ying ~n tb(~ hackgn)und~ ·rhe intercept rtcei\t'l.~r cnuJd be;:~ ~:nonpy neighbor t,).,tith a 
~iC.B:nn.b\g n~;.::~~iver~ 1~_V3lih~.bh:; h~ rnn~t eh_~:~~tronic~ s~:ores. 

fn ~ituation~ ~~~~ dt:r:,~cted ~n .F':tgure JO. ~, ~r ~s desirabte for the inten.ded co:tnrnun_i., 
(:::nor~ (hereat\t::r Iei(~tl~(~ to as th~ C't}tn:nunic::.!t{~ts c:r the s:.·anuranuc.:n~ions lin:k) to 
U:)e tninin:nun transrnit po\ver and ~he high~:;st-:;c".n.~:idvi~y fe:.:.:e~ver po~~s~bh.~ to n-l~~3 ... 
n~iz:(~ the p~J~:.~:iibHity of ~:nterct~pt On ~he other hand._. ~v rnLnin:d;~c th);:: 'dTecL-; nf 
jarnn:~Lng~ {h~ tornn:n.~_njc.:~t~ons ~hnuk~ nse the gr.e.::uest ~ran~~n~~: pn·:.~(;r ~H ~he~r d~~)~ 
pu~~~~J ~~nd tbt~ ]east sen~;inv~~ rt~.ceir.;·t~r tha~ ,.v~U ~till aJk.Hv the cntnrnun~c~~Hnn tn ~Rke 
plac~, :T'he~:e ;;\r~; (:k~~u·l y cnnJ1i~~t~ng cond~t~onsc In addi~ion.~ ther'f..~ n1~i.}" b¢ ~~:v-:.~r~~l 

vad:~~blt~~ pre~;tnt ~tnd {;pt~ons avaHable in any co1nn;.u.n~(~~Hnrt~ gan:~:- 1n1ch ~:.:; propa·· 
g;:~6on condhkB)~~ ~~nts~nn~~ g::dns~ rnoduh~don ~ype~~ ernpk~yJn(;nt of ~:Jx::e:ial $1gn~1} 
prncc~:~(H;~, ~~nd. ~~~) on~ I'his cU:~cu5s~on can bt~ ptH on a. r::1ore quan~lt~t3 ve b~~~~i~ in 

ratio of H~~~ intef(~t:.pt x-ange to th£; rang~ 3:::1 .._.:..~h!:ch ~h.~:. <~G:nrnruniC;:tiOt"~ C£:.0 CDH}H1~~n~~

c.ate .. ~rhe 1~rt~)nn~nce of the cnrnrntnlicr~tiou~; Ur~k b. de1er::nined by the d;::;sired hlt 
(\rror pz:rf~)rtHiU1Ge .. V·/.b.ich il11plie~; a cert~~~n required E·~·J.~·\l~·; (i'epending on Jnodu.latin.n 
type:- tx~ckgiound cond~tions~ and pro·ct::~:;ing ;:u the t~:::ceJve:c ~~:: ~~~~··i(~V·./ed in C:hapter 
1~ l~.~ \viH be ~~hG\:Y'n h~J~~I·~ tht~ Lnt(~rceptor is ~J-1~s.r.;3.::::U~riz~d by it~~ proba.bUh:i..?s of 
d~·~tect3on ;:~nd f;::.h;e ~dan~n, The desired prnbabit~ty of f~~h.e '~.tnrn1 defennin:(~:~~ th~=:: 

thre~h~)i:d to be ~E:.:::x~ fox- d~:::tec·tion ~n th~ ~nH:::::~~(:pt n~c.::: ~ver; to ~~ch3e -..~e a (:(;tur~n 

de~~3rz;d probubiHty of detectilH1:- the int(~rcept rt~cei'·..rt~.r us.:::-s this thre3hoid to deter ... 
n~3ne ~t:; ret}:;.!h~ed re.ceiv~~d sig:na.t~toynois~::: ndjo .. }f th.it: rat~u cannot he ;::;.chi~:::ved 

und::;r the assurn~d conthtions:- other proc(~ssing rnt~thcd~;" geornet:des, or n;:{:~:.:i·v(:r 

~:np.h;rnt:ntHtio:ns (e.g.~ ;1 h~ghe'r,g.:~in ~ntenna n:r a lo".:ver-.no3.-;(: ~t~~o.c:t~end arnp13~6.c:r) 
lllUS·t be explored~ rfhi~ Hlustr;:~t~~ E~) :sn~ne de~gn:~.e tht: rn.;~.ny tra.d~~~ofD; to b(~ ~~xpiored 
!n th~;:: cove:n: t{>rnrrn~:nk:-.cuk)n~ prob]c~Jt $1nd th~~ de~ire on the ptu't of the interceptor ~.o 
~:~xtract 3nforrna.ti(~n :froin th~~ ~ransn13ssio.n pro.c:e~~~ 

/\ t(':rtn that is u~:.ed in an :$\~rnt~>:t o~tfhand flsJdon in di~cu~sion:~ rt~l~~ting to lH1co--

op.::~r::~tive det.:::cHon of ~pre;ld~sp·ectnB11 s,ig:nal~ i~s L.F~! ( 1o,~: probabiH~y of interc~:::pt) 
signal. It h~ useful hs deH.n(~ this ten.n befor~~· ::)eginning tbe con~id~rfn.k:n1 (Jf inter(:ept 
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pro·,/k~.<-~~J thiH E:~,//·<.r :::=- f~. \Vht:n~ _t3 a~1d y a:n:~ g·tvcn. h~ ·r~~b1~~ 7-~5 fox- '-1 ;lri~Iu~~ ~:~$1~x:~~ \)f 

~·Vf ;:~nd .r .. Bit er:-nr pr{::-b;:~tdh~y c~Jc~.d·~::.H::-d u:s{ng (7~76) i~; plGHed ~r:. .Fignxe 7-..24 J$)r 
j{ :~~~ 2 ~~J~d {. :~~- l(t ']'he bit err~}r pn:!'habH3ty for I~.FSK 3n a(kliti~...-{: "'--':hi~(~ (J:.:~n~~~~~Rr! 

nc:h.e h.::t~ ::d;:;t~ b~{-::n pJctt~d in F'igu.r~=~ 7--24. ()bst~n.~~ th~~t the n~;~}e~t end{~ -~N~th ~oft." 
d{~C~~~on d:::-<.:odh!g ~lnd j~rrfn"r:~~r<~ta~.<~ ~nfot"?:IH~~ion h~~~:. n{~~~d:y (~}b;:~~~i{:H¢d d:t~ ~~d"-:~3.n·· 

!::,;;.~ ;~~<':{~~:i; :l';;::::n,~'i:,~~:~:i:i~~~~;;~;:~·~~~l~t~~~:~~:,~~i:.;~:~::;;:~;1:~i:~<\-~~:;~;~~!;r-~~:'~;r:~:~ ;;;~:~t~,!~~~-
;~rpr-::~xinlHtc1_y JO dB ~:z:ta.t~v~ ~'} th-:.~ po~v~r nz:edtd for b~:nilt} I·;·sK \Vitho~:t c~)ding in 
":~··o~~t,<:~~&~~ p::~rt~~~l---h(u~d j~Ht~rnjngc t}:~~t~g th3$ technl·qD:{~, ~h~~ n~tnirt:d E~:/l·-.(: ~s ~>niy· 

2,5 d.H ~:n{:.-r(~ th::~:~ the E:.~./~\~.r n-t~~-d_;;_:.d. ~~~-r the -....~:~_d,'":b~{nd }x~rr::~g<:· no~~:e j~~n:Ht~t~r 
(/\\~tf}N). .Fin~i:l~y, n~)~e lJu)t thi~~ <::cdh~g :~tl~~H-~gy h~~~ n.:·ph~.<::~~d the ~~Tven:e~Hnea.:r r~~a-
tiondsip bc:t~~~~:(~~~ b~~ errnr .r~:~~{: :a~d E':;./f'~~,·'-. \Vhich Vi~t~ t:.(:h:k.~-..~(:d by t}~{~ opthxH.H5\ 

pa.rt~;;:J .. ~x~nd j~~-nun~~r, by ::~n. e~:::.pe1Jend~~J n~t~t-L<~nship char,a(:t~-:::d~t}c of ~\-~FS~{ perfor·· 
;:~~~~nc~~ ~n '},:~d<'=b~tnd ::~ .. a~ion~~JY noh:-e. 

_h b.:;:.~; ht:-~::n not·~~d b).- \!"~t:.~-rhi f29j ~nd ~~~n~on et ~~L ! 24. (~h;:~p ·:j th;:;.t fo~~ FJ1/ 
\IF'S}( repc~t C(~zhBg H;)ing ~_:.oft-.·d.z:~jB-i~.)n d.:::~:.:.:.Hiing \~./~th npt~rnun~ :P~~-r~~;:~~···b~~nd jafn-
rr~~ng ax~d \~··.hb ·kr~O\\,.r~ j8:tHrner ~:~~:~h~:- th~:::r{~ is. ~~n opt~rrr;.nn .L th~-:.t h:. a. f·.JnCH(>t1 trf .E .. ~)'_;\:.! 
und Hh~ ~u~~nb..:~r (>f ~~-'~F5IZ t(H1e::~:: pz:.r syn~b~iL [.;t..~~~~~t f3~t] ~Jtrn<~n-:.tn~te~~ that thtn; .is 
_;7:J~o ~~n o_pthnurn _L :n~hH.~ f~>r n:n1hi~:one j~n;.n:jng. ~Cbu~~ the jan1~1x~r and th{; .:.>on;.inB·· 
n~(:;;!tor bGth opt~ra~.t:~ tt:~~-~t .")y$t~~rn~ rn~:~king ~he: ·nthe.r\, t~t~k ~~~ d~fG.cHh ;;~~ po~s~bl{':. 

··rhh. j.r~trH Gpt~.tn~z~nio.n gu;:n(~ ~s d~s.cD::.~(~d ir: ~k:·t~D in .R_:--:~r 24-. 

t{o~}t fo:r~v~~rd (;rror correcd.c·n z:~x?~s p-t~rfe:o~n \-:t·;t:H on}_y \\:·h~~n the ::.:h~Eu:Z:.l ~:rn:.3n.: ;::.re 
conlp.h~tely 3nrh~pendcnt frorn on.::.~ sign1'Snng ~n.H::::.~~2~-~i to the next 1\\.0 ~:h(~ h•)Ur~ds or~ . ") ..-y-~.---~ 

~;,~.(~~:l~nr;;:~;:'~-~~;~:t;~ t~;~:~:~~:;:'~:; )~~:,!~:~:); ~~::~ 7:~:;~~h~~-:~;~~- ~:~~: \ ;;~~~n~:::~~,:}~::Y~:~~:\ '~:;: ~~~ ~~:~ ~:) {~~-

~jif.f~~i~ii~~~i~i~iiif~~)~ 
b-~~·X:-k'i.~1i(~-it~~~~~:-~~, ~J~{~~~ f~::ux _f\i"'t-GV·l b~/ B':~~>~A~:.rnn nnHi\nn. ac:.:~~~~~~ In(·:n:~ori::~s, t~).n~nd.Grn·.
""'''' ·'',.,''·'''"''· ··r_v ... ·~~--S?~~-th~:.:::-~ rn,"'::n-:5>~~~~~:-; ;~u~~- ·in_ ~h~~ tr~~~}>t:D.hter ~lnd th~~ {~~h~r:~ ~~It":. in. th0 
r{:z:t::iver ... 1'h~: tr~~:ru;r·ahtcr r:ead\ ~~~Ci.X~~~r outpu::'. syn~i~Jo{s .int() ~~ rn.:~·;·xK::-ry by c~~+unu1~~ 
-~u~~~~-~ i~ _is f~JU. 'Th.-.:~n ~ht:: ~nen1or~/ :t~ r{~a.d out to -~h(·: n\odlt~~~~(~r by r::.r·~,r~~~ \"t./hite o:n(': 
S~~t:~r~9~Y .. i~. f~U-~ng th~: ·otber i~~ b~:'h'ig (:·n:~pt.k-:;d~ S~) t--,~.:o l"EX~B10tie$ ;3r-e net::d.c~d, ln th~ 
rt:cei'-H~:I~ th:;.~. Jn\:~:::tS{': Gpt.ntt~(H1 i~. ~ff~~C1:(~d by ~'e~$_ding the {}::n::.ndu};~tnr ~:.)~l.~p~3t intn ~~ 
rne·n::.o~/ by ro~=~..-s fHXi tt.::;~d.:h:-:.g thi~· d.~~c.• .. ):{k:r ~nput fr(En the rnt:n~,}~~y by co.tnnu~~. 

'Tbi~~ operHti~)n §:s ~nu~~r.tate·d in. 3?igt~r(-: J,-25 ~t~:~c H /·/ ~~~= J 0. 11. ::=~:c J 0 ~nterie~1.veJ _ Tl~~ 
encoder ou~p~:\.t B.yrnbr::L:s ~n~e nurnb~~rZ:d c~>n:;ecutiv(~~y J thrnugh IUO. 'fhe~:.;J ~y:n~.br~].s 

~~r~-~ traJ~~}rni~t:;.:.d n\?~f ihe ch;.:~nn.e~ by rt:Y~~..-,;:;, ~rhn~ th~ nrd~:r of tt%.:n-s~n.L;~ion "J~)r ~he fir-s;~ 
20 £yrn.bn1~ ~s l ~ l'L 21:- 3l.~ ~-1 ~ 5:L 61 ~ 7 ~ ~ 8 L 9L 2~ LJ~ .22~ 32, 42, 52~ 62~ 72.~ 82., 
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~;pace C(H1:.rcn.u~ic~~uon ch~~n:::~~~h~~ it -~~~ an O\·~~dy ~;hnp}ifi...::d rnod~~:~ fnr ~~ nun:~bft ~s( 

r~~rEe (:bk"..nne~:;.. ~-nctndi:ng blgb-~fr~:qtK~~K~Y (~·}FJ ~\)ng-~dist~~nc~:; ~:on~rnun~c~~r~~;ns 

urhi(::v{:d '·l~a tht' ~.ono~:pht'~..:..:~ ;·:nsc~_-o-..~ .. ;:~vt ~-:onn-r:un~<-~H.-~cxt:; b~~ynnd ~h(: ~~od~~on 

::~chk~\1{~-d ~,'~~ d~(~ \~:;e of ~rop~)S_ph:~_6c. ~~Ci:~tt(~r. <~n.d tOrnn1'lin.k:~~~:iOGS ~{$ ~~ :rH)bH~ f::h~~-

fortn. In H:H~ La.n<:r ~hre~:: ch~~r:.n~Js~ Lh.;;.~ r~~~x:h.'(~d s1gn~~I ha~~ b:~-:.:~n ~.ht~\vn e~ptrirn{:ntaHy 

~,~~::~~a~;;,,~i;;~\;~;1~~?~~~~~~~~~~ 
a:-~y co.~·(:bh~~H3Gn of H:.e~(;' attr~butes. i\ (:(f;npn:~.h~·;n:-;;-v.~ rn<~d-:::l ~{~r .:::. f~~dEn~; 1.~:.-:a.nn(~; ~"!. 

gt'/(~~1 ~n !h3~ >.~~:~~t;·c-n, 

:~e\?(·.r~d uth(".f typ-:::~6: e{ ch;:~nn~L; t'h;;t ~~xh1b3t fading~ Th~~s~~ ~n.c~ud:~ .. v;~ry~·high-· 

fn~~}~1.{';~~cy (\li-}F} c~>tnrnnn~~~at~Gn channeh. h~~:..:-.,...t~:;n ~~n ~u.rcr~~n ~~-t~d ~~ ~~yn-:J~.ri)HGL~s 

~.)~3.h~"thH:: reiay f;t an.-U'h.:h""..Uy cre=:t~<:d C•)~nrn~-~n-~c~~ts-i.>n:; ch~~nnets ~en"~porarHy <::-r(~atcd 

ht ~u1 ~n~¢·~'<:~sting e·~r-~~rEn~Z:~rt kn{~::vn ~~s ~h~~ ~\··:.::~.:~ FGrd Prnjc:·.-.::r~· f21~ gne---nf.s~.gt~: 

n~~c~t~\\·.~~-..··<~ e:-nr.nrnunic~H~on Hnk~~ ·;,vh~ch o~x-~~:~ion~).Dy Br~dergo -~~c:~/<?t:'::' fad~ng du(·. to 
:the forn:;1t~on (~f ir~;p~)~phef~~c ~n'..:(:r~1c~n k~yt:n~, p:;.~:nn~u~·ng rnu~.~ip~.t ~ran~:n::h:~:~on 

p::~i.hs b{:t~\·'('.(:.n. the H.::tn\iniuing ~rnd i'ec~~i.-v!ng ~u1~:.';~r~n~is i~) }·~ ~i·nd c~s1nEnnni("~~t~on ~H 

.n~dHJtne~:~-:-r to op~i.c:~t \;:-~:\:\~lt~ngth:s. .in J~n:.->{>~~sight -pt.tth~; thn .. lr!gh tJ:~-~ nntHG·ni):~~d Ht~ 

fDund ~nth(: text by (~oodn~~~~n l~5}; l.L:tct::H:; {d n~d~ng n"'let' UlohH~ v .t·rf ;::,nd t~I-n:.~ r~~d~o 
~h~~nrH·;h~ ~~;~t: g}\·en ~n S~cti.{Hh. 8<) ~~r~d 8--~L 

:r:~~ding l~ncolrutt:\~d D\..-t·r e1.iht~r a. r~::nbtk: r~:rHc- cb:;~nnel or ~~n LU~·;' iono~.ph:::-:ric 

ch;:~nn~J~ for ~::(arnp.k:: .. .h~:1~ b<~~:r:. vedfi:;:d ef:ps:;dn;.e~~~;.::~Hy to b~ c:f r\:..=·(~ ~YP~~s: \tK~r~.

(hJr.ation r~:.pid fad}ng O'..:er tl:n'i~· 3p3I(t:~ of ~e-;s ~-h.:~.n ~ ~lnd }Gng--dt~:·adDn s1\:\~/ fad~ng 

crver thnt; ~p::.{ns frGrn J ~~ te: ~ h ot Jong~::r. "l~he ~~::lti~·t1c:; of tht:. t\''<"n fad3ng pn.;(~~~~;:~e~ 

;.~r:::: d~~Y~--:r(~nt~ !x:·n<:~~ t.he~c n.~..-o typ:~:~ nf J~~-din;?: nsnst b~::: <~.(Ci)U"CB~·c-d fbr i~~ t.h~~ char~nel 

'fh(: ·OrigH~ >:)f ~h:.:; f;;uilng rGZ:-eh~inL·;rn t~):' rnos~: of tht f~~d~ng cb~~n.n-~L; ~).·t~~ndon(~d 
~~.b~)\:\~ nt:::.y bt~ ~.x;?:..C~:)d to rh:~ ~c~tter~ng of ::~n t'}~l~-~roin~~gn{;;">:~ic ~:;_.·~~:~,~c b_y ~~ randnrn 
rn~dinrn. 'fo ~~(~~ ho\\.' ~}!i:; }{;·.a.ds t~) -r~~.ding~ con~_id.(~t ·dK: f()Lh.;~.:.~~ng.: L.(:·~ a .;;ingle 
~XHlt~nunns Bine \~··a:ve b:.:-~ ~c~~t~(:red by c~ ntndo~n tr:.edhnY:, T1~G ~.;t~~ttered ::.:~>~r:.p<HlC:T~~s 
n).ay bx: r~:::~oJv(:d intn in..,pha:;~ ~u-:.d qu~~dn~!\:.re cornp{>n::::n~s- ··rh0 i,n.s~:;:~.rd~'tnt~~)tES a.n~~ 
phtH-:.:h~s D·f ~he t,~ .. ·c typt~:,; c•f coropont~nt~ xn~ty he :~~H>'~<f'~ tn tx~ un(.~::)rn:;L~t:::d. L>stng ~:_-~~~ 

cenfr.;:d Hrnit thcort:;n:L: HS th(: n~n:nber {"l ~n··ph~~~:t~ ~u-:;d qu~~dr~nure cotn.pc~n(·:.r:.t~ u~~

:.:.:on1.CS Jarg:~., ~he -~~rrn of th~: ~n~~ph~::.~e eo~~np\>nt.n~ ;3:pp~>::tchcs ~~ (}~;:.u::;:-;i~~n r.:ind(:rn 
\':.1riah~t~ Sir:JJta.r1y ~ r.he qu::1dra.t~xn:: cornp-ont~:;t~ ;1dd to forrn ~~.n ~~:h-:·.n~icaUy di~tr~bu~cd 
(:$~;:,n~~{~s.n .t~rndo~n ;::.~rc(:t;S-3.. l~:h;::HC(; th~ in--pba~:~-:; an.d qt~adr.:~t~3.f\.~ randorn prC•Ce:S~:e~ 

CO{h.-:~:t~V~dy forrn ~! :t~~f\J--·O~e.;:;:n C~)~npi£.~~ (};;.Hl~~i~H~ r:;~nd~)~l~ prOCCS~ r6J .. Jf lh~::: n~ndori!. 
nl(:d:iun:~ i:; a ~~ngt~ -sB.r-f~~t:e ~~nd .L:: tirneyinv::td~nt~ th(: !\:(.~j·ved si~~n;:~]~ a.hc-:·r :8C~~~t(~ring:-

-~In t.h~~ \\·'::::;~ -~~O't~i P;·~,.;J,;tC 20 t·g ~:·f' ]-,),"':ff'!-}(~1~g :..~;..;pp~~ .. d5p..;.--;.:_~~s '"::::!·i: i~!}~:~:·t~·:d. ::0)\) ,;~ :~6-Hf~ .. _k~~-h~g~-~ 
o:hU ;:'lt'!·:-m~d ;.h;.:~ ~~~~t;h .. ::<::~d ~s-:.ln~--~:f:,ti.?.o~-~ ;..''-~n1::~1.?.ni~;:3:::.k~th ..,...,.,;.:;;_~~ ..:,:.;;n..:..h:~,._:~ .• ~d 3t ~ GH~~ ~~:,~~~~: B~!~ 

c--~·hhb·~~~ \.l:p~·~.k~ ~:.:-J~. ~rs ~~ ~.<:.:~n.er~n~~ ·!:f~·~:~~;~ni~m., F:..~d~·:-:·~~ ~~ff(:~~·:_-~ dr:{'; l<.~ ~h~~ ~:,.: .. :~~~~~t~~~2~ ~:c·.,;;yc ;~~r.-~d~::t:':~i 
p~ir.~:- H3 thl: .::~xpeti~u~>;~'.tt 3nd ~~,-,:;~rt! ~-,,~~~.r!r.:r~ed :.-:-..:.p::~rjn~en~~-::r:y dt.Ei~-:~~ (h~~ .:;J~~r::.~~ ·J~ (.h,~~ ::.;:.p~ .. ::-·b-r~~-=5~). 
R{j:,·~~w:~: \)f ~h ... ~ ::~h~~fi:t:' of ~h.~ ~'-·.:jr:.-.?.n~t~l .. ~h!~ p;r(;~~f~U \\<~s ~~~~:-t) k(1(1;;,;,:n ~r:; HY:· ~·;-..:r~~-;-dt:>. ~ ·· p~·..:~f~-....;l, T:~)::: 

.Pr(h-~::~:-ilin.~s o_r ::fh-=' tEE1i' ;..kdh~~1t~::(~ ~t:~·=- I:.:L~y l :>~ .... ~ ·~:.~u::.~ :(> ~~ :...h:\;,':.(·::d~~~;, ~::-~ ~h-~~ ;~~ ... ~~~:(":t 
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'-:'~ 1~~! h~n" :..~ t:~.e \.>s~ vf h~:~nd Sf(,tor~~ a:-; \~:·cH~ \Vltcn {:t fn.:-qn(:nc~- hc-pp(ng 
sy~l(~n-~ c:x:p(::r~~~riC(:~; the ;os:; nf p~~ri" c.f ~L::; op(~L:~:.:· ing band~ hO\'{C\:{:-r. _;~ ~~-: nH.: 
S.(ttnc:. a':; h.;:~ving Hn interf:~~~.rur c~:tt~~~e the in.t~)nnauon to b~-~ ~ost. It h~!:·; no \V<-~Y 
~o prorc~ct ! h::~t inDJnY~a~~i.r:.n_ C:~ccpt tu ~.r::_~t}~:ntit t.h~·:. inforn~~at~(;-_:-~ rc.d\indant~y- ~~t 
;norc ~ha~l on{~ fn:-:nnt?:n<:v 

t~n~n th(~ y,)d~n.g rat(~. It~ th~s '\··::~)\ ()n~~ C;}n. (::<p::::.:.:·t to :.:;~::nd ~::. ~.yrnbr) ::~(·.prz:.:~(~nt-~ 

~h .. ~ ::~h._)rn~ .. H~,~~~~ ~~t n1r':\.~ !b .... :.r: on~::: £r::::qu(~~1-cy._ ~::.nd ~r rhe hop :-;:.itc :~s f~tst::::~

than ~h~~ ~>dtn.g r.a:>G .. H~: t(~~~st ~)n(·;. ;;~~·~nbo·;: rcprc.:::..enting ~:"-:~::ry bit o{ ~nf(:rrn~~·-

tion is ahva.y~: ~er:~t at a n.cnhH.h.:d fr(:qu(·:ncy·, 

'fhe r~~}·~ ~~: -...~ hh~~~ fade:~; :)c:~::.~r h: a functi-Gn of th~:; :-at<· at "..V}~_tch ~:he sign~·d 

~~!~~t~~l!~~;~~~,~~~~:~~[~~~~~;~;~~::~;: 
~]~)l\Vetn thent. ·rigun:: }_ l- .7 iil·u~;tnH.t~s th..:-: ~-nui'tip~~th cnnL~gur~~-L~o.n tftn ~h(~-

d~}ccs n·H.dtip::~th ~:.::-.c<~p~ion of ~-e~cv~~:i-on ':-ign:~ds ~\--;~h an a~rcraft a::; (-l ~n~_dt1p~tt.h 

•• • • ~~~~~·-~~~---.-...~~~n•• '" .... , 

·vl"~V(~I~=::ngds { Fc(:t) 

:F~ga~"~' I.L7 ~fyph.~:J~ n~E~ti::;a~:h :.::un:~l~u--

ntt~on 1!.(~::~:.' a~·r~~nn;~ .. 
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c:o~Tip.:~.red t~) an :FS.K ~;:r~t(:~n Lh;~~' (:~Y~ploy~ p:::t:con··':';h$.HOn d.~:rnoduh~ti<.:q-"'~, ::.:.~v::;-.n 
the \VDr~:t jnrn.n~li.ng rnHrg~n ~~ho\:-..,··n i~.; at }cast 8.1 dT3 b(:Hcr .. ffhe .F·~Si<_ S).:'~,~en:1 

r~~qui.rG~ a niinin1~$~n 
S/.~~ 1n is nl~::;dedJ 

r:inaHy: ph~:.;:::~~t; nott~ tha~ }<1tr~n~~n~; Jna:rgH1 -=~lv .... ;:_~y·:s e~ist~: V·ihcth::~r it is 
!H.::g~~tr·~-~c: or pn~;r:~r·...-e. '"fypir::d i<~nnnh1g rn~lrg1:n~ ::~r~~ 

l.UG ~-px(~·~d ~~p~~:.~:tru.rn r{:::>·~~~"!-'CJ c(~~th.;;r f'J·I or I)S) \~~~n ab-'I_:.:~'J'.S' _p~:eV.tlh~ rnore 
j;:~n1rning r.n-Hr.~In than ./\.s~c F?vt~ or .F'S~( .t\?(:e::..:crs: ((:v;:;n though th.e 1-~S.K 

t\~c(:.}-./.:~-r rnay tt)" to rt:;::3quer~~.df: a~~ >i sp.n:;,;;~d sptctrurn rccei,··er) .. /\.t~(>_, the 
::t~=:tu(~~ p~rfoc.~na.n .. cc~ ~=,~n1 va(v .. dtp:.:.nding or~ th~~ t~lP{~ of in~:::rfercn<:e 
(no~st~" Gth~~r sit1"1~L~5.r ~~gnais:- ~-~~c.) ~~nd the S.r_K:c~fic $ 1./J\~ r~:d.~D ~\~qu~red. 

·~rh~~ p(~~nt is) ~b~:r:(: ~~~ ~~I\vt~~{s j::.:rn:::n!nl?.: rnargin~ Even though ~r n;(ry b(; 
~~qua.nden~d by poor sy~tc~n dt:~~~gn CH' by {}V~:::r~~pccHying bit (~rror r;1h::-: ~t ~~; 

a.h~··:-::.}\~ prc~Gnt 

i\ typicat 902---928--1V1I·Iz d.irect ~:equenc(~ ~:iE~nal i:) shfJ\VD. ~n "FigUJ(: :t J./~L ··rhi~ 
partictdar ~~ign.a.i lH~s ~~ rnain lob~ nuE~·to~:t:uH band\\·!.dth of 26 ~:iff?.~ ~.ide~r~bcs 
th::d~ a.re 20 d.B d~_y .. ~vn~ and appro>: .. ~:11~1tely {~~in .r/X r~ po~,:~-r di~t~ ibution. 'I'he 
signa[ ~;;; :~h(:r,vn \·vithout lJ~(~ ~::.dlcct~ of rnultip~:tth~ as tht.~ rece(v<:r '-:VGld.d ~(~C it 
BI!d(:r nnd~sturhed. conditiont;. 

F\gurt:s i :L5 and l"L6 8hO'-\· th~~ sarne ~;ign~-5~ a~:- ~t ::tppears :to th~ rtc~:-i\·\~r 

und-:::-:r re1a:j-..h:~Iy rr:.Hd rno.lt~path C(:nditlons. (\·"Iu.eh gr(;Jtt:r dist:orti.on of the 
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.~~~~~~s:~:~~\~-~~~~-~~~2~£~~~~~~§:~f~J2~~~~I~~~~Jl~;~~£~~t~,~~~3~gLg~~~~·~~~~~~~~!~(§)~~~-9!V-1~~f~J::. 
a:q pcrtabfe ant.ilar nx~~i ~~~~t~i~1~~c oov~ees~ f\J;}Y fi;-aturos sre robu$.tness~ 1o··~v 
c0f~)pl$X1t}~:~·-~a\:\l r.x~~,--er ~ ~ritt~~ow~·&:;sr·-H>c···~--h~~~-· 

8tueto()ti1 OfA~rstes in tile unHcansed ~Sf~·~ band at ~~.4 GHz. ~4.. n~equency hop 
tmnsc~)\ver k> appHed to combat ~nt~rfer-enr.:e and l"adb9, A sh.aprxl, bl!mry FM 
rnz)z.fu~~lftor~ ~s i~~:n:d~f.}d to ~llin~11il~~ t'i~nsc~?iv~r C~)~11.pfsY.i1Y.- ~rheJ srvrrlh::.,)j rate ~s l 
Ms/s, A ~>100\"!tl rlwnnai is appll~¥i with a nt~-n!nal t>!Ot {ength of fi25 IJ.S .. t:::m full 
dup~ex ~raf~ffl~ssion~ a ·11me~Dh~;-~s~on Dup:~.>~ (TtJfJ) schHn~~e fs ~Jse<L t.1n thf$ 
channd, hformatlon is ~xchar~gt.•d th·ough packet~.- E~*.~h packet I$ transrn\tte~.i 
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Introduction 
Bluetooth''·' is a lnx.v-cosl and low--po'INer shor!:-nmge radio link that operates in the ·worldwide 2.4, GHz. 
unHcense·d IS!V1 band. ft may be usNi as a cable replacenwnt t~:ehnology or as an advanced personal 
wireless local area network Because of the unrestricted acce::;s io the ISivf b;l.nd. Hlnetooih d'~vkes are 
exposed to a high le\'el of interference from nnknown proprietary produch, such as micro\va·1,re ovens, 
cordless phones. and so on. Interference is also possible from \\~LAN products, such il:>c 802. I I. v1hkh 
coexist \Vilh Bluetooth products. 

/\ frequency-hopping scheme is !lS('d to overcome interference and fading. Bluetooth uses Gau:»ian 
Frequency Shift Ke}''ing (GFSK} tnodul<Ition on each hop with a 1 rv1hit/s m5..-...- data rate. "This frequency 
hopping technology he!F> mltlgate inkrf{:rmKe to some f.cXtenL Hovtever. due to the fact that Bluetootl1 
channds are spread OVH the entire iSM band and haw: a narrm.v d1m1m'l spacing, interferenct: from 
adjacent B!uew.oth rh;umds .also presents a prnbient 

Motorola htlieve.$ that Hw solutkm to :l!t!erferencc n.~jection c~m be achk:ved via high-performance signal 
detectkm a.lgorl!hms. High"performance signa} detection not only lncreast'S Bluetooth's ability to survive 
in an interference envimnnwnt it also r{:duces intelf~~rmKe to 802.11 by reducing the need for 
re"transmissions. This in tnrn nof only enhances the user's experience. 'a also rt:o(f;lccs the haHt"ry drain of 
the tk\'ke. Bm.vever. i'viotorola's fnterf!"~rence nUtction perform<mce does not come at !he price of 
extensive proce>sing that would increase power cons;J.mplion and slHcon ro<;L Ins(Nld, lt relies on lts 
uni<pw, po'.verfu!, and dfkienl algorithms. 

Motorola's Bluetooth Solution 
The Motorola BluNooth solution is a two"'chip solution as shown in Figure 1., wtwre the bBsehand porHon 
provides high·pi>lfnnnnnce det~~ction. 

Figure 1. Motorola's Two~Chip S!uetoot.h Sotution 

The high·pcerformance signd dttedlon in baseband includes joint dt:(ecHnn of the access code, tirnl.ng, and 
carrier frequency, The nmximum likelihood sequence esHnw.Uon ()\.lLSE) is used for symbni f{~covery and 
carrier tracking. The joint detection uses the 64 bits of the {~nun:~ sync 'Nord to estimate the carrier dlgHally, 
instead of the 4 bH.s of the pn>amhle i.n the conventional analog approach. Thus, rhe joi:nt dekt:tion 
significantly lmproves \he carrier estimation i.n !he presence of interl\~rence, thereby Pnhandng the 
me:s<,m~e n~coverv performance. The Bludooih channel ba~; unrecow'rable Inter Svmboi i.nt;~rference (ISI} 

'- ~-~ V ............. ~ ... ~ .. " ... "-~"-.._ .. ....,..,.,.,..,.,.._.._...._,,_,._.,..,.._.,,,_,.,.,._,..,.._,.,,.,_.._.._._.._.._,.,_.,,,..._.._.._,.._.._,,,,, .. ,,..,._-''o"'-"""•-•'-'-'''"""•••'>'>:>•.'-'"''''""""""n""'".._.._.._._.._,.._.._ ••• n•••••-••.._-,,.._,"""••••""'-''•" 

due to Hs t;.FSK rnodulation and mmo>v channel spadng. Conventional sHdng detection is nptlmal only 
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MLSE Symbol Recov~ry wit.h Carrier Tracking 
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B!ue!ooth Transceiver 
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<80.75--0J:l 
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0 
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: :· : 

:· : : 

Using Vendor A Spec:fic.at>Ons 
i 

802.1 i B Using Motorola Specrfic.ations 

Figure 11. Coverage Map Show~ng B!uetooth Performance 
in the Presence of an 802.11!nterferer 

: 0 

Flgure 11 shov.'s hovv the interference rqjecU:on numbers .in Table 1 impact the link performance of 
Bluetooth devices under 802.1 t interference. The tvm graphs sho"v Bluetcmth packet reliability at various 
locations u~ing ·vendor A and \.·Jotorola devkt.~s respecHvel.V under ilkntlca1802.11 :!nterferenn~. It ls 
shmNH that the Motorola solution providf.;s a significant improvement in rt:lX;ptlon quaHl~y (7G% smaller 
coverage hole}. This improvenwnt reH:als itself in the fom1 of increased throughput (for data applications) 
and lwttET voice quality- (for audio applications). Meam.vh1le. tlw improvNl Bluetooth pmf(mnance abo 
reduces the re~transrnlssion f()r Biuetooth dcvkes, thus furtht~r reducing interference to 802. J 1 devin's. 

Summary 
·rhe i\.·totorola Bluetooth solution delivers to the Biuetoo!h market not only low~cost and lov"'JJO\Ver 
devices but also the bt:st interfE:rencl.'~ n*~cUon perforrnam:e as welL 

Motorola has been involved vilith l:llueiooth <kvelopment since Hs beginning. Mmorola is a\vare of the 
challenging h>sues of ln!erfertmce 1\jection and coexistence with 802.! .l. The engineers at tvfoiorol<3 put a 
heavy emphasis on interference rt~jectinn pnforrnance into the design of Us pla!form soluHmL 

Ih; Joint deted!on for access code, timing, and ca.nkr provides high reliability and low bls1"-alann rate 
for the access nxk de!t,ction. It also provides robust carrier and timing synchronization in the pres{~nce of 
fn\edi::rence. The MISE symbol recovery vvith carrier tr<lcking fs an optimal solution tn message recovery
in a Bluetoolh channel environment thaUps unrt~covembl:~~J.:;)Lin addl!lon, MLSE svmhol n:~covery abo 
alfoV:;~-~sEig-~;xce·p'fl(1r'iiill);"ri;irro\\:·sefe~-H\~t);·'tEi't'g-i~;;~~~ .. ~h~:- fvlotorola solution addi ti~nal int{'tfcrence 
rejection. 

'fhese sophisticat{~d dE~tection algorithms ext<md the battery life since they reduct: tlw nef,d for 
re-transmls:<;ion. 'l11e sensltlvily gain can be directly transla!ed into better user experiences including 
covE~rage expansion, capacit.':l inrrease, ;md quallty of service. 'The reduced re-transmission can also 
improve tht:• condition of we xi stcnce wHh 80L 11. 

!\WTOROLA Summary 
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ag~reeJI.::e·r:.t bz~~-\vc~·e.rl p.arties. 
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WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM 

Appl. No. 12/940,747 
Atty. Docket No. 1028.5 

This continuation application claims the benefit of U.S. Patent Application No. 

12/570,343, which was a continuation application elaimed claiming the benefit of U.S. 

Patent Application Serial No. 12/144,729 filed July 12, 2008, now U.S. Patent No. 

7,684,885, which was a continuation vA1ieh elaimed claiming benefit of U.S. Patent 

Application Serial No. 10/648,012 filed August 26, 2003, now U.S. Patent No. 7,412,294, 

which was a continuation-in-part elaimed claiming benefit from U.S. Patent Application 

Serial No. 10/027,391, filed December 21, 2001, for "Wireless Digital Audio System," 

published under US 2003/0118196 AI on June 26, 2003, now abandoned, both of\vhieh 

are ineoFJlora-ted herein in their entirety by referenee the disclosures of which are 

incorporated herein in their entireties by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates to audio player devices and more particularly to systems 

that include headphone listening devices. The new audio system uses an existing 

headphone jack (i.e., this is the standard analog headphone jack that connects to wired 

headphones) of a music audio player (i.e., portable CD player, portable cassette player, 

portable A.M./P.M. radio, laptop/desktop computer, portable MP3 player, and the like) to 

connect a battery powered transmitter for wireless transmission of a signal to a set of 

battery powered receiving headphones. 

[0002] Use of audio headphones with audio player devices such as portable CD players, 

portable cassette players, portable A.M./P.M. radios, laptop/desktop computers, portable 

MP3 players and the like have been in use for many years. These systems incorporate an 

audio source having an analog headphone jack to which headphones may be connected 

by wire. 

[0003] There are also known wireless headphones that may receive A.M. and F.M. radio 

transmissions. However, they do not allow use of a simple plug in (i.e., plug in to the 

existing analog audio headphone jack) battery powered transmitter for connection to any 

music audio player device jack, such as the above mentioned music audio player devices, 

for coded wireless transmission and reception by headphones of audio music for private 

1 
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Appl. No. 12/940,747 
Atty. Docket No. 1028.5 

listening without interference where multiple users occupying the same space are 

operating wireless transmission devices. Existing audio systems make use of electrical 

wire connections between the audio source and the headphones to accomplish private 

listening to multiple users. 

[0004] There is a need for a battery powered simple connection system for existing music 

audio player devices (i.e., the previously mentioned music devices), to allow coded 

digital wireless transmission (using a battery powered transmitter) to a headphone 

receiver (using a battery powered receiver headphones) that accomplishes private 

listening to multiple users occupying the same space without the use of wires. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] The present invention is generally directed to a wireless digital audio system for 

coded digital transmission of an audio signal from any audio player with an analog 

headphone jack to a receiver headphone located away from the audio player. Fuzzy logic 

technology may be utilized by the system to enhance bit detection. A battery-powered 

digital transmitter may include a headphone plug in communication with any suitable 

music audio source. For reception, a battery-powered headphone receiver may use 

embedded fuzzy logic to enhance user code bit detection. Fuzzy logic detection may be 

used to enhance user code bit detection during decoding of the transmitted audio signal. 

The wireless digital audio music system provides private listening without interference 

from other users or wireless devices and without the use of conventional cable 

connections. 

[0006] These and other features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will 

become better understood with reference to the following drawings, description and 

claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

2 
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[0007] Some aspects of the present invention are generally shown by way of reference to 

the accompanying drawings in which: 

Figure 1 schematically illustrates a wireless digital audio system in accordance 

with the present invention; 

Figure 2 is a block diagram of an audio transmitter portion of the wireless digital 

audio system of Fig. 1.; 

Figure 3 is a block diagram of an audio receiver portion of the wireless digital 

audio system of Fig. 1; and 

Figure 4 is an exemplary graph showing the utilization of an embedded fuzzy 

logic coding algorithm according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0008] The following detailed description is the best currently contemplated modes for 

carrying out the invention. The description is not to be taken in a limiting sense, but is 

made merely for the purpose of illustrating the general principles of the invention. 

[0009] Referring to Figures 1 through 3, a wireless digital audio music system 10 may 

include a battery powered transmitter 20 connected to a portable music audio player or 

music audio source 80. The battery powered wireless digital audio music transmitter 20 

utilizes an analog to digital converter or ADC 32 and may be connected to the music 

audio source 80 analog headphone jack 82 using a headphone plug 22. The battery 

powered transmitter 20 may have a transmitting antenna 24 that may be omni-directional 

for transmitting a spread spectrum modulated signal to a receiving antenna 52 of a battery 

powered headphone receiver 50. The battery powered receiver 50 may have headphone 

speakers 75 in headphones 55 for listening to the spread spectrum demodulated and 

decoded communication signal. In the headphone receiver 50, fuzzy logic detection may 

be used to optimize reception of the received user code. The transmitter 20 may digitize 

the audio signal using ADC 32. The digitized signal may be processed downstream by an 

3 
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encoder 36. After digital conversion, the digital signal may be processed by a digital low 

pass filter. To reduce the effects of channel noise, the battery powered transmitter 20 

may use a channel encoder 38. A modulator 42 modulates the digital signal to be 

transmitted. For further noise immunity, a spread spectrum DPSK (differential phase 

shift key) transmitter or module 48, is utilized. The battery powered transmitter 20 may 

contain a code generator 44 that may be used to create a unique user code. The unique 

user code generated is specifically associated with one wireless digital audio system user, 

and it is the only code recognized by the battery powered headphone receiver 50 operated 

by a particular user. The radio frequency (RF) spectrum utilized (as taken from the 

Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band) may be approximately 2.4 GHz. The 

power radiated by the transmitter adheres to the ISM standard. 

[0010] Particularly, the received spread spectrum signal may be communicated to a 2.4 

GHz direct conversion receiver or module 56. Referring to Figures 1 through 4, the 

spread spectrum modulated signal from transmit antenna 24 may be received by receiving 

antenna 52 and then processed by spread spectrum direct conversion receiver or module 

56 with a receiver code generator 60 that contains the same transmitted unique code, in 

the battery powered receiver 50 headphones. The transmitted signal from antenna 24 

may be received by receiving antenna 52 and communicated to a wideband bandpass 

filter (BPF). The battery powered receiver 50 may utilize embedded fuzzy logic 61 (as 

graphically depicted in Figures 1, 4) to optimize the bit detection of the received user 

code. The down converted output signal of direct conversion receiver or module 56 may 

be summed by receiver summing element 58 with a receiver code generator 60 signal. 

The receiver code generator 60 may contain the same unique wireless transmission of a 

signal code word that was transmitted by audio transmitter 20 specific to a particular 

user. Other code words from wireless digital audio systems 1 0 may appear as noise to 

audio receiver 50. This may also be true for other device transmitted wireless signals 

operating in the wireless digital audio spectrum of digital audio system 10. This code 

division multiple access (CDMA) may be used to provide each user independent audible 

enjoyment. The resulting summed digital signal from receiving summary element 58 and 

direct conversion receiver or module 56 may be processed by a 64-Ary demodulator 62 to 

demodulate the signal elements modulated in the audio transmitter 20. A block de-

4 
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interleaver 64 may then decode the bits of the digital signal encoded in the block 

interleaver 40. Following such, a Viterbi decoder 66 may be used to decode the bits 

encoded by the channel encoder 38 in audio transmitter 20. A source decoder 68 may 

further decode the coding applied by encoder 36. 

[0011] Each receiver headphone 50 user may be able to listen (privately) to high fidelity 

audio music, using any of the audio devices listed previously, without the use of wires, 

and without interference from any other receiver headphone 50 user, even when operated 

within a shared space. The fuzzy logic detection technique 61 used in the receiver 50 

could provide greater user separation through optimizing code division in the headphone 

receiver. 

[0012] The battery powered transmitter 20 sends the audio music information to the 

battery powered receiver 50 in digital packet format. These packets may flow to create a 

digital bit stream rate less than or equal to 1.0 Mbps. 

[0013] The user code bits in each packet may be received and detected by a fuzzy logic 

detection sub-system 61 (as an option) embedded in the headphone receiver 50 to 

optimize audio receiver performance. For each consecutive packet received, the fuzzy 

logic detection sub-system 61 may compute a conditional density with respect to the 

context and fuzziness of the user code vector, i.e., the received code bits in each packet. 

Fuzziness may describe the ambiguity of the high (I)/low (0 or -1) event in the received 

user code within the packet. The fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 may measure the 

degree to which a high/low bit occurs in the user code vector, which produces a low 

probability of bit error in the presence of noise. The fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 

may use a set of if-then rules to map the user code bit inputs to validation outputs. These 

rules may be developed as if-then statements. 

[0014] Fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 in battery-powered headphone receiver 50 

utilizes the if-then fuzzy set to map the received user code bits into two values: a low (0 

or -1) and a high (1). Thus, as the user code bits are received, the "if' rules map the 

signal bit energy to the fuzzy set low value to some degree and to the fuzzy set high value 

to some degree. Figure 4 graphically shows that x-value -1 equals the maximum low bit 

5 
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energy representation and x-value 1 equals the maximum high bit energy representation. 

Due to additive noise, the user code bit energy may have some membership to a low and 

high as represented in Figure 4. The if-part fuzzy set may determine if each bit in the 

user code, for every received packet, has a greater membership to a high bit 

representation or a low bit representation. The more a user code bit energy fits into the 

high or low representation, the closer its subsethood, i.e., a measure of the membership 

degree to which a set may be a subset of another set, may be to one. 

[0015] The if-then rule parts that make up the fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 must 

be followed by a defuzzifying operation. This operation reduces the aforementioned 

fuzzy set to a bit energy representation (i.e., -1 or 1) that is received by the transmitted 

packet. Fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 may be used in battery-powered headphone 

receiver 50 to enhance overall system performance. 

[0016] The next step may process the digital signal to return the signal to analog or base 

band format for use in powering speaker(s) 75. A digital-to-analog converter 70 (DAC) 

may be used to transform the digital signal to an analog audio signal. An analog low pass 

filter 72 may be used to filter the analog audio music signal to pass a signal in the 

approximate 20 Hz to 20 kHz frequency range and filter other frequencies. The analog 

audio music signal may then be processed by a power amplifier 74 that may be optimized 

for powering headphone speakers 75 to provide a high quality, low distortion audio music 

for audible enjoyment by a user wearing headphones 55. A person skilled in the art 

would appreciate that some of the embodiments described hereinabove are merely 

illustrative of the general principles of the present invention. Other modifications or 

variations may be employed that are within the scope of the invention. Thus, by way of 

example, but not of limitation, alternative configurations may be utilized in accordance 

with the teachings herein. Accordingly, the drawings and description are illustrative and 

not meant to be a limitation thereof. 

[0017] Moreover, all terms should be interpreted in the broadest possible manner 

consistent with the context. In particular, the terms "comprises" and "comprising" should 

be interpreted as referring to elements, components, or steps in a non-exclusive manner, 

indicating that the referenced elements, components, or steps may be present, or utilized, 

6 
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or combined with other elements, components, or steps that are not expressly referenced. 

Thus, it is intended that the invention cover all embodiments and variations thereof as 

long as such embodiments and variations come within the scope of the appended claims 

and their equivalents. 

ABSTRACT 

[0018] A wireless digital audio system includes a portable audio source with a digital 

audio transmitter operatively coupled thereto and an audio receiver operatively coupled 

to a headphone set. The audio receiver is configured for digital wireless communication 

with the audio transmitter. The digital audio receiver utilizes fuzzy logic to optimize 

digital signal processing. Each of the digital audio transmitter and receiver is configured 

for code division multiple access (CDMA) communication. The wireless digital audio 

system allows private audio enjoyment without interference from other users of 

independent wireless digital transmitters and receivers sharing the same space. 

7 
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Examiner 

Andrew C. Flanders 

Applicant(s) 

WOOLFORK, C. EARL 

Art Unit 

2614 

--The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address -

THE REPLY FILED 21 June 2011 FAILS TO PLACE THIS APPLICATION IN CONDITION FOR ALLOWANCE. 

1. [8] The reply was filed after a final rejection, but prior to or on the same day as filing a Notice of Appeal. To avoid abandonment of this 
application, applicant must timely file one of the following replies: (1) an amendment, affidavit, or other evidence, which places the 
application in condition for allowance; (2) a Notice of Appeal (with appeal fee) in compliance with 37 CFR 41.31; or (3) a Request 
for Continued Examination (RCE) in compliance with 37 CFR 1.114. The reply must be filed within one of the following time 
periods: 

a) [8J The period for reply expires .J.months from the mailing date of the final rejection. 
b) D The period for reply expires on: (1) the mailing date of this Advisory Action, or (2) the date set forth in the final rejection, whichever is later. In 

no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date of the final rejection. 
Examiner Note: If box 1 is checked, check either box (a) or (b). ONLY CHECK BOX (b) WHEN THE FIRST REPLY WAS FILED WITHIN TWO 
MONTHS OF THE FINAL REJECTION. See MPEP 706.07(f). 

Extensions of time may be obtained under 37 CFR 1.136(a). The date on which the petition under 37 CFR 1.136(a) and the appropriate extension fee 
have been filed is the date for purposes of determining the period of extension and the corresponding amount of the fee. The appropriate extension fee 
under 37 CFR 1.17(a) is calculated from: (1) the expiration date of the shortened statutory period for reply originally set in the final Office action; or (2) as 
set forth in (b) above, if checked. Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of the final rejection, even if timely filed, 
may reduce any earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
2. D The Notice of Appeal was filed on __ . A brief in compliance with 37 CFR 41.37 must be filed within two months of the date of 

filing the Notice of Appeal (37 CFR 41.37(a)), or any extension thereof (37 CFR 41.37(e)), to avoid dismissal of the appeal. Since 
a Notice of Appeal has been filed, any reply must be filed within the time period set forth in 37 CFR 41.37(a). 

AMENDMENTS 

3. [8J The proposed amendment(s) filed after a final rejection, but prior to the date of filing a brief, will not be entered because 
(a) [8J They raise new issues that would require further consideration and/or search (see NOTE below); 
(b) D They raise the issue of new matter (see NOTE below); 
(c) D They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplifying the issues for 

appeal; and/or 
(d) D They present additional claims without canceling a corresponding number of finally rejected claims. 

NOTE: Claims 3- 6. 10 and 12 now require the reciver to be directlv communicable with a mobile digital audio transmitter. 
Previous thev were onlv communicable no direct requirement was present. The previous interpreation allowed tor 
intermetient steps during communication while the new limitations preclude this interpretation and thus are a change in 
scope .. (See 37 CFR 1.116 and 41.33(a)). 

4. D The amendments are not in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121. See attached Notice of Non-Compliant Amendment (PTOL-324). 

5. D Applicant's reply has overcome the following rejection(s): __ . 

6. D Newly proposed or amended claim(s) __ would be allowable if submitted in a separate, timely filed amendment canceling the 
non-allowable claim(s). 

7. [8J For purposes of appeal, the proposed amendment(s): a) [8] will not be entered, or b) D will be entered and an explanation of 
how the new or amended claims would be rejected is provided below or appended. 
The status of the claim(s) is (or will be) as follows: 
Claim(s) allowed: __ . 
Claim(s) objected to: __ . 
Claim(s) rejected: 1-12. 
Claim(s) withdrawn from consideration: __ . 

AFFIDAVIT OR OTHER EVIDENCE 

8. D The affidavit or other evidence filed after a final action, but before or on the date of filing a Notice of Appeal will not be entered 
because applicant failed to provide a showing of good and sufficient reasons why the affidavit or other evidence is necessary and 
was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 1.116(e). 

9. D The affidavit or other evidence filed after the date of filing a Notice of Appeal, but prior to the date of filing a brief, will not be 
entered because the affidavit or other evidence failed to overcome .ill[ rejections under appeal and/or appellant fails to provide a 
showing a good and sufficient reasons why it is necessary and was not earlier presented. See 37 CFR 41.33(d)(1 ). 

1 0. D The affidavit or other evidence is entered. An explanation of the status of the claims after entry is below or attached. 
REQUEST FOR RECONSIDERATION/OTHER 

11. D The request for reconsideration has been considered but does NOT place the application in condition for allowance because: 

12. D Note the attached Information Disclosure Statement(s). (PTO/SB/08) Paper No(s). __ 

13. D Other: __ . 

/Andrew C Flanders/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2614 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Off1ce 
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Doc code: RCEX 
Doc description: Request for Continued Examination (RCE) 

PTO/SBI30EFS (07-09) 
Approved for use through 07/3112012. OMB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S_ DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

REQUEST FOR CONTINUED EXAMINATION(RCE)TRANSMITTAL 
(Submitted Only via EFS-Web) 

Application 
12940747 I Filing 

1 2010-11-05 
Docket Number 

1028.5 I Art 1 2614 Number Date (if applicable) Unit 

First Named 
C. Earl Woolfork 

Examiner 
Andrew C. Flanders 

Inventor Name 

This is a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) under 37 CFR 1.114 of the above-identified application. 
Request for Continued Examination (RCE) practice under 37 CFR 1.114 does not apply to any utility or plant application filed prior to June 8, 
1995, or to any design application_ The Instruction Sheet for this form is located at WWW.USPTO.GOV 

SUBMISSION REQUIRED UNDER 37 CFR 1.114 

Note: If the RCE is proper, any previously filed unentered amendments and amendments enclosed with the RCE will be entered in the order 
in which they were filed unless applicant instructs otherwise_ If applicant does not wish to have any previously filed unentered amendment(s) 
entered, applicant must request non-entry of such amendment(s)_ 

[g] Previously submitted. If a final Office action is outstanding, any amendments filed after the final Office action may be considered as a 
submission even if this box is not checked. 

D Consider the arguments in the Appeal Brief or Reply Brief previously filed on 

D Other 

[g] Enclosed 

[g] Amendment/Reply 

D Information Disclosure Statement (IDS) 

D Affidavit(s )/ Declaration(s) 

D Other 

MISCELLANEOUS 

D 
Suspension of action on the above-identified application is requested under 37 CFR 1.1 03( c) for a period of months 
(Period of suspension shall not exceed 3 months; Fee under 37 CFR 1.17(i) required) 

D Other 

FEES 

The RCE fee under 37 CFR 1.17(e) is required by 37 CFR 1.114 when the RCE is filed. 
[g] The Director is hereby authorized to charge any underpayment of fees, or credit any overpayments, to 

Deposit Account No 504576 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT REQUIRED 

[g] Patent Practitioner Signature 

D Applicant Signature 

EFS- Web2.1.15 
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Doc code: RCEX 
Doc description: Request for Continued Examination (RCE) 

PTO/SBI30EFS (07-09) 
Approved for use through 07/3112012. OMB 0651-0031 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S_ DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number. 

Signature of Registered U.S. Patent Practitioner 

Signature /Megan Lyman/ Date (YYYY-MM-DD} 2011-08-02 

Name Megan Lyman Registration Number 57054 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.114. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to 
file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is 
estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time 
will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for 
reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, 
P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 

EFS- Web2.1.15 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 197 4 (P .L. 93-579} requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the 
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be 
advised that: ( 1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b )(2}; (2) furnishing of the information 
solicited is voluntary; and (3} the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested 
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may 
result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of Information 
Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a}. Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the 
Department of Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a 
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of settlement 
negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a 
request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance from the 
Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need 
for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the 
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m}. 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records 
may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization, 
pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of 
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181} and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c}). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services, 
or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency's responsibility to 
recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce} directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make 
determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of 
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may 
be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an 
application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspections or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law 
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation. 

EFS - Web 2.1.15 
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REQUEST FOR CONTINUED EXAM AND RESPONSE TO THE FINAL 
REJECTION DATED 05/05/11 

THE EXAMINER INTERIVEW OF JUNE 7, 2011 

The Applicant would like to thank Examiner Flanders for his courtesy and 

attention in participating in the telephonic interview on June 7, 2011 at 10 am. The 

applicant has reviewed the Examiner's interview summary of June 15, 2011. As is 

recited in that summary, a detailed discussion regarding the particular issue of a mobile 

transmitter and receiver in the present invention differs substantially in problem and 

solution to the prior art. The Examiner agreed that the lSI problem is very different and 

requires a novel solution as is presented in the present invention. The Applicant 

maintains that the claim language properly details this solution (see Claims 2, 4, 6, 7, and 

12 "a digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation," "mobile digital audio 

transmitter"; Claims 3, 5, 9, and 11 "is capable ofbeing moved in any direction during 

operation"; Claim 8 "wherein said mobile digital audio receiver," "mobile digital audio 

transmitter"; and Claim 10 "is capable of mobile operation"). The Applicant maintains 

that the centralized and not portable systems of Li, and analog systems of Altstatt cannot 

suggest remedies to the host of issues confronted by one of ordinary skill in creating a 

wireless digital system that can operate while the single transmitter and receiver are 

mobile and in an environment with other transmissions. The applicant also maintains that 

the presence of the DCR is novel and a patentable element of the present invention. The 

Applicant again wishes to show his appreciation for the Examiner's time and thought 

extended during the interview. 

ADDITION OF CLAIMS 13-18 

The applicant has added additional Claims 13-18 that clearly state the problem of 

intersymbol interference and the decoder and encoder elements of the present invention 

that solve this problem. The lSI problem was discussed in the Examiner Interview, and 

the new claims seek to address the concerns of the Examiner, namely that the issue was 

not detailed. These new claims indicate that a mobile transmitter and receiver have lSI 

issues that require special coding to resolve. These new claims do not add new matter to 

the application and it is respectfully requested that they be entered and reviewed. 
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Application No.: 12/940,747 
Attorney Docket No.: 1028.5 

RESPONSE TO REJECTION OF CLAIMS 1 - 12 UNDER 35 U.S.C. 103 

A finding of obviousness requires that "the differences between the subject matter 

sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would 

have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in 

the art to which the subject matter pertain." 35 U.S.C. § 1 03( a). In KSR Int 'l Co. v. 

Teleflex, Inc., 127 S. Ct. 1727, 82 USPQ2d 1385 (2007), the Supreme Court stated that 

the following factors set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459 

(1966) control an obviousness inquiry: (1) the scope and content of the prior art; (2) the 

differences between the prior art and the claimed invention; (3) the level of ordinary skill 

in the art; and (4) objective evidence ofnonboviousness. KSR, 127 S. Ct. at 1734, 82 

USPQ2d at 1388 (quoting Graham, 383 U.S. at 17-18, 14 USPQ at 467). 

The KSR Court affirmed that it is "important to identify a reason that would have 

prompted a person of ordinary skill in the relevant field to combine the elements in the 

way the claimed new invention does ... because inventions in most, if not all, instances 

rely upon building blocks long since uncovered, and claimed discoveries almost of 

necessity will be combinations of what, in some sense, is already known." KSR, 127 S. 

Ct. at 1741, 82 USPQ2d at 1396. Once the Graham factors have been addressed, the 

Examiner may apply the TSM test, asking whether (1) a teaching, suggestion or 

motivation exists in the prior art to combine the references cited, and (2) one skilled in 

the art would have a reasonable expectation of success. See USPTO Guidelines at 57534. 

Further, in order to establish prima facie obviousness of a claimed invention, all 

the claim limitations must be taught or suggested by the prior art. In re Royka, 490 F.2d 

981, 180 USPQ 580 (CCPA 1974). Additionally, in considering a prior art reference, the 

reference must be considered in its entirety, i.e., as a whole, including portions that would 

lead away from the claimed invention. WL. Gore & Associates, Inc. v. Garlock. Inc., 721 

F.2d 1540,220 USPQ 303 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 851 (1984). A prior art 

reference is only appropriate where the "invention as a whole would be obvious to a 

person of ordinary skill in the field." In re Kumar, 418 F.3d 1361,76 USPQ2d 1048, 

1053 (Fed. Cir. 2005). Moreover, it is improper to combine references where the 

references teach away from their combination. In re Grasselli, 713 F.2d 731,743,218 

USPQ 769, 779 (Fed. Cir. 1983). Indeed, "an applicant may rebut a prima facie case of 

2 
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obviousness by showing that the prior art teaches away from the claimed invention in any 

material respect." In re Peterson, 315 F.3d 1325, 1331 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (Emphasis 

added). In making an obviousness rejection, Examiners must provide evidence and clear 

argument as to how the prior art suggests the invention. Sud-Chemie v. Multisorb Techs., 

554 F. 3d 1001 (Fed. Cir. 2009). 

Claims 1-12 Rejected as Unpatentable over Altstatt in View of Li and in Further View of 

Lindemann 

Summary 

The applicant is aware that the prior art is taken as a whole, as is cited above, in 

the rejections posed. It is this very fact that the applicant urges the examiner to review 

this invention. As is outlined in detail below, the prior art in combination do not teach or 

suggest the present invention and provide no motivation for one of ordinary skill to 

combine and solve the novel problems posed by a mobile system working with a single 

mobile transmitter and a single mobile receiver in a space containing other transmissions 

in the digital spectrum. The present invention was first presented to the Patent Office in 

2001 and must be evaluated at that time point, well before wireless audio transmission 

was commonplace in our current digital society. Three patents have been issued towards 

the present invention, each directed towards different novel aspects of transmitting digital 

audio with high fidelity and without interference. It is the applicant's position the static 

systems of Lindemann, centralized and not portable systems of Li, and analog systems of 

Altstatt cannot suggest remedies to the host of issues confronted by one of ordinary skill 

in creating a wireless digital system that can operate while the single transmitter and 

receiver are mobile and in an environment with other transmissions. The overarching 

deficiencies in each prior art cannot be remedied by the presence of the prior art as a 

whole. These deficiencies in the prior art make it implausible to combine them in 2001 

to teach, suggest, or provide motivation to one of ordinary skill to produce the present 

invention. Below three major areas discussed in the Final Rejection are addressed: lSI, 

CDMA, and the DCR. It is expected that after a review of these three issues and how the 

prior art fail to address the solutions fashioned by the present invention, the rejections 

will be removed and the application placed into allowance. 

3 
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Amendments to the Claims 

Application No.: 12/940,747 
Attorney Docket No.: 1028.5 

Claims 3, 4, 5, 6, and 12 have been amended to state that the "wireless digital 

receiver" is directly communicable with the "digital audio transmitter." The omission of 

the word "directly" in the originally submitted claims was in error. The insertion of this 

word does not change the scope of the claim and should be allowed at this time in 

prosecution. Claims 10 and 11 have also been amended to change "audio source" as is 

written in the original claims to "audio player." Again this amendment corrects the 

original language and does not change the scope of the claims. The Applicant 

respectfully requests that the amendments be entered at this time. New Claims 13-18 

have been added and it is respectfully requested that they be entered for examination. 

The Intersymbol Interference Problem 

In order to clearly demonstrate that the prior art combination does not teach or 

suggest the present invention, a description of the problem oflntersymbol interference 

("lSI") is provided. lSI distorts the audio signal content, causing a major obstacle to the 

transmission of high data rate audio from an in-motion transmitter to an in-motion 

receiver. Referring to the underlined sections of the Exhibit IV text "Adaptive Filter 

Theory," Second Edition, by Simon Haykin, lSI "is caused by dispersion in the transmit 

filter, the transmission medium, and the receive filter ... we usually find that intersymbol 

interference is the chief determining factor in the design of high-data rate transmission 

systems ... intersymbol interference, if left unchecked, can result in erroneous decisions 

when the sampled signal at the channel output is compared with some preassigned 

threshold by means of a decision device." The problem ofiSI is very different in static 

and mobile systems. 

Within the present invention, both the digital audio transmitter and digital audio 

receiver may be in motion (see Claims 1 - 12), thus, the relative position and velocity of 

both the transmitter and receiver (both in-motion transmitter and in-motion receiver 

present spatial and temporal variations) will be constantly changing (e.g., a person 

running with the wireless digital audio system). Because lSI results when the in-motion 

digital audio transmitter attempts to communicate high symbol rate audio to the in

motion digital audio receiver, lSI must be suppressed. The present invention solves the 

lSI problem by maintaining fidelity of the high data rate audio signal while the in-motion 

4 
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transmitter is in communication with the in-motion receiver. The lSI mitigation of the 

present invention is performed by, among other things, the claimed encoder ("a encoder 

operative to encode said original audio signal representation to reduce intersymbol 

interference") and decoder ("a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced 

intersymbol interference coding of said original audio signal representation") 

(Claims 1 - 12). This solution is the result of a novel inventive step in producing the 

present invention. 

On page 5 of the Final Rejection (FRJ) mailed 05/05/2011, it is stated: "The 

combination of Altstatt in view of Li fails to explicitly disclose that the decoder is 

operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of original audio signal 

representation." Thus, the rejection of the claim language "a decoder operative to 

decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference coding of said original audio signal 

representation" relies upon Lindemann. It is important to note that Lindemann never 

discusses IS!. Failure to identify the problem ofiSI clearly demonstrates that this prior 

art, neither alone nor in combination can even suggest a solution to the present invention. 

Furthermore, Roberts (6,418,558), which is also cited in this rejection, does not disclose 

the reduction of IS! in a mobile transmitter and mobile receiver system. Roberts cannot 

teach or suggest how the unique problem of lSI in a mobile system can be attenuated. 

One of ordinary skill would have no motivation to look to these prior art to solve the lSI 

problem in a mobile system as has been accomplished by the present invention. 

The FRJ relies upon the hypothetical scenario that Lindemann teaches reduction 

ofiSI within a mobile transmitter/mobile receiver system (page 5 of the FRJ states: 

"Lindemann also includes that the transmission stream is created using a Reed-Solomon 

encoding and interleaver and a corresponding decoder in the decoder. Applying these 

teachings to the encoding of the combination discloses: ... reduced intersymbol 

interference coding"). Reed-Solomon encoding and interleaving may be designed to 

address burst errors, but Lindemann does not teach Reed-Solomon encoding and 

interleaving for the purpose of reducing lSI in a mobile transmitter/mobile receiver 

system. Lindemann is silent about both mobility and lSI. 

In fact, paragraph 0050 of Lindemann 2004/0223622, states: "The interleaver 

function performed by the Reed Solomon Encoder and Interleaver with Frame Marker 

5 
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Insertion 407 protects against burst errors by scrambling adjacent bits across multiple 

Reed Solomon encoding blocks. This error protection system is a called a concatenated 

encoder with interleaving." (Emphasis added). To be clear, "Reed-Solomon (RS) are 

nonbinary codes which are capable of correcting errors which appear in bursts and are 

commonly used in concatenated coding systems" (reference underlined section of Exhibit 

V text "Wireless Communications Principles & Practice" by T. S. Rappaport). Bursts are 

the result of an additional unintended transmission source (also known as a jammer 

because it may unintentionally jam communications) as described in underlined section 

of Exhibit VI text "Introduction to Spread Spectrum Communications" by R.L. Peterson, 

R.E. Ziemer and D.E. Borth: "Jamming strategies which concentrate jamming resources 

on some fraction of the transmitted symbols using either pulsed or partial band 

techniques cause demodulator output errors to occur in bursts." 

To clarify, "FIGURE 10-1. Covert communications process" and underlined 

section of Exhibit VII text "Introduction to Spread Spectrum Communications" by R.L. 

Peterson, R.E. Ziemer, and D.E. Borth states: "In any communications operation, there 

may be several ingredients or "players," as illustrated in Figure 10-1. First, there are the 

intended communicators, which make use of the transmitter and receiver shown in the 

figure. Second, there may be unintentional sources or jammers." Consequently, "These 

jammers produce bursts of errors .... To counter this difficulty, an interleaver is placed 

between the encoder and the modulator and a de-interleaver is placed between the 

demodulator and the decoder" (reference underlined section of Exhibit VIII text 

"Introduction to Spread Spectrum Communications" by R.L. Peterson, R.E. Ziemer, and 

D.E. Borth). 

Lindemann does not teach a method of"Reed Solomon encoding/decoding to 

reduce lSI" as stated on page 6 of the FRJ. The FRJ misinterprets lSI (defined previously 

above) as interference radiating from an outside transmission source (burst errors). 

Moreover, Roberts is silent about reducing lSI within a wireless mobile 

transmitter/mobile receiver system. The rejection relies on a nonenabled hypothetical 

scenario, because neither Lindemann nor Roberts suggest a method of reducing lSI in a 

wireless mobile transmitter/mobile receiver system. The combination of Altstatt, Li, 

Lindemann (with Roberts) fails to teach or suggest the claim language "a decoder 

6 
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operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference coding of said original 

audio signal representation." 

A further review of Roberts shows that there is not disclosure of Reed

Solomon/Interleaving to reduce lSI (see col. 5 lns. 62-67 and col. 6 lns. 1-3: "The 

clock signals for generating the carriers and the symbols representing the transmitted data 

may be locked to each other or generated from the same source, to reduce intersymbol 

interference significantly," "Another technique for reducing intersymbol interference is 

the transmission of each symbol with more than 360 degrees of phase in one cycle of its 

carrier, in order to allow some leeway in tracking the phase of a channel carrier in a 

receiving system." And see col. 45 lns. 9- 14: "Again, a phase discontinuities exist at the 

ends of the total 405 degree phase degrees of this wave. In fact, this characteristic gives 

the excess-phase improvement an advantage over its primary function of providing a 

guard band for the symbol decoder, for reducing intersymbol interference," And see col. 

46lns. 10- 19: "In the present system, however, it has been found that even very small 

frequency drifts between the 8 kHz symbol or flame clock and the frequencies of the 

tones upon which they ride can produce significant intersymbol interference and 

distortion at the receiving end. Such drifts tend to destroy the orthogonality of the 

channel signals produced by inverse FFT 140 in FIG. 21. The present system also, 

however, provides a simple, inexpensive way to overcome this problem. FIG. 51 shows a 

portion 4200 of the HDT clock/sync logic in CTSU 54, FIG. 3.") 

In each of the above methods to reduce lSI presented by Roberts, none of them 

disclose the use of Reed-Solomon/Interleaving as a solution to suppress lSI. In fact, 

Roberts discloses Reed-Solomon for error detection/correction (as previously described 

above and see col. 6 lns. 5- 12: "An embodiment is shown which handles both 

unencoded parity-type detection/correction and more multiple types of more powerful 

methods, such as Reed-Solomon encoding, in a transparent, real-time fashion, by packing 

the data words differently for each case. Moreover, the processor loading involved in 

these error-correction techniques can be spread out in time, so that not all channels need 

to be handled at the same time.") Page 5 of the FRJ incorrectly states "configure Reed 

Solomon decoding/interleaving to reduce lSI as is shown by Roberts 6,418,558," because 

Roberts does not disclose nor teach such a configuration. 
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It is clear that the degree ofiSI becomes more severe in a mobile environment 

(i.e., a mobile transmitter communicating with a mobile receiver) given the following: a 

fading channel exhibits lSI in digital communications (reference underlined section of 

Exhibit IX text "Introduction to Spread Spectrum Communications" by R. Peterson, R. 

Ziemer, and D. Borth and referring to the underlined section of Exhibit X text "Spread 

Spectrum Systems With Commercial Applications," Third Edition, by Robert C. Dixon, 

"The rate at which fades occur is a function of the rate at which the signal propagation 

paths change. In fixed-position systems, the fading rate is determined by how fast the 

environment changes.") Lindemann (who does not address lSI) teaches a fixed-position 

system (i.e., immobile digital transmitter and immobile digital speaker receiver) and 

Roberts is silent as to mobile systems. Given the fact that the rate at which fades occur 

(fading relative to lSI) is a function of the rate at which the signal propagation paths 

change, and that both the transmitter and receiver in the present invention are mobile, it 

should be clear that the propagation paths, or multipath in the present invention, create a 

type ofiSI that was not considered in Roberts. 

The teachings of Altstatt, Li, Lindemann and Roberts do not combine to obviate 

the present invention when taken as a whole. Referencing the underlined section of 

Exhibit XI text "Spread Spectrum Systems with Commercial Applications," Third 

Edition, by Robert C. Dixon: "One cannot say, however, that using a spread spectrum 

signal (e.g., CDMA) does away with all multipath effects." Emphasis added. One may 

consider Bluetooth as an example of the Altstatt, Li, and Lindemann teachings based on 

the hypothetical scenario presented in the FRJ on pages 4 and 5. ("It would have been 

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to apply the 

digital CDMA wireless communication ofLi to replace the FM modulation 

communication as taught by Alstatt. Li clearly teaches the device for use in portable 

implementations such as music and headphone audio reproductions." And on page 5 

"reducing intersymbol interference for CDMA transmission is notoriously well known in 

the art.") 

At the present time, Bluetooth is known "for use in portable implementations such 

as music and headphone audio reproductions" (Reference page 4 of the FRJ). As stated 

in the underlined section of Exhibit XII, Bluetooth Specification Version 1.0B, page 41 
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"Bluetooth is a short-range radio link intended to replace cable(s) connecting portable ... 

electronic devices." (submitted to the USPTO on 08/04/2010 by way of the Information 

Disclosure Statement). The FRJ states that "reducing intersymbol interference for 

CDMA transmission is notoriously well known in the art," and the combination of 

Altstatt, Li and Lindemann (including Roberts) should lend a reduced lSI solution (for a 

portable mobile wireless system) that is "obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art." 

Respectfully, the following application note provides evidence this rejection is in 

error. The application note (submitted to the USPTO on 04/14/2011 by way of the 

Information Disclosure Statement) is "Motorola's Bluetooth Solution to Interference 

Rejection and Coexistence with 802.11" and it states on page 1, section 2 (also see page 

7, section 4) "The Bluetooth channel has unrecoverable Inter Symbol Interference (lSI)." 

A copy of this statement is conveniently located and underlined in Exhibit XIII. It is 

important to note that Motorola's application note was published in December of2001, 

while the present invention was disclosed to Mr. Dennis Beech (the patent prosecution 

attorney at that time) in June of2001 (Please see Exhibit XIV). The application note is, 

at least, evidence that reducing lSI within a system that contains a mobile transmitter and 

a mobile receiver is not "obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art" nor is it "notoriously 

well known in the art." 

The lSI within Bluetooth, at that time, would not be in an "unrecoverable" state if 

the solution was "obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art" or "notoriously well known 

in the art." The Bluetooth specification referenced here (version 1.0B) was published in 

December of 1999 and it was not until December of 2001 when Motorola proposed a 

solution to reduce lSI in Bluetooth's system. Again it is important to note that the 

solution for reducing lSI in a wireless mobile digital audio transmitter/mobile digital 

audio receiver system was part of the present invention prior to the Motorola application 

note. 

The claims should be in allowance on the presence of the encoder /decoder that 

function to reduce lSI that results when both the transmitter and receiver are in motion. 

These explanations remove the obviousness arguments for all remaining Claims 1- 12. 

Thus, for at least the reasons provided above, the prior art references are deficient in 
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providing the present invention solution, and the remaining Claims should be in 

allowance. 

Digital Wireless Communications and CDMA 

The claims are also rejected as being obviousness by the digital wireless 

communication of Li could be replaced by the FM modulation communication taught in 

Altstatt. Li is cited in the rejection for teaching a device for use in portable 

implementations. It is stated that doing so is the substitution of one known element (i.e., 

the digital CDMA transmitter/receiver) for another (i.e., analog FM transmitter) to obtain 

predictable results. The Applicant respectfully disagrees. 

Altstatt does not disclose a direct one-to-one digital transmitter-to-headphone 

communication link, thus, Altstatt cannot realize the benefits of such a digital link as 

asserted (Examiner Office Action Mailed 08-09-2005, page 6: "However the system of 

Altstatt is an analog transmission system that, in operation, lacks the benefits of a 

digitally encoded and transmitted audio signal" and Office Action Mailed 05-17-2006, 

page 6 and Office Action Mailed 10-02-2006, page 10: "However, the system of Altstatt 

an analog transmission system that, operation lacks the benefits digitally encoded and 

transmitted audio signal."). Additionally, Li clearly discloses a cellular communication 

system (Li column 1 lines 57 - 63 "CDMA digital cellular communications system ... ," 

column 6 lines 55 - 62 "IMT 2000 ... IS95 ... CDMA 2000). IMT 2000, IS95 and 

CDMA 2000 are all cellular (i.e., cell phone) standards and each requires the centralized 

control of a base station for operation. Li's centralized control base station system does 

not teach or suggest a direct one-to-one transmitter-to-headphone communication link. 

Based on what is taught by Altstatt and Li, applying "the digital CDMA wireless 

communication ofLi to replace the FM modulation communication as taught by Alstatt," 

as stated on page 4 of the Final Rejection (FRJ) mailed 05/05/2011, requires the 

centralized control of the cellular base station taught by Li (Li column 7 lines 9 - 17 "The 

exchange or the service-providing unit of the mobile net can store various multichannel 

sounds needed by users, e.g. a great amount ofMP3 music data. On request of users, the 

exchange or the service-providing unit of the mobile net sends the suitable data to the 

wideband CDMA base station, by which the multichannel data, e.g. MP3 music data, is 

transmitted to the multichannel mobile equipment through the radio interface of the 
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wideband CDMA). Li teaches the cellular base station approach for "bi-directional" 

sound communication and interference suppression (Li column 1 lines 57 - 63 "CDMA 

digital cellular communications system can, with large system capacity only restricted by 

interference ... providing bi-directional ... sound."). As a result, the Altstatt/Li 

combination stated in the FRJ requires the cellular base station to meet the interference 

mitigation claim language "virtually free from interference from device transmitted 

signals operating in the portable wireless digital audio system spectrum" as found in 

Claims 4, 6, 7 - 12. 

Regarding Claim 1, page 5 of the FRJ poses that the Altstatt/Li combination 

obviates the invention by "Replacing the FM transmitter/receiver implementation of 

Alstatt to use the digital CDMA communication." This Altstatt/Li combination fails to 

obviate the invention based on at least the following. The following explanation is 

applicable not only to Claim 1, but to the other remaining Claims (2-12) that stand 

rejected under the Altstatt/Li combination (and in view of Lindemann). 

The Altstatt/Li combination does not suggest a portable audio system that 

includes a mobile transmitter and mobile receiver with a distributed architecture to one of 

ordinary skill. To further support this position, the Examiner is referred to the underlined 

portion ofExhibit I (herein attached) "From WPANs to Personal Networks Technologies 

and Applications" where it is stated: "A wireless network can be distributed or 

centralized. Distributed networks are those where each device accesses the medium 

individually and transmits the data without any central control . . . . Centralized network 

architecture has one network element, which controls the communication of various 

devices." The claim language "configured for independent CDMA communication 

operation" (as seen in Claims 1 - 12) reflects the distributed architecture and is supported 

by the specification of 10/027,391 application in paragraph 0016: "This ... (CDMA) 

may be used to provide each user independent operation." (as well as other portions of 

the specification). 

The Direct Conversion Receiver 

Within the present invention, the task of each receiver, among other things, is to 

mitigate interference in the vicinity in order to receive the correct transmission. Thus, the 

direct conversion receiver (DCR) disclosed in the present invention (see Claims 1 - 12) 
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utilizes, among other things, "timing and synchronization to capture the correct bit 

sequence embedded in the received spread spectrum signal" (Parent Application 

10/027,391 paragraph 0015). Furthermore, paragraph 0016 of the 10/027,391 application 

states: "Other code words from wireless digital audio systems 10 may appear as noise to 

a particular audio receiver 50. This may also be true for other device transmitted signals 

operating in the wireless digital audio system 10 spectrum." Moreover, Patent 7,412,294 

column 3 lines 32-34 state: "The battery powered transmitter 20 sends the audio music 

information to the battery powered receiver 50 in digital packet format." 

When packets are communicated over a wireless link it may be referred to as 

packet radio. The underlined section of the text "Wireless Communications Principles & 

Practice" has been provided for clarification (please see Exhibit II: " ... called packet 

radio when used over a wireless link . . . . This benefit is valuable for the case of mobile 

services where the available bandwidth is limited. The packet radio approach supports 

intelligent protocols for data flow control and retransmission, which can provide highly 

reliable transfer in degraded channel conditions."). While other code words and/or other 

device transmitted signals are in the vicinity, they can create associated noise channel 

conditions at the receiver that may prevent the capture of the packet with the correct bit 

sequence. Based on the above disclosures, it is clear that both intended and unintended 

spread spectrum packet signals can appear at the receiver, but only the packet with the 

correct bit sequence is captured by the DCR in the present invention. Moreover, there 

exists several data delivery types (for clarification, please see section 16.2.1, of the book 

from Vijay Garg entitled Wireless Communications and Networking, (relative to the 

CDMA2000 cellular communication taught by Li) accessible on the following Google 

books website: 

http:/ /books.google.com/books?id=UE2wEc9NfB8C&pg=PA544&lpg=PA544&dq=cdm 

a2000+isdn&source=bl&ots=pB26eq6oLc&sig=nzleT7D4Q_P-

KFMduSkb9b50 15s&hl=en&ei=lZw8TKzcHZL4swOgOuDaCg&sa= X&oi=book _result 

&ct=result&resnum=2&ved=OCBoQ6AEw AQ#v=onepage&q=cdma2000%20isdn&f=fa 

lse). 

That source states: "End user data-bearing services. Services that deliver any 

form of data on behalf of the mobile end user, including packet data (e.g., IP service), 
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circuit switched data services (e.g., B-ISDN emulation services), and SMS. Packet data 

services conform to industry standard connection-oriented and connectionless packet data 

including IP-based protocols (e.g., transmission control protocol (TCP) and user data 

protocol (UDP) and OSI connectionless interworking protocol (CLIP)). Circuit-switched 

data services that emulate international standards-defined, connection-oriented services 

such as asynchronous (async) dial-up access, fax, V.120 rate-adapted ISDN, and B-ISDN 

services." Of these data delivery types available, the Altstatt/Li combination does not 

disclose or suggest a digital packet format for audio information coming from an audio 

player/source as is included in the claim language and does not obviate the invention. 

The G.729 is a "compression algorithm for voice", "high quality audio cannot be 

transported reliably with this codec" as stated in http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G.729. 

Paragraph 0018 of application 10/027,391 discloses high quality audio. The digital 

packet and audio player/source disclosure is seen in Claims 2- 12 of the present 

invention. 

Moreover, the DCR of the present invention (based on paragraphs 0015 and 0016 

of the 10/027,391 application, as well as Patent 7,412,294 column 3 lines 32-34) accounts 

for, among other things, (1) relevant timing metrics to capture the packet with the correct 

bit sequence embedded in the received spread spectrum signal within a in-motion 

transmitter, in-motion receiver, distributed architecture and (2) relevant synchronization 

metrics to capture the packet with the correct bit sequence embedded in the received 

spread spectrum signal within a in-motion transmitter, in-motion receiver, distributed 

architecture. It should be noted that synchronization includes forms of acquisition and 

tracking (please reference underlined section of Exhibit III taken from "Digital 

Communications Techniques Signal Design and Detection"). As a result, timing and 

synchronization, to capture the intended signal components, has been described and 

broadly covers all types of timing and synchronization distributed architecture techniques 

to perform such a task. 

Regarding Claims 1- 12 of the present invention, the Altstatt/Li combination 

does not disclose a direct conversion receiver (DCR) as stated on pages 4 and 7 in the 

FRJ where Li's elements "(201)" and "(202)" are referenced. There is no teaching or 

suggestion that Li's items 201 and 202 ("wideband CDMA demodulator") constitute a 
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DCR. The DCR disclosed in the present invention, among other things, performs direct 

down conversion from radio frequency (RF) to baseband (or very near baseband), thus, 

omitting intermediate frequency (IF) down conversion components that are often used. 

The invention utilizes the DCR for, among other things, down conversion from RF-to

baseband (or very near baseband), eliminating unnecessary IF components, which 

reduces the size and power consumption of the module. The Altstatt/Li combination does 

not teach a DCR nor does it suggest the use of a DCR within the invention. Because one 

of ordinary skill would not be motivated in any way by Alstatt and Li to create the 

present invention with any reasonable expectation of success, the obviousness rejection 

should be removed. 

In addition, the use of the DCR in the invention, suppresses aliasing noise effects 

by use of the anti-aliasing filters (typically low pass filters or some version thereof) 

located within the DCR, thus, aiding to preserve the fidelity of the transmitted high 

quality audio signal. The Altstatt/Li combination does not teach or suggest a DCR, thus, 

cannot realize the benefits of the claim language "a direct conversion module configured 

to capture the packet with the correct bit sequence embedded in the received spread 

spectrum signal" (see Claims 1 - 12). Neither Li, Altstatt, nor Lindemann (Lindemann 

discloses in paragraph 0057 "In the RF receiver embodiment of FIG. 3, ... , The RF 

Downconverter 302 modulates the RF signal, using a sinusoid generated by the RF VCO 

310, down to IF frequency. The IF signal is further down modulated by the IF 

Demodulator 303. The output of the IF Demodulator is a complex signal consisting ofl 

and Q--real, imaginary--running at the Chip Rate") alone or in any combination of the 

three teach, suggest, or disclose the DCR of the present invention. One of ordinary skill 

would not be motivated or anticipate any success by reading the cited prior art to create a 

system containing a DCR to solve reception problems solved in the present invention. 

Claims 1- 12 should be in allowance on the presence of the DCR alone. 

These explanations remove the obviousness arguments for all remaining Claims 

1- 12. Thus, for at least the reasons provided above, the prior art references are deficient 

in providing the present invention solution, and the remaining Claims should be in 

allowance. 
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Moreover, the applicant would like to state that any other arguments made by the 

Examiner and not explicitly addressed in this response are not agreed to by the applicant 

(e.g., the rejection to DPSK/CDMA for obviousness). Silence as to any arguments made 

by the examiner is not an assent to those arguments; the applicant respectfully asserts that 

all claims in their present condition are allowable and patentable. 

Amendment to the Specification 

The first paragraph of the specification has been amended to reflect the proper 

family history of this application. The changes make clear lineage of the application and 

are ministerial in nature. Language to be deleted is in strikethrough and language to be 

added is underlined. It is respectfully requested that this amendment be entered. 

If there are any questions, concerns, or actions that can be taken to expedite the 

processing of this application, please do not hesitate to contact the applicant's 

representative. 

August 2, 2011 

Respectfully Submitted, 

i 
~:-. ~-- (. __ 

Megan E. Lyman, Registration No. 57,054 
1816 Silver Mist Ct. 
Raleigh, NC 27613 
melyman@lymanpatents.com 
(919) 341-4023 (phone) 
(919) 341-0271 (fax) 
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1. (Original) A wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

a portable digital audio headphone receiver configured to receive a unique 

user code bit sequence and a original audio signal representation in the form of 

packets, said portable digital audio headphone receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture said packets 

embedded in the received spread spectrum signal; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA 

communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output in 

response to the unique user code bit sequence being recognized. 

2. (Original) A wireless digital audio headphone for receipt of a unique user 

code and a digital audio music representation signal in the form of a packet, said 

wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

a digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured for direct 

digital wireless communication with a mobile digital audio transmitter; 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said audio music representation signal; and 
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a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said digital 

audio music representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said 

generated audio output, in response to the unique user code bit sequence is being 

recognized. 

3. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively 

coupled to a portable audio source and configured to transmit a unique user code 

and an original audio signal representation in the form of packets, wherein said 

digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio source, and configured to be directly 

communicable with a mobile receiver, is capable of being moved in any direction 

during operation, said wireless digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference; 

a channel encoder to reduce transmission errors; and 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation. 

4. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile 

operation, configured to receive a unique user code and a original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, the wireless digital audio receiver further 

configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital audio transmitter, said 

wireless digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA communication 

operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 
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a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from a portable audio source virtually free from 

interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 

5. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively 

coupled to a portable audio source and configured to transmit a unique user code 

and an original audio signal representation in the form of packets, wherein said 

digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio source, and configured to be directly 

communicable with a mobile receiver, is capable of being moved in any direction 

during operation, said wireless digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference; 

an interleaver to reduce transmission errors; and 

a digital modulator module configured for CDMA communication; independent 

code division multiple access (CDMA) communication operation and utilizing 

differential phase shift keying (DPSK) to modulate said original audio signal 

representation. 

6. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile 

operation, configured to receive a unique user code and a original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, the wireless digital audio receiver further 

configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital audio transmitter, said 

wireless digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA communication 

operation; 

an de-interleaver generating a corresponding digital output; 
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a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of said 

original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said original 

audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio having 

been wirelessly transmitted from a portable audio source virtually free from 

interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 

7. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio headphone for receipt of a 

unique user code and a digital audio representation signal in a packet format, the unique 

user code configured to spread the said signal spectrum and further configured for 

independent communication operation, said wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

a digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured for direct digital 

wireless communication with a mobile digital audio transmitter, wherein said mobile 

digital audio transmitter is operatively coupled to a portable audio player; 

a direct conversion module configured to capture the packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique user 

code; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said audio representation signal; and 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said digital audio 

representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, in 

response to the unique user code bit sequence being recognized; said audio output being 

virtually free from interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital 

wireless audio receiver spectrum. 

8. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile 

operation, configured to receive a unique user code and an original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, the unique user code configured to spread the said 

signal spectrum and further configured for independent communication operation, the 
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wireless digital audio receiver further configured to be directly communicable with a 

mobile digital audio transmitter, wherein said mobile digital audio transmitter is 

operatively coupled to a portable audio player, said wireless digital audio receiver 

compnsmg: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique user 

code; 

a decoder operative to decode applied reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

said original audio signal representation ; and 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said original audio 

signal representation; 

and a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, in response to the 

unique user code being recognized; said audio output being virtually free from 

interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 

9. (Previously Presented) A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively coupled 

to a portable audio player and configured to transmit a unique user code and an original 

audio signal representation in the form of packets, wherein said digital audio transmitter 

coupled to said audio player, and configured to be directly communicable with a wireless 

mobile receiver and capable of being moved in any direction during operation, said 

wireless digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to reduce 

intersymbol interference; 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division multiple 

access (CDMA) communication operation. 

10. (Currently Amended) A portable wireless digital audio system for digital 

transmission of an original audio signal representation from a portable audio player 

to a portable digital audio headphone receiver, said portable wireless digital audio 

system comprising: 
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a digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said portable audio player 

and transmitting a unique user code bit sequence with said original audio signal 

representation in packet format, wherein said digital audio transmitter operatively 

coupled to said audio player is capable of mobile operation, said digital audio 

transmitter comprising: 

a encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference; 

a digital modulator module configured for independent CDMA 

communication operation; 

said digital audio transmitter configured for direct digital wireless 

communication with said portable digital audio headphone receiver, said portable 

digital audio headphone receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code bit sequence; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA communication 

operation; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from said portable audio source .Q..@m and 

reproduced virtually free from interference. 

11. (Currently Amended) A portable wireless digital audio system for digital 

transmission of an original audio signal representation from a portable audio player 

to a digital audio receiver, said portable wireless digital audio system comprising: 

a digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said audio player and 

transmitting a unique user code with said original audio signal representation in 

packet format, wherein said digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio player is 
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capable of being moved in any direction during operation, said digital audio 

transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal 

representation to reduce intersymbol interference; 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation and utilizing differential phase 

shift keying (DPSK) to modulate said original audio signal representation; 

said digital audio receiver capable of being moved in any direction 

during operation and in direct wireless communication with said digital audio 

transmitter, said digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded 

in the received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the 

unique user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA 

communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced inter-symbol 

interference coding of said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from said audio source~ virtually free 

from interference. 

12. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile 

operation, configured to receive a unique user code and a original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, the wireless digital audio receiver further 

configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital audio transmitter, said 
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a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent code division multiple 

access communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from a portable audio player virtually free from 

interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 

13. (New) A wireless digital audio headphone for receipt of a unique user code 

and a digital audio music representation signal in the form of a packet, said wireless 

digital audio headphone comprising: 

a mobile digital audio receiver configured for direct digital wireless 

communication with a mobile digital audio transmitter; 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation; 

a decoder operative to receive and apply coding to reduce intersymbol 

interference of said audio representation signal respective to said headphone and 

said mobile digital audio transmitter; and 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said digital 

audio music representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said 

generated audio output. 
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14. (New) A mobile wireless digital audio receiver, configured to receive a 

unique user code and a original audio signal representation in the form of packets, 

said unique user code configured to spread the spectrum of said signal and further 

configured for independent communication operation, the wireless digital audio 

receiver further configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital audio 

transmitter, said mobile wireless digital audio receiver comprising: 

a decoder operative to receive and apply coding to reduce intersymbol 

interference of said audio representation signal respective to said mobile wireless 

digital audio receiver and said mobile digital audio transmitter; 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said original 

audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output. 

15. (New) A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to a portable 

audio player and configured to transmit a unique user code and an original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, wherein said digital audio transmitter coupled to 

said audio player, and configured to be directly communicable with a wireless mobile 

receiver, is mobile, said wireless digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference respective to mobile said digital audio transmitter 

coupled to said audio player and said mobile receiver; and 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division multiple 

access (CDMA) communication operation. 

16. (New) A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to a audio player 

and configured to transmit a unique user code and an original audio signal representation 

in the form of packets, wherein said digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio player, 

and configured to be directly communicable with a wireless mobile receiver, is mobile, 

said wireless digital audio transmitter comprising: 
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an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference respective to mobile said digital audio transmitter 

coupled to said audio player and said mobile receiver; and 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation and utilizing differential phase 

shift keying (DPSK) to modulate said original audio signal representation; 

17. (New) A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to a portable 

audio player and configured to transmit a unique user code and an original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, wherein said digital audio transmitter coupled to 

said audio player, and configured to be directly communicable with a wireless mobile 

receiver, is mobile, the unique user code configured to spread the spectrum of said signal 

and further configured for independent communication operation, said wireless digital 

audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference respective to mobile said digital audio transmitter 

coupled to said audio player and said mobile receiver. 

18. (New) A wireless digital audio headphone for receipt of a unique user code 

and a digital audio representation signal in the form of a packet, said wireless digital 

audio headphone comprising: 

a mobile digital audio receiver configured for direct digital wireless 

communication with a mobile digital audio transmitter; 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation; 
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a decoder operative to receive and apply coding to reduce intersymbol 

interference of said audio representation signal respective to said headphone and 

said mobile digital audio transmitter; and 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said digital audio 

representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio 

output. 
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This continuation application claims the benefit of U.S. Patent Application No. 

12/570,343, which was a continuation application elaimed claiming the benefit of U.S. 

Patent Application Serial No. 12/144,729 filed July 12, 2008, now U.S. Patent No. 

7,684,885, which was a continuation vA1ieh elaimed claiming benefit of U.S. Patent 

Application Serial No. 10/648,012 filed August 26, 2003, now U.S. Patent No. 7,412,294, 

which was a continuation-in-part elaimed claiming benefit from U.S. Patent Application 

Serial No. 10/027,391, filed December 21, 2001, for "Wireless Digital Audio System," 

published under US 2003/0118196 AI on June 26, 2003, now abandoned, both of\vhieh 

are ineoFJlora-ted herein in their entirety by referenee the disclosures of which are 

incorporated herein in their entireties by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates to audio player devices and more particularly to systems 

that include headphone listening devices. The new audio system uses an existing 

headphone jack (i.e., this is the standard analog headphone jack that connects to wired 

headphones) of a music audio player (i.e., portable CD player, portable cassette player, 

portable A.M./P.M. radio, laptop/desktop computer, portable MP3 player, and the like) to 

connect a battery powered transmitter for wireless transmission of a signal to a set of 

battery powered receiving headphones. 

[0002] Use of audio headphones with audio player devices such as portable CD players, 

portable cassette players, portable A.M./P.M. radios, laptop/desktop computers, portable 

MP3 players and the like have been in use for many years. These systems incorporate an 

audio source having an analog headphone jack to which headphones may be connected 

by wire. 

[0003] There are also known wireless headphones that may receive A.M. and F.M. radio 

transmissions. However, they do not allow use of a simple plug in (i.e., plug in to the 

existing analog audio headphone jack) battery powered transmitter for connection to any 

music audio player device jack, such as the above mentioned music audio player devices, 

for coded wireless transmission and reception by headphones of audio music for private 
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listening without interference where multiple users occupying the same space are 

operating wireless transmission devices. Existing audio systems make use of electrical 

wire connections between the audio source and the headphones to accomplish private 

listening to multiple users. 

[0004] There is a need for a battery powered simple connection system for existing music 

audio player devices (i.e., the previously mentioned music devices), to allow coded 

digital wireless transmission (using a battery powered transmitter) to a headphone 

receiver (using a battery powered receiver headphones) that accomplishes private 

listening to multiple users occupying the same space without the use of wires. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] The present invention is generally directed to a wireless digital audio system for 

coded digital transmission of an audio signal from any audio player with an analog 

headphone jack to a receiver headphone located away from the audio player. Fuzzy logic 

technology may be utilized by the system to enhance bit detection. A battery-powered 

digital transmitter may include a headphone plug in communication with any suitable 

music audio source. For reception, a battery-powered headphone receiver may use 

embedded fuzzy logic to enhance user code bit detection. Fuzzy logic detection may be 

used to enhance user code bit detection during decoding of the transmitted audio signal. 

The wireless digital audio music system provides private listening without interference 

from other users or wireless devices and without the use of conventional cable 

connections. 

[0006] These and other features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will 

become better understood with reference to the following drawings, description and 

claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
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[0007] Some aspects of the present invention are generally shown by way of reference to 

the accompanying drawings in which: 

Figure 1 schematically illustrates a wireless digital audio system in accordance 

with the present invention; 

Figure 2 is a block diagram of an audio transmitter portion of the wireless digital 

audio system of Fig. 1.; 

Figure 3 is a block diagram of an audio receiver portion of the wireless digital 

audio system of Fig. 1; and 

Figure 4 is an exemplary graph showing the utilization of an embedded fuzzy 

logic coding algorithm according to one embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0008] The following detailed description is the best currently contemplated modes for 

carrying out the invention. The description is not to be taken in a limiting sense, but is 

made merely for the purpose of illustrating the general principles of the invention. 

[0009] Referring to Figures 1 through 3, a wireless digital audio music system 10 may 

include a battery powered transmitter 20 connected to a portable music audio player or 

music audio source 80. The battery powered wireless digital audio music transmitter 20 

utilizes an analog to digital converter or ADC 32 and may be connected to the music 

audio source 80 analog headphone jack 82 using a headphone plug 22. The battery 

powered transmitter 20 may have a transmitting antenna 24 that may be omni-directional 

for transmitting a spread spectrum modulated signal to a receiving antenna 52 of a battery 

powered headphone receiver 50. The battery powered receiver 50 may have headphone 

speakers 75 in headphones 55 for listening to the spread spectrum demodulated and 

decoded communication signal. In the headphone receiver 50, fuzzy logic detection may 

be used to optimize reception of the received user code. The transmitter 20 may digitize 

the audio signal using ADC 32. The digitized signal may be processed downstream by an 
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encoder 36. After digital conversion, the digital signal may be processed by a digital low 

pass filter. To reduce the effects of channel noise, the battery powered transmitter 20 

may use a channel encoder 38. A modulator 42 modulates the digital signal to be 

transmitted. For further noise immunity, a spread spectrum DPSK (differential phase 

shift key) transmitter or module 48, is utilized. The battery powered transmitter 20 may 

contain a code generator 44 that may be used to create a unique user code. The unique 

user code generated is specifically associated with one wireless digital audio system user, 

and it is the only code recognized by the battery powered headphone receiver 50 operated 

by a particular user. The radio frequency (RF) spectrum utilized (as taken from the 

Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band) may be approximately 2.4 GHz. The 

power radiated by the transmitter adheres to the ISM standard. 

[0010] Particularly, the received spread spectrum signal may be communicated to a 2.4 

GHz direct conversion receiver or module 56. Referring to Figures 1 through 4, the 

spread spectrum modulated signal from transmit antenna 24 may be received by receiving 

antenna 52 and then processed by spread spectrum direct conversion receiver or module 

56 with a receiver code generator 60 that contains the same transmitted unique code, in 

the battery powered receiver 50 headphones. The transmitted signal from antenna 24 

may be received by receiving antenna 52 and communicated to a wideband bandpass 

filter (BPF). The battery powered receiver 50 may utilize embedded fuzzy logic 61 (as 

graphically depicted in Figures 1, 4) to optimize the bit detection of the received user 

code. The down converted output signal of direct conversion receiver or module 56 may 

be summed by receiver summing element 58 with a receiver code generator 60 signal. 

The receiver code generator 60 may contain the same unique wireless transmission of a 

signal code word that was transmitted by audio transmitter 20 specific to a particular 

user. Other code words from wireless digital audio systems 1 0 may appear as noise to 

audio receiver 50. This may also be true for other device transmitted wireless signals 

operating in the wireless digital audio spectrum of digital audio system 10. This code 

division multiple access (CDMA) may be used to provide each user independent audible 

enjoyment. The resulting summed digital signal from receiving summary element 58 and 

direct conversion receiver or module 56 may be processed by a 64-Ary demodulator 62 to 

demodulate the signal elements modulated in the audio transmitter 20. A block de-
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interleaver 64 may then decode the bits of the digital signal encoded in the block 

interleaver 40. Following such, a Viterbi decoder 66 may be used to decode the bits 

encoded by the channel encoder 38 in audio transmitter 20. A source decoder 68 may 

further decode the coding applied by encoder 36. 

[0011] Each receiver headphone 50 user may be able to listen (privately) to high fidelity 

audio music, using any of the audio devices listed previously, without the use of wires, 

and without interference from any other receiver headphone 50 user, even when operated 

within a shared space. The fuzzy logic detection technique 61 used in the receiver 50 

could provide greater user separation through optimizing code division in the headphone 

receiver. 

[0012] The battery powered transmitter 20 sends the audio music information to the 

battery powered receiver 50 in digital packet format. These packets may flow to create a 

digital bit stream rate less than or equal to 1.0 Mbps. 

[0013] The user code bits in each packet may be received and detected by a fuzzy logic 

detection sub-system 61 (as an option) embedded in the headphone receiver 50 to 

optimize audio receiver performance. For each consecutive packet received, the fuzzy 

logic detection sub-system 61 may compute a conditional density with respect to the 

context and fuzziness of the user code vector, i.e., the received code bits in each packet. 

Fuzziness may describe the ambiguity of the high (I)/low (0 or -1) event in the received 

user code within the packet. The fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 may measure the 

degree to which a high/low bit occurs in the user code vector, which produces a low 

probability of bit error in the presence of noise. The fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 

may use a set of if-then rules to map the user code bit inputs to validation outputs. These 

rules may be developed as if-then statements. 

[0014] Fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 in battery-powered headphone receiver 50 

utilizes the if-then fuzzy set to map the received user code bits into two values: a low (0 

or -1) and a high (1). Thus, as the user code bits are received, the "if' rules map the 

signal bit energy to the fuzzy set low value to some degree and to the fuzzy set high value 

to some degree. Figure 4 graphically shows that x-value -1 equals the maximum low bit 
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energy representation and x-value 1 equals the maximum high bit energy representation. 

Due to additive noise, the user code bit energy may have some membership to a low and 

high as represented in Figure 4. The if-part fuzzy set may determine if each bit in the 

user code, for every received packet, has a greater membership to a high bit 

representation or a low bit representation. The more a user code bit energy fits into the 

high or low representation, the closer its subsethood, i.e., a measure of the membership 

degree to which a set may be a subset of another set, may be to one. 

[0015] The if-then rule parts that make up the fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 must 

be followed by a defuzzifying operation. This operation reduces the aforementioned 

fuzzy set to a bit energy representation (i.e., -1 or 1) that is received by the transmitted 

packet. Fuzzy logic detection sub-system 61 may be used in battery-powered headphone 

receiver 50 to enhance overall system performance. 

[0016] The next step may process the digital signal to return the signal to analog or base 

band format for use in powering speaker(s) 75. A digital-to-analog converter 70 (DAC) 

may be used to transform the digital signal to an analog audio signal. An analog low pass 

filter 72 may be used to filter the analog audio music signal to pass a signal in the 

approximate 20 Hz to 20 kHz frequency range and filter other frequencies. The analog 

audio music signal may then be processed by a power amplifier 74 that may be optimized 

for powering headphone speakers 75 to provide a high quality, low distortion audio music 

for audible enjoyment by a user wearing headphones 55. A person skilled in the art 

would appreciate that some of the embodiments described hereinabove are merely 

illustrative of the general principles of the present invention. Other modifications or 

variations may be employed that are within the scope of the invention. Thus, by way of 

example, but not of limitation, alternative configurations may be utilized in accordance 

with the teachings herein. Accordingly, the drawings and description are illustrative and 

not meant to be a limitation thereof. 

[0017] Moreover, all terms should be interpreted in the broadest possible manner 

consistent with the context. In particular, the terms "comprises" and "comprising" should 

be interpreted as referring to elements, components, or steps in a non-exclusive manner, 

indicating that the referenced elements, components, or steps may be present, or utilized, 
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or combined with other elements, components, or steps that are not expressly referenced. 

Thus, it is intended that the invention cover all embodiments and variations thereof as 

long as such embodiments and variations come within the scope of the appended claims 

and their equivalents. 

ABSTRACT 

[0018] A wireless digital audio system includes a portable audio source with a digital 

audio transmitter operatively coupled thereto and an audio receiver operatively coupled 

to a headphone set. The audio receiver is configured for digital wireless communication 

with the audio transmitter. The digital audio receiver utilizes fuzzy logic to optimize 

digital signal processing. Each of the digital audio transmitter and receiver is configured 

for code division multiple access (CDMA) communication. The wireless digital audio 

system allows private audio enjoyment without interference from other users of 

independent wireless digital transmitters and receivers sharing the same space. 
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is found invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction; 
is statutorily disclaimed in whole or terminally disclaimed under 37 CFR 1.321; 
has all claims canceled by a reexamination certificate; 
is reissued; or 
is in any manner terminated prior to the expiration of its full statutory term as presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer. 

Check either box 1 or 2 below, if appropriate. 

1. D For submissions on behalf of a business/organization (e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, 
etc.), the undersigned is empowered to act on behalf of the business/organization. 

I here by declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and 
belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so 
made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false 
statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon. 

2. [2] The undersigned is an attorney or agent of record. Reg. No._5_70_5_4 _____ _ 

** 7 ,684,885; and 7 ,412, 294 /Megan Lyman/ 10/06/2011 
Signature Date 

Megan Lyman 
Typed or printed name 

919 341-4023 
Telephone Number 

D Terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20(d) included. 

WARNING: Information on this form may become public. Credit card information should not 
be included on this form. Provide credit card information and authorization on PT0-2038. 

*Statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b) is required if terminal disclaimer is signed by the assignee (owner). 
Form PTO/SB/96 may be used for making this certification. See MPEP § 324. 

Th1s collect1on of mformat1on IS requ1red by 37 CFR 1.321. The mformat1on IS requ1red to obtam or retam a benefit by the public wh1ch IS to f1le (and by the USPTO 
to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, 
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments 
on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent 
and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS 
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, caii1-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection 
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, 
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the 
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; 
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do 
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to 
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or 
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the 
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from 
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether 
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of 
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to 
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of 
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the 
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the 
record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the 
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of 
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as 
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in 
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the 
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal 
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to 
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, 
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as 
part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management 
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall 
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not 
be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after 
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent 
pursuant to 35 U .S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which 
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an 
issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, 
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential 
violation of law or regulation. 
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7)[8J Claim(s) 1-18 is/are rejected. 
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Application/Control Number: 12/940,747 

Art Unit: 2614 

DETAILED ACTION 

Response to Arguments 

Page 2 

Applicant's arguments filed 02 August 2011 have been fully considered but they 

are not persuasive. 

Applicant states: 

"The present invention was first presented to the Patent Office in 
2001 and must be evaluated at that time point, well before wireless audio 
transmission was commonplace in our current digital society." 

Examiner respectfully disagrees that at this time, wireless digital audio 

transmission was not commonplace in society. Lavelle (U.S. 678,892) filed 27 October 

2000 is one of many issued patents that teaches of wireless digital communication to a 

headset. 

Regarding Applicant's allegations under the section titled "The lntersymbol 

Interference Problem" Applicant provides a lengthy discussion as to how Applicant's 

invention differs from the prior art in correction lSI. However, this lengthy discussion 

about how correction is made in motion, and is quite different form the prior art is 

irrelevant in light of the claim language. The claim only provides for a brief mention of 

lSI reduction, a very simple limitation. For example, Claim 2 includes "a decoder 

operative to decoded applied reduced intersymbol interference coding." This claim is a 

rather vague and broad application of lSI reduction. No where is there a limitation 
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discussing the attempted reduction of an in-motion transmitter communicating a high 

symbol rate (or the other details provided under the discussion section). In fact, 

Applicant's specification is just as brief which is likely why this limitation is so vague and 

broad and the level of detail in the arguments much greater. The specification and 

Claims only provide a brief statement to reduction of intersymbol interference. There is 

no discussion present in the specification regarding the problem of lSI in static and 

mobile systems (as presented in the arguments) and any inferences drawn into the 

claims must be considered in light of this. 

Applicant's arguments, while perhaps persuasive (though not necessarily agreed 

to by the Examiner), are irrelevant in light of what is actually claimed. 

Applicant further alleges: 

It is important to note that Lindemann never discusses lSI. Failure 
to identify the problem of lSI clearly demonstrates that this prior art, 
neither alone nor in combination can even suggest a solution to the 
present invention. Furthermore, Roberts (6,418,558), which is also cited in 
this rejection, does not disclose the reduction of lSI in a mobile transmitter 
and mobile receiver system. Roberts cannot teach or suggest how the 
unique problem of lSI in a mobile system can be attenuated. One of 
ordinary skill would have no motivation to look to these prior art to solve 
the lSI problem in a mobile system as has been accomplished by the 
present invention. 

Examiner respectfully disagrees. Roberts clearly shows that in a Reed-Solomon 

encoder/decoder, lSI is reduced (col. 5 lines 65- 67 and col. 6 lines 1 - 13). The prior 

art need not solve the particular problems with reducing lSI as alleged by Applicant as 

they are not explicitly claimed nor disclosed in the specification. 
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Applicant further alleges: 

The FRJ relies upon the hypothetical scenario that Lindemann 
teaches reduction of lSI within a mobile transmitter/mobile receiver system 
(page 5 of the FRJ states: "Lindemann also includes that the transmission 
stream is created using a Reed-Solomon encoding and interleaver and a 
corresponding decoder in the decoder. Applying these teachings to the 
encoding of the combination discloses: .. , reduced intersymbol interference 
coding"). Reed-Solomon encoding and interleaving may be designed to 
address burst errors, but Lindemann does not teach Reed-Solomon 
encoding and interleaving for the purpose of reducing lSI in a mobile 
transmitter/mobile receiver system. Lindemann is silent about both 
mobility and lSI. 

In response to applicant's arguments against the references individually, one 

cannot show nonobviousness by attacking references individually where the rejections 

are based on combinations of references. See In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 208 

USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981 ); In re Merck & Co., 800 F.2d 1091, 231 USPQ 375 (Fed. Cir. 

1986). 

Applicant attacks the Lindemann reference in this section ignoring its 

combination with the other pieces of prior art and thus ignoring its mobility and lSI. 

Applicant further alleges: 

In fact, paragraph 0050 of Lindemann 2004/0223622, states: "The 
interleaver function performed by the Reed Solomon Encoder and 
lnterleaver with Frame Marker Insertion 407 protects against burst errors 
by scrambling adjacent bits across multiple Reed Solomon encoding 
blocks. This error protection system is a called a concatenated encoder 
with interleaving." (Emphasis added). To be clear, "Reed-Solomon (RS) 
are nonbinary codes which are capable of correcting errors which appear 
in bursts and are commonly used in concatenated coding systems" 
(reference underlined section of Exhibit V text "Wireless Communications 
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Principles & Practice" by T. S. Rappaport). Bursts are the result of an 
additional unintended transmission source (also known as a jammer 
because it may unintentionally jam communications) as described in 
underlined section of Exhibit VI text "Introduction to Spread Spectrum 
Communications" by R.L. Peterson, R.E. Ziemer and D. E. Borth: 
"Jamming strategies which concentrate jamming resources on some 
fraction of the transmitted symbols using either pulsed or partial band 
techniques cause demodulator output errors to occur in bursts." 

To clarify, "FIGURE 10-1. Covert communications process" and 
underlined section of Exhibit VII text "Introduction to Spread Spectrum 
Communications" by R.L. Peterson, R.E. Ziemer, and D.E. Borth states: 
"In any communications operation, there may be several ingredients or 
"players," as illustrated in Figure 1 0-1. First, there are the intended 
communicators, which make use of the transmitter and receiver shown in 
the figure. Second, there may be unintentional sources or jammers." 
Consequently, "These jammers produce bursts of errors .... To counter 
this difficulty, an interleaver is placed between the encoder and the 
modulator and a de-interleaver is placed between the demodulator and 
the decoder" (reference underlined section of Exhibit VIII text "Introduction 
to Spread Spectrum Communications" by R.L. Peterson, R.E. Ziemer, and 
D.E. Borth). 

Again these problems alleged by Applicant are not present in the specification or 

claims. Only a vague and borad recitation of reducing lSI, which, Examiner submits is 

notoriously well known in the field of COMA communication as shown by Roberts. The 

prior art need not solve the particular problems with reducing lSI as alleged by 

Applicant. 

Applicant further alleges: 

Lindemann does not teach a method of" Reed Solomon 
encoding/decoding to reduce lSI" as stated on page 6 of the FRJ. The 
FRJ misinterprets lSI (defined previously above) as interference radiating 
from an outside transmission source (burst errors). Moreover, Roberts is 
silent about reducing lSI within a wireless mobile transmitter/mobile 
receiver system. The rejection relies on a nonenabled hypothetical 
scenario, because neither Lindemann nor Roberts suggest a method of 
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reducing lSI in a wireless mobile transmitter/mobile receiver system. The 
combination of Altstatt, Li, Lindemann (with Roberts) fails to teach or 
suggest the claim language "a decoder operative to decode the applied 
reduced intersymbol interference coding of said original audio signal 
representation." 

A further review of Roberts shows that there is not disclosure of 
Reed- Solomon/Interleaving to reduce lSI (see col. 5 Ins. 62 - 67 and col. 
6 Ins. 1 - 3: "The clock signals for generating the carriers and the symbols 
representing the transmitted data may be locked to each other or 
generated from the same source, to reduce intersymbol interference 
significantly," "Another technique for reducing intersymbol interference is 
the transmission of each symbol with more than 360 degrees of phase in 
one cycle of its carrier, in order to allow some leeway in tracking the phase 
of a channel carrier in a receiving system." And see col. 45 Ins. 9 - 14: 
"Again, a phase discontinuities exist at the ends of the total 405 degree 
phase degrees of this wave. In fact, this characteristic gives the excess
phase improvement an advantage over its primary function of providing a 
guard band for the symbol decoder, for reducing intersymbol interference," 
And see col. 46 Ins. 10- 19: "In the present system, however, it has been 
found that even very small frequency drifts between the 8kHz symbol or 
flame clock and the frequencies of the tones upon which they ride can 
produce significant intersymbol interference and distortion at the receiving 
end. Such drifts tend to destroy the orthogonality of the channel signals 
produced by inverse FFT 140 in FIG. 21. The present system also, 
however, provides a simple, inexpensive way to overcome this problem. 
FIG. 51 shows a portion 4200 of the HOT clock/sync logic in CTSU 54, 
FIG. 3.") 

In each of the above methods to reduce lSI presented by Roberts, 
none of them disclose the use of Reed-Solomon/Interleaving as a solution 
to suppress lSI. In fact, Roberts discloses Reed-Solomon for error 
detection/correction (as previously described above and see col. 6 Ins. 5 -
12: "An embodiment is shown which handles both unencoded parity-type 
detection/correction and more multiple types of more powerful methods, 
such as Reed-Solomon encoding, in a transparent, real-time fashion, by 
packing the data words differently for each case. Moreover, the processor 
loading involved in these error-correction techniques can be spread out in 
time, so that not all channels need to be handled at the same time.") Page 
5 of the FRJ incorrectly states "configure Reed Solomon 
decoding/interleaving to reduce lSI as is shown by Roberts 6,418,558," 
because Roberts does not disclose nor teach such a configuration. 

Examiner respectfully disagrees. Roberts states: 
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Another technique for reducing intersymbol interference is the 
transmission of each symbol with more than 360.degree. of phase in one 
cycle of its carrier, in order to allow some leeway in tracking the phase of a 
channel carrier in a receiving modem. Some applications demand more 
or different error detection and correction capability than others. An 
embodiment is shown which handles both unencoded parity-type 
detection/correction and more multiple types of more powerful methods, 
such as Reed-Solomon encoding ... " 

It is clear that reducing lSI in Reed-Solomon encoding is desirable, and from this 

paragraph known. Thus applying it to Lindemann would follow logically. 

Applicant further alleges: 

It is clear that the degree of lSI becomes more severe in a mobile 
environment (i.e., a mobile transmitter communicating with a mobile 
receiver) given the following: a fading channel exhibits lSI in digital 
communications (reference underlined section of Exhibit IX text 
"Introduction to Spread Spectrum Communications" by R. Peterson, R. 
Ziemer, and D. Borth and referring to the underlined section of Exhibit X 
text "Spread Spectrum Systems With Commercial Applications," Third 
Edition, by Robert C. Dixon, "The rate at which fades occur is a function of 
the rate at which the signal propagation paths change. Infixed-position 
systems, the fading rate is" determined by how fast the environment 
changes. ") Lindemann (who does not address lSI) teaches a fixed
position system (i.e., immobile digital transmitter and immobile digital 
speaker receiver) and Roberts is silent as to mobile systems. Given the 
fact that the rate at which fades occur (fading relative to lSI) is a function 
of the rate at which the signal propagation paths change, and that both the 
transmitter and receiver in the present invention are mobile, it should be 
clear that the propagation paths, or multipath in the present invention, 
create a type of lSI that was not considered in Roberts. 

The teachings ofAitstatt, Li, Lindemann and Roberts do not 
combine to obviate the present invention when taken as a whole. 
Referencing the underlined section of Exhibit XI text "Spread Spectrum 
Systems with Commercial Applications," Third Edition, by Robert C. Dixon: 
"One cannot say, however, that using a spread spectrum signal (e.g., 
COMA) does away with all multi path effects." Emphasis added. One may 
consider Bluetooth as an example of the Altstatt, Li, and Lindemann 
teachings based on the hypothetical scenario presented in the FRJ on 
pages 4 and 5. ("It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the 
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art at the time the invention was made to apply the digital COMA wireless 
communication of Lito replace the FM modulation communication as 
taught by Alstatt. Li clearly teaches the device for use in portable 
implementations such as music and headphone audio reproductions." And 
on page 5 "reducing intersymbol interference for COMA transmission is 
notoriously well known in the art.") 

Again these problems alleged by Applicant are not present in the specification or 

claims. Only a vague and borad recitation of reducing lSI, which, Examiner submits is 

notoriously well known in the field of COMA communication as shown by Roberts. The 

prior art need not solve the particular problems with reducing lSI as alleged by 

Applicant. 

Applicant further alleges: 

At the present time, Bluetooth is known "for use in portable 
implementations such as music and headphone audio reproductions" 
(Reference page 4 of the FRJ). As stated in the underlined section of 
Exhibit XII, Bluetooth Specification Version 1 .OB, page 41 Bluetooth is a 
short-range radio link intended to replace cable(s) connecting portable ... 
electronic devices." (submitted to the USPTO on 08/04/2010 by way of the 
Information Disclosure Statement). The FRJ states that "reducing 
intersymbol interference for COMA transmission is notoriously well known 
in the art," and the combination of Altstatt, Li and Lindemann (including 
Roberts) should lend a reduced lSI solution (for a portable mobile wireless 
system) that is "obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art." 

Respectfully, the following application note provides evidence this 
rejection is in error. The application note (submitted to the USPTO on 
04/14/201 lby way of the Information Disclosure Statement) is "Motorola's 
Bluetooth Solution to Interference Rejection and Coexistence with 802.11" 
and it states on page 1, section 2 (also see page 7, section 4) "The 
Bluetooth channel has unrecoverable Inter Symbol Interference (lSI)." A 
copy of this statement is conveniently located and underlined in Exhibit 
XIII. It is important to note that Motorola's application note was published 
in December of 2001, while the present invention was disclosed to Mr. 
Dennis Beech (the patent prosecution attorney at that time) in June of 
2001 (Please see Exhibit XIV). The application note is, at least, evidence 
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that reducing lSI within a system that contains a mobile transmitter and a 
mobile receiver is not "obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art" nor is it 
"notoriously well known in the art." 

The lSI within Bluetooth, at that time, would not be in an 
"unrecoverable" state if the solution was "obvious to one of ordinary skill in 
the art" or "notoriously well known in the art." The Bluetooth specification 
referenced here (version 1 .OB) was published in December of 1999 and it 
was not until December of 2001 when Motorola proposed a solution to 
reduce lSI in Bluetooth's system. Again it is important to note that the 
solution for reducing lSI in a wireless mobile digital audio 
transmitter/mobile digital audio receiver system was part of the present 
invention prior to the Motorola application note. 

Examiner respectfully disagrees. These arguments are irrelevant in light of the 

prior art used in the rejection of the claims. The references relied upon are not reliant 

upon bluetooth technology and thus, any argument as to why they should fail due to the 

shortcomings of Bluetooth, also should fail. 

In response to the arguments under the section titled Digital Wireless 

Communications and COMA, Examiner points to Lavelle (U.S> 6,678,892). Lavelle 

discloses the COMA communication in a mobile transmitted/receiver configuration, and 

on a smaller scale. Thus, the Examiner submits that it is clear the teachings in Li can 

be applied on the same level as they are directed to COMA communication as well (i.e. 

to Alstatt). 

Applicant further states under the section titled The Direct Conversion Receiver: 

Based on the above disclosures, it is clear that both intended and 
unintended spread spectrum packet signals can appear at the receiver, 
but only the packet with the correct bit sequence is captured by the OCR 
in the present invention ... 
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Of these data delivery types available, the Altstatt/Li combination 
does not disclose or suggest a digital packet format for audio information 
coming from an audio player/source as is included in the claim language 
and does not obviate the invention. 

Examiner submits this is exactly what the COMA communication in the present 

combination does, i.e. listens to all, but receives only those meant for the proper devcie. 

Applicant further alleges: 

The G.729 is a "compression algorithm for voice", "high quality 
audio cannot be transported reliably with this codec" as stated in 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G.729. Paragraph 0018 of application 
10/027,391 discloses high quality audio. The digital packet and audio 
player/source disclosure is seen in Claims 2- 12 of the present invention. 

In response to applicant's arguments against the references individually, one 

cannot show nonobviousness by attacking references individually where the rejections 

are based on combinations of references. See In re Keller, 642 F.2d 413, 208 

USPQ 871 (CCPA 1981 ); In re Merck & Co., 800 F.2d 1091, 231 USPQ 375 (Fed. Cir. 

1986). 

Applicant attacks the citation of G.729 which is present to show that packetized 

audio is present and ignores the nature of the combination to allow for high quality 

music transmission (i.e. Alstatt). 

Applicant further alleges: 

Regarding Claims 1 - 12 of the present invention, the Altstatt/Li 
combination does not disclose a direct conversion receiver (OCR) as 
stated on pages 4 and 7 in the FRJ where Li's elements "(201 )"and 
"(202)" are referenced. There is no teaching or suggestion that Li's items 
201 and 202 ("wideband COMA demodulator") constitute a OCR. The 
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OCR disclosed in the present invention, among other things, performs 
direct down conversion from radio frequency (RF) to baseband (or very 
near baseband), thus, omitting intermediate frequency (I F) down 
conversion components that are often used. The invention utilizes the 
OCR for, among other things, down conversion from RF-to- baseband (or 
very near baseband), eliminating unnecessary IF components, which 
reduces the size and power consumption of the module. The Altstatt/Li 
combination does not teach a OCR nor does it suggest the use of a OCR 
within the invention. Because one of ordinary skill would not be motivated 
in any way by Alstatt and Li to create the present invention with any 
reasonable expectation of success, the obviousness rejection should be 
removed. 

In addition, the use of the OCR in the invention, suppresses 
aliasing noise effects by use of the anti-aliasing filters (typically low pass 
filters or some version thereof) located within the OCR, thus, aiding to 
preserve the fidelity of the transmitted high quality audio signal. The 
Altstatt/Li combination does not teach or suggest a OCR, thus, cannot 
realize the benefits of the claim language% direct conversion module 
configured to capture the packet with the correct bit sequence embedded 
in the received spread spectrum signal" (see Claims 1 - 12). Neither Li, 
Altstatt, nor Lindemann (Lindemann discloses in paragraph 0057 "In the 
RF receiver embodiment of FIG. 3, ... , The RF Downconverter 302 
modulates the RF signal, using a sinusoid generated by the RF VCO 310, 
down to IF frequency. The IF signal is further down modulated by the IF 
Demodulator 303. The output of the IF Demodulator is a complex signal 
consisting of I and Q--real, imaginary--running at the Chip Rate") alone or 
in any combination of the three teach, suggest, or disclose the OCR of the 
present invention. One of ordinary skill would not be motivated or 
anticipate any success by reading the cited prior art to create a system 
containing a OCR to solve reception problems solved in the present 
invention. Claims 1- 12 should be in allowance on the presence of the 
OCR alone. 

Examiner respectfully disagrees and submits that the cited portions of Li meet 

the OCR as claimed. The elements argued by Applicant are not presently claimed and 

thus are irrelevant (i.e. conversion from RF to baseband, thus omitting intermediate 

frequency down conversion components). 
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The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) which forms the basis for all 

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set 
forth in section 1 02 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and 
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the 
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. 
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made. 

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 

USPQ 459 (1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining 

obviousness under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) are summarized as follows: 

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art. 
2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claims at issue. 
3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art. 
4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating 

obviousness or nonobviousness. 

Claims 1 -18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 03(a) as being unpatentable over 

Altstatt (U.S. Patent 5,771 ,441) in view of Li (U.S. Patent 6,781 ,977) and in further view 

of Lindemann (U.S. Patent Application Publication 2004/0223622). 

Regarding Claim 1, Altstatt discloses: 

A wireless audio headphone (Fig. 1) comprising: 
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a portable audio headphone receiver (20) configured to receive an original audio 

signal (communication from 14 to 41) said portable digital audio headphone receiver 

comprising: 

Altstatt fails to explicitly disclose: 

the system as a digital system, 

the receiver configured to receive a unique user code bit sequence and a original 

audio signal representation in the form of packets, 

a direct conversion module configured to capture said packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent COMA communication 

operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (OAC) generating an audio output of said original 

audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output in response to the 

unique user code bit sequence being recognized. 

However, digital COMA transmissions of audio sources to headphones in devices 

was notoriously well known in the art. For Example, Li teaches a system providing 

COMA communication of digital audio to headphone devices; col. 3 lines 20- 33. 

Replacing the FM transmitter/receiver implementation of Alstatt to use the digital 

COMA communication discloses: 
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the system as a digital system (i.e. digital audio; col. 2 lines 48-51 ); also A/0 

conversion; col. 3 line 7); 

the receiver configured to receive a unique user code bit sequence (inherent in 

COMA communication; see attached definition of COMA) and a original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, (packet form met by the G. 729 encoding 

implementation, see col. 4 lines 25 - 33), 

a direct conversion module configured to capture said packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal (201 and 202 to prepare for despreading); 

a digital demodulator configured for independent COMA communication 

operation (202); 

a decoder operative to decode coding of original audio signal representation 

(206); 

a digital-to-analog converter (OAC) generating an audio output of said original 

audio signal representation (0/A portion of 204, signals are input to 204 as digital and 

then output as analog to post processor-205); and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output in response to the 

unique user code bit sequence being recognized (portion 202 of receiving unit 200 that 

matches the inherent code in COMA to initiate de-spreading, i.e. each channel in COMA 

corresponds to a different random sequence, this sequence must be received and 

recognized by receiving unit 200 in order for the device to operate). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the 

invention was made to apply the digital COMA wireless communication of Lito replace 
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the FM modulation communication as taught by Alstatt. Li clearly teaches the device for 

use in portable implementations such as music and headphone audio reproductions. Li 

also teaches the outputs/inputs as standard audio jacks. Furthermore, doing so would 

be simple substitution of one known element (i.e. digital COMA transmitter/receiver) for 

another (i.e. analog FM transmitter) to obtain predictable results (i.e. Alstatt w/ a digital 

transmitter). Additionally, Li discloses a number of advantages of using digital 

communication in col. 6. 

The combination of Altstatt in view of Li fails to explicitly disclose that the decoder 

is operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of original audio signal 

representation. 

However, reducing intersymbol interference in audio coding for COMA 

transmission is notoriously well known in the art. 

Lindemann discloses a device that transmits digital audio between a stereo 

system and a speaker using COMA. Lindemann also includes that the transmission 

stream is created using a Reed-Solomon encoding and interleaver and a corresponding 

decoder in the decoder; Figs. 6 and 8. 

Applying these teachings to the encoding of the combination discloses: 

disclose that the decoder is operative to decode reduced intersymbol 

interference coding of original audio signal representation (Fig. 8 element 802 which is a 

Reed Solomon decoder and lnterleaver; it is known in the art to configure Reed 

Solomon decoding/interleaving to reduce lSI as is shown by Roberts 6,418,558. 

Reducing lSI is a desirable feature to any digital transmission). 
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It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the 

invention was made to include the reed Solomon encoder/decoder in the combinations 

channel encoding. Doing so would have been nothing more than applying a known 

technique to a known device ready for improvement to yield predictable results as: 

1) the prior art contained a base device in the combination's wireless COMA 

headphone set that, when including intersymbol interference reduction, can be seen as 

in improvement; 

2) the prior art contained a known technique (i.e. Reed Solomon 

encoding/decoding to reduce lSI) in a comparable device in Lindemann (i.e. wireless 

audio transmission); And 

3) applying the teachings of Lindemann to the combination of Altstatt in view of Li 

would have been predictable as both operate on wireless COMA communications of 

audio. 

Regarding Claim 2, Altstatt discloses: 

A wireless audio headphone for receipt of an audio music representation signal 

(Fig. 1 ), said wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

a audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured for direct wireless 

communication with a mobile audio transmitter (20 of Fig. 1 ). 

Altstatt fails to explicitly disclose: 

the system as a digital system, 
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the headphone for receipt of a unique user code and a digital audio music 

representation signal in the form of a packet; 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator module configured for independent code division multiple 

access (COMA) communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said audio music representation signal; and 

a digital-to-analog converter (OAC) generating an audio output of said digital 

audio music representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said generated 

audio output, in response to the unique user code bit sequence is being recognized. 

However, digital COMA transmissions of audio sources to headphones in devices 

was notoriously well known in the art. For Example, Li teaches a system providing 

COMA communication of digital audio to headphone devices; col. 3 lines 20- 33. 

Replacing the FM transmitter/receiver implementation of Alstatt to use the digital 

COMA communication discloses: 

the system as a digital system (i.e. digital audio; col. 2 lines 48-51 ); also A/0 

conversion; col. 3 line 7); 

the headphone for receipt of a unique user code (inherent in COMA 

communication; see attached definition of COMA) and a digital audio music 

representation signal in the form of a packet (packet form met by the G.729 encoding 
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implementation, see col. 4 lines 25- 33; also see the discussion of sending the entire 

signal using frames; col 3 lines 9- 11 ); 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal (201 and 202 to prepare for despreading), the 

captured packets corresponding to the unique user code (frames as shown above 

receiving the specific random sequence to the particular channel; see definition of 

COMA); 

a digital demodulator module configured for independent code division multiple 

access (COMA) communication operation (202); 

a decoder operative to decode the coding of said audio music representation 

signal (204); and 

a digital-to-analog converter (OAC) generating an audio output of said digital 

audio music representation signal (0/A portion of 204, signals are input to 204 as digital 

and then output as analog to post processor-205); and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output in response to the 

unique user code bit sequence being recognized (portion 202 of receiving unit 200 that 

matches the inherent code in COMA to initiate de-spreading, i.e. each channel in COMA 

corresponds to a different random sequence, this sequence must be received and 

recognized by receiving unit 200 in order for the device to operate). 

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the 

invention was made to apply the digital COMA wireless communication of Lito replace 

the FM modulation communication as taught by Alstatt. Li clearly teaches the device for 
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use in portable implementations such as music and headphone audio reproductions. Li 

also teaches the outputs/inputs as standard audio jacks. Furthermore, doing so would 

be simple substitution of one known element (i.e. digital COMA transmitter/receiver) for 

another (i.e. analog FM transmitter) to obtain predictable results (i.e. Alstatt w/ a digital 

transmitter). Additionally, Li discloses a number of advantages of using digital 

communication in col. 6. 

The combination of Altstatt in view of Li fails to explicitly disclose that the decoder 

is operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of original audio signal 

representation. 

However, reducing intersymbol interference in audio coding for COMA 

transmission is notoriously well known in the art. 

Lindemann discloses a device that transmits digital audio between a stereo 

system and a speaker using COMA. Lindemann also includes that the transmission 

stream is created using a Seed-Solomon encoding and interleaver and a corresponding 

decoder in the decoder; Figs. 6 and 8. 

Applying these teachings to the encoding of the combination discloses: 

disclose that the decoder is operative to decode reduced intersymbol 

interference coding of original audio signal representation (Fig. 8 element 802 which is a 

Reed Solomon decoder and lnterleaver; it is known in the art to configure Reed 

Solomon decoding/interleaving to reduce lSI as is shown by Roberts 6,418,558. 

Reducing lSI is a desirable feature to any digital transmission). 
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It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the 

invention was made to include the reed Solomon encoder/decoder in the combinations 

channel encoding. Doing so would have been nothing more than applying a known 

technique to a known device ready for improvement to yield predictable results as: 

1) the prior art contained a base device in the combination's wireless COMA 

headphone set that, when including intersymbol interference reduction, can be seen as 

in improvement; 

2) the prior art contained a known technique (i.e. Reed Solomon 

encoding/decoding to reduce lSI) in a comparable device in Lindemann (i.e. wireless 

audio transmission); And 

3) applying the teachings of Lindemann to the combination of Altstatt in view of Li 

would have been predictable as both operate on wireless COMA communications of 

audio. 

Regarding Claim 5, claim 5 is rejected under the same grounds as stated above. 

Additionally, the combination fails to disclose the module as a differential phase shift 

keying (DPSK) module. However, DPSK modulation is notoriously well known to be 

used in COMA communication. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the 

art at the time of the invention to apply the DPSK modulation to the COMA 

implementation of the combination. One would have been motivated to do so to apply a 

known technique (i.e. DPSK) to a known device (COMA transmitter) to yield predictable 

results (i.e. DPSK in COMA, Li is silent as to the type of modulation used and it would 
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have been provided predictable results to use any number of known and obvious 

techniques). 

Claims 3, 4 and 6-18 are rejected under the same grounds stated above as 

well as the corresponding transmitter disclosed in Fig. 1 that corresponds the each of 

the modules disclosed in the receiver disclosed in flg.1 as applied to the receiver claims 

above. Furhter, it is noted that the source is directly communicable with the mobile 

receiver as can be seen in Alstatt's communication between 14 and 24. 

Conclusion 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Andrew C. Flanders whose telephone number is 

(571 )272-7516. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8:30- 5:00. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Curtis Kuntz can be reached on (571) 272-7 499. The fax phone number for 

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

I Andrew C Flanders/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2614 
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RESPONSE TO THE OFFICE ACTION DATED 11/14/2011 

Response to the Areuments Posed in The Present Office Action 

It states on page 2 of the present Office Action ("OA'') that: "Lavelle (U.S. 6,678,892) 

filed 27, October 2000 is one of many issued patents that teaches of wireless digital 

communication to a headset." The applicant would like to point out that Lavelle 

does not teach wireless digital communication between an in-motion digital audio 

transmitter and in-motion digital audio receiver (e.g., a headset) as is claimed in the 

present invention.1 Lavelle teaches a vehicle in-motion and within that vehicle 

exists a headset and transmitter mounted to the vehicle's body.2 So while wireless 

transmission may have been conceived of in 2000, wireless transmission with an in

motion audio receiver and transmitter was not commonplace. 

The Applicant does not ignore Altstatt that in pointing out that G.729 is a 

compression algorithm unequipped to transmit high quality audio (see page 10 of 

the OA). The argument provided by the Applicant is salient as the algorithm of 

G.729 could not be combined with the portable audio device of Altstatt to create a 

functioning unit. 

As to the argument pertaining to intersymbol interference (lSI), it should be 

clarified that Lindemann applies Reed-Solomon encoding/decoding for the purpose 

of detecting and correcting errors after a signal has been received. 3 The OA also 

1 Parent application 10/027,391 to the present invention states: "Such use includes 

the portable player systems such as cassette tape players that may be used during 

exercising as for example running." 

2 See column 10, lines 11-15 of Lavelle, which state: "the entertainment unit being 

mounted against the interior roof of the vehicle, the entertainment unit may also be 

mounted against the front portion of the vehicle or a combination of the roof and the 

front portion of the vehicle." 

3 Lindemann paragraph 0061 states: "Each transmission frame is Reed Solomon 

decoded to generate fully error corrected Transmission Frames." 

1 
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recites Roberts (U.S. Patent No. 6,418,558) on page 7 to support the teaching of 

Reed-Solomon as an acceptable method of error detection.4 Reed-Solomon, as 

referenced by Lindemann and Roberts, is directed toward detecting and correcting 

the errors within a received signal, (i.e., after the presence of a signal is detected, the 

signal is then analyzed for errors within the signal and then the errors are 

corrected). In stark contrast, the present invention reduces lSI for, among other 

things, lowering the error in detecting the presence of the signal in the receiver.5 

The whole process of signal authentication in the present invention may be viewed 

as a three-step procedure: 

(1) detect the presence of the correct signal (present invention), 

(2) determine if any anomalies exist within the captured signal i.e., 

error detection (Reed-Solomon) and 

(3) correct the anomalies within the signal that have been identified 

i.e., error correction (Reed-Solomon). 

Reed-Solomon is clearly defined on page 4 of the OA as "nonbinary codes, which are 

capable of correcting errors." Reed-Solomon does not teach or suggest the novel 

way of reducing intersymbol interference as utilized in the present invention. To 

use a rough analogy, if there were two solutions of getting from point A to point B, 

Reed Solomon would be a car and the present invention would be a jet. No one 

would argue that a car would obviate a jet, each's individual function, problem 

4 "Some applications demand more error detection and correction capability than 

others. An embodiment is shown which handles both unencoded parity-type 

detection/correction and more multiple types of more powerful methods, such as 

Reed-Solomon encoding .... "(emphasis added). 

5 Paragraph 0013 of parent application 10/027,391 states: "An encoder 36 may be 

used to reduce intersymbol interference (lSI) ... The reduction of lSI may lower the 

probability of a signal detection error in the audio receiver."). 

2 
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solving and utility are disparate, just as Reed-Solomon is to the lSI solution used in 

the present invention. 

Response to the Rejection of Claims 1-18 Under 35 U.S.C. 103 

A finding of obviousness requires that "the differences between the subject matter 

sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole 

would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having 

ordinary skill in the art to which the subject matter pertain." 35 U.S.C. §103(a). In 

KSR Int'l Co. v. Telejlex, Inc., 127 S. Ct. 1727, 82 USPQ2d 1385 (2007), the Supreme 

Court stated that the following factors set forth in Graham v. john Deere Co., 383 U.S. 

1, 148 USPQ 459 (1966) control an obviousness inquiry: (1) the scope and content 

of the prior art; (2) the differences between the prior art and the claimed invention; 

(3) the level of ordinary skill in the art; and ( 4) objective evidence of 

nonboviousness. KSR, 12 7 S. Ct. at 1734, 82 USPQ2d at 1388 (quoting Graham, 383 

U.S. at 17-18,14 USPQat467). 

The KSR Court affirmed that it is "important to identify a reason that would have 

prompted a person of ordinary skill in the relevant field to combine the elements in 

the way the claimed new invention does ... because inventions in most, if not all, 

instances rely upon building blocks long since uncovered, and claimed discoveries 

almost of necessity will be combinations of what, in some sense, is already known." 

KSR, 127 S. Ct. at 1741, 82 USPQ2d at 1396. Once the Graham factors have been 

addressed, the Examiner may apply the TSM test, asking whether (l) a teaching, 

suggestion or motivation exists in the prior art to combine the references cited, and 

(2) one skilled in the art would have a reasonable expectation of success. See USPTO 

Guidelines at 57534. 

Further, in order to establish prima facie obviousness of a claimed invention, all the 

claim limitations must be taught or suggested by the prior art. In re Royka, 490 F.2d 

981, 180 USPQ 580 (CCPA 1974). Additionally, in considering a prior art reference, 

the reference must be considered in its entirety, i.e., as a whole, including portions 

3 
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that would lead away from the claimed invention. WL. Gore &Associates, Inc. v. 

Garlock. Inc., 721 F.2d 1540,220 USPQ 303 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 

851 (1984). A prior art reference is only appropriate where the "invention as a 

whole would be obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the field." In re Kumar, 418 

F.3d 1361, 76 USPQ2d 1048, 1053 (Fed. Cir. 2005). Moreover, it is improper to 

combine references where the references teach away from their combination. In re 

Grasselli, 713 F.2d 731,743,218 USPQ 769,779 (Fed. Cir. 1983). Indeed, "an 

applicant may rebut a prima facie case of obviousness by showing that the prior art 

teaches away from the claimed invention in any material respect." In re Peterson, 

315 F.3d 1325, 1331 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (Emphasis added). In making an obviousness 

rejection, Examiners must provide evidence and clear argument as to how the prior 

art suggests the invention. Sud-Chemie v. Multisorb Techs., 554 F. 3d 1001 (Fed. Cir. 

2009). 

Summary 

The applicant is well aware that the prior art is taken as a whole, as is cited above, in 

the rejections posed. It is in this light that the Applicant respectfully urges the 

Examiner to review this invention. As is outlined in detail below, the prior art in 

combination do not teach or suggest the present invention and provide no 

motivation for one of ordinary skill to combine and solve the novel problems posed 

by a mobile system working with a single mobile transmitter and a single mobile 

receiver in a space containing other transmissions in the digital wireless spectrum. 

Li teaches the necessity of intermediate links, such as, a base station to transmit 

wireless digital audio, thus removing the Li/ Altstatt combination that is cited for 

teaching a base device in the combination's wireless CDMA headphone set. The 

Reed-Solomon technique of reducing interference is inapplicable and founded on a 

disparate approach to reducing interference, removing Lindemann as prior art for 

teaching the reduction of intersymbol interference in a comparable device. Thus, 

there is nothing predictable about the present invention's functioning of high 

fidelity transmission and reception of digital audio directly between one transmitter 

4 
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and one receiver in the presence of other users, and the rejections should be 

removed (see page 16 ofthe OA). 

Amendments to the Claims 

Claims 1-4 and 9-18 have been amended to state that the reduction of lSI, among 

other things, is used to aid in "lowering signal detection error." This addition is 

supported Paragraph 0013 of parent application 10/027,391 that states: "An 

encoder 36 may be used to reduce intersymbol interference (lSI) .... The reduction 

of lSI may lower the probability of a signal detection error in the audio receiver." 

Claims 5-9 as well as 15 and 17 have also been amended to include the language 

"fuzzy set membership functionality to enhance detection of said unique user code" 

(as supported by Patent 7,865,258 column 3 lines 56- 67 and column 4lines 1- 5). 

The Applicant respectfully requests that the amendments be entered at this time. 

The Combination of Altstatt and Li Cannot Obviate the Present Invention 

The shortcomings of Altstatt enumerated above are alleviated by the combination of 

Li in the OA as discussed above. In particular, in the rejection of Claim 1 there are 

many shortcomings of Altstatt, namely that it does not disclose a: (1) digital system, 

(2) a receiver that can receive unique user code bit sequence and an original audio 

signal representation in the form of packets, (3) a direct conversion module 

configured to capture the packets embedded in the received spread spectrum signal, 

( 4) a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA communication, (5) a 

decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding or original 

audio signal representation, (6) a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio 

output of said original audio signal representation, and (7) a module adapted to 

reproduce said generated audio output in response to unique user code bit 

sequence being recognized.6 An eighth missing characteristic could be added, 

namely, that Altstatt uses a knob for the user to adjust to minimize interference in a 

channel. Altstatt alone cannot suggest the present invention. 

6 See page 13 of the current Office Action. 

5 
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At least seven essential elements of the present invention are identified by the 

Examiner as not taught or suggested by Altstatt. The rejection relies on the 

interjection of Lito teach CDMA digital transmission, and on Lindemann to reduce 

intersymbol interference. Similar arguments can be applied to claims 2-17. Altstatt 

can only be arguably applied to teach a (1) a wireless audio headphone for the 

receipt of an audio music representation signal and (2) an audio receiver, capable of 

mobile operation, configured for direct wireless communication with a mobile audio 

transmitter. Although, in contrast to the present invention, Altstatt requires the 

user to manually suppress unintended interference (Altstatt column ?lines 6-8). 

The present invention necessitates a great deal of added complexity in its additional 

elements to achieve a novel wireless digital audio system as is described in each of 

the Claims. For each Claim, the OA rejections are based on Altstatt in combination 

with Li and Lindemann. 

However, the combination of Altstatt and Li does not teach or suggest the present 

invention. This has been discussed previously, for example, on page 2 of the August 

4, 2010 of the Applicant's response to the Final Rejection dated 06/07/2010. The 

Examiner understands that Altstatt does not disclose a direct one-to-one digital 

transmitter-to-headphone communication link, thus, it should also be understood 

that Altstatt cannot realize the benefits of such a digital link as asserted."7 

Moreover, Li clearly discloses a cellular communication system.8 A CDMA cellular 

7 The Examiner's understanding is evidenced in the Office Action Mailed 08-09-

2005, page 6: "However the system of Altstatt is an analog transmission system that, 

in operation, lacks the benefits of a digitally encoded and transmitted audio signal" 

and Office Action Mailed 05-17-2006, page 6 and Office Action Mailed 10-02-2006, 

page 10: "However, the system of Altstatt an analog transmission system that, 

operation lacks the benefits digitally encoded and transmitted audio signal." 

8 Li column 1lines 57- 63 "CDMA digital cellular communications system ... ," See 

also Li column 6lines 55- 62 "IMT 2000 ... IS95 ... CDMA 2000. IMT 2000, IS95 

and CDMA 2000 are all cellular (i.e., cell phone) standards and each requires the 

6 
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network is a time-synchronous system that requires intermediate links (not a one

to-one direct link), for example, a cell phone tower between end-to-end 

transmission and reception to suppress interference. 

The instant OA asserts: "It would be obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the 

time the invention was made to apply the digital CDMA wireless communication of 

Lito replace the FM modulation communication as taught by Altstatt." (see pgs. 14-

15). Claims 1-4 and 8-18 of the present invention specifically disclose a direct one

to-one transmitter /receiver communication link9 that the Altstatt/Li combination 

cannot teach or suggest. A close review of Altstatt/Li combination reveals that 

intermediate equipment (or steps) is required for the transmitter and headphone 

receiver to communicate. For example, the Altstatt/Li system must wirelessly 

transmit audio (Altstatt) to, at least, a base station and/or a cell phone tower (Li) 

prior to the receiver headphone receiving the audio. 

Any attempt to eliminate the intermediate base station and/or cell phone tower 

would cause interference resulting from unintended transmission sources. In 

contrast claim language in the present invention states: "said audio having been 

wirelessly transmitted and reproduced virtually free from interference from device 

transmitted signals operating in the ... spectrum." The Examiner has approved this 

language in the past. Item 3 of the Advisory Action dated 07/27/2011 submits that 

centralized control of a base station for operation. Li's centralized control base 

station system does not disclose a direct one-to-one transmitter-to-headphone 

communication link." 

9 For example, the in-motion transmitter/in-motion receiver embodiment language 

of Claim 2: "a digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured for 

direct digital wireless spread spectrum communication with a mobile digital audio 

transmitter." 

7 
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the language of "direct communication" (or "directly communicable") adheres to a 

one-to-one architecture embodiment.10 

Figure 9.1 "Block diagram of a cellular system" of Exhibit I is submitted, as a visual 

aid, to exemplify the architecture required to "apply the communication of Lito 

replace the FM modulation communication as taught by Altstatt" (without 

interference from unintended transmission sources). Moreover, the present 

invention is, among other things, related to a time-asynchronous system. Some 

differences between a CDMA Cellular time-synchronous system and a time

asynchronous system are detailed in section 2.1 "Imperfect Orthogonality of CDMA 

Codes" on page 155 of Exhibit II. The reference clearly discloses the problems that 

exist when attempting to substitute the CDMA cellular time-synchronous system 

equipment for time-asynchronous system equipment (as stated on page 19 of the 

OA "simple substitution of one known element ... for another ... to obtain 

predictable results"). 

Because Altstatt and Li cannot be combined to produce a useable and functioning 

device to transmit audio wirelessly virtually free of interference, Altstatt/Li 

combination fails to teach or suggest the present invention. As this combination is 

relied upon to reject all claims in the present invention, it is respectfully requested 

that the rejections be removed and the application be allowed. The current 

amendments to the claims do not change the scope or the analysis of the Altstatt/Li 

combination. 

10 Item 3 of the Advisory Action states: "Previous they were only communicable, no 

direct requirement was present. The previous interpretation allowed for 

intermittent steps during communication while the new limitations preclude this 

interpretation." 

8 
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The addition of Lindemann to the Altstatt/Li Combination does not Obviate 

Claims Directed to the Reduction oflntersymbol Interference 

This section addresses the arguments raised on page 15 of the OA. Namely, it is 

asserted by the Examiner that: ''The combination of Altstatt in view of Li fails to 

explicitly disclose that the decoder is operative to decode reduced intersymbol 

interference coding." Lindemann is added into the combination and relied upon for 

the disclosure of Reed-Solomon encoding/decoding as described in Roberts. The 

problem with this is that Reed-Solomon encoding/decoding does not reduce 

interference for the same purpose or in the same manner as the reduction of 

intersymbol interference in the present invention. In fact, Reed-Solomon functions 

so disparately, that it could not teach or motivate the reduction of intersymbol 

interference in the present invention. 

Simply, the combination of Altstatt, Li and Lindemann, does not teach or suggest the 

present invention. The combination provides no motivation to one skilled in the art 

to create the present invention as disclosed. As previously stated, claims 1-4 and 8-

18 include language of direct communication, whereas Altstatt with Li necessarily 

rely on an intermediate cellular communication architecture to wirelessly link (end

to-end) a transmitter with a receiver for the purpose of communicating audio 

without interference from unintended transmitter devices. Moreover, Altstatt, Li 

and Lindemann do not teach or suggest the reduction of lSI for, among other things, 

lowering the error in detecting the presence of the signal in the receiver (as pointed 

out previously). None of the cited prior art contemplates lSI. And as previously 

discussed, Lindemann utilizes Reed-Solomon for the purpose of detecting and 

correcting errors within a received signal, not for detecting the presence of the signal 

(as stated in the specification and claims). The Applicant is not arguing that 

Lindemann is not solving a particular problem through use of Reed-Solomon. The 

Applicant is merely attempting to provide an understanding that Lindemann 

approaches his particular problem in such a disparate fashion to the present 

invention that Lindemann could not teach or suggest to one of ordinary skill how to 

9 
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solve interference in the unique and superior fashion presented in the claims of the 

instant application. It is clear that the prior art in combination cannot obviate the 

present inventions, the rejections should be removed and the application placed 

into allowance. 

DSPK is Not Notoriously well Known to be Used in CDMA Communication 

Page 20 of the OA states: "DPSK modulation is notoriously well known to be used in 

CDMA communication." The Applicant respectfully disagrees that the benefits of 

DPSK are well known within the present invention as applied in this rejection to 

Claim 5. The wireless digital audio system of the present application that consists 

of, among other things, independent CD MA wireless communication of high quality 

audio (from an audio player) between a mobile transmitter and mobile receiver in 

direct communication, reducing lSI, utilizing a packet format, and lowering the error 

in detecting a signal while suppressing unintended transmissions within the 

wireless spectrum. This apparatus is novel in light of all of the prior art and is 

patentable. 

These explanations remove the obviousness arguments for all remaining Claims 1-

18 and. Thus, it is respectfully requested that for at least the reasons provided 

above, the prior art references are deficient in providing the present invention 

solution, and the remaining Claims should be in allowance. 

Moreover, the Applicant would like to state that any other arguments made by the 

Examiner and not explicitly addressed in this response are not agreed to by the 

Applicant (e.g., the rejection to packet form for obviousness, DCR, etc). Silence as to 

any arguments made by the Examiner is not an assent to those arguments; the 

Applicant respectfully asserts that all claims in their present condition are allowable 

and patentable. 

10 
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If there are any questions, concerns, or actions that can be taken to expedite the 

processing of this application, please do not hesitate to contact the Applicant's 

representative. 

December 15, 2011 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Megan E. Lyman, Registration No. 57,054 
1816 Silver Mist Ct. 
Raleigh, NC 27613 
melyman@lymanpatents.com 
(919) 341-4023 (phone) 
(919) 341-0271 (fax) 
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COMA-Based MAC Protocol for Wireless Ad Hoc Networks * 

Alaa Muqattash and Marwan Krunz 

Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
The Unniversity of Arizona 

Tucson, Arizona 85719 

alaa,krunz@ece.arizona.edu 

ABSTRACT 
We propose a CDMA-based power controlled medium access 
protocol for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). Unlike 
previously proposed protocols, ours accounts for the mul
tiple access interference (MAI), thereby addressing the no
torious near-far problem that undermines the throughput 
performance in MANETs. Channel-gain information ob
tained from overheard RTS and CTS packets over an out
of-band control channel is used to dynamically bound the 
transmission power of mobile terminals in the vicinity of 
a receiver. By properly estimating the required transmis
sion power for data packets, the proposed protocol allows 
for interference-limited simultaneous transmissions to take 
place in the neighborhood of a receiving terminal. Simula
tion results indicate that compared to the IEEE 802.11 ap
proach, the proposed protocol achieves a significant increase 
in network throughput at no additional cost in energy con
sumption. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless Com
munication; C.2.2 [Network Protocols] 

General Terms 
Algorithm, Design, Performance 

Keywords 
Ad hoc networks, CDMA, multi-access interference, near-far 
problem, power control, code assignment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) have recently been 

the topic of extensive research. The interest in such net
works stems from their ability to provide a temporary wire
less networking capability in scenarios where fixed infras
tructures are lacking and are expensive or infeasible to de
ploy (e.g., disaster relief efforts, battlefields, etc.). While 
wide deployment of MANETs is yet to come, many efforts 
are currently underway to standardize protocols for the op
eration and management of such networks [26, 2]. 

One of the fundamental challenges in MANETs research is 
how to increase the overall network throughput while main
taining low energy consumption for packet processing and 
communications. The low throughput is attributed to the 
harsh characteristics of the radio channel combined with the 
contention-based nature of medium access control (MAC) 
protocols commonly used in MANETs. The focus of this 
paper is on improving the network throughput of a MANET 
by means of a CDMA-based design of the MAC protocol. 
Compared to the DCF (Distributed Coordination Function) 
mode of the IEEE 802.11 standard [3], which is currently the 
de facto MAC protocol for MANETs, our MAC protocol is 
shown to achieve a significant increase in network through
put for the same or less energy consumption per delivered 
packet. 

CDMA is based on spread spectrum (SS) techniques, in 
which each user occupies the entire available bandwidth. 
At the transmitter, a digital signal of bandwidth, say B1 
bits/sec, is spread using (i.e., multiplied by) a pseudo-random 
noise (PN) code of bandwidth, say B2 bits/sec (B2/ B1 » 1 
is called the processing gain). The PN code is a binary 
sequence that statistically satisfies the requirement of a ran
dom sequence, but that can be exactly reproduced at the 
intended receiver through precise mathematical rules. Us
ing a locally generated PN code, the receiver de-spreads the 
received signal, recovering from it the original information. 
The enhancement in performance obtained from spreading 
the signal makes it possible for several, independently coded 
signals to occupy the same channel bandwidth, provided that 
each signal has a distinct PN code. This type of communi
cation in which each transmitter-receiver pair has a distinct 
PN code for transmitting over a common channel is called 
CDMA [24]. 

Due to its superior characteristics, CDMA has been the 
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access technology of choice in cellular systems, including the 
recently adopted 3G systems [22]. In such systems, CDMA 
has been shown to provide up to six times the capacity of 
TDMA- or FDMA-based solutions [12]. This throughput 
gain comes along with other desirable features, including 
graceful signal degradation, multipath resistance, inherent 
frequency diversity, and interference rejection. It is, there
fore, of no surprise that CDMA is being considered for ad 
hoc networks. Interestingly, the IEEE 802.11 standard uses 
SS techniques at the physicallayer1

, but only to mitigate the 
impact of the harsh wireless channel. More specifically, in 
the 802.11 protocol all transmitted signals are spread using 
a common PN code, precluding the possibility of multiple 
concurrent transmissions in the a vicinity of a receiver. This 
situation is exemplified in Figure 1, where the transmissions 
A ---+ B and C ---+ D cannot take place at the same time. 

B A ,•---· 

Figure 1: Example showing the low throughput of 
the 802.11 scheme (only one transmission can take 
place at a time). 

1.2 Code Assignment and Spreading Protocol 
Issues 

Enabling CDMA-based solutions for MANETs is fraught 
with challenges, which are essentially related to the absence 
of centralized control (i.e., a base station). First, a code 
assignment protocol is needed to assign distinct codes to dif
ferent terminals. This problem is trivial in small networks, 
but becomes acute in large networks where the number of 
PN codes is smaller than the number of terminals2

, neces
sitating spatial reuse of the PN codes. Several code assign
ment protocols have been previously proposed (e.g., [14, 4, 
11]). In general, these protocols attempt to assign codes to 
nodes with the constraint that all neighbors of a node have 
different PN codes [14]. 

Besides the code assignment protocol, a spreading-code 
protocol is also needed to decide which codes to use for packet 
transmission and for monitoring the channel in anticipation 
of a packet reception [30]. Such a protocol can be receiver
based, transmitter-based, or a hybrid. In a receiver-based 
protocol, the transmitter uses the code of the intended re
ceiver to spread the packet, while an idle terminal constantly 
monitors its own code. This approach simplifies the re-

1 Both direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) and fre
quency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) are included in 
the IEEE 802.11 specifications. However, since DSSS has 
more desirable properties than FHSS, it has been favored in 
recent wireless standards, including IS-95. Accordingly, our 
focus in this paper is on DSSS techniques. 
2The number of codes is usually constrained by the available 
spectrum and the required information data rate [29]. 
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ceiver's circuitry because the receiver does not have to mon
itor the whole code set. Unfortunately, primary collisions 
are still possible, even under a correct code assignment (a 
primary collision involves two or more transmissions that 
are spread using the same code). For example, consider 
two non-neighboring nodes A and C that have two differ
ent codes. These nodes may have a common neighbor, say 
B, with its own code. A primary collision may occur if 
nodes A and C simultaneously attempt to transmit to node 
B using B's code3

. The only way to guarantee that pri
mary collisions cannot happen is to use different codes for 
different, concurrently transmitted signals (not nodes). An
other disadvantage of the receiver-based approach is that a 
broadcast requires the transmitter to unicast the message to 
each receiver. In a transmitter-based spreading protocol, a 
transmission code is assigned to each terminal, and receivers 
must be able to monitor the activity on the whole set of PN 
codes. The advantage of this approach is that primary col
lisions cannot happen. In addition, broadcast is inherently 
supported. However, the drawback is that the receiver cir
cuitry is very complex and expensive. Various hybrids of the 
above two approaches are also possible. For example, the 
authors in [30] proposed two hybrid schemes: the common
transmitter-based protocol and the receiver-transmitter-based 
protocol. In the first protocol, the fields in the packet header 
that contain the source and destination addresses are spread 
using a common code, while the rest of the packet is spread 
using the transmitter's code. An idle terminal constantly 
monitors the common code. Upon recognizing its address 
in the destination field, the listening terminal switches to 
the code of the transmitting node to receive the rest of the 
packet. The receiver-transmitter-based works similarly, but 
with the common code replaced with the receiver's code. 

1.3 Goals and Paper Contributions 
Several CDMA-based MAC protocols for MANETs have 

been proposed in the literature (e.g., [30, 15, 19, 11, 16]). 
These protocols, in general, are based on random channel 
access, whereby a terminal with a packet to transmit can 
proceed immediately with its transmission (starting, possi
bly, with an RTS/CTS exchange), irrespective of the state 
of the channel. We refer to such schemes as random access 
CDMA (RA-CDMA). Under appropriate code assignment 
and spreading-code schemes, RA-CDMA protocols are guar
anteed to be free of primary collisions. However, as explained 
in details in Section 2, the nonzero cross-correlations be
tween different CDMA codes can induce multi-access inter
ference (MAI), resulting in secondary collisions at a receiver 
(collisions between two or more transmissions that use differ
ent CDMA codes). In the literature, this problem is known 
as the near-far problem [23]. As shown in Section 2, the 
near-far problem can cause a significant reduction in network 
throughput, and hence cannot be overlooked when designing 
CDMA-based MAC protocols for MANETs. Accordingly, the 
main goal of this paper is to provide a CDMA-based MAC 
solution for MANETs that addresses the near-far problem. 
In our protocol, the transmission powers are dynamically ad
justed such that the MAI at any receiver is not strong enough 

3 Note, however, that if the received power of one signal is 
much greater than the other, then capture is still possible 
and the stronger signal can still be received correctly. 
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to cause a secondary collision. As indicated in our simula
tions, this results in a significant improvement in network 
throughput at no additional cost in energy consumption. In 
fact, the proposed protocol is shown to achieve some energy 
saving compared to the 802.11 scheme. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first attempt to address the near-far 
problem in the design of MAC protocols for MANETs. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec
tion 2, we explain the near-far problem in detail and show 
its adverse effect on the throughput performance. Section 3 
provides an overview of related CDMA-based protocols for 
MANETs. The proposed protocol is presented in Section 4, 
followed by simulation results and discussion in Section 5. 
Finally, our main conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 

2. THENEAR-FARPROBLEMINRA-CDMA 

2.1 Imperfect Orthogonality of CDMA Codes 
The roots of the near-far problem lies in the fact that un

like FDMA and TDMA channels which can be completely or
thogonal, CDMA codes suffer from nonzero cross-correlation 
between codes. When a CDMA receiver de-spreads a sig
nal, it effectively computes the cross-correlation between the 
signal and a locally generated PN sequence. If this PN se
quence is identical to the one used to spread the signal at the 
transmitter (i.e., the message is intended to this receiver), 
cross-correlation computations restore the original informa
tion data. Otherwise, such computations result in either a 
zero or a nonzero value, depending on whether the system 
is synchronous or asychnronous. 

A system is called time-synchronous if all signals originate 
from the same transmitter, as in the case of the downlink of 
a cellular CDMA network4. In here, synchrony is manifested 
in two ways. First, different transmissions that are intended 
for different receivers will have a common time reference. 
Second, from the viewpoint of a given mobile terminal, all 
signals (intended or not) propagate through the same paths, 
and thus suffer the same time delays. In synchronous sys
tems, it is possible to design completely orthogonal spreading 
codes. In fact, in the IS-95 standard for cellular CDMA net
works [24], each user of the channel is assigned a Hadamard 
(or Walsh) code. These codes are orthogonal and are used 
to "channelize" the available bandwidth. 

On the other hand, a system is called time-asynchronous 
if signals originate from multiple transmitters, as in the case 
of the uplink of cellular networks and also in MANETs. The 
reasons behind the naming are twofold. First, since signals 
originate from different transmitters, it is generally not fea
sible to have a common time reference for all the transmis
sions that arrive at a receiver. Second, these transmissions 
propagate through different paths; thus, they suffer different 
time delays [25]. In an asynchronous system, it is not pos
sible to design spreading codes that are orthogonal for all 
time offsets [24]. In this case, the cross-correlation between 
codes cannot be neglected. In fact, codes that are orthogo
nal in synchronous systems (e.g., Hadamard codes) exhibit 
high cross-correlation when not perfectly synchronized. In-

4Mathematically, it is possible to have multiple transmitters 
and have a synchronous system. However, in practice, it 
is difficult to achieve perfect synchronization between those 
transmitters. 
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stead, PN codes that are designed specifically to have low 
cross-correlation are used. 

While the code design problem is crucial in determin
ing the system performance, of greater importance is the 
problem of nonzero cross-correlation of the PN codes [23]. 
Unintended transmissions add nonzero MAI during the de
spreading at a receiver. The near-far problem is a severe 
consequence of MAI, whereby a receiver who is trying to de
tect the signal of the ith transmitter may be much closer in 
distance to, say, the jth transmitter than the ith transmitter. 
When all transmission powers are equal, the signal from the 
jth transmitter will arrive at the receiver in question with 
a sufficiently larger power than that of the ith transmitter, 
causing incorrect decoding of the ith transmission (i.e., a 
secondary collision). 

2.2 Impact of the MAl Problem 
We now elaborate on the performance implications of the 

MAI problem. Consider the reception of a packet at termi

nal i. Let P6i) be the average received power of the desired 
signal at the ith terminal. Suppose that there are K inter
fering transmissions with received powers Pj, j = 1, ... , K. 
The quality ofthe intended reception is adequately measured 
by the effective bit energy-to-noise spectral density ratio at 
the detector, denoted by p,(i). For an asynchronous direct
sequence BPSK system, p,(i) is given by [31, 27] 5

: 

(1) 

where W is the processing gain and P,o is the Eb/Noeff ra
tio at the detector in the absence of interference. As the 
interfering power increases, p,(i) decreases, and the bit error 
probability increases. As an example, consider a CDMA sys
tem that uses BPSK modulation and a convolutional code 
with rate 1/2, constraint length 7, and soft decision Viterbi 
decoding. Let W = 100. To achieve a bit error probabil
ity of 10-6

, the required Eb/Noeff is 5.0 dB [24]. Ignoring 
the thermal noise and using (1), the total interference power 
must satisfy: 

K 

L_ Pj 
j=l 

p(i) 
0 

::; 47.43 (2) 

Transmitters are, in general, situated at different distances 
from the receiver. Suppose that the transmission powers are 
fixed and equal. Consider the case of one interferer (K = 1) 
at distance d1 from the receiver. Let do be the distance 
between the receiver and the intended transmitter. Using 
the two-ray propagation model for terrestrial communica
tions (power loss ~ 1/d4), it is easy to show that to satisfy 
the required bit error rate, we must have d1 2: 0.38do. So 
if there is only one interferer that is at distance less than 
0.38 do from the receiver, reliable communication will not be 
possible (i.e., a secondary collision will occur). 

5 Assuming truly random sequences of a rectangular chip 
pulses and using a Gaussian approximation with constant 
but unequal powers. 
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The above example shows that the near-far problem can 
severely affect packet reception, and consequently, network 
throughput. A good measure of network throughput is given 
by the expected forward progress (EFP) per transmission, 
defined as the product of the local throughput of a terminal 
and the distance between the transmitter and the receiver 
[31]. The EFP was derived in [31] for multihop RA-CDMA 
networks, assuming a slotted system and Poisson distributed 
terminals in the 2D space. Let p be the probability that a 
terminal is transmitting a packet in a given time slot (i.e., 
the per-node load) and let L be the number of nodes that 
are within a circle centered at the transmitter and of radius 
that equals the transmitter-receiver separation distance. A 
scaled version of the EFP is plotted in Figure 2 as a function 
of p for various values of L. The figure shows that the EFP 
initially increases with p up to some point, say p*, beyond 
which the EFP starts to decrease rapidly with p. This says 
that the channel becomes unstable when the load exceeds p*, 
which is caused by the increase in the number of transmitted 
packets beyond the multiple access capability of the system. 
Our goal is to design a CDMA-based MAC protocol that 
prevents this rapid degradation in network throughput. 

I 01 

~ 008 

~ 
8' 
a: 006 

l t.ii 004 

Probability of Transmission 

Figure 2: Throughput performance versus load in 
RA-CDMA networks. 

3. RELATED WORK 
In [30] the addresses part of the packet are spread using 

the common code, while the rest of the packet is spread 
using the transmitter-based approach. A receiver notes the 
address of the source terminal and uses this address to switch 
to the corresponding code. In [15] the authors proposed the 
coded tone sense protocol, in which K busy tones are asso
ciated with K spreading codes. During packet reception on 
a certain code, the receiving station broadcasts the corre
sponding busy tone. In [11] all terminals send the RTS-CTS 
packets on a common code, while the data packet are sent 
using a transmitter- or a receiver-based approach. Some
what similar approaches were proposed in [16] and [34]. In 
all the above protocols, the authors assume perfect orthogo
nality between spreading codes, i.e., they ignore the near-far 
problem. 

A reservation-based scheme was proposed in [33], whereby 
small control packets are used to request slot assignments for 
data packets. The authors investigated the use of FHSS to 
avoid MAL Their approach, however, cannot be used for 
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DSSS, which is the method of choice in recent wireless stan
dards (e.g. IS-95). 

In [6] and [10] the authors proposed distributed channel 
assignment algorithms for SS multihop networks. Those pro
tocols, however, do not allow for any MAI, and hence cannot 
support concurrent transmissions of signals with different 
codes. Clustering as proposed in [18] is another interesting 
approach for power control in CDMA networks. It simpli
fies the forwarding function for most terminals, but at the 
expense of reducing network utilization (since all communi
cations have to go through the cluster heads). This can also 
lead to the creation of bottlenecks. 

In [28] the authors proposed the use of a multiuser detec
tion circuit at the receiver to mitigate the near-far problem 
in MANETs. The proposed scheme also requires the use of 
GPS receivers to provide accurate position and timing in
formation. Such a scheme relies heavily on physical layer 
techniques to mitigate MAI, and makes no effort to account 
for MAI at the MAC layer. Moreover, although it is feasi
ble to deploy multiuser GPS receivers at the base station, 
presently it is impractical (and expensive) to implement such 
receivers within the mobile terminal. Recently, an interest
ing approach for joint scheduling and power control in ad hoc 
networks was proposed [9]. This approach, however, requires 
a central controller for executing the scheduling algorithm, 
i.e., it is not a truely distributed solution. Furthermore, it 
assumes the existence of a separate feedback channel that 
enables receivers to send their SNR measurements to their 
respective transmitters in a contention free manner. 

In [5] and [8] the authors analyzed RA-CDMA protocols 
for MANETs in the presence of MAL They assumed that 
transmissions of all neighbors produce the same noise ef
fect, and therefore, the SNR threshold can be converted into 
a threshold on the number of transmissions ( n) in the re
ceiver's neighborhood. A packet is correctly received when 
that number is less than the predetermined threshold n. 
Hence, the protocol was called CDMA/n. Although such 
an approximation may not be accurate in topologies where 
nodes are not equally spaced, it shows that MAI can signif
icantly degrade network performance. 

4. THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL 

4.1 Protocol Intuition and Design Goals 
Before presenting the operational details of the protocol, 

it is constructive to first discuss how the near-far problem 
is being addressed in cellular networks and why the same 
solution cannot be extended to MANETs. In the uplink of 
a cellular CDMA system, the near-far problem is combated 
through a combination of open- and closed-loop power con
trol, which ensures that each mobile terminal generates the 
same signal power at the base station. The base station 
monitors the received signal power from each terminal and 
instructs faraway terminals to increase their signal powers 
and close by terminals to decrease theirs. Unfortunately, the 
same solution cannot be used in MANETs. To see why, con
sider the situation in Figure 3. Let dij denote the distance 
between nodes i and j. Suppose that A wants to communi
cate with B using a given code and C wants to communicate 
with D using a different code. Suppsoe that dAB ~ dcD, 
deB« dAB, and dAD« dcD. Then, the MAI caused by C 
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makes it impossible for B to receive A's transmission. Sim
ilarily, the MAI caused by A makes it impossible for D to 
receive C's transmission. It is important to note that the two 
transmissions cannot take place simultaneously, irrespective 
of what transmission powers are selected (e.g., if A increases 
its power to combat the MAI at B, then this increased power 
will destroy the reception at D). 

•• B 

Figure 3: Example that demonstrates that power 
control alone is not enough to combat the near-far 
problem in MANETs. 

The above example reveals two issues. First, it may not be 
possible for two transmissions that use two different spread
ing codes to occur simultaneously. Obviously, this is a medium 
access problem. Second, the two transmission can occur si
multaneously if the terminals adjust their signal powers so 
that the interference caused by one transmission is not large 
enough to destroy packet reception at other terminals. Ob
viously, this is a power control problem. So the solution 
to the near-far problem has to have both elements: power 
control and medium access. 

It is important here to differentiate between the spreading 
code protocol and the MAC protocol. The former decides 
which PN code is used to spread the signal, but does not 
solve the contention on the medium. On the other hand, the 
MAC protocol is responsible for minimizing or eliminating 
collisions, thereby, achieving good utilization of the available 
bandwidth. The use of the MAC protocol implies that even 
if a terminal has an available spreading code, it may not be 
allowed to transmit. 

The design of our MAC protocol, described in detail in 
subsequent sections, is guided by the following objectives: 

• The protocol must be asynchronous, distributed, and 
scalable for large networks. It must also involve mini
mal exchange of information and must be suitable for 
real-time implementation. 

• The receiver circuitry should not be overly complex in 
the sense that it should not be required to monitor the 
whole code set. 

• The protocol should adapt to channel changes and mo
bility patterns. 

• Finally, although we assume that a code assignment 
protocol is running at a higher layer, the MAC pro
tocol must minimize (or eliminate) collisions even if 
the code assignment is not "correct". This is impor
tant because it is usually difficult to guarantee correct 
code assignment at all times when network topology is 
continuously changing. 

4.2 Architecture 
In our design, we use two frequency channels, one for data 

and one for control (i.e., FDMA-like partitioning). A com
mon spreading code is used by all nodes over the control 
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channel, while several terminal-specific codes can be used 
over the data channel. This architecture is shown in Fig
ure 4. Note that the different codes used over the data 
channel are not perfectly orthogonal. However, because of 
the frequency separation, a signal over the control channel is 
completely orthogonal to any signal (or code) over the data 
channel. The splitting of the available bandwidth into two 
non-overlapping frequency bands is fundamentally needed 
to allow a terminal to transmit and receive simultaneously 
over the control and data channels, irrespective of the signal 
power. As we explain shortly, our protocol utilizes this fact 
to allow interference-limited transmissions that use (quasi
orthogonal) data channel codes to proceed concurrently. 

Code 

Code 1 

Code2 

Freuency 

CodeN 

Time 

Data Channels Control Channel 

Figure 4: Data and control codes in the proposed 
protocol. 

4.3 Channel Model and Protocol Assumptions 
In designing our protocol, we assume that: (1) the chan

nel gain is stationary for the duration of the control and the 
ensuing data packet transmission periods; (2) the gain be
tween two terminals is the same in both directions; and (3) 
data and control packets between a pair of terminals observe 
similar channel gains. 

In addition to the above assumptions, we assume that the 
radio interface can provide the MAC layer with the aver
age power of a received control signal as well as the av
erage interference power. Each terminal is equipped with 
two transceivers and a carrier-sense hardware that senses 
the control channel for any carrier signal. No carrier-sense 
is needed for the data channel. The carrier frequency spacing 
between the control and data channels is enough to ensure 
that the outgoing signal on one channel does not interfere 
with the incoming signal on the other channel. 

4.4 Controlled Access CDMA (CA-CDMA) Pro
tocol 

Our CA-CDMA protocol is contention based and uses a 
modified RTS-CTS reservation mechanism. RTS and CTS 
packets are transmitted over the control channel (on the 
common code) at a fixed (maximum) power Prnax· These 
packets are received by all potentially interfering nodes, as 
in the IEEE 802.11 scheme. However, in contrast to the 
IEEE 802.11 scheme and RA-CDMA protocols, interfering 
nodes may be allowed to transmit concurrently, depending 
on some criteria that will be discussed later. For the ensu-
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ing data packet, the receiver and the transmitter must agree 
on two parameters: the spreading code and the transmis
sion power. Code selection can be done according to any 
code assignment scheme. As explained later, even if the 
code assignment scheme is not correct, our protocol will still 
function properly. The choice of the power level is criti
cal and represents a tradeoff between link quality and MAL 
More specifically, as the transmission power increases, the 
bit error rate at the intended receiver decreases (i.e., link 
quality improves), but the MAI added to other ongoing re
ceptions increases (i.e., the quality of these receptions de
teriorates). In addition to accounting for these two factors, 
our protocol also incorporates an interference margin in the 
power computations. This margin allows terminals at some 
interfering distance from the intended receiver to start new 
transmissions in the future. The computation of this margin 
is discussed in Section 4.5. 

In the CA-CDMA protocol, terminals exploit knowledge 
of the power levels of the overheard RTS and CTS mes
sages to determine the power that they can use without dis
turbing the ongoing receptions. In Section 4.6 we develop 
a distributed admission control strategy that decides when 
terminals at some distance can proceed concurrently with 
their transmissions. 

We note here that the CA-CDMA protocol is, to some ex
tent, similar to Qualcomm's CDMA protocol [17], adopted 
by the US Telecommunication Industry Association as the 
IS-95 standard for cellular networks. In both protocols, users 
contend on a control channel to request "network resources". 
However, the interpretation of "resources" is different in the 
two protocols; in the Qualcomm protocol, it refers to connec
tion availability, while in the CA-CDMA protocol it refers 
to a "transmission floor." The similarity is important since 
the Qualcomm system has proven to be successful. 

4.5 Interference Margin 
An interference margin is needed to allow terminals at 

some distance from a receiver to start new transmissions in 
the future. In this section, we describe how this margin is 
computed. Consider an arbitrary receiver i. Let JL* be the 
Eb/ Noeff ratio that is needed to achieve the target bit error 
rate at that receiver. It follows from (1) that to achieve the 
target error rate, we must have 

pJi) 

(i) 
Pthermal + p MAI 

> * _JL (3) 

where pJi) was defined before, ?thermal is the thermal noise 

power and P~~I is the total MAI at receiver i (in (1) P~~I = 

2 L:f= 1 Pj/3W). So the minimum required received power 

· ( nC i)) * ( n + p( i) ) 
IS r 0 min = JL r thermal MAI · 

The interference margin strongly depends on the network 
load, which itself can be conveyed in terms of the so-called 
noise rise (~(i)), defined as follows: 6 

(i) ~ ( ffo )unloaded 

~ - ( Eb) 
No loaded 

(i) 
Pthermal + PMAI 

Pthermal 
( 4) 

Note that (PJi))min = ~(i) JL* ?thermal is also dependent 

6 This definition is similar but not exactly equal to the defi
nition used in [22] for cellular systems. 
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on the noise rise. While more capacity can be achieved 

by increasing the noise rise (i.e., allowing larger P~~I), the 
maximum allowable noise rise is constrained by two factors. 
First, Federal Communications Commission (FCC) regula
tions limit the power to some fixed value (e.g., 1 Watt for 
802.11 devices). Given this maximum transmission power, as 

the noise rise is increased, the received power (PJi))min must 
increase (JL* and ?thermal are constants) and hence, the max
imum range (or coverage) for reliable communication will de
crease. Second, increasing the noise rise increases the power 
used to transmit the packet, which in turn increases energy 
consumption. Energy is a scarce resource in MANETs, so it 
is undesirable to trade off energy for throughput. 

We set the interference margin used by a transmitter to 
the maximum planned noise rise (~max), which is obtained 
by taking into account the above two restrictions on ~(i). 
The computations are performed as follows. First, we re
quire that the maximum range, say dmax, of our protocol be 
the same as the maximum range of the 802.11 scheme. For 
the maximum range, the power used in our protocol equals 
~(i) times the power used in the 802.11 standard. Thus, ~max 
cannot be greater than the ratio of the power limit set by 
the FCC and the power used in the 802.11 scheme. To ac
count for the second constraint, we choose the interference 
margin in a manner that maintains the same energy per bit 
consumed in the 802.11 scheme. The value of the interfer
ence margin that achieves the above goals can be derived as 
follows. We assume that the transmission power attenuates 
with the distance d as k/dn (k is a constant and n 2: 2 is 
the loss factor). The minimum required transmit power in 
CA-CDMA is: 

(5) 

Assuming that the distance d is uniformly distributed from 
zero to dmax, we compute the expectation of PcA-CDMA 

with respect to d: 

l 
~rnaxf.-L* Ptherrnazd";!nax 

E[PcA-CDMA = k(n + 1) (6) 

As for the 802.11 protocol, its corresponding transmission 
power is: 

P, _ JL* Pthermald';'nax 
802.11 - k (7) 

Note that Pso2.11 does not depend on d since the 802.11 
standard uses a fixed transmission power. 

Accordingly, to achieve equal average energy per bit con
sumption, we must have: 

E [PcA-CDMAl 

RcA-CDMA 

Pso2.11 

Rso2.11 
(8) 

where RcA-CDMA and Rso2.11 are the bit rates for the trans
mitted data packets in the CA-CDMA and 802.11 protocols, 
respectively. The reason why these rates can be different is 
that in our protocol we use two distinct frequency bands, 
one for control packets and one for data packets, while the 
standard uses only one band for all packets. Hence, for a fair 
comparison, data packets in the CA-CDMA protocol must 
be transmitted at a slower rate. 
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From (6), (7), and (8), the interference margin is given by: 

~max= (n + 1) RcA-CDMA 
Rso2.11 

(9) 

As an example, consider the two-ray propagation model with 
n = 4, and let the control channel occupy 20% of the total 
available bandwidth. Then ~max = 6 dB. It is worth noting 
that 6 dB lies within the range of values used in already 
deployed cellular systems [22]. 

4.6 Channel Access Mechanism 
We now describe the admission control and channel ac

cess strategy in the CA-CDMA protocol. The admission 
scheme allows only transmissions that cause neither primary 
nor secondary collisions to proceed concurrently. RTS and 
CTS packets are used to provide three functions. First, these 
packets allow nodes to estimate the channel gains between 
transmitter-receiver pairs. Second, a receiver i uses the CTS 
packet to notify its neighbors of the additional noise power 

(denoted by P~~ise) that each of the neighbors can add to 
terminal i without impacting i's current reception. These 
neighbors constitute the set of potentially interfering termi
nals. Finally, each terminal keeps listening to the control 
channel regardless of the signal destination in order to keep 
track of the average number of active users in their neigh
borhoods. These functions are now explained in detail. 

If terminal j has a packet to transmit, it sends a RTS 
packet over the control channel at Pmax, and includes in 

this packet the maximum allowable power level (P/dlp) that 
terminal j can use that will not disturb any ongoing recep
tion in j's neighborhood. The computation of this power 
will be discussed shortly. The format of the RTS packet is 
similar to that of the IEEE 802.11, except for an additional 

two-byte field that contains the P/dlp value. 

ReceiverAddress ITransmitterAddress I AllowablePower 

Figure 5: Format of the RTS packet in the CA
CDMA protocol. 

Upon receiving the RTS packet, the intended receiver, say 
terminal i, uses the predetermined Pmax value and the power 

of the received signal Pr~~~ived to estimate the channel gain 

Gji = Pr~~~ived/ Pmax between terminals i and j at that time 
(note that we assume channel reciprocity, and so Gij = Gji) 

. Terminal i will be able to correctly decode the data packet 

if transmitted at a power P!;:t~ given by: 

*(P + p(i) ) 
pUi) = JL thermal MAl-current 

mm Gji 
(10) 

where P~~I-current is the effective current MAI from all al
ready ongoing (interfering) transmissions. 

Note that because of the assumed stationarity in the chan
nel gain over small time intervals, Gji is approximately con
stant throughout the transmissions of the control packet and 

the ensuing data packet. Now, P!;:t~ is the minimum power 
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that terminal j must use for data transmission in order for 
terminal i to correctly decode the data packet at the cur

rent level of interference. This P!;:t~, however, does not al
low for any interference tolerance at terminal i, and thus all 
neighbors of terminal i will have to defer their transmissions 
during terminal i's ongoing reception (i.e., no simultaneous 
transmissions can take place in the neighborhood of i). 

Now, according to the link budget calculations in Sec
tion 4.5, the power that terminal j is allowed to use to send 
to i is given by: 

p(ji) _ ~maxJL* Pthermal 

allowed- Gji 
(11) 

If P~fl~wed < P!;:t~, then the MAI in the vicinity of ter
minal i is greater than the one allowed by the link budget. 
In this case, i responds with a negative CTS, informing j 
that it cannot proceed with its transmission (the negative 
CTS is used to prevent multiple RTS retransmissions from 
j). The philosophy behind this design is to prevent transmis
sions from taking place over links that perceive high MAL 
This consequently increases the number of active links in the 
network (subject to the available power constraints). 

On the other hand, if P~fl~wed > P!;:t~, then it is possible 

for terminal i to receive j's signal but only if P~fl~wed is 

less than P/dlp (included in the RTS). This last condition is 
necessary so that transmitter j does not disturb any of the 
ongoing transmissions in its vicinity. In this case, terminal i 

calculates the interference power tolerance P~~I-future that 
it can endure from future unintended transmitters. This 
power is given by: 

p(i) _ 3W Gji (P(ji) _ p(ji)) ( 12) 
MAI-future - 2 JL* allowed min 

Note that the factor 3W /2 comes from the spreading gain 
(see (1)). 

The next step is to equitably distribute this power toler
ance among future potentially interfering users in the vicin
ity of i. The rational behind this distribution is to pre-

vent one neighbor from consuming the entire P~~I-future· 
In other words, we think of P~~I-future as a network re
source that should be shared among various terminals. Let 
K(i) be the number of terminals in the vicinity of i that are 

to share P~~I-future· This number is determined as follows. 
Terminal i keeps track of the number of simultaneous trans
missions (i.e., load) in its neighborhood, which we donate 

by Ki~~t. This can be easily achieved by monitoring the 
RTS/CTS exchanges over the control channel. In addition, 

i keeps an average Ki~g of Ki~~t over a specified window. 

Then, K(i) is calculated as: 

if Ki~g > Ki~~t 
otherwise 

(13) 

where f3 > 1 is a safety margin. 
Now, the MAI at terminal i can be split into two compo

nents: one that is attributed to terminals that are within the 
range of i (denoted by P~~I-within), and one that is caused 

by terminals outside that range (denoted by P~~I-other). 
While terminal i can have some control over P~~I-within' it 
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cannot influence P~~I-other· We account for this fact in the 

value of P~~ise as follows. In line with cellular systems, we 

assume that P~~I-other = aP~~I-within, where a < 1 and 
depends mainly on the propagation path loss factor (practi
cal values for a are ~ 0.5 for the two-ray model [22]). Ac-

cordingly, the interference tolerance P~~ise that each future 
neighbor can add to terminal i is given by 

p(i) 
noise 

p(i) 
MAI-future 

(1 + a)K(i) 
(14) 

When responding to j's RTS, terminal i indicates in its 

CTS the power level P~fl~wed that j must use. In addition, 

terminal i inserts P~~ise in the CTS packet and sends this 
packet back to terminal j at Pmax over the control channel 
using the common code. The format of the CTS packet is 
shown in Figure 6. 

I FrameControl Rece1ver Address I Interlerence Margm I Requested Power I 

v 
AddJtwnalF1elds 

Figure 6: Format of the CTS packet in the proposed 
protocol. 

A potentially interfering terminal, say s, that hears the 
CTS message uses the signal strength of the received CTS 
to compute the channel gain Gsi between itself and terminal 

i. The channel gain along with the broadcasted P~~ise val

ues are used to compute the maximum power PJ;'lp that s 

can use in its future transmissions. More specifically, PJ;'lp 
is taken as the minimum of the P~~~se/Gsk values, for all 

neighbors k of s (i.e., PJ;'lp is updated dynamically when
ever s overhears a new CTS). Note that it is possible for 
more than K(i) terminals to start transmitting during i's re
ception and this may result in MAI at i that is greater than 

P~~I-future· We address this issue in Section 4.7. 
The approach we discussed in this section provides a dis

tributed mechanism for admission control. In contrast to 
cellular systems where the base station makes the admission 
decision, in here each terminal, and depending on previously 
heard RTS and CTS packets, decides whether its transmis
sion can proceed or not. 

Following a successful reception of a data packet, receiver 
i responds with an ACK packet, which is transmitted over 
the data channel using the same power level that would have 
been used if i were to send a data packet to j. We assume 
that enough FEC code is used to protect ACK packets from 
most types of collisions (given the small size of the ACK 
packets, the FEC overhead is not significant). A similar 
argument has been used in other, previously proposed pro
tocols (e.g., [21]). 

4. 7 Protocol Recovery 
In [7] the authors observed that when the transmission 

and propagation times of control packets are long, the likeli
hood of a collision between a CTS packet and a RTS packet 
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of another contending terminal increases dramatically; the 
vulnerable period being twice the transmission duration of 
a control packet. At high loads, such a collision can lead 
to collisions with data packets, as illustrated in Figure 7. 
Suppose that terminal D starts sending a RTS to terminal 
C while C is receiving B's CTS that is intended to A. A 
collision happens at C, and hence, Cis unaware of B's sub
sequent data reception. Afterwards, if C decides to transmit 
aCTS to D, it may destroy B's reception. 

Collision at C 

j 

Figure 7: Example of a collision between control 
packets that eventually leads to a collision with a 
data packet. 

Another problem that was mentioned earlier is if the inter

ference goes above Pif~I-future· In CA-CDMA, we avoid the 
above two problems as follows. Suppose that while receiving 
a data packet, terminal i hears a RTS message (destined to 

any terminal) that contains an allowable power PJ;~P value 
that if used could cause an unacceptable interference with 
i's ongoing reception. Then terminal i shall respond imme
diately with a special CTS packet over the control channel, 
preventing the RTS sender from commencing its transmis
sion. The duration field of the CTS packet contains the 
time left for terminal i to finish its ongoing reception. To 
see how this solution helps in reducing the likelihood of col
lisions with data packets, consider the situation in Figure 7. 
Suppose that terminal A sends a RTS to terminal B, and 
B responds back with a CTS that collides at C with a RTS 
from D. Now, C does not know about B's ongoing reception. 
Two scenarios can happen. In the first, terminal C may later 
wish to send a packet to, say, terminal D. It sends aRTS, 
which will be heard by terminal B. B responds back with 
a special CTS. Note that there is a good chance that B's 
special CTS will collide with the CTS reply from D; how
ever, this is desirable since C will fail to recover D's CTS 
packet, and will therefore defer its transmission and invoke 
its backoff procedure. In essence, B's special CTS acts as 
a jamming signal to prevent C from proceedings with its 
transmission. The second possible scenario is that D (or 
any other terminal that is out of the maximum range of B) 
may send a new RTS to C. C will respond to D with a 
CTS, and D will start sending data to C. Simultaneously, A 
may be sending to B, without any collision. This is possible 
because in CA-CDMA, data and RTS/CTS packets are sent 
over orthogonal channels. 

Note that in CA-CDMA we try to avoid likely collision 
scenarios such as the one mentioned in [7]. However, there 
are still few complicated (and definitely much less probable) 
scenarios where data packets may collide; recovery from such 
collisions is left to the upper layers. 
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4.8 Code Assignment 
Because of the continuously changing network topology, 

it is difficult to guarantee correct code assignment at all 
time. Moreover, since not every node is active at all times, 
it may be desirable to oversubscribe the medium by assigning 
the same code to two neighboring terminals, thus violating 
the assignment goal. In this situation, it is the function of 
the MAC layer to reduce (or eliminate) contention on the 
medium. In CA-CDMA, this problem is addressed as fol
lows. When terminal j sends aRTS, it inserts in that RTS 
the identity of the code that j intends to use for the ensu
ing data packet. A neighboring terminal that is receiving 
a packet on the same code can then respond back with the 
"special" CTS (explained in Section 4.7), which prevents j 
from commencing its data transmission. Note here the ad
vantage of our architecture, which allows terminals to be 
informed about all neighborhood activities. 

Another possible implementation is to combine the code 
assignment and access schemes [34]. In such an implemen
tation, the RTS/CTS handshake over the common channel 
serves to reserve codes so that while the reception is ongoing, 
no other neighboring terminal can use any of the reserved 
codes. Although these two problems have been studied sep
arately and dealt with at different layers in the protocol 
stack, there are two main motivations for combining them. 
The first is to reduce the overhead of exchanged informa
tion sharing. That is, information distributed to solve one 
problem (e.g., RTS and CTS) can be used to solve the other 
one (e.g., code assignment). Second, the MAC layer rep
resents the most dynamic and mobility-transparent layer of 
the protocol stack. Thus, it is beneficial to do code assign
ment at the MAC layer. On the other hand, separating the 
two problems has its own advantages, including fairness. It 
is generally difficult to provide fairness in a contention-based 
MAC protocol. Thus, an upper layer code assignment can 
account for that. 

5. PROTOCOL EVALUATION 

5.1 Simulation Setup 
We now evaluate the performance of the CA-CDMA pro

tocol and contrast it with the IEEE 802.11 scheme. Our 
results are based on simulation experiments conducted us
ing CSIM programs (CSIM is a C-based process-oriented 
discrete-event simulation package). In our simulations, we 
investigate both the network throughput as well as the en
ergy consumption. For simplicity, data packets are assumed 
to have a fixed size. Each node generates packets accord
ing to a Poisson process with rate A (same for all nodes). 
The routing overhead is ignored since the goal here is to 
evaluate the performance improvements due to the MAC 
protocol. Furthermore, because the interference margin is 
chosen so that the maximum transmission range under the 
CA-CDMA and 802.11 protocols is the same, it is safe to as
sume that both protocols achieve the same forward progress 
per hop. Consequently, we can focus on the one hop through
put, i.e., the packet destination is restricted to one hop from 
the source. The random waypoint model is used for mo
bility, with a host speed that is uniformly between 0 and 2 
meters/sec. Note, however, that mobility has a little effect 
on our protocol, since an RTS-CTS exchange preceeds ev-
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ery packet transmission. The transmission periods for the 
RTS, CTS, data, and ACK packets are all in tens of millisec
onds, so no significant changes in topology take place within 
these periods. The capture model is similar to the one in 
[32]. Other parameters used in the simulations are given in 
Table 1. These paraments correspond to realistic hardware 
settings [1]. 

Table 1· Parameters used in the simulations. 
Data packet size 2 KB 
802.11 data rate 2 Mbps 

CA-CDMA data rate 1.6 Mbps 
Control channel rate 400 Kbps 

Processing gain 11 
SNR threshold 10 dB 

Reception threshold -94 dBm 
Carrier-sense threshold -108 dBm 
Thermal+receiver noise -169 dBm/Hz 

802.11 power 20 dBm 

t;=ax 6 dB 

5.2 Simulation Results 
We consider two types of topologies: random grid and 

clustered. In the random grid topology, M mobile hosts 
are placed across a square area of length 3000 meters. The 
square is split into M smaller squares. The location of a mo
bile user is selected randomly within each of these squares. 
For each generated packet, the destination node is randomly 
selected from the one-hop neighbors. 

The performance for random grid topologies is demon
strated in Figure 8. In parts (a) and (b), we set M = 36 
and vary the packet generation rate (A). Part (a) of the 
figure depicts the network throughput. It is shown that CA
CDMA achieves up to 280% increase over the throughput 
of the IEEE 802.11 scheme. This increase is attributed to 
the increase in the number of simultaneous transmissions. 
Furthermore, CA-CDMA saturates at about twice the load 
at which the 802.11 scheme saturates. 

Part (b) of Figure 8 depicts the energy consumption versus 
A. Energy consumption is the total energy used to success
fully transmit a packet. It includes the energy of the con
trol packets and the lost energy in retransmitting data and 
control packets in case of collisions. For almost all cases, 
CA-CDMA requires less than 50% of the energy required 
under the 802.11 scheme. This may, at first, seem to coun
terintuitive, since in Section 4.5 the interference margin was 
chosen so that both protocols consume the same energy per 
packet. However, according to the topology we examine 
here, the transmitter-receiver separation distance is not uni
form. More links are formed with neighbors that are much 
closer than the maximum transmission range (1061 meters 
in our simulations). Unlike the 802.11 scheme, CA-CDMA 
makes use of shorter links to save energy. Note that in both 
protocols, the required energy increases with the load. The 
reason for this is that as A increases, the probability of colli
sions also increases, and hence, more energy has to be spent 
on retransmissions. 

In Part (c) of Figure 8 we investigate the effect of vary
ing the number of nodes while the dimensions of the region 
are kept fixed ( 3000m X 3000m). Persistent load is used in 
this experiment, i.e., nodes always have packets to send. As 
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Packet Generation Rate (packets/sec) Packet Generation Rate (packets/sec) Number of Nodes 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 8: Performance of the CA-CDMA and the 802.11 protocols (random grid topologies). 

shown in the figure, the throughput enhancement due to CA
CDMA increases with node density. This can be explained 
by noting that CA-CDMA bounds the transmission power 
rather that prevents simultaneous transmissions. Therefore, 
as the density of nodes increases, more concurrent links are 
formed and the network throughput increases. The 802.11 
scheme reserves a fixed floor, and thus, all nodes within that 
floor have to defer their transmissions. Therefore, the den
sity of the nodes has little effect on the 802.11 throughput. 

The authors in [20] argued that traffic locality is the key 
factor in determining the feasibility of large ad hoc networks. 
This motivates studying the performance of CA-CDMA un
der clustered topologies. In such topologies, a node commu
nicates mostly with nodes within its own cluster, and rarely 
with neighboring cluster nodes. These topologies are com
mon in practice (e.g., a historical site where users of wireless 
devices move in groups). To generate a clustered topology, 
we consider an area of dimensions 1000 X 1000 (in meters). 
We let M = 24 nodes, which are split into 4 equal groups, 
each occupying a 100 X 100 square in one of the corners of 
the complete area. For a given source node, the destination 
is selected from the same cluster with probability 1 - p or 
from a different cluster with probability p. In each case, the 
selection from within the given cluster(s) is done randomly. 

Part (a) of Figure 9 depicts the network throughput ver
sus A for p = 0.25. According to the 802.11 scheme, only one 
transmission can proceed at a time since all nodes are within 
the carrier-sense range of each other. However, according to 
CA-CDMA, three to four transmissions can proceed simul
taneously, resulting in a significant improvement in network 
throughput. In Part (b) of the figure, we further investi
gate the locality of the traffic by fixing A and varying p. 
Indeed, as the figure shows, the locality of the traffic can 
highly impact the network throughput of CA-CDMA, while 
the 802.11 performance is almost unchanged. As the traf
fic locality increases (i.e., p decreases) the enhancement of 
CA-CDMA increases. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we proposed a CDMA-based power con

trolled MAC protocol for wireless ad hoc networks. This 
protocol, called CA-CDMA, accounts for the multiple ac
cess interference, thereby solving the near-far problem that 
undermines the throughput performance in MANETs. CA-
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CDMA uses channel-gain information obtained from over
heard RTS and CTS packets over an out-of-band control 
channel to dynamically bound the transmission power of 
mobile terminals in the vicinity of a receiver. It adjusts 
the required transmission power for data packets to allow 
for interference-limited simultaneous transmissions to take 
place in the neighborhood of a receiving terminal. 

We compared the performance of our protocol with that 
of the IEEE 802.11 scheme. Our simulation results showed 
that CA-CDMA can improve the network throughput by up 
to 280% and, at the same time, achieve 50% reduction in 
the energy consumed to successfully deliver a packet from 
the source to the destination. To the best of our knowledge, 
CA-CDMA is the first protocol to provide a solution to the 
near-far problem in CDMA ad hoc systems at the protocol 
level. 

Our future work will focus on other capacity optimizations 
such as the use of directional antennas in CDMA-based pro
tocols. Because of MAI effects, CDMA benefits significantly 
from smart antennas. Variable rate support is another op
timization that we have not considered in this work. In 
[13] the authors showed that adapting the transmit power, 
data rate, and coding scheme achieves maximum spectral 
efficiency. The 802.11 scheme allows nodes to increase their 
information rate up to 11 Mbps when the power at the re
ceiver is far more than necessary to achieve 2 Mbps. It could 
be possible to improve the proposed scheme by increasing the 
information rate (i.e, decreasing the prossing gain) when the 
MAI is much less than the planned interference margin (i.e., 
load is low). This is desirable to allow the developed proto
col to adapt to different working conditions in terms of the 
load offered by the users in the network. 
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CLAIMS 

I claim: 

Application No.: 12/940,747 
Atty. Docket No.: 1028.5 

1. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

a portable digital audio headphone receiver configured to receive a unique 

user code bit sequence and a original audio signal representation in the form of 

packets, said digital audio headphone receiver. capable of mobile operation and 

configured for direct digital wireless spread spectrum communication with a mobile 

digital audio transmitter portable digital audio headphone receiver comprising~ 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets and the 

correct bit sequence within the packets aided by lowering signal detection error 

through reduced intersymbol interference coding of said audio representation 

signal respective to said headphone receiver and said mobile digital audio 

transmitter. said packets embedded in the received spread spectrum signal. the 

captured packets corresponding to the unique user code: capture said packets 

embedded in the received spread spectrum signal; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA 

communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output in 

response to the unique user code bit sequence being recognized, said audio having 

been wirelessly transmitted and reproduced virtually free from interference from 

device transmitted signals operating in the wireless headphone spectrum. 

2. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio headphone for receipt of a 

unique user code and a digital audio music representation signal in the form of a 

packet, said wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 
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Application No.: 12/940,747 
Atty. Docket No.: 1028.5 

a digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured for direct 

digital wireless spread spectrum communication with a mobile digital audio 

transmitter; 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets and the correct bit 

sequence within the packets aided by lowering signal detection error through 

reduced intersymbol interference coding of said audio music representation signal 

respective to said headphone and said mobile digital audio transmitter. said packets 

embedded in the received spread spectrum signal. the captured packets 

corresponding to the unique user code: capture packets embedded in the received 

spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique user 

Eetl-e-; 
} 

a digital demodulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation; 

an interleaver to reduce transmission errors: and 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said audio music representation signal; and 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said digital 

audio music representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said 

generated audio output, in response to the unique user code bit sequence is being 

recognized, said audio having been wirelessly transmitted and reproduced virtually 

free from interference from device transmitted signals operating in the wireless 

headphone spectrum. 

3. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively 

coupled to a portable audio source and configured to transmit a unique user code 

and an original audio signal representation in the form of packets, wherein said 

digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio source, and configured to be directly 

communicable with a mobile receiver, is capable of being moved in any direction 

during operation, said wireless digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference to aid in lowering signal detection error of said 

2 
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Application No.: 12/940,747 
Atty. Docket No.: 1028.5 

audio representation signal respective to said mobile receiver and mobile said 

digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio source: 

a channel encoder to reduce transmission errors; and 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation, said audio having been 

wirelessly transmitted and reproduced virtually free from interference from device 

transmitted signals operating in the wireless digital audio transmitter spectrum .. 

4. (Currently Amended) f~ wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile 

operation, configured to receive a unique user code and a original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, the wireless digital audio receiver further 

configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital audio transmitter, said 

wireless digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMf~ communication 

operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

said original audio signal representation; 

a digital to analog converter (Df~C) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from a portable audio source virtually free from 

interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 

A mobile wireless digital audio receiver. configured to receive a unique user 

code and a original audio signal representation in the form of packets. said unique 

user code configured to spread the spectrum of said signal and further configured 

for independent communication operation. the wireless digital audio receiver 

further configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital audio 

3 
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transmitter. said mobile wireless digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets and a correct bit 

sequence within the packets aided by lowering signal detection error through 

reduced intersymbol interference coding of said audio representation signal 

respective to said mobile wireless digital audio receiver and said mobile digital 

audio transmitter. said packets embedded in the received spread spectrum signal. 

the captured packets corresponding to the unique user code: 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

said original audio signal representation. said audio having been wirelessly 

transmitted and reproduced virtually free from interference from device 

transmitted signals operating in the wireless digital audio receiver spectrum. 

5. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively 

coupled to a portable audio source and configured to transmit a unique user code 

and an original audio signal representation in the form of packets, wherein said 

digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio source afl-fl is. configured to be 

directly communicable with a mobile wireless digital audio receiver, said receiver 

utilizes fuzzy set membership functionality to enhance detection of said unique user 

code. is capable of being moved in any direction during operation, said wireless 

digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference; 

an interleaver to reduce transmission errors; and 

a digital modulator module configured for CDML'~ communication; independent 

code division multiple access (CDML'~) communication operation and utilizing 

differential phase shift keying (DPSK) to modulate said original audio signal 

representation. 

6. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio receiver , capable of mobile 

operation, configured to receive a unique user code and a original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, the wireless digital audio receiver further 

4 
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configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital audio transmitter, said 

wireless digital audio receiver comprising fuzzy set membership functionality to 

enhance detection of said unique user code. 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDML'~ communication 

operation; 

an de interleaver generating a corresponding digital output; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of said 

original audio signal representation; 

a digital to analog converter (DL'~C) generating an audio output of said original 

audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio having 

been wirelessly transmitted from a portable audio source virtually free from 

interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 

7. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio receiver for receipt of a 

unique user code and a digital music audio representation signal in a packet format, 

the unique user code configured to spread the said signal spectrum and further 

configured for independent communication operation, said wireless digital audio 

receiver comprising fuzzy set membership functionality to enhance detection of said 

unique user code. 

a digital audio receiver, capable of mobile operation, configured for direct 

digital wireless communication with a mobile digital audio transmitter, wherein 

said mobile digital audio transmitter is operatively coupled to a portable audio 

player; 

5 
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a direct conversion module configured to capture the packets embedded in 

the received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the 

unique user code; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said audio representation signal; and 

a digital to analog converter generating an audio output of said digital audio 

representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio 

output, in response to the unique user code bit sequence being recognized; said 

audio output being virtually free from interference from device transmitted signals 

operating in the digital wireless audio receiver spectrum. 

8. (Currently Amended) f~ wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile 

operation, configured to receive a unique user code and an original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, the unique user code configured to spread the 

said signal spectrum and further configured for independent communication 

operation, the wireless digital audio receiver further configured to be directly 

communicable with a mobile digital audio transmitter, wherein said mobile digital 

audio transmitter is operatively coupled to a portable audio player, said wireless 

digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code; 

a decoder operative to decode applied reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said original audio signal representation ; and 

a digital to analog converter generating an audio output of said original 

audio signal representation; 

and a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, in response 

to the unique user code being recognized; said audio output being virtually free 

from interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless 

audio receiver spectrum. 

A mobile wireless digital audio receiver. configured to receive a unique user 
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code and a original audio signal representation in the form of packets. said unique 

user code configured to spread the spectrum of said signal and further configured 

for independent communication operation. the wireless digital audio receiver 

further configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital audio 

transmitter. said mobile wireless digital audio receiver comprising fuzzy set 

membership functionality to enhance detection of said unique user code: 

9. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio transmitter operatively 

coupled to a portable audio player and configured to transmit a unique user code 

and an original audio signal representation in the form of packets, wherein said 

digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio player, and configured to be directly 

communicable with a wireless mobile receiver. is mobile. and capable of being 

moved in any direction during operation, the unique user code configured to spread 

the spectrum of said signal and further configured for independent communication 

operation. the mobile receiver utilizes fuzzy set membership functionality to 

enhance detection of said unique user code. said wireless digital audio transmitter 

comprising: an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal 

representation to reduce intersymbol interference to aid in lowering signal 

detection error of said audio representation signal respective to said mobile 

receiver and mobile said digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio player. 

10. (Currently Amended) A portable wireless digital audio system for digital 

transmission of an original audio signal representation from a portable audio player 

to a portable digital audio headphone receiver, said portable wireless digital audio 

system comprising: 

a digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said portable audio player 

and transmitting a unique user code bit sequence with said original audio signal 

representation in packet format, wherein said digital audio transmitter operatively 

coupled to said audio player is capable of mobile operation, said digital audio 

transmitter comprising: 

a encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

7 
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a digital modulator module configured for independent CDMA 

communication operation; 

said digital audio transmitter configured for direct digital wireless 

communication with said portable digital audio headphone receiver, said portable 

digital audio headphone receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets and the correct bit 

sequence within the packets aided by lowering signal detection error through 

reduced intersymbol interference coding of said audio representation signal 

respective to said headphone and mobile said digital audio transmitter operatively 

coupled to said audio player. said packets embedded in the received spread 

spectrum signal. the captured packets corresponding to the unique user code: 

capture packets embedded in the received spread spectrum signal, the captured 

packets corresponding to the unique user code bit sequence; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA communication 

operation; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from said portable audio player and reproduced 

virtually free from interference from device transmitted signals operating in the 

wireless digital audio system spectrum. 

11. (Currently Amended) A portable wireless digital audio system for digital 

transmission of an original audio signal representation from a portable audio player 

to a digital audio receiver, said portable wireless digital audio system comprising: 

a digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to said audio player and 

transmitting a unique user code with said original audio signal representation in 

packet format, wherein said digital audio transmitter coupled to said audio player is 

8 
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capable of being moved in any direction during operation, said digital audio 

transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal 

representation to reduce intersymbol interference; 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation and utilizing differential phase 

shift keying (DPSK) to modulate said original audio signal representation; 

said digital audio receiver capable of being moved in any direction 

during operation and in direct wireless communication with said digital audio 

transmitter, said digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets and the 

correct bit sequence within the packets aided by lowering signal detection error 

through reduced intersymbol interference coding of said audio representation 

signal respective to said mobile digital audio receiver and mobile said digital audio 

transmitter operatively coupled to said audio player. said packets embedded in the 

received spread spectrum signal. the captured packets corresponding to the unique 

user code: capture packets embedded in the received spread spectrum signal, the 

captured packets corresponding to the unique user code bit sequence; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent CDMA 

communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode the applied reduced inter-symbol 

interference coding of said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from said audio player virtually free from 

9 
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interference from device transmitted signals operating in the wireless digital audio 

system spectrum. 

12. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio receiver, capable of mobile 

operation, configured to receive a unique user code and a original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, the wireless digital audio receiver further 

configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital audio transmitter, said 

wireless digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets and the correct bit 

sequence within the packets aided by lowering signal detection error through 

reduced intersymbol interference coding of said audio representation signal 

respective to mobile said digital audio receiver and said mobile digital audio 

transmitter. said packets embedded in a received spread spectrum signal. the 

captured packets corresponding to the unique user code: capture packets 

embedded in the received spread spectrum signal, the captured packets 

corresponding to the unique user code; 

a digital demodulator configured for independent code division multiple 

access communication operation; 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

said original audio signal representation; 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said 

original audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from a portable audio player virtually free from 

interference from device transmitted signals operating in the digital wireless audio 

receiver spectrum. 

13. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio headphone for receipt of a 

unique user code and a digital audio music representation signal in the form of a 

packet, said wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

10 
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a mobile digital audio receiver configured for direct digital wireless 

communication with a mobile digital audio transmitter; 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets and the correct bit 

sequence within the packets aided by lowering signal detection error through 

reduced intersymbol interference coding of said audio representation signal 

respective to said headphone and said mobile digital audio transmitter. said packets 

embedded in the received spread spectrum signal. the captured packets 

corresponding to the unique user code: packets embedded in the received spread 

spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique user code; 

a digital demodulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation; 

a decoder operative to receive and apply coding to reduce intersymbol 

interference of said audio representation signal respective to said headphone and 

said mobile digital audio transmitter; decode reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said original audio signal representation: and 

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) generating an audio output of said digital 

audio music representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said 

generated audio output, said audio having been wirelessly transmitted and 

reproduced virtually free from interference from device transmitted signals 

operating in the wireless headphone spectrum. 

14. (Currently Amended) A mobile wireless digital audio receiver, configured to 

receive a unique user code and a original audio signal representation in the form of 

packets, said unique user code configured to spread the spectrum of said signal and 

further configured for independent communication operation, the wireless digital 

audio receiver further configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital 

audio transmitter, said mobile wireless digital audio receiver comprising: 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets and the correct bit 

sequence within the packets aided by lowering signal detection error through 

reduced intersymbol interference coding of said audio representation signal 

respective to said mobile wireless digital audio receiver and said mobile digital 

11 
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audio transmitter. said packets embedded in the received spread spectrum signal. 

the captured packets corresponding to the unique user code: 

a decoder operative to receive and apply coding to reduce intersymbol 

interference of said audio representation signal respective to said mobile wireless 

digital audio receiver and said mobile digital audio transmitter decode reduced 

intersymbol interference coding of said original audio signal representation: 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said original 

audio signal representation; and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output. said audio having been 

wirelessly transmitted and reproduced virtually free from interference from device 

transmitted signals operating in the wireless digital audio receiver spectrum. 

15. (Currently Amended) A mobile wireless digital audio receiver. configured to 

receive a unique user code and a original audio signal representation in the form of 

packets. said unique user code configured to spread the spectrum of said signal and 

further configured for independent communication operation. the wireless digital 

audio receiver further configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital 

audio transmitter. said mobile wireless digital audio receiver comprising: 

fuzzy set membership functionality to enhance detection of said unique user 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets and the correct bit 

sequence within the packets aided by lowering signal detection error through 

reduced intersymbol interference coding of said audio representation signal 

respective to said mobile digital audio receiver and said mobile digital audio 

transmitter. said packets embedded in the received spread spectrum signal. the 

captured packets corresponding to the unique user code: 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

said original audio signal representation: 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said original 

audio signal representation: and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output. said audio 

12 
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having been wirelessly transmitted from an audio player and reproduced virtually 

free from interference from device transmitted signals operating in the wireless 

digital audio receiver spectrum. 

f~ wireless digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to a portable audio 

player and configured to transmit a unique user code and an original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, wherein said digital audio transmitter 

coupled to said audio player, and configured to be directly communicable with a 

wireless mobile receiver and capable of being moved in any direction during 

operation, said wireless digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference; 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMf~) communication operation. 

16. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio headphone for receipt of a 

unique user code and a digital audio representation signal in the form of a packet. 

said unique user code configured to spread the spectrum of said signal and further 

configured for independent communication operation. the wireless digital audio 

headphone further configured to be directly communicable with a mobile digital 

audio transmitter. said wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

fuzzy set membership functionality to enhance detection of said unique user 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets and the correct bit 

sequence within the packets aided by lowering signal detection error through 

reduced intersymbol interference coding of said audio representation signal 

respective to said headphone and said mobile digital audio transmitter. said packets 

embedded in the received spread spectrum signal. the captured packets 

corresponding to the unique user code: 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

said original audio signal representation: 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said original 

13 
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a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output. said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from an audio player and reproduced virtually 

free from interference from device transmitted signals operating in the wireless 

headphone spectrum. 

f~ wireless digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to a audio player and 

configured to transmit a unique user code and an original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, wherein said digital audio transmitter 

coupled to said audio player, and configured to be directly communicable with a 

wireless mobile receiver, is mobile, said wireless digital audio transmitter 

comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference respective to mobile said digital audio transmitter 

coupled to said audio player and said mobile receiver; and 

a digital modulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMf~) communication operation and utilizing differential phase 

shift keying (DPSK) to modulate said original audio signal representation; 

17. (Currently Amended) A mobile wireless digital audio receiver. configured to 

receive a unique user code and a original audio music signal representation in the 

form of packets. said unique user code configured to spread the spectrum of said 

music signal and further configured for independent communication operation. the 

wireless digital audio receiver further configured to be directly communicable with 

a mobile digital audio transmitter. said mobile wireless digital audio receiver 

comprising: 

fuzzy set membership functionality to enhance detection of said unique user 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets and the correct bit 

sequence within the packets aided by lowering signal detection error through 

reduced intersymbol interference coding of said audio music representation signal 

respective to said mobile digital audio receiver and said mobile digital audio 
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transmitter. said packets embedded in the received spread spectrum signal. the 

captured packets corresponding to the unique user code: 

a decoder operative to decode reduced intersymbol interference coding of 

said original audio signal representation: 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said original 

audio signal representation: and 

a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output. said audio 

having been wirelessly transmitted from an audio player and reproduced virtually 

free from interference from device transmitted signals operating in the wireless 

digital audio receiver spectrum. 

f~ wireless digital audio transmitter operatively coupled to a portable audio 

player and configured to transmit a unique user code and an original audio signal 

representation in the form of packets, wherein said digital audio transmitter 

coupled to said audio player, and configured to be directly communicable with a 

wireless mobile receiver, is mobile, the unique user code configured to spread the 

spectrum of said signal and further configured fur independent communication 

operation, said wireless digital audio transmitter comprising: 

an encoder operative to encode said original audio signal representation to 

reduce intersymbol interference respective to mobile said digital audio transmitter 

coupled to said audio player and said mobile receiver. 

18. (Currently Amended) A wireless digital audio headphone for receipt of a 

unique user code and a digital audio representation signal in the form of a packet, 

said wireless digital audio headphone comprising: 

a mobile digital audio receiver configured for direct digital wireless spread 

spectrum communication with a mobile digital audio transmitter; 

a direct conversion module configured to capture packets and the correct bit 

sequence within the packets aided by lowering signal detection error through 

reduced intersymbol interference coding of said audio representation signal 

respective to said headphone and said mobile digital audio transmitter. said packets 

embedded in the received spread spectrum signal. the captured packets 
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corresponding to the unique user code: packets embedded in the received spread 

spectrum signal, the captured packets corresponding to the unique user code; 

a digital demodulator module configured for independent code division 

multiple access (CDMA) communication operation; 

a decoder operative to receive and apply coding to reduce intersymbol 

interference of said audio representation signal respective to said headphone and 

said mobile digital audio transmitter decode reduced intersymbol interference 

coding of said original audio signal representation: and 

a digital-to-analog converter generating an audio output of said digital audio 

representation signal; and a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio 

output, said audio having been wirelessly transmitted and reproduced virtually free 

from interference from device transmitted signals operating in the wireless 

headphone spectrum. 
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transmitted to the USPTO (571) 273-2885, on the date indicated below. 

(Depositor's name) 

(Signature) 

(Date) 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR I ATTORNEYDOCKETNO. I CONFIRMATION NO. 

C. Earl Woolfork 1028.5 8175 

TITLE OF INVENTION: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM 

APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY ISSUE FEE DUE 

nonprovisional YES $870 

EXAMINER ART UNIT 

FLANDERS, ANDREW C 2614 

l. Change of correspondence address or indication of "Fee Address" (37 
CFR 1.363). 

0 Change of correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence 
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. 

0 "Fee Address" indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form 
PTO/SB/47; Rev 03-02 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 
Number is required. 

PUBLICATION FEE DUE PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE 

$300 $0 

CLASS-SUBCLASS 

700-094000 

2. For printing on the patent front page, list 

(l) the names of up to 3 registered patent attorneys 
or agents OR, alternatively, 

(2) the name of a single firm (having as a member a 
registered attorney or agent) and the names of up to 
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no name is 
listed, no name will be printed. 

$1170 04/24/2012 

2 ________________________ __ 

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT (print or type) 

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an asstgnee 1s tdenlifted below, no asstgnee data w1ll appear on the patent. If an assignee is identified below, the document has been filed for 
recordation as set forth m 37 CFR 3.11. Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment. 

(A) NAME OF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE: (CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY) 

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the patent) : 0 Individual 0 Corporation or other private group entity 0 Government 

4a. The following fee(s) are submitted: 

0 Issue Fee 

0 Publication Fee (No small entity discount permitted) 

0 Advance Order- #of Copies __________________ _ 

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above) 

0 a. Applicant claims SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR 1.27. 

4b. Payment ofFee(s): (Please first reapply any previously paid issue fee shown above) 

0 A check is enclosed. 

0 Payment by credit card. Form PT0-2038 is attached. 

0 The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any 
overpayment, to Deposit Account Number (enclose an extra copy of this form). 

0 b. Applicant is no longer claiming SMALL ENTITY status. See 37 CFR l.27(g)(2). 

NOTE: The Issue Fee and Publication Fee (if required) will not be accepted from anyone other than the applicant; a registered attorney or agent; or the assignee or other party in 
interest as shown by the records of the United States Patent and Trademark Office. 

Authorized Signature ----------------------------------------------- Date ________________________________________ __ 

Typed or printed name ---------------------------------------------- Registration No. ---------------------------------

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to process) 
an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and 
submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you require to complete 
this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. 
Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/ll) Approved for use through 08/3112013. OMB 0651-0033 U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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UNITED STA 1ES p A 1ENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE 

12/940,747 

68533 7590 

MEGAN LYMAN 
1816 SILVER MIST CT. 
RALEIGH, NC 27613 

11105/2010 

01/24/2012 

FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 

C. Earl Woolfork 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www.uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

1028.5 8175 

EXAMINER 

FLANDERS, ANDREW C 

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER 

2614 

DATE MAILED: 01124/2012 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

The Patent Term Adjustment to date is 0 day(s). If the issue fee is paid on the date that is three months after the 
mailing date of this notice and the patent issues on the Tuesday before the date that is 28 weeks (six and a half 
months) after the mailing date of this notice, the Patent Term Adjustment will be 0 day(s). 

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that 
determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA. 

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information Retrieval 
(PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov). 

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of 
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be 
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0 101 or (571 )-272-4200. 

Page 3 of3 
PTOL-85 (Rev. 02/11) 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with 
your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to 
the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this 
information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b )(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the 
principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process 
and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the 
requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine 
your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or abandonment of the application or 
expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom 
of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of 
records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these 
records is required by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting 
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel 
in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress 
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has 
requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency 
having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be 
required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 
U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this 
system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World 
Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for 
purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy 
Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, 
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of 
that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and 
programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance 
with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant 
(i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about 
individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either 
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 
U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CPR 1.14, as a 
routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in 
which the proceedings were terminated and which application is referenced by either a published 
application, an application open to public inspection or an issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local 
law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or 
regulation. 
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Application No. Applicant(s) 

12/940,747 WOOLFORK, C. EARL 
Notice of Allowability Examiner Art Unit 

Andrew C. Flanders 2614 

-- The MAILING DATE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address-
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. If not included 
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS 
NOTICE OF ALLOW ABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at the initiative 
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308. 

1. [8J This communication is responsive to the amendment filed 15 December 2011. 

2. D An election was made by the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on __ ;the restriction 
requirement and election have been incorporated into this action. 

3. [8J The allowed claim(s) is/are 1.2.10-13 and 15-18. 

4. D Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f). 

a) D All b) D Some* c) D None of the: 

1. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2. D Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. __ . 

3. D Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the 

International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

* Certified copies not received: __ . 

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements 
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. 
THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT EXTENDABLE. 

5. 0 A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION must be submitted. Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF 
INFORMAL PATENT APPLICATION (PT0-152) which gives reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient. 

6. D CORRECTED DRAWINGS (as "replacement sheets") must be submitted. 

(a) D including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review ( PT0-948) attached 

1) D hereto or 2) D to Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

(b) D including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment I Comment or in the Office action of 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

Identifying indicia such as the application number {see 37 CFR 1.84{c)) should be written on the drawings in the front {not the back) of 
each sheet. Replacement sheet{s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121 {d). 

7. 0 DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATION about the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the 
attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL. 

Attachment(s) 
1. D Notice of References Cited (PT0-892) 

2. D Notice of Draftperson's Patent Drawing Review (PT0-948) 

3. D Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ 

4. D Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit 
of Biological Material 

/Andrew C Flanders/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2614 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Off1ce 

5. D Notice of Informal Patent Application 

6. D Interview Summary (PT0-413), 
Paper No./Mail Date __ . 

7. [8J Examiner's Amendment/Comment 

8. D Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance 

9. D Other __ . 

PTOL-37 (Rev. 03·11) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 201201 09 
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Application/Control Number: 12/940,747 

Art Unit: 2614 

EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT 

Page 2 

An examiner's amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes 

and/or additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided 

by 37 CFR 1.312. To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be 

submitted no later than the payment of the issue fee. 

Authorization for this examiner's amendment was given in a telephone interview 

with Megan Lyman on 05 January 2012. 

The application has been amended as follows: 

3. (Cancelled) 

4. (Cancelled) 

5. (Cancelled) 

6. (Cancelled) 

7. (Cancelled) 

8. (Cancelled) 

9. (Cancelled) 

14. (Cancelled) 
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Application/Control Number: 12/940,747 

Art Unit: 2614 

Conclusion 

Page 3 

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the 

examiner should be directed to Andrew C. Flanders whose telephone number is 

(571 )272-7516. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8:30- 5:00. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, Curtis Kuntz can be reached on (571) 272-7499. The fax phone number for 

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300. 

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the 

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for 

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. 

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only. 

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should 

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic 

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a 

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information 

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000. 

I Andrew C Flanders/ 
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 2614 
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under Reexamination 

Issue Classification 12940747 WOOLFORK, C. EARL 

Examiner Art Unit 

ANDREW C FLANDERS 2614 

ORIGINAL INTERNATIONAL CLASSIFICATION 

CLASS SUBCLASS CLAIMED NON-CLAIMED 

700 94 G 0 6 F 17 I 00 (2006.01.01) 

CROSS REFERENCE(S) 

CLASS SUBCLASS {ONE SUBCLASS PER BLOCK) 

D Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant D CPA D T.D. D R.1.47 

Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original Final Original 

1 1 8 17 

2 2 9 18 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

2 10 

3 11 

4 12 

5 13 

14 

6 15 

7 16 

NONE 
Total Claims Allowed: 

9 
(Assistant Examiner) (Date) 
/ANDREW C FLANDERS/ 
Primary Examiner. Art Unit 2614 01/09/2012 O.G. Print Claim(s) O.G. Print Figure 

(Primary Examiner) (Date) 1 1 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No. 20120109 
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Application/Control No. 

Search Notes 12940747 

Examiner 

ANDREW C FLANDERS 

SEARCHED 

Class I Subclass 
I 

SEARCH NOTES 

Search Notes 
see history attached 
reviewed and repeated search history (including class search) of parent 
application 12/570,343 
edan, east and palm inventor search for double patenting 
updated 
updated 

INTERFERENCE SEARCH 

Class I Subclass 
700 I 94 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Applicant( s )/Patent Under 
Reexamination 

WOOLFORK, C. EARL 

Art Unit 

2614 

Date I Examiner 
I 

Date Examiner 
5/2/11 acf 
5/2/11 acf 

5/2/11 acf 
11/3/11 acf 
1/9/12 acf 

Date I Examiner 
1/9/12 I acf 

/ANDREW C FLANDERS/ 
Primary Examiner.Art Unit 2614 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20t20t 09 
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EAST Search History 

file:///CI/U sers/aflanders/Documents/e-Red%20Folder/1294074 7/EASTSearchHistory .1294074 7 _Accessible Version.htm[ 1/9/2012 11:47:09 AM] 
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EAST Search History 

file:///CI/U sers/aflanders/Documents/e-Red%20Folder/1294074 7/EASTSearchHistory .1294074 7 _Accessible Version.htm[ 1/9/2012 11:47:09 AM] 
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EAST Search History 

file:///CI/U sers/aflanders/Documents/e-Red%20Folder/1294074 7/EASTSearchHistory .1294074 7 _Accessible Version.htm[ 1/9/2012 11:47:09 AM] 
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EAST Search History 

file:///CI/U sers/aflanders/Documents/e-Red%20Folder/1294074 7/EASTSearchHistory .1294074 7 _Accessible Version.htm[ 1/9/2012 11:47:09 AM] 
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EAST Search History 

file:///CI/U sers/aflanders/Documents/e-Red%20Folder/1294074 7/EASTSearchHistory .1294074 7 _Accessible Version.htm[ 1/9/2012 11:47:09 AM] 
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EAST Search History 

file:///CI/U sers/aflanders/Documents/e-Red%20Folder/1294074 7/EASTSearchHistory .1294074 7 _Accessible Version.htm[ 1/9/2012 11:47:09 AM] 
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EAST Search History 

file:///CI/U sers/aflanders/Documents/e-Red%20Folder/1294074 7/EASTSearchHistory .1294074 7 _Accessible Version.htm[ 1/9/2012 11:47:09 AM] 
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Application/Control No. Applicant( s )/Patent Under 
Reexamination 

Index of Claims 12940747 WOOLFORK, C. EARL 

Examiner Art Unit 

ANDREW C FLANDERS 2614 

Rejected Cancelled N Non-Elected A Appeal 

= Allowed Restricted Interference 0 Objected 

D Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant D CPA D T.D. D R.1.47 

CLAIM DATE 
Final Original 05/02/2011 11/03/2011 01/09/2012 

1 1 ./ ./ = 

2 2 ./ ./ = 

3 ./ ./ 

4 ./ ./ 

5 ./ ./ 

6 ./ ./ 

7 ./ ./ 

8 ./ ./ 

9 ./ ./ 

3 10 ./ ./ = 

4 11 ./ ./ = 

5 12 ./ ./ = 

6 13 ./ = 

14 ./ 

7 15 ./ = 

8 16 ./ = 

9 17 ./ = 

10 18 ./ = 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office Part of Paper No.: 20t20t 09 
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01/27/2012 12:15 9193410271 LYMAN PAGE 01/02 
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68533 
MEGAN LYMAN 

FILING or 
37l(c)DATE 

11/05/2010 

1816 SILVER MIST CT. 
RALEIGH, NC 27613 

FIL FEE REC'D 

2412 

Ul\TfED STI\TES DEPA RTME'IT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Adill''' ~Sl1:fMI;",~~CJ'JER FOR PATENTS 

ATTY.DOCKET.NO 

1028.5 
CONFIRMATION NO. 8175 

CORRECTED FILING RECEIPT 

llllllllllllllllllllllll]~!l]~~~~~~~~u~~~jlll~tllllllllllllllllllllllll 

Date Mailed: 02/03/2012 

Receipt is acknowledged of this non-provisional patent application. The application will be taken up for examination 
in due course. Applicant will be notified as to the results of the examination. Any correspondence concerning the 
application must include the following identification information: the U.S. APPLICATION NUMBER, FILING DATE, 
NAME OF APPLICANT, and TITLE OF INVENTION. Fees transmitted by check or draft are subject to collection. 
Please verify the accuracy of the data presented on this receipt. If an error is noted on this Filing Receipt, please 
submit a written request for a Filing Receipt Correction. Please provide a copy of this Filing Receipt with the 
changes noted thereon. If you received a "Notice to File Missing Parts" for this application, please submit 
any corrections to this Filing Receipt with your reply to the Notice. When the USPTO processes the reply 
to the Notice, the USPTO will generate another Filing Receipt incorporating the requested corrections 

Applicant( s) 
C. Earl Woolfork, Pasadena, CA; 

Power of Attorney: The patent practitioners associated with Customer Number 68533 

Domestic Priority data as claimed by applicant 
This application is a CON of 12/570,343 09/30/2009 PAT 7865258 
which is a CON of 10/648,012 08/26/2003 PAT 7412294 * 
which is a CIP of 10/027,391 12/21/2001 ABN * 
(*)Data provided by applicant is not consistent with PTO records. 

Foreign Applications (You may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at the 
USPTO. Please see http://www.uspto.gov for more information.) 

If Required, Foreign Filing License Granted: 11/17/2010 

The country code and number of your priority application, to be used for filing abroad under the Paris Convention, 
is US 12/940,747 

Projected Publication Date: Not Applicable 

Non-Publication Request: No 

Early Publication Request: No 
** SMALL ENTITY ** 
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Title 

WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM 

Preliminary Class 

700 

PROTECTING YOUR INVENTION OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES 

Since the rights granted by a U.S. patent extend only throughout the territory of the United States and have no 
effect in a foreign country, an inventor who wishes patent protection in another country must apply for a patent 
in a specific country or in regional patent offices. Applicants may wish to consider the filing of an international 
application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT). An international (PCT) application generally has the same 
effect as a regular national patent application in each PCT-member country. The PCT process simplifies the filing 
of patent applications on the same invention in member countries, but does not result in a grant of "an international 
patent" and does not eliminate the need of applicants to file additional documents and fees in countries where patent 
protection is desired. 

Almost every country has its own patent law, and a person desiring a patent in a particular country must make an 
application for patent in that country in accordance with its particular laws. Since the laws of many countries differ 
in various respects from the patent law of the United States, applicants are advised to seek guidance from specific 
foreign countries to ensure that patent rights are not lost prematurely. 

Applicants also are advised that in the case of inventions made in the United States, the Director of the USPTO must 
issue a license before applicants can apply for a patent in a foreign country. The filing of a U.S. patent application 
serves as a request for a foreign filing license. The application's filing receipt contains further information and 
guidance as to the status of applicant's license for foreign filing. 

Applicants may wish to consult the USPTO booklet, "General Information Concerning Patents" (specifically, the 
section entitled "Treaties and Foreign Patents") for more information on timeframes and deadlines for filing foreign 
patent applications. The guide is available either by contacting the USPTO Contact Center at 800-786-9199, or it 
can be viewed on the USPTO website at http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/doc/general/index.html. 

For information on preventing theft of your intellectual property (patents, trademarks and copyrights), you may wish 
to consult the U.S. Government website, http://www.stopfakes.gov. Part of a Department of Commerce initiative, 
this website includes self-help "toolkits" giving innovators guidance on how to protect intellectual property in specific 
countries such as China, Korea and Mexico. For questions regarding patent enforcement issues, applicants may 
call the U.S. Government hotline at 1-866-999-HAL T (1-866-999-4158). 

GRANTED 

LICENSE FOR FOREIGN FILING UNDER 

Title 35, United States Code, Section 184 

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, 5.11 & 5.15 

The applicant has been granted a license under 35 U.S.C. 184, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" followed by a date appears on this form. Such licenses are issued in all applications where 
the conditions for issuance of a license have been met, regardless of whether or not a license may be required as 
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set forth in 37 CFR 5.15. The scope and limitations of this license are set forth in 37 CFR 5.15(a) unless an earlier 
license has been issued under 37 CFR 5.15(b). The license is subject to revocation upon written notification. The 
date indicated is the effective date of the license, unless an earlier license of similar scope has been granted under 
37 CFR 5.13 or 5.14. 

This license is to be retained by the licensee and may be used at any time on or after the effective date thereof unless 
it is revoked. This license is automatically transferred to any related applications(s) filed under 37 CFR 1.53(d). This 
license is not retroactive. 

The grant of a license does not in any way lessen the responsibility of a licensee for the security of the subject matter 
as imposed by any Government contract or the provisions of existing laws relating to espionage and the national 
security or the export of technical data. Licensees should apprise themselves of current regulations especially with 
respect to certain countries, of other agencies, particularly the Office of Defense Trade Controls, Department of 
State (with respect to Arms, Munitions and Implements of War (22 CFR 121-128)); the Bureau of Industry and 
Security, Department of Commerce (15 CFR parts 730-774); the Office of Foreign AssetsControl, Department of 
Treasury (31 CFR Parts 500+) and the Department of Energy. 

NOT GRANTED 

No license under 35 U.S.C. 184 has been granted at this time, if the phrase "IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING 
LICENSE GRANTED" DOES NOT appear on this form. Applicant may still petition for a license under 37 CFR 5.12, 
if a license is desired before the expiration of 6 months from the filing date of the application. If 6 months has lapsed 
from the filing date of this application and the licensee has not received any indication of a secrecy order under 35 
U.S.C. 181, the licensee may foreign file the application pursuant to 37 CFR 5.15(b). 

Select USA 

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location 
for business investment, innovation and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tremendous 
resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation 

works to encourage, facilitate, and accelerate business investment. To learn more about why the USA is the best 
country in the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA.gov. 
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UNITED STATES pATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

APPLICATION NO. 

12/940,747 

68533 7590 

MEGAN LYMAN 
1816 SILVER MIST CT. 
RALEIGH, NC 27613 

ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. 

03/06/2012 8131391 

02/15/2012 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 

P.O. Box 1450 
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450 
www .uspto.gov 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO. 

1028.5 8175 

ISSUE NOTIFICATION 

The projected patent number and issue date are specified above. 

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b) 
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000) 

The Patent Term Adjustment is 0 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will include 
an indication of the adjustment on the front page. 

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) was filed in the above-identified application, the filing date that 
determines Patent Term Adjustment is the filing date of the most recent CPA. 

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information 
Retrieval (PAIR) WEB site (http://pair.uspto.gov). 

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the 
Office of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee 
payments should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management 
(ODM) at (571)-272-4200. 

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEB site http://pair.uspto.gov for additional applicants): 

C. Earl Woolfork, Pasadena, CA; 

IR103 (Rev. 10/09) 
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07) 
Approved for use through 08/31/2013. OMB 0651-0033 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

(Also Form PT0-1050) 

PATENT NO. 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

8131391 

APPLICATION NO.: 12/940,747 

ISSUE DATE 03/06/2012 

INVENTOR(S) C. Earl Wolfork 

Page _1_ of _1_ 

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent 
is hereby corrected as shown below: 

Claim 2 after "(COMA) communication operation;" insert 

--- a de-interleaver --

and cancel "an interleaver" 

and delete "is" from: and a module adapted to reproduce said generated audio output, in response to the unique 
user code bit sequence "is" being recognized 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer number below): 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.322, 1.323, and 1.324. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file 
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to 
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any 
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED 
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, ca/11-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection 
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, 
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the 
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; 
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do 
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to 
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or 
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the 
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from 
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether 
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of 
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to 
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of 
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the 
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the 
record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the 
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of 
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as 
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in 
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the 
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal 
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to 
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, 
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as 
part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management 
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall 
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not 
be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after 
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent 
pursuant to 35 U .S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which 
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an 
issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, 
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential 
violation of law or regulation. 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 12940747 

Filing Date: 05-Nov-201 0 

Title of Invention: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: C. Earl Woolfork 

Filer: Megan Elizabeth Lyman 

Attorney Docket Number: 1028.5 

Filed as Small Entity 

Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) Filing Fees 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

Certificate of correction 1811 1 100 100 

Extension-of-Time: 
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Miscellaneous: 

Total in USD ($) 100 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 12372345 

Application Number: 12940747 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 8175 

Title of Invention: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: C. Earl Woolfork 

Customer Number: 68533 

Filer: Megan Elizabeth Lyman 

Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number: 1028.5 

Receipt Date: 22-MAR-2012 

Filing Date: 05-NOV-201 0 

TimeStamp: 16:59:21 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type Credit Card 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $100 

RAM confirmation Number 4236 

Deposit Account 

Authorized User 

File Listing: 

Document I Document Description 
I 

File Name 
I 

File Size( Bytes)/ I Multi ~I Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 
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164227 

1 Request for Certificate of Correction CertofCorrCiaim2.pdf no 2 
0863ea3f477 e0b4fe0791 ecd 1 a9a 17aa76ed 

4c03 

Warnings: 

Information: 

30038 

2 Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info. pdf no 2 
bd999d437926bd 1fc0ea215c7 eee5123c74 

Od54e 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 194265 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New A~~lications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International A~~lication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International A~~lication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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PATENT NO. 
APPLICATION NO. 
DATED 
INVENTOR(S) 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

: 8,131,391 B2 
: 12/940747 
:March 6, 2012 
:C. Earl Wolfork 

Page 1 of 1 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below: 

Column 5, line 29-30, Claim 2 after "(CDMA) communication operation;" insert-- a de-interleaver --

Column 5, line 31, Claim 2 cancel "an interleaver" 

Column 5, line 39, Claim 2 delete "is" 

Signed and Sealed this 
First Day of May, 2012 

David J. Kappos 

Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
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PTO/SB/44 (09-07) 
Approved for use through 08/31/2013. OMB 0651-0033 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number. 

(Also Form PT0-1050) 

PATENT NO. 

UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

8131391 

APPLICATION NO.: 12/940,747 

ISSUE DATE 03/06/2012 

INVENTOR(S) C. Earl Woolfork 

Page _1_ of _1_ 

It is certified that an error appears or errors appear in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent 
is hereby corrected as shown below: 

Claim 6 after "audio transmitter, said packets embedded in" insert 

--- a received spread spectrum signal --

and cancel "the received spread spectrum signal" 

MAILING ADDRESS OF SENDER (Please do not use customer number below): 

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.322, 1.323, and 1.324. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file 
(and by the USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 1.0 hour to 
complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any 
comments on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED 
FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Attention Certificate of Corrections Branch, Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, 
VA 22313-1450. 

If you need assistance in completing the form, ca/11-800-PT0-9199 and select option 2. 
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Privacy Act Statement 

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection 
with your submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, 
pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be advised that: (1) the general authority for the 
collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; 
and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark 
Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do 
not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to 
process and/or examine your submission, which may result in termination of proceedings or 
abandonment of the application or expiration of the patent. 

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses: 

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the 
Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from 
this system of records may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether 
disclosure of these records is required by the Freedom of Information Act. 

2. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of 
presenting evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to 
opposing counsel in the course of settlement negotiations. 

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of 
Congress submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the 
individual has requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the 
record. 

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the 
Agency having need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of 
information shall be required to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as 
amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m). 

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in 
this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the 
World Intellectual Property Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty. 

6. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal 
agency for purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to 
the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)). 

7. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, 
General Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as 
part of that agency's responsibility to recommend improvements in records management 
practices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall 
be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of records for this 
purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not 
be used to make determinations about individuals. 

8. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after 
either publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent 
pursuant to 35 U .S.C. 151. Further, a record may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 
CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record was filed in an application which 
became abandoned or in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is 
referenced by either a published application, an application open to public inspection or an 
issued patent. 

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, 
or local law enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential 
violation of law or regulation. 
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal 

Application Number: 12940747 

Filing Date: 05-Nov-201 0 

Title of Invention: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: C. Earl Woolfork 

Filer: Megan Elizabeth Lyman 

Attorney Docket Number: 1028.5 

Filed as Small Entity 

Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) Filing Fees 

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Basic Filing: 

Pages: 

Claims: 

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition: 

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference: 

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance: 

Certificate of correction 1811 1 100 100 

Extension-of-Time: 
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Description Fee Code Quantity Amount 
Sub-Total in 

USD($) 

Miscellaneous: 

Total in USD ($) 100 
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

EFSID: 12990870 

Application Number: 12940747 

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number: 8175 

Title of Invention: WIRELESS DIGITAL AUDIO MUSIC SYSTEM 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: C. Earl Woolfork 

Customer Number: 68533 

Filer: Megan Elizabeth Lyman 

Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number: 1028.5 

Receipt Date: 12-JUN-2012 

Filing Date: 05-NOV-201 0 

TimeStamp: 13:20:12 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111 (a) 

Payment information: 

Submitted with Payment yes 

Payment Type Credit Card 

Payment was successfully received in RAM $100 

RAM confirmation Number 10054 

Deposit Account 

Authorized User 

File Listing: 

Document I Document Description 
I 

File Name 
I 

File Size( Bytes)/ I Multi ~I Pages 
Number Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.) 
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163966 

1 Request for Certificate of Correction CertofCorrCiaim6.pdf no 2 
6ac576844efb00dbfbfadab3fded011 Of638i 

67o 

Warnings: 

Information: 

30038 

2 Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info. pdf no 2 
930775acc8666cfb4dbc67c809a6ae9d902 

ed892 

Warnings: 

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 194004 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents, 
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a 
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503. 

New A~~lications Under 35 U.S.C. 111 
If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR 
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this 
Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application. 

National Stage of an International A~~lication under 35 U.S.C. 371 
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35 
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a 
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course. 

New International A~~lication Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office 
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for 
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 181 0), a Notification of the International Application Number 
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/1 OS) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning 
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of 
the application. 
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

PATENT NO. 
APPLICATION NO. 
DATED 
INVENTOR(S) 

: 8,131,391 B2 
: 12/940747 
:March 6, 2012 
:C. Earl Woolfork 

Page 1 of 1 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent and that said Letters Patent is hereby corrected as shown below: 

Column 7, lines 33-34, Claim 6 after "audio transmitter, said packets embedded in" delete 

"the received spread spectrum signal" and insert 

-- a received spread spectrum signal --. 

Signed and Sealed this 
Thirty-first Day of July, 2012 

David J. Kappos 

Director of the United States Patent and Trademark Office 
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Case 2:12-cv-06135-MMM-PLA Document 3 Filed 07/16/12 Page 1 of 1 Page ID #:1 

Ill!. AO 120_iRev. 3/04) 

Mail Stop 8 REPORT ON THE 
TO: 

Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
P.O. Box 1450 

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 

FILING OR DETERMINATION OF AN 
ACTION REGARDING A PATENT OR 

TRADEMARK 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR IMPROVING DETECTION OF 

DATA BITS IN A SLOW FREQUENCY HOPPING 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to communication systems which 

employ spread-spectrum signals and, more particularly, to a method and 

1 0 apparatus for improving a soft decision algorithm in a slow frequency 

hopping spread spectrum communication system. 

Background of the Invention 

15 Communication systems take many forms. In general, the purpose 

of a communication system is to transmit information-bearing signals from a 

source, located at one point, to a user destination, located at another point 

some distance away. A communication system generally consists of three 

basic components: transmitter, channel, and receiver. The transmitter has the 

20 function of processing the message signal into a form suitable for 

transmission over the channel. This processing of the message signal is 

typically referred to as modulation. The function of the channel is to provide a 

physical connection between the transmitter output and the receiver input. 

The function of the receiver is to process the received signal so as to 

25 produce an estimate of the original message signal. This processing of the 

received signal is referred to as demodulation. 
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Two types of two-way communication channels exist, namely, point

to point channels and point-to-multipoint channels. Examples of point-to

point channels include wirelines (e.g., local telephone transmission), 

microwave links, and optical fibers. In contrast, point-to-multipoint channels 

5 provide a capability where many receiving stations may be reached 

simultaneously from a single transmitter (e.g. cellular radio telephone 

communication systems). These point-to-multipoint systems are also 

termed Multiple Access Systems (MAS). 

Analog and digital transmission methods are used to transmit a 

1 o message signal over a communication channel. The use of digital methods 

offers several operational advantages over analog methods, including but 

not limited to: increased immunity to channel noise and interference, flexible 

operation of the system, common format for the transmission of different 

kinds of message signals, improved security of communication through the 

15 use of encryption, and increased capacity. 

20 

These advantages are attained at the cost of increased system 

complexity. However, through the use of very large-scale integration 

(VLSI) technology, a cost-effective way of building the hardware has been 

developed. 

To transmit a message signal (either analog or digital) over a band

pass communication channel, the message signal must be manipulated into 

a form suitable for efficient transmission over the channel. Modification of the 

message signal is achieved by means of a process termed modulation. 

This process involves varying some parameter of a carrier wave in 

25 accordance with the message signal in such a way that the spectrum of the 

modulated wave matches the assigned channel bandwidth. 

Correspondingly, the receiver is required to recreate the original message 

signal from a degraded version of the transmitted signal after propagation 

through the channel. The re-creation is accomplished by using a process 

30 known as demodulation, which is the inverse of the modulation process used 

in the transmitter. 

In addition to providing efficient transmission, there are other reasons 

for performing modulation. In particular, the use of modulation permits 

multiplexing, that is, the simultaneous transmission of signals from several 

35 message sources over a common channel. Also, modulation may be used 

to convert the message signal into a form less susceptible to noise and 

interference. 
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For multiplexed communication systems, the system typically 

consists of many remote units (i.e. subscriber units) which require active 

service over a communication channel for a short or discrete portion of the 

communication channel resource rather than continuous use of the resources 

5 on a communication channel. Therefore, communication systems have been 

designed to incorporate the characteristic of communicating with many remote 

units for brief intervals on the same communication channel. These systems 

are termed multiple access communication systems. 

One type of communication system which can be a multiple access 

1 0 system is a spread spectrum system. In a spread spectrum system, a 

modulation technique is utilized in which a transmitted signal is spread over a 

wide frequency band within the communication channel. The frequency band 

is much wider than the minimum bandwidth required to transmit the 

information being sent. A voice signal, for example, can be sent with 

1 5 amplitude modulation (AM) in a bandwidth only twice that of the information 

itself. Other forms of modulation, such as low deviation frequency 

modulation (FM ) or single sideband AM , also permit information to be 

transmitted in a bandwidth comparable to the bandwidth of the information 

itself. However, in a spread spectrum system, the modulation of a signal to 

20 be transmitted often includes taking a baseband signal (e.g., a voice channel} 

with a bandwidth of only a few kilohertz, and distributing the signal to be 

transmitted over a frequency band that may be many megahertz wide. This 

is accomplished by modulating the signal to be transmitted with the 

information to be sent and with a wideband encoding signal. 

25 Three general types of spread spectrum communication techniques 

30 

35 

exist, including: 

Direct Sequence 

The modulation of a carrier by a digital code sequence whose bit rate 

is much higher than the information signal bandwidth. Such systems 

are referred to as "direct sequence" modulated systems. 

Hopping 

Carrier frequency shifting in discrete increments in a pattern dictated 

by a code sequence. These systems are called "frequency 

hoppers." The transmitter jumps from frequency to frequency within 

some predetermined set; the order of frequency usage is determined 
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by a code sequence. Similarly "time napping" and "time-frequency 

hopping" have times of transmission which are regulated by a code 

sequence. 

5 .Q!:!im 

Pulse-FM or "chirp" modulation in which a carrier is swept over a wide 

band during a given pulse interval. 

Information (i.e. the message signal) can be embedded in the spread 

1 0 spectrum signal by several methods. One method is to add the information 

to the spreading code before it is used for spreading modulation. This 

technique can be used in direct sequence and frequency hopping systems. 

It will be noted that the information being sent must be in a digital form prior 

to adding it to the spreading code, because the combination of the 

15 spreading code and the information typically a binary code involves module-

2 addition. Alternatively, the information or message signal may be used to 

modulate a carrier before spreading it. 

Thus, a spread spectrum system must have two properties: (1) the 

transmitted bandwidth should be much greater than the bandwidth or rate of 

20 the information being sent and (2) some function other than the information 

being sent is employed to determine the resulting modulated channel 

bandwidth. 

Spread spectrum communication systems can be implemented as 

multiple access systems in a number of different ways. One type of 

25 multiple access spread spectrum system is a code division multiple access 

(COMA) system. COMA spread spectrum systems may use direct 

sequence (DS-CDMA) or frequency hopping (FH-COMA) spectrum 

spreading techniques. FH-COMA systems can further be divided into slow 

frequency hopping (SFH-CDMA) and fast frequency hopping (FFH-

30 COMA) systems. In SFH-CDMA systems several data symbols, 

representing a sequence of data bits which are to be transmitted, modulate 

the carrier wave within a single hop. Whereas, in FFH-CDMA systems the 

carrier wave hops several times per data symbol. 

In a SFH-CDMA system, multiple communication channels are 

35 accommodated by the assignment of portions of a broad frequency and or 

time band to each particular channel. For example, communication between 

two communication units in a particular communication channel is 
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accomplished by using a frequency synthesizer to generate a carrier wave in 

a particular portion of a predetermined broad frequency band for a brief 

period of time. The frequency synthesizer uses an input spreading code to 

determine the particular frequency from within the set of frequencies in the 

5 broad frequency band at which to generate the carrier wave. Spreading 

codes are input to the frequency synthesizer by a spreading code 

generator. The spreading code generator is periodically clocked or stepped 

through different transitions which causes different or shifted spreading codes 

to be output to the frequency synthesizer. Therefore, as the spreading code 

1 0 generator is periodically clocked, then so too is the carrier wave frequency 

hopped or reassigned to different portions of the frequency band. In 

addition to hopping, the carrier wave is modulated by data symbols 

representing a sequence of data bits which are to be transmitted. A 

common type of carrier wave modulation used in SFH-COMA systems is 

1 5 M-ary frequency shift keying (MFSK), where k = log2M data symbols are 

used to determined which one of the M frequencies is to be transmitted. 

Multiple communication channels are allocated by using a plurality of 

spreading codes to assign portions of the frequency band to different 

channels during the same time period. As a result, transmitted signals are in 

20 the same broad frequency band of the communication channel, but within 

unique portions of the broad frequency band assigned by the unique 

spreading codes. These unique spreading codes preferably are orthogonal 

to one another such that the cross-correlation between the spreading codes 

is approximately zero. Particular transmitted signals can be retrieved from 

25 the communication channel by despreading a signal representative of the 

sum of signals in the communication channel with a spreading code related to 

the particular transmitted signal which is to be retrieved from the 

communication channel. Further, when the spreading codes are orthogonal to 

one another, the received signal can be correlated with a particular spreading 

30 code such that only the desired signal related to the particular spreading code 

is enhanced while the other signals are not enhanced. 

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that several different 

spreading codes exist which can be used to separate data signals from one 

another in a COMA communication system. These spreading codes include 

35 but are not limited to pseudonoise (PN} codes and Walsh codes. A Walsh 

code corresponds to a single row or column of the Hadamard matrix. For 

example, in a 64 channel COMA spread spectrum system, particular 
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mutually orthogonal Walsh codes can be selected from the set of 64 Walsh 

codes within a 64 by 64 Hadamard matrix. 

Further it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the data 

signals are typically channel coded to improve performance of the 

5 communication system by enabling transmitted signals to better withstand 

the effects of various channel impairments, such as noise, fading, and 

jamming. Typically, channel coding reduces the probability of bit error, 

and/or reduces the required signal to noise ratio usually expressed as bit 

energy per noise density (Ebi'No), to recover the signal at the cost of 

1 0 expending more bandwidth than would otherwise be necessary to transmit 

the data signal. 

A typical spread spectrum transmission involves expanding the 

bandwidth of an information signal, transmitting the expanded signal and 

recovering the desired information signal by remapping the received spread 

1 5 spectrum into the original information signals bandwidth. This series of 

bandwidth trades used in spread spectrum signalling techniques allows a 

communication system to deliver a relatively error-free information signal in a 

noisy environment or communication channel. The quality of recovery of the 

transmitted information signal from the communication channel is measured 

20 by the error rate (i.e., the number of errors in the recovery of the transmitted 

signal over a particular time span or received bit span) for some EbfNo. As 

the error rate increases the quality of the signal received by the receiving 

party decreases. As a result, communication systems typically are designed 

to limit the error rate to an upper bound or maximum so that the degradation 

25 in the quality of the received signal is limited. In COMA spread spectrum 

communication systems, the error rate is related to the noise interference 

level in the communication channel which is directly related to number of 

simultaneous but code divided users within the communication channel. 

Thus, in order to limit the maximum error rate, the number of simultaneous 

30 code divided users in the communication channel is limited. However, the 

error rate can be reduced by using channel coding schemes. The error rate 

can also be reduced by using diversity combining. Therefore, by using 

channel coding and/or diversity combining schemes the number of 

simultaneous users in a communication channel can be increased while still 

35 maintaining the same maximum error rate limit. 

As discussed in Digital Communications: Fundamentals and 

Applications by Bernard Sklar, published by Prentice Hall, Englewood 
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Cliffs, New Jersey in 1988, especially chapters 5 and 6 entitled "Channel 

Coding" found on pages 245-380, several of these channel coding and 

decoding schemes have been developed for use in communication 

systems. Among the decoding schemes discussed is using a maximum-

5 likelihood (ML} decoding algorithm. In addition to the discussion found in 

Sklar's book above-mentioned, Gottfried Ungerboeck described in general 

MLSE decoding algorithms in "Adaptive Maximum-Likelihood Receiver for 

Carrier-Modulated Data-Transmission Systems", IEEE Transactions on 

Communications. vol. com-22, no. 5, May 1974, p.p. 624-636. However, 

1 0 a need exists for ML decoding schemes to be specifically optimized for use 

in frequency hopping spread spectrum communication systems. In 

optimizing the communication system with respect to the ML decoding 

algorithm, one starting point is analyzing the implementation of the ML 

decoding algorithm to the particular environment to which it is to be used. For 

1 5 the purposes of this discussion, the environment will include convolutional 

encoders and ML decoding algorithms similar to the Viterbi decoding 

algorithm. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that these 

principles can be applied to other encoding techniques such as block 

encoding and ML decoding algorithms other than Viterbi-like algorithms. 

20 Through the use of these optimized decoding schemes, the number of 

simultaneous users in a communication system can be increased over the 

number of simultaneous users in a communication system using non

optimized decoding algorithms while maintaining the same maximum error 

rate limit. 

25 Several of diversity combining schemes have been developed for 

use in communication systems. Among the diversity combining schemes is 

the diversity reception technique described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,031,193 

entitled "Method and Apparatus for Diversity Reception of Time-Dispersed 

Signals". This patent describes diversity combining stages which perform 

30 either bit by bit selection of or maximal ratio combining of signals received 

from several receiver branches. The diversity combined signal may 

optionally be subsequently used in estimating the received sequence. 

Another diversity reception scheme is described in U. S. Pat. No. 

4,271,525 entitled " Adaptive Diversity Receiver For Digital 

35 Communications". This patent describes an adaptive diversity receiver 

using an adaptive transversal filter for each receiver branch, followed by a 

decision feedback equalizer. The tap gains of the transversal filters are 
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updated via feedback from the output of the equalizer, and other points in 

the receiver. However, a need exists for diversity combining schemes to 

be specifically optimized for use in frequency hopping spread spectrum 

communication systems. In optimizing the communication system with 

5 respect to diversity combining, one starting point is analyzing the 

implementation of diversity combining to the particular environment to which 

it is to be used. For the purposes of this discussion, the environment will 

include at least two receiver branches and a signal combining technique of 

either bit by bit selection or maximal ratio combining. It will be appreciated 

1 0 by those skilled in the art that these principles can be applied to other 

diversity combining techniques. Through the use of these optimized 

diversity combining schemes, the number of simultaneous users in a 

communication system can be increased over the number of simultaneous 

users in a communication system using non-optimized diversity combining 

1 5 techniques while maintaining the same maximum error rate limit. 

20 

Summary of the Invention 

A method and apparatus is provided for improving detection of data 

bits in data samples of a hop of a slow frequency hopping spread spectrum 

signal. In the detecting process, the carrier to interference (C/1) power ratio of 

the hop is estimated by using the data samples of the hop. Subsequently, 

a data bit is detected by using the estimated C/1 power ratio. The detection 

25 process may include utilizing maximum likelihood decoding techniques to 

derive a data bit from decision metrics and the estimated C/1 power ratio. 

The decision metrics correspond to a measurement of the distance of data 

samples from constellation points within a constellation space representing 

data samples previously used to generate decision metrics. The detection 

30 process also may include utilizing the estimated C/1 power ratio in combining 

data samples of the hop as received from two or more diversity receiver 

35 

branches. 

Brief Description of the Drawings 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a preferred embodiment slow 

frequency hopping communication system. 
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FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing a preferred embodiment data bit 

detection portion which utilize maximum likelihood decoding techniques. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing preferred embodiment receiving 

and data bit detection portions which utilize diversity combining techniques. 

Detailed Description 

Referring now to FIG. 1, a preferred embodiment slow frequency 

hopping (SFH) communication system is shown. In optimizing the 

1 0 communication system, one starting point is analyzing the implementation of 

the ML decoding algorithm and diversity combining techniques to the 

particular environment to which it is to be used. For the purposes of this 

discussion, the environment will include convolutional encoding of data bits 

prior to transmission and slow frequency hopping signaling. It will be 

1 5 appreciated by those skilled in the art that these principles can be applied to 

other encoding techniques such as block encoding as well as other signalling 

techniques having properties similar to slow frequency hopping signalling 

such as time hopping signalling. 

In order to design either a convolutional decoder to perform optimal 

20 ML decoding or a diversity combiner to perform optimal diversity 

combining, obtaining knowledge about the received carrier signal power to 

interference signal power ratio O.e., C/1 power ratio) is desirable. 

Measurement of the actual C/1 power ratio in SFH communication systems 

can be difficult since the carrier signal hops at discrete time intervals over a 

25 broad frequency band. The C/1 power ratio may change with each hop, 

since the interference in different portions of the broad frequency band may 

vary by the frequency. This variance of the interference at different 

frequencies may be due to signals other than the desired signal being 

transmitted at or near the same frequency as the desired frequency as well 

30 as from spurious noise bursts from electrical power generators and 

transmission lines, solar flares, atmospheric disturbances and the like. 

Therefore, since actual measurement is difficult, an approximation of the C/1 

power ratio iri SFH communication systems is desirable. 

In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention 

35 one such approximation of the the C/1 power ratio is proposed. In this 

preferred embodiment an assumption concerning the communication channel 

conditions has been made. This assumption is that the C/1 power ratio 
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remains constant over the duration of a single ·hop. Such an assumption is 

valid so long as the duration of the hop is short enough to be able to 

reasonably assume that the magnitude of the power interference sources in 

the communication channel would be constant over the hop. The preferred 

5 embodiment approximation or estimate of the C/1 power ratio of a hop of a 

SFH spread spectrum signal is measured according to the following equation 
for'¥: 

10 

Ave2{Re{z}} 
(eq. 1) 

In the equation (eq. 1), z represents the phase modulation cancelled 

forms of the data samples of a hop of the SFH signal. The data samples 

are samples of the complex envelope of the hop where the hop has been 

modulated by nth phase shift keying. Cancellation of nth phase shift keying 

15 modulation of the hop of the slow frequency hopping spread spectrum 

signal can be accomplished by raising the complex envelope of the hop to 

the nth power. As a result, z represents the phase modulation cancelled 

forms of the data samples which comprise samples of the complex 

envelope of the hop raised to the nth power for the nth phase shift keying 

20 modulated hop of the slow frequency hopping spread spectrum signal. For 

example, a complex envelope of a bi-phase shift key modulated (BPSK) 

hop of a SFH signal is raised to the second power (i.e., squared) in order to 

generate a phase modulation cancelled form of the hop. Similarly, a 

complex envelope of a quadrature phase shift key modulated (QPSK) hop 

25 of a SFH signal is raised to the fourth power in order to generate a phase 

modulation cancelled form of the hop. 

In addition, in the equation (eq. 1 ), Ave2{Re{z}} is the square of the 

average of the real portion of z over the hop. More precisely, Zk represents 

a single phase modulation cancelled data sample where the data sample is 

30 represented as a complex number having a real and an imaginary portion. 

35 

In addition, N is the number of data samples of the complex envelope of 

the hop. Thus, Ave2{Re{z}} may be computed by squaring the result of the 

following equation: 

1 N 
N L,Re{zk} 

k=1 
(eq. 2) 
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in which the real portions of each data sample Zj of the hop are summed 

together and subsequently divided by the number of data samples of the 

hop. 

In addition, in the equation (eq. 1 ), Ave{lzj2} is the average of the 

square of the magnitude of the complex valued z (i.e. where z has a real and 

imaginary portion) over the hop. More precisely, as noted above, Zk 

represents a single phase modulation cancelled data sample where the data 

sample is represented as a complex number having a real and an imaginary 

1 0 portion. In addition, N is the number of data samples of the complex 

envelope of the hop. Thus, Ave{lzl2} may be computed according to the 

15 

following equation: 

(eq. 3) 

in which the square of the absolute value of each data sample Zk is summed 

together and subsequently divided by the number of data samples of the 

hop. 

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that any monotonically 
20 related form of the estimate of the C/1 power ratio {ql) may be used without 

departing from the scope of the present invention. For example, an 

estimate maybe formed using '¥ in which '¥ is raised to a power greater or 

less than one, '¥ is multiplied or divided by a constant value or variable, 

and/or'¥ is added to or subtracted from a constant value or variable. Further, 

25 it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that this preferred 

embodiment C/1 power ratio estimate {ql) has several advantages. These 

advantages include the ease of calculation of the estimate ('¥) due to simple 

arithmetic operations being performed on digital values which represent data 

samples. Another advantage is the lack of need for measurements other 

30 than those already being done in the data bit detecting process. The 

sampling of the complex envelope of the hop is already being done in 

conjunction with the data bit detecting process. Further, measurement of the 

actual C/1 power ratio would involve the additional steps of measuring the 

power of the carrier and interference signals over the hop. Yet another 
35 advantage is that this estimate ('¥) does not require any prior knowledge 
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concerning the data bits being transmitted within of the hop of the SFH 

signal. 

This estimate of the C/1 ratio ('¥) of a hop is a monotonous function of 

the actual C/1 power ratio. A derivation of a proof this statement follows. 

5 Each data sample (xk) of the complex envelope of the received hop of the 

SFH signal is described by the following equation: 

(eq. 4) 

1 0 where P is the average amplitude of the received data sample and nr ,ni are 

the real and imaginary components of the interference. Both nr ,ni are 

independent, zero mean normal variables, with equal variance an2 (i.e. they 

can be modeled as white, Gaussian noise). However, these following 

derivations can be easily extended by one skilled in the art to non-Gaussian 

1 5 noise. The actual C/1 power ratio can be described as: 

C _ 2·Ave2{Re{xk} p2 
I - Var[Re{xk}] + Var[lm{xk}] a 02 (eq. 5) 

When a BPSK modulated SFH signal is used in the communication system, 

20 the derivation of the proof that the estimated C/1 power ratio ('¥) of (eq. 1) is 

a monotonous function of the actual C/1 power ratio continues as follows. 

(eq. 6) 

25 where Zk represents a single phase modulation cancelled data 

sample where the data sample (xk) is represented as a complex number 

having a real and an imaginary portion and (eq. 4) was substituted into (eq. 

6) forxk. 

In addition, in the equation (eq. 1 ), Ave{Re{z}} is the average of the 

30 real portion of z over the hop. More precisely, 

35 

Ave{Re{z}} = (P + nr )2 - 1'\2 

= p2 + 2Pnr + nr 2 - ni 2 

= p2 + 0 + a02 _ an2 = p2 (eq. 7) 
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where the real portion of Zk as defined in (eq. 6) was substituted in (eq. 7) 

and, in accordance with the definition of Gaussian noise model given above 

and the definition of the nth central moment of a Gaussian random variable, 
the average of nr and ni (i.e., 11;" and fii) each go to zero over the hop and 

5 average of n~ and ni2 (i.e., n~ and rli2 ) each go to f1n2. 

10 

In addition, in the equation { eq. 1 ), lzkJ2 is the square of the absolute 

value of Zk· More precisely, 

1Zkl2 = [(P + nr )2 - ni2]
2 

+ [2(P + nr )ni]
2 

= (P + nr )4 - 2(P + nr )2ni2 + ni4 + 4(P + nr )2ni2 

= (P + nr )4 + 2{P + nr )2ni2 + ni4 

= (P4 + 4P3nr + 6P2n~ + 4Pnr3 + nr4) 

+ (2P2ni2 + 2Pnrni2 + 2nr 2ni2) + ni4 

where the definition of Zk from (eq. 6) was substituted in (eq. 8). 

(eq. 8} 

1 5 In addition, in the equation (eq. 1 ), Ave{lzl2} is the average of the 

20 

square of the magnitude of the real and imaginary portions of z over the hop. 

More precisely, 

Ave{lzJ2} = P4 + 4P3nr + 6P2n~ + 4Pnr3 + nr4 

+ 2P20i2 + 2Pnrni2 + 2n~Oj2 + rli4 

= p4 + 0 + 6P2crn2 + 0 + 3crn4 + 2P2crn2 + 0 + 2crn4 + 3crn4 

= p4 + 8P2crn2 + 8crn4 

where the square of the absolute value of Zk as defined in (eq. 8) was 

(eq. 9) 

25 substituted in (eq. 9). In addition, in accordance with the definition of 

Gaussian noise model given above and the definition of the nth central 

moment of a Gaussian random variable, the average of an odd power of nr 
and ni (i.e., nr and rii) each go to zero over the hop and average of an 

even power n of nr and ni (i.e., 11;" and fii) each go to a factor defined as: 

30 
nr" = n;n = 1 · 3 · 5 · ( n-1 ) · crn" (eq. 10) 

such that n~ = fli2 = crn2 and nr4 = n;4 = 3crn4. 

Thus, (eq. 5), (eq. 7) and {eq. 9) can be substituted into (eq. 1) as 

35 follows to derive an expression of the estimate of the power ratio ('¥) in 

terms of actual C/1 power ratio: 
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_ Ave2{Re{z}} 
'¥- Ave{lzJ2} - Ave2{Re{z}} 

p4 p4 
= p4 + 8P2crn2 + 8crn4 - p4 8P2crn2 + 8crn4 
_ (C/1)2 
- S(C/1) + 8 (eq. 11} 

which is a monotonic function of C/1 since the derivative of the estimate ('P} 

with respect to the actual C/1 is greater than zero for all real and positive 

values of C/1. More precisely, 

o'¥ _ o (C/1)2 S(C/1)2 + 16(CII) O 
o(C/1) - o(C/1) 8(C/I) + 8 [8(C/I) + 8]2 > (eq. 12) 

Thus, for a BPSK modulated SFH signal the estimated C/1 power ratio {'¥) 

of (eq. 1) is a monotonous function of the actual C/1 power ratio. 

When a QPSK modulated SFH signal is used in the communication 
15 system, the derivation of the proof that the estimated C/1 power ratio ('P} of 

(eq. 1) is a monotonous function of the actual C/1 power ratio continues as 

follows. 

Zk = xk4 = (P + nr+ jni)4 

20 = (P + nr )4 - 6(P + nr )2ni2 + ni4 + j4(P + nr )ni[(P + nr )2 - ni2J ( eq. 13) 

where Zi represents a single phase modulation cancelled data sample 

where the data sample (xk) is represented as a complex number having a 

real and an imaginary portion and (eq. 4) was substituted into (eq. 13) for Xk. 

25 In addition, in the equation (eq. 1}, Ave{Re{z}} is the average of the 

30 

real portion of z over the hop. More precisely, 

Ave{Re{z}} = (P + nr)4 - 6(P + nr)2ni2 + rlj4 

= { p4 + 4P3nr + 6P2n~ + 4Pn,.3 + nr4 ) 

- { 6P2ni2 + 12nrni2 + 6n~ni2 ) + f'li4 

= p4 + 0 + 6P2cr02) + 0 + 3cr02- 6P2cr02- 0- 6cr04 + 3cr04 

=P4 (eq. 14) 
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where the real portion of Zk as defined in (eq. 13) was substituted in (eq. 14) 

and, in accordance with the definition of Gaussian noise model given above 

and the definition of the nth central moment of a Gaussian random variable, 
the average of an odd power of nr and ni (i.e., Or and rij) each go to zero 

5 over the hop and average of an even power n of nr and ni (i.e., nr and rii) 
each go to a factor defined in (eq. 1 0) such that n,2 = 11j2 = an2 and nr4 = 
11j4 = 3crn4· 

In addition, in the equation (eq. 1 ).lzkJ2 is the square of the absolute 

value of Zk. More precisely, 

1 0 1Zkl2 = [<P + nr)4- 6(P + nr)2ni2 + ni4l
2 

+ [ 4(P + nr)ni[(P + nr)2 - ni2J] 

= {P + nr)B- 12(P + nr)6ni2 + 38(P + nr)4ni4- 12(P + nr)2ni6 + niB 

+ 16(P + nr)2ni2[(P + nr)4- 2(P + nr)2ni2 + ni4] 

= (P + nr)B- 12(P + nr)6ni2 + 38(P + nr)4ni4 - 12(P + nr)2ni6 + niB 

1 5 + 16(P + nr)6ni2 - 32(P + nr)4ni4 + 16(P + nr)2ni6 

= (P + nr)B + 4(P + nr)6ni2 + 6(P + nr)4ni4 + 4(P + nr)2ni6 +niB 

= (PB + 8P7nr + 28P6n,2 + 56P5nr3 + 70P4nr4 + 56P3n,.S 

+ 28P2nr6 + 8Pn? + nrB) 

+ 4(P6 + 6P5nr + 15P4n,2 + 20P3nr3 + 15P2nr4 

20 + 6Pn,.S + nr6)ni2 

+ 6(p4 + 4P3nr + 6P2n,2 + 4Pn,S + nr4)ni4 

+ 4(P2 + 2Pnr + n,2)ni6 + niB { eq. 15) 

where the definition of Zk from ( eq. 13) was substituted in ( eq. 15). 

25 In addition, in the equation (eq. 1 ), Ave{lzi2J is the average of the 

square of the magnitude of the real and imaginary portions of z over the hop. 

More precisely, 

Ave{jzj2} = { p8 + SP7nr + 28P6n,2 + 56P5nr3 + 70p4nr4 

30 + 56P3n,.S + 28P2nr6 + 8Pnr7 + n~ } 

+ [ 4(P6 + 6P5nr + 1SP4n,2 + 20P3nr3 + 15P2nr4 

+ 6Pn,.S + nr6)Jlj2] 

+ ( 6(P4 + 4P3nr + 6P2n,2 + 4Pnr3 + nr4)ni4 } 

+ ( 4(P2 + 2Pnr + n,2)ni6 } + 11iB 
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The above expression can be simplified by eliminating the terms which go 

to zero {i.e. those terms having nr or ni raised to an odd power} results in the 

following expression: 

= { ps + 28P6n~ + 70?4nr4 + 28P2nr6 + ntJ ) 

+ [ 4(P6 + 15p4n~ + 15P2nr4 + nr6)"2] 

+ { S(p4 + 6P2n~ + nr4)nr4 ) 

+ { 4(P2 + n~}ni6 ) + ~ 
1 0 = { p8 + 28P6n~ + 70P4nr4 + 28P2nr6 + ntJ ) 

+ { 4p6ni2 + 60p4n~ni2 + 60P2nr4ni2 + 4nr6rli2 ) 

+ { Sp4nr4 + 36P2n~l'li4 + 6nr4ni4 ) 

+ { 4P2llj6 + 4n~ni6 ) + ~ 
= p8 + 28P6n~ + 70p4nr4 + _2_8_p=2n-rs=- + nrB 

---=--~ 

15 + 4?6ni2 + 60p4n~ni2 + 60P2nr411i2 + 4nr~2 

20 

+ sp4ni4 + 36P2n~nr4 + snr411t4 

+ 4P2ni6 + 4n~lljs + ~ 

= p8 + 28P6on2 + 21 Op4on4 + 420P2on6 + 1 05on8 

+ 4P6on2 + 60P4on4 + 180P2on6 + 60on8 

+ 18p4an4 + 1 OSP2on6 + 54on8 

+ 60P2on6 + 60on8 + 1 0Son8 

= p8 + 32P6on2 + 288p4on4 + 768P2an6 + 384on8 

where the square of the absolute value of Zk as defined in ( eq. 8) was 

(eq. 16) 

25 substituted in (eq. 9). In adaltion,, in acx::ordance with the definition of 

Gaussian noise model given above and the definition of the nth central 

moment of a Gaussian random variable, the average of an odd power of nr 
and l1i (i.e., of and rli" ) each go to zero over the hop and average of an 

even power n of nr and Oi {i.e., 11(1 and rli" ) each go to a factor defined in 

30 (eq. 10) such that n,2 = Jli2 = on2, nr4 = "4 = 3on4, n,.S = "6 = 1Son6, 

and nrB = ~ = 105on8. 
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Thus, (eq. 5), (eq. 14) and (eq. 16) can be substituted into (eq. 1) as 
follows to derive an expression of the estimate of the power ratio (lP) in 

terms of actual C/1 power ratio: 

'¥ _ Ave2{Re{z}} 
- Ave{lzJ2} - Ave2{Re{z}} 

p8 
= p8 + 32P6crn2 + 288P4crn4 + 768P2crn6 + 384crn8 - p8 

p8 

32P6crn2 + 288P4crn4 + 768P2crn6 + 384crn8 
(C/1)4 

32(C/1)3 + 288(C/1)2 + 768(C/1) + 384 
(eq. 17) 

1 0 which is a monotonic function of C/1 since the derivative of the estimate {'¥) 

with respect to the actual C/1 is greater than zero for all real and positive 

values of C/1. More precisely, 

15 

o'P o (C/1)4 
o(C/1) = o(C/1) 32{Cf1)3 + 288(CJ1)2 + 768(C/1) + 384 
= 288(CJI)5 + 1536(C/1)4 + 1152(C/1)3 > 

0 
(32(C/J)3 + 288(C/J)2 + 768(C/I) + 384)

2 (eq. 18) 

Thus, for a QPSK modulated SFH signal the estimated C/1 power ratio ('¥} 

of ( eq. 1} is a monotonous function of the actual C/1 power ratio. 

It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the above 

20 derivations can be extended to any nth phase shift keying modulated SFH 

signal to prove that the estimated C/1 power ratio r¥) of (eq. 1) is a 

monotonous function of the actual C/1 power ratio for any nth phase shift 

keying modulated SFH signal. 
Since this estimate of each hop's C/1 power ratio r¥) of (eq. 1) is a 

25 monotonous function of the actual C/1 power ratio, this estimate of each hop's 

C/1 power ratio('¥) may preferably be used to determine a level of 

confidence that a particular hop was detected properly by a receiving station. 

The number of levels of confidence which may be determined can be varied 

depending on the particular use for the level of confidence. For example, 

30 two levels of confidence may be determined for use in a hard decision 

environment. The two levels of confidence include: (1) full confidence which 

corresponds to the estimated C/1 power ratio being at or above a particular 

threshold and (2) no confidence which corresponds to the estimated C/1 
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power ratio being below the particular threshold. In another example, 

several levels of confidence may be determined for use in a soft decision 

environment. These several levels of confidence correspond to increasing 

confidence as the estimated C/1 power ratio increases in value. 

5 A description of a preferred embodiment communication system, 

shown in FIG. 1, which incorporates the above mentioned optimizing 

principles for a data bit detection in a SFH signal follows. In the encoding 

portion 1 02 of the communication system, traffic channel data bits 1 00 are 

input to an encoder 102 at a particular bit rate. The input traffic channel data 

1 0 bits can include either voice converted to data by a vocoder, pure data, or a 

combination of the two types of data. Encoder 102 preferrably encodes the 

input data bits 1 00 into data symbols 1 04 at a fixed encoding rate with an 

encoding algorithm which facilitates subsequent maximum likelihood 

decoding of the data symbols into data bits (e.g. convolutional or block 

1 5 coding algorithms). 

The data symbols 1 04 may optionally then be interleaved by the 

encoding portion 102. Typically, interleaving increases the output distance 

between the consecutively input non-interleaved data symbols. This 

interleaving of data symbols causes burst of errors to be spread out in time 

20 and thus to be handled by the data bit detector as if they were random 

errors. This interleaving thereby allows random-error-correcting coding (e.g. 

convolutional coding) to be useful in a bursty noise communication channel 

(e.g. radio frequency communication channels). The interleaving preferably 

is limited to a predetermined size of the block of data symbols. The block 

25 size preferably is derived from the maximum number of data symbols, 

representing input data bits 1 00, which can be transmitted at a 

predetermined chip rate within a predetermined length transmission block. 

Subsequently, the interleaved data symbols 104 are output from the 

encoding portion 1 02. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that 

30 several different variations of interleaving could be implemented without 

departing from the scope of the present invention. For example, several 

different techniques can be used to interleave the data symbols (e.g., 

convolutional or block interleaving}. In addition, the size of the interleaving 

block could be attered to accommodate different transmission lengths or 

35 rates. Also, the dimensions of the matrix could be altered to increase or 

decrease the interleaved distance between consecutively input groups of 

data symbols. 
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The interleaved data symbols 1 04 are then input to a transmitting 

portion 106 of the communication system. It will be appreciated by those 

skilled in the art that additional coding of the data symbols 1 04 may be done 

in the transmitting portion 1 06 to enable multiple access by several users to 

5 the same communication channel. Such encoding may include coding which 

ensures orthogonality of an individual users encoded traffic channel bits from 

other users encoded traffic channel bits. However, this additional coding 

typically depends upon the specific implementation of the SFH 

communication system. Further, this additional coding typically will not 

1 0 interfere with the implementation of the teachings of the present invention as 

described herein as long as the additional encoding is done after the initial 

encoding and the additional decoding is done prior to the preferred 

embodiment data bit detection process. The interleaved data symbols 104 

are prepared for transmission over a communication channel as a SFH signal 

15 by a modulator 106. Subsequently, the modulated sequence is provided to 

an antenna 11 0 for transmission over the communication channel112. 

A receiving portion 114 of the communication system receives the 

transmitted SFH spread spectrum signal from over the communication 

channel112 through antenna 116. Each hop of the received SFH signal 

20 preferably is sampled into data samples 120 by demodulator 118. 

Subsequently, the data samples 120 are output to the detector 122 of the 

communication system. 

If the encoder 1 02 of the communication has interleaved the data 

symbols, then the detector 122 deinterleaves the data samples by using a 

25 technique which is substantially inverse to the interleaving technique used in 

the encoder 102. After, if necessary, such deinterleaving, the detector 122 

of the communication system inputs the data samples 120 into a an 

estimator 124 which preferrably generates an estimate of the C/1 power ratio 

('P} 126 for each hop in accordance with the algorithm described above as 

30 (eq. 1) and reproduced below: 

'¥ _ Ave2{Re{z}} 
- Ave{lzj2} - Ave2{Re{z}} (eq. 1) 

The symbol z preferrably represents the phase modulation cancelled forms 

35 of the data samples of a hop of the SFH signal. The data samples 

preferrably are samples of the complex envelope of the hop where the 
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hop has been modulated by nth phase shift keying. Cancellation of nth 

phase shift keying modulation of the hop of the slow frequency hopping 

spread spectrum signal preferrably is accomplished by raising the complex 

envelope of the hop to the nth power. As a result, z represents the phase 

5 modulation cancelled forms of the data samples which comprise samples of 

the complex envelope of the hop raised to the nth power for the nth phase 

shift keying modulated hop of the slow frequency hopping spread spectrum 

signal. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that any monotonically 

related form of the estimate of the C/1 power ratio ('¥) may be used without 

1 0 departing from the scope of the present invention. 

The detector 122 of the communication system also inputs the data 

samples 120 into the detecting portion 128 which detects data bits 130 in 

the data samples 128 of each particular hop by using the estimated C/1 

power ratio 126 for that particular hop which was generated by the estimator 

15 124. 

The preferred embodiment described in reference to FIG. 1 may be 

further extended into a more specific use in the detection process of the C/1 

power ratio estimate 126 to the decoding process as shown in FIG. 2. In 

FIG. 2, the detector 122 input the data samples 120 associated with each 

20 hop into a decision metric generator 132 of the detecting portion 128. The 

decision metric generator 132 uses the input data samples 120 to generate 

decision metrics 134 associated with each hop which correspond to a 

distance of an input data sample from a constellation point within a 

constellation space representing previously input data samples 120. These 

25 decision metrics 134 correspond to possible transitions within a maximum 

likelihood decoding trellis which decoder 140 will subsequently be 

determining. 
The estimator 124 inputs the estimate of the C/1 power ratio ('P) 126 

associated with each hop into the detecting portion 128. The detecting 

30 portion 128 provides the C/1 power ratio estimates ('P) 126 to a confidence 

measure generator 136. The confidence measure generator 136 also 

receives the decision metrics 134 associated with each hop from the 

decision metric generator. The confidence measure generator 136 uses the 

C/1 power ratio estimate ('P) 126 associated with a particular hop to 

35 determine a level of confidence 138 in the accuracy of the decision metrics 

134 associated with the particular hop (i.e., accurately or actually relate to the 

transmitted encoded data bits 1 00). For example, if the C/1 power ratio 
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estimate ('¥) 126 for the hop is below a predetermined threshold, then the 

probability that the data samples 120 of that hop actually represent the 

transmitted encoded data bits 1 00 is low. As a result the decision metrics 

134 are probably not actually related to the transmitted encoded data bits 

5 100, because the data samples 120 of the hop probably do not 

correspond to the transmitted encoded data bits 1 00. 

The number of different levels of confidence 138 which may be 

determined for a particular hop can be varied depending on the particular use 

for the level of confidence 138. For example, two levels of confidence in the 

1 0 decision metrics 134 of each hop may be determined for use in a hard 

decision environment. The two levels of confidence include: (1) full 

confidence which corresponds to the estimated C/1 power ratio being at or 

above a particular threshold and (2) no confidence which corresponds to the 

estimated C/1 power ratio being below the particularthreshold. In response 

1 5 to a full confidence measure 138, the associated decision metrics 134 for the 

hop would be used by the decoder 140. However, in response to a no 

confidence measure 138, the associated decision metrics 134 for the hop 

would not be used by the decoder 140. In another example, several levels 

of confidence in the decision metrics 134 of each hop may be determined for 

20 use in a soft decision environment. These several levels of confidence 

correspond to increasing confidence as the estimated C/1 power ratio 138 

increases in value. In response to the increasing level of confidence 

measure 138, the associated decision metrics 134 for the hop would be 

given greater weight by decoder 140. Such a weighting system of the 

25 decision metrics 134 by a decoder 140 is often termed using side 

information about the decision metrics 134. 

The decoder 140 preferably generates estimated data bits 130 by 

utilizing maximum likelihood decoding techniques to derive the estimated 

traffic channel data bits 130 from the decision metrics 134 of each hop and 

30 the associated confidence measures 138 which are input to the decoder 

140. When the traffic channel data bits 1 00 have been convolutionally 

encoded, the maximum likelihood decoding techniques which are used may 

based upon the Viterbi decoding algorithm. 

The preferred embodiment described in reference to FIG. 1 may be 

35 further extended into a more specific use in the detection process of the C/1 
power ratio estimate 126 to the diversity combining process as shown in 

FIG. 3. In FIG. 3, the receiving portion 114 of the communication system . 
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receives the transmitted SFH spread spectrum signal from over the 

communication channel112 through antenna structure 116. The antenna 

structure 116 preferrably includes at least a first receiving antenna 142 and a 

second receiving antenna 144. The first receiving antenna 142 is preferrably 

5 geographically displaced from the second receiving antenna 144 such that a 

diversity antenna structure is formed. Each hop of the SFH signal as 

received by the first and second antennae 142 and 144 is preferrably input 

to the demodulator 118. Demodulator 118 includes a first and second 

receiver branch 146 and 148, respectively. The first receiver branch 146 is 

1 0 coupled to the first antenna 142 in order to demodulate and sample each 

-hop of the SFH signal122 received by the first antenna 142 into a first data 

sample set 150. Similarly, the second receiver branch 148 is coupled to the 

second antenna 144 in order to demodulate and sample each hop of the 

SFH signal 122 received by the second antenna 144 into a second data 

1 5 sample set 152. Subsequently, the sets of data samples 150 and 152 

{collectively described as data samples 120) are output to the detector 122 

of the communication system. The data samples 120 may preferrably be 

coupled to detector 122 on a data bus having each of the data sample sets 

150 and 152 thereon or by a set of individual data signal couplers for each 

20 data samples set 150 and 152. 

The detector 122 of the communication system inputs the sets of 

data samples 120 into an estimator 124 which preferrably generates a first 
and a second estimate of the C/1 power ratio ('P) 158 and 160 (collectively 

described as C/1 power ratio estimate 126) for each hop corresponding to 

25 the first and second set of data samples 150 and 152, respectively, in 

accordance with the algorithm described above as (eq. 1). These C/1 power 

ratio estimates 126 are output to the detecting portion 128. 

Similarly, the detector 122 of the communication system inputs the 

sets of data samples 120 (i.e. first and second sets 150 and 152, 

30 respectively) into the detecting portion 128. The detecting portion provides 

the first and second data sample sets 150 and 152 to a diversity combiner 

154. The diversity combiner 154 combines the first and second sets of data 

samples 150 and 152, respectively, into a single combined set of data 

samples 156. The diversity combining is accomplished by using weighting 

35 coefficients for the first and second sets of input data samples 150 and 152 

of each hop which are derived from the associated first and second C/1 

power ratio estimate 158 and 160 input . 
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The diversity combiner 154 uses the first and second C/1 power ratio 

estimate ('¥) 158 and 160, respectively, associated with a particular hop to 

determine a level of confidence in the accuracy of the reception of the first 

and second set of data samples 150 and 152, respectively associated with 

5 the particular hop by the receiving portion 114. For example, if the first C/1 
power ratio estimate ('¥) 158 for the hop is below a predetermined 

threshold, then the probability that the first set of data samples 150 of that 

hop actually represent the transmitted encoded data bits 1 00 is nominal. 

The number of different levels of confidence in the accuracy of 

1 0 reception which may be determined for a particular hop can be varied 

depending on the particular use for the level of confidence. For example, 

two levels of confidence of each hop may be determined for use in a hard 

decision environment. The two levels of confidence include: (1) full 

confidence which corresponds to the estimated C/1 power ratio being at or 

1 5 above a particular threshold and (2) no confidence which corresponds to the 

estimated C/1 power ratio being below the particular threshold. In response 

to a full confidence measure, the associated set of data samples for the hop 

would be used by the diversity combiner 154 in generating the single 

combined set of data samples 156 for the hop. However, in response to a 

20 no confidence measure, the associated set of data samples for the hop 

would not be used by the diversity combiner 154 in generating the single 

combined set of data samples 156 for the hop. In another example, 

several levels of confidence in the accuracy of reception of each hop may be 

determined for use in a soft decision environment. These several levels of 

25 confidence correspond to increasing confidence as the estimated C/1 power 

ratio 126 increases in value. In response to the increasing level of 

confidence, the associated set of data samples for the hop would be 

assigned greater weighting coefficients by the diversity combiner 154. It will 

be appreciated by those skilled in the art that these diversity combining 

30 techniques can be extended to combining a plurality of sets of data samples 

received on a corresponding plurality of receiver branches. 

Subsequently, single combined set of data samples 156 preferrably 

is used by the detecting portion 128 to detect data bits 130 in the data 

samples. Such detection may be accomplished by using a decoding 

35 technique similar to the one described above in reference to FIG. 2. 

However, other types of detection of data bits in the combined set of data 
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samples 156 could be used without departing from the spirit and scope of 

preferred embodiment diversity combining invention as claimed. 

Although the invention has been described and illustrated with a 

certain degree of particularity, it is understood that the present disclosure of 

5 embodiments has been made by way of example only and that numerous 

changes in the arrangement and combination of parts as well as steps may 

be resorted to by those skilled in the art without departing from the spirit and 

scope of the invention as claimed. For example, the modulator, antennas 

and demodulator portions of the preferred embodiment communication 

1 0 system as described were directed to COMA spread spectrum signals 

transmitted over a radio communication channel. However, as will be 

understood by those skilled in the art, the communication channel could 

alternatively be an electronic data bus, wireline, optical fiber link, or any other 

type of communication channel. 
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Claims 

What is claimed is: 

1. An apparatus comprising a detector, the detector having detecting 

means for detecting data bits in input data samples of a hop of a slow 

frequency hopping spead spectrum signal. the improvement is 

characterized by: 

(a) the detector having estimator means. operatively coupled to 

1 0 the detector means, for estimating the carrier to interference 

power ratio of the hop of the slow frequency hopping signal 

by using the input data samples of the hop; and 

(b) the detecting means using the estimated carrier to interference 

power ratio to detect data bits in the input data samples of the 

1 5 hop of the slow frequency hopping signal. 

2. 

20 

The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the detector estimator means 

comprises means for computing the estimated carrier to interference 

power ratio with a metric at least comprising a monotonically related 

function ('!') defined as follows: 

Ave2{Re{z}} 

where, 

25 z = phase cancelled forms of the input data samples wherein 

30 

the input data samples represent the complex 

envelope of an nth phase shift keying modulated hop 

of the slow frequency hopping spread spectrum signal 

Ave2{Re{z}} =the square of the average of the real portion of 

z over the hop 

Ave{lzl2} =the average of the square of the magnitude of the 

complex valued z over the hop. 
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3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein cancellation of nth phase shift keying 

modulation of the hop of the slow frequency hopping spread 

spectrum signal includes raising the complex envelope of the hop to 

the nth power whereby z represents the phase cancelled forms of 

the input data samples which comprise data samples of the complex 

envelope of the hop raised to the nth power for the nth phase shift 

keying modulated hop of the slow frequency hopping spread 

spectrum signal. 
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The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the detector detecting means 

comprises: 

(a) means for generating decision metrics from the input data 

samples of the hop, each decision metric corresponding to a 

distance of an input data sample from a constellation point 

within a constellation space representing previously input data 

samples; 

(b) means for generating a measure of confidence of the accuracy 

of the decision metrics based upon the estimated carrier to 

1 0 interference power ratio of the hop; and 

15 

{c) decoding means for generating an estimated data bit by 

utilizing maximum likelihood decoding techniques to derive a 

data bit from the decision metrics and the accuracy measure of 

confidence of the decision metrics. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein: 

(a) the input data samples of the hop of the slow frequency 

hopping spread spectrum signal comprise a plurality of sets of 

input data samples of the hop, each set corresponding to 

20 input data samples of the hop as received from one of a 

plurality of diversity receiver branches; 

(b) the estimator means comprises means for estimating a carrier 

to interference power ratio of the hop of the slow frequency 

hopping signal associated with each partirular set of input data 

25 samples by using the particular set of input data samples of 

the hop; and 

30 

(c) the detector detecting means comprises diversity combining 

means for combining the plurality of sets of input data samples 

into a set of input data samples in accordance with weighting 

coefficients for each particular set of input data samples 

derived from the estimated carrier to interference power ratio 

associated with the particular set of input data samples. 
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6. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising: 

(a) receiving means for receiving a slow frequency hopping 

spread spectrum signal from over a communication channel; 

and 
(b) sampling means, operatively coupled to the receiving means 

and the detector, for sampling a hop of the received slow 

frequency hopping spread spectrum signal into data samples 

and inputting the data samples of the hop of the received slow 

frequency hopping spread spectrum signal to the detector. 

7. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising: 

(a) encoding means for encoding input data bits into data 

symbols with an encoding algorithm which fadlitates 

subsequent detection of data bits in samples of the data 

15 symbols; 

20 

(b) a transmitting means, operatively coupled to the encoding 

means, for transmitting the data symbols over a 

communication channel as a slow frequency hopping spread 

(c) 

spectrum signal; 

receiving means for receiving the slow frequency hopping 

spread spectrum signal from over the communication channel; 
and 

(d) sampling means, operatively coupled to the receiving means 

and the detector, for sampling a hop of the received slow 

25 frequency hopping spread spectrum signal into data samples 

and inputting the data samples of the hop of the received slow 

frequency hopping spread spectrum signal to the detector. 
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8. A method of communicating with slow frequency hopping spread 

spectrum signals including recovering data bits from data samples of 

a hop of a slow frequency hopping spread spectrum signal, the 

recovering steps comprising detecting data bits in the data samples 

of the hop of the slow frequency hopping signal, the improvement is 

characterized by: 

9. 

(a) estimating the carrier to interference power ratio of the hop of 

the slow frequency hopping signal by using the data samples 

of the hop; and 

(b) the detecting step using the estimated carrier to interference 

power ratio to detect data bits in the data samples of the hop 

of the slow frequency hopping signal. 

The method of claim 8 wherein the recovering step of estimating 

comprises computing the estimated carrier to interference power ratio 

with a metric at least comprising a monotonically related function ('!') 

defined as follows: 

where, 

'¥ _ Ave2{Re{z}} 
- Ave{lzl2} - Ave2{Re{z}} 

z = phase cancelled forms of the input data samples wherein 

the phase cancelled fonns of the input data samples 

are derived by raising the complex envelope of the 

hop to the nth power whereby z represents the phase 

cancelled forms of the input data samples which 

comprise data samples of the complex envelope of 

the hop raised to the nth power for the nth phase shift 

keying modulated hop of the slow frequency hopping 

spread spectrum signal 

Ave2{Re{z}} = the square of the average of the real portion of 

z over the hop 

Ave{!zl2} = the average of the square of the magnitude of the 

complex valued z over the hop. 
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10. The method of claim 8 wherein: 

(a) the data samples of the hop of the slow frequency hopping 

spread spectrum signal comprise a plurality of sets of data 

samples of the hop, each set corresponding to data samples 

of the hop as received from one of a plurality of diversity 

receiver branches; 

(b) the recovering step of estimating comprises estimating a 

carrier to interference power ratio of the hop of the slow 

frequency hopping signal associated with each particular set of 

1 0 data samples by using the particular set of data samples of 

the hop; and 

15 

(c) the recovering step of detecting comprises diversity 

combining the plurality of sets of data samples into a set of 

data samples in accordance with weighting coefficients for each 

particular set of data samples derived from the estimated 

carrier to interference power ratio associated with the particular 

set of data samples. 
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